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Preface

This book appears on the occasion of the 25th anniversary of interdisciplinary
and collaborative research in the Bremen Research Cluster for Dynamics in
Logistics (LogDynamics). Hand-picked experts, who are or have been affiliated
with LogDynamics, provide retrospect articles, up-to-date research contributions,
and future research directions.

History
Twenty-five years ago, in 1996, researchers from different faculties at the University of Bremen (Germany) came together to conduct research in the field
of logistics thenceforth jointly in an interdisciplinary way. They established the
“Forschungsverbund Logistik” (research association for logistics) to gain a holistic view on logistics systems such as production networks and supply chains,
logistic facilities such as warehouses and port terminals, and intra-logistics within
companies. Hence, the associated researchers came from economics and business
administration, industrial engineering and management, production engineering,
computer science, mathematics, and electrical engineering.
In the beginning, the “Forschungsverbund Logistik” focused on the design
and management of logistic networks for globally distributed production systems.
Activities included application-oriented research projects, a graduate school for the
research associates of the involved institutes, chairs, and research groups, a research
colloquium, and courses for graduate students at the University of Bremen.
In the 2000s, additional researchers joined the association and developed the
concept of autonomously controlled logistics processes. In this context, autonomy
means that smart logistic objects receive a certain degree of autonomy and control
themselves in a decentralized way, such as cargo in transportation networks or
parts and sub-assemblies on the shop floor. This research was conducted within
the Collaborative Research Center “Autonomous cooperating logistic processes—
a paradigm shift and its limitation” (CRC 637), funded by the German Research
v
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Foundation from 2004 to 2012. The results are reported in more than 100 academic
journal papers and more than 300 academic conference contributions.
As autonomous control outperforms conventional planning in situations with
high dynamics inside and outside the logistic system, the focus lay on the dynamics
of logistics. Accordingly, the association renamed itself in 2005 into “Bremen
Research Cluster for Dynamics in Logistics” or in short “LogDynamics.”
In addition to the basic research conducted in the CRC 637, LogDynamics
established the International Graduate School for Dynamics in Logistics for PhD
students from all over the world. Until now, more than 50 international students
received their PhD degree as members of this institution.
To transfer research results into practice, LogDynamics also established the
LogDynamics Lab. Here, innovative information and communication technologies
supporting different logistic processes are tested and optimized toward their application in companies and at logistic service providers.
Autonomous control of logistic processes was one of the foundations for Industry
4.0 and Logistics 4.0. Accordingly, LogDynamics enhanced the developed models,
methods, and tools toward cyber-physical production and logistics systems. In the
last 10 years, digitalization of logistics was one of the most important research
fields of LogDynamics. This included technical developments such as sensors and
the subsequent data processing by machine learning algorithms, methodological
developments such as data-driven planning, optimization, and control methods,
conceptual work on future logistics solutions for the growing e-commerce sector,
and new business models.
Recent research interests focus particularly on the trade-off between individualization of logistic services on the one hand and their sustainability on the other
hand. Will it be possible to establish end user-tailored home delivery systems and
decrease the consumption of resources and the carbon dioxide emission at the same
time?
Future research in logistics will be significantly influenced by societal megatrends such as globalization, individualization, connectivity, mobility, urbanization,
and neo-ecology. These trends do not appear side by side but rather diametrically,
which offers a lot of opportunities for logistics research which deals with tradeoffs ever since. Having the advantage of a holistic observation and analysis,
LogDynamics is well prepared for the next 25 years of research in the field.

This Book
This book highlights interdisciplinary aspects of logistics research conducted in
Bremen. It features articles with empirical, methodological, as well as practiceoriented contributions and addresses modeling, planning, optimization, and control
of processes. The articles are clustered in three parts.
The first part addresses “Models and Methods for Planning in Logistics.”
Schukraft, Teucke, Freitag, and Scholz-Reiter give an overview on the research
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that BIBA - Bremer Institut für Produktion und Logistik has performed over the
past few years in the field of autonomously controlled production and transportation
networks. Megow and Schlöter present recent results on mathematical optimization
with explorable uncertainty and outline its potential power in the context of
decision-making under uncertainty in logistics. In another retrospect article, Becker
and Wagner-Kampik revisit selected advances in network modeling and analysis
in manufacturing and logistics including also the transition from static to dynamic
and stochastic models. Schmand discusses recent developments in the design and
analysis of mathematical traffic models.
The focus of the second part is on “Digitalization and Logistics.” In the first
article, Herzog and Timm demonstrate the power of intelligent software agents
as a technological solution for planning, designing, optimizing, and implementing
social and learning logistics systems. Hribernik, Franke, and Thoben introduce
in their article the semantic mediator and present examples of its successful
application to tackle problems of interoperability of heterogeneous information
sources in autonomous cooperating logistics processes. Kümpel, Mueller, and Beetz
introduce the semantic digital twin for retail as the semantic connection of a scene
graph, a model of the environment, with a symbolic knowledge base, allowing
for abstract reasoning about its contained facts in various retail applications.
Wicaksono, Boroukhian, and Bashyal propose a dynamic demand–response system
that aims to engage manufacturing power consumers through price and incentivebased demand–response programs using linked data and machine learning. Knapp,
Kessler, and Arlinghaus demonstrate and discuss the influence of cognitive biases
on human decision-making in digitalized logistics environments and their effect on
logistics performance.
The third part “Fields of Application in Logistics” provides insight into certain
application areas of logistics. Hoff-Hoffmeyer-Zlotnik, Teucke, Oelker, and Freitag
provide insight to the research within the area of transshipment points and across the
downstream supply chain by using specific Industry 4.0 technologies in general and
present results of transferring this knowledge to the field of automotive logistics.
Jedermann and Lang document 15 years of intelligent container research, which
started with the provision of the necessary sensor systems and got applied in
food cool chain logistics in order to significantly reduce food losses, especially
in the supply chain for bananas. Jungen, Specht, Ovens, and Lemper look at the
growing importance of ultra large container vessels for maritime logistics and
examine the implications for sea ports as well as environmental issues. Trapp,
Luttermann, Rippel, Kotzab, and Freitag examine the sustainability of last mile
logistics by modeling individualized home delivery systems for Internet-shopped
groceries. Haasis, Du, and Sun present the New Silk Roads and elaborate on the
logistical challenges along these new global trade lanes. And finally, Louis and
Rügge introduce how the Bremen International Graduate School for Dynamics in
Logistics works and show some insights into doctoral research seminars.
The editors would like to thank all authors for their valuable contribution to
this collection. Furthermore, the editors would like to thank their LogDynamics
colleagues for the fruitful cooperation in the past few years and look forward to the
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next 25 years of interdisciplinary and collaborative research in the Bremen Research
Cluster for Dynamics in Logistics.
Bremen, Germany

July 2021

Michael Freitag
Herbert Kotzab
Nicole Megow
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Models and Methods for Planning
in Logistics

Autonomous Control of Logistic
Processes: A Retrospective
Susanne Schukraft , Michael Teucke
and Bernd Scholz-Reiter

, Michael Freitag

,

Abstract Manufacturing and logistic service companies are increasingly confronted with high dynamics and complexity. Due to its particular suitability
for short-term and situation-dependent decision-making, autonomous control can
improve planning and control of production and related transportation processes.
This chapter gives an overview of the research that the BIBA—Bremer Institut
für Produktion und Logistik GmbH has performed over the past years in the field
of autonomously controlled production and transportation networks. The chapter
focuses on the modeling approaches and the autonomous control methods that have
been developed. These methods have been evaluated using both theoretical and realworld scenarios. The results show the applicability and suitability of autonomous
control in complex and dynamic production and transportation environments. In
addition, influences on the methods’ performance and the integration of autonomous
control into conventional planning and control systems are discussed. Finally, the
chapter looks at the significance of autonomous control in the context of Industry
4.0 and shows the relations between both concepts.
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1 Introduction
Over the last decades, manufacturing companies have been confronted with increasing dynamics and complexity (Alkan et al. 2018; Duffie et al. 2017). Among others,
companies were challenged with volatile market conditions, decreasing product life
cycles, and an increasing product variety (Nyhuis and Wiendahl 2009). The main
objective of manufacturing companies is to meet customer requirements regarding
product quality and agreed delivery dates (Hon 2005). Therefore, an essential issue
for production planning and control is the ability to react flexibly to changing
conditions and requirements, e.g., changes in customer demands regarding the
product, its volume, or its delivery date. Furthermore, manufacturing companies
depend on reliable transportation processes. Thus, to fulfill customer demands,
the need for a high degree of flexibility also applies to the related transportation
processes for supplying raw materials and delivering finished products to the
customer.
Up to now, production planning and control is mainly based on centralized and
hierarchical planning approaches. Generally, these approaches calculate production
schedules in advance, assuming static production environments. Strategies to cope
with changing conditions include the partial or complete rescheduling of the
production schedule in the case of occurring demand changes or the provision of
robust schedules in advance. However, whereas recurring rescheduling activities
may lead to a high planning nervousness, working with robust schedules may be
inefficient when the flexibility provided is not utilized (Ouelhadj and Petrovic 2009).
An opposite approach to overcome the limitations of these conventional planning
and control approaches is the development of autonomously controlled production
systems. Generally, autonomous control is based on decentralized decision-making
based on the current system state (Freitag et al. 2004). Thus, autonomous control
methods are enabled to flexibly react to changing conditions and achieve a high
level of target compliance even in highly complex and dynamic environments.
The BIBA—Bremer Institut für Produktion und Logistik GmbH at the University
of Bremen as a member of the Bremen Research Cluster for Dynamics in Logistics
(University of Bremen 2021)—has a long history of research in the field of
autonomous control of production and logistics, including both manufacturing
systems and transportation networks. This paper gives an overview of this research,
some of which has also been carried out in collaboration with other research
and industrial partners. The presented work mainly bases on the results of the
Collaborative Research Center 637 “Autonomous Cooperating Logistic Processes:
A paradigm Shift and its Limitations” (CRC 637). The CRC 637 has been
carried out at the University of Bremen from 2004 to 2012 with several research
departments at the University of Bremen and also the Jacobs University of Bremen.
In addition, the research was continued in several follow-up projects that are also
considered in the given overview.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, autonomous control and its
main characteristics, as well as basic assumptions regarding the performance of
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autonomous control in complex environments, are introduced. In addition, the
section discusses the relations between autonomous control and the Industry 4.0
paradigm. An overview of the reference scenarios and modeling approaches for
the development of autonomous control methods is given in Sect. 3. Section 4
introduces autonomous control methods developed for either production or transportation scheduling. Section 5 presents the results of various simulation studies
mainly based on theoretical reference scenarios. The transfer of autonomous control
into real-world applications is described in Sect. 6. A conclusion is given in Sect. 7.

2 The Concept of Autonomous Control
Autonomous control is characterized by processes of decentralized decision-making
within a heterarchical organization structure. Thus, the decision-making authority is
delegated to individual system elements allowed and enabled to make and execute
decisions independently on their own (Freitag et al. 2004). In doing so, the logistic
objects require the ability to interact with each other to gather relevant decisionmaking information. The characteristics of heterarchy suggest a high degree of
independence between individual system elements and the central coordination
unit. Furthermore, autonomously controlled systems are characterized by nondeterminism, which means that the system behavior cannot be predicted over a
longer period of time, even if all system states are known (Windt and Hülsmann
2007).
The autonomy of logistic objects necessary for decentralized decision-making is
realized through information and communication technologies (ICT). The automatic
identification of logistic objects requires technologies like barcodes or radiofrequency identification (RFID). Terrestrial technologies can be used for the automatic
localization of logistic objects, either satellite-based global navigation satellite
systems (GNSS) or long-range, short-range, and indoor terrestrial technologies.
Sensor units allow condition monitoring of the logistic objects and their environment. The information processing can be supported by multi-agent systems
(MAS) or machine learning algorithms. Technologies like past and recent mobile
phone standards or Long Range Wide Area Networks (LoRa) can be used for the
information exchange between logistic objects (Böse and Windt 2007b). Altogether,
the significant developments in ICT over the last decades that culminate in the
introduction of Industry 4.0 can serve as an enabler for implementing autonomously
controlled production and logistics systems in practice.
ICT such as RFID or Wi-Fi networks were emerging when the research of the
BIBA on developing autonomous control started in 2004 but still not uniformly
introduced into the economy. However, it was anticipated that these technologies
would gradually become more widely available and used in industry. From 2011
onwards, the concept of Industry 4.0 (Kagermann et al. 2013) emerged and soon
established itself internationally as a collective term for the ongoing digitalization
and smart automation in industrial production and the integration of the underlying
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technologies. From this moment on, some of the technological developments that
were integral to key concepts of autonomous control were subsumed under the
generic term Industry 4.0.
Considering the principles of both concepts, it can be stated that autonomous
control and Industry 4.0 are closely related to each other. The ability of an
autonomous object to process information and render decisions on its own necessitates intelligence embedded into this object in the form of data processor units
and sensors that provide data on the object’s state and its environment. Also,
the interaction between several such autonomous objects requires their ability to
exchange data, which presumes them being linked to each other via communication
networks. These concepts are closely mirrored by two key principles integral to
Industry 4.0, namely decentralized decisions and interconnectivity (Hermann et al.
2016). Decentralized decisions in Industry 4.0 are based on the ability of the socalled cyber-physical systems (CPS). CPS are characterized by the interconnection
of information technology and software components with mechanical and electronic
parts that communicate via a data infrastructure formed by wired or wireless
communication networks (Broy 2010). One example mentioned for decentralized
decision-making in Industry 4.0 was products routing themselves through a production system (Kagermann et al. 2013), which was intensively studied in the context
of autonomous control (see Sect. 4.2.1). Interconnectivity denotes, in the context
of Industry 4.0, the ability of machines, devices, sensors, and people to connect
and communicate with each other via the Internet of Things (IoT). The concept
of IoT describes the technologies for a global ICT infrastructure that enables the
connection of physical and virtual objects and the globally unique identification and
addressing of these objects, allowing them to interact and collaborate (Bouhai and
Grayson 2017; Chaouchi 2013). In sum, it can be stated that Industry 4.0 provides
the technological basis and leads to the widespread use of technical systems that
enable autonomously controlled logistics. Autonomous control provides methods
and algorithms that can lead to an increase in efficiency in production and logistics,
particularly in complex and dynamic environments.
Autonomous control methods take the current system state into account for
decision-making. Consequently, these methods are considered especially promising
if changing conditions require a flexible reaction of planning and control, e.g.,
caused by workstation breakdowns or short-term rush orders. However, conventional planning methods are able to create optimal production schedules in advance
(i.e., before production orders are released to the shop floor). These methods are
often computationally intensive but can outperform autonomous control in static
production environments. Furthermore, entirely autonomously controlled production systems also have the risk of a chaotic and unpredictable system’s behavior
(Windt and Hülsmann 2007). Consequently, potential users of autonomous control
will require assistance to assess in which cases and to which extent the application
of autonomous control is promising and in which cases conventional planning
methods still outperform autonomous control. To address these questions, the
following hypotheses were formulated regarding the performance of autonomous
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control. These hypotheses will be revisited below when discussing the methods’
performance and comparing them to conventional planning methods.
1. Autonomous control methods are able to cope efficiently with complex and
dynamically changing production environments (Freitag et al. 2004).
2. In static production environments, conventional planning and control methods
will reach an equal or even better performance than autonomous control. Contrarily, autonomous control will outperform conventional planning and control in
environments of high complexity (Philipp et al. 2006).
3. Besides hypothesis (2), the performance of autonomous control methods depends
on the present degree of autonomy and the complexity of the applied scenario
(Böse and Windt 2007b; Windt et al. 2008). A more detailed description of the
assumed interdependencies is given by Philipp et al. (2006).
4. A possibility to combine the advantages of conventional planning and
autonomous control—the high planning accuracy of conventional planning in
static and the high efficiency of autonomous control in dynamic environments—
is the combined application of both approaches (Schukraft et al. 2016a).

3 Reference Scenarios for Autonomous Logistic Processes
This section introduces reference scenarios for both production and transportation scheduling. These theoretical scenarios provide a standardized environment
that allows evaluating and comparing the different autonomous control methods’
performance. In addition, the section describes the simulation and evaluation of
autonomous logistic processes.

3.1 Description of the Reference Scenarios
The reference scenarios have been defined in a way that they can easily be adjusted
to analyze the influence of various impact factors (e.g., different system sizes or
variation of processing times) on the autonomous control methods’ performance.
Besides, the modeling approaches for the implementation of the autonomous
control methods are introduced. Also, this section describes approaches for the
measurement of the autonomous control methods’ performance.

3.1.1 Shop-Floor Scenario
The “NxM shop-floor scenario” is based on a flexible flow shop system. It consists
of M stages, each with N parallel workstations and an input buffer in front of each
workstation. Production orders have to be processed on each stage on one of the
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Fig. 1 Production network scenario (based on Scholz-Reiter et al. (2009d))

parallel workstations. Mainly, the scenario was applied as a 3 × 3 scenario, i.e.,
three stages and three parallel workstations per stage (Scholz-Reiter et al. 2005a, b).
However, the model is scalable to any desired problem size, e.g., Scholz-Reiter et
al. (2010a) applied the scenario with a maximum of 10 × 10 workstations.
Based on the described shop-floor scenario, a generic “J × K production
network scenario” was developed, allowing the integration of external transportation
between different production plants (see Fig. 1). Analogous to the shop-floor
scenario, the network scenario consists of J × K production plants, i.e., each
product has to be processed in one production plant on each production step.
Each production plant consists of a shop-floor model with N × M workstations. A
transport system connects the production plants. The scenario allows the definition
of symmetric and asymmetric network configurations (Scholz-Reiter et al. 2009d).
Besides the scalable model size, both the shop-floor and the network reference
scenarios offer various possibilities to consider different influencing factors on the
methods’ performance. Among others, the reference scenarios allow the variation
of processing and set-up times, the consideration of different job types, fluctuation
of order entrance, or disturbances like workstation breakdowns.
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3.1.2 Transportation Scenario
The transportation scenario covers general cargo transport (package freight) through
a dynamic multi-modal transportation network. For the representation of the route
network, directed graphs were used (Wenning et al. 2007a). The transportation
network consists of a discrete number of geographically distributed vertices (nodes)
connected by edges. A vertex (node) represents a fixed location in the transportation
network, where several edges (roads) intersect, or trans-shipment is carried out
or both. Vertices can be either active or passive. Active vertices include transshipment facilities, where transport units are loaded and unloaded. Passive vertices
have no trans-shipment facilities. At vertices, sources are located, i.e., departure
points of packages that start their journey through the transportation network. Sinks,
or destinations, where packages finish their journey through the transportation
network, are located at vertices as well. Edges are connections between neighboring
vertices, representing, e.g., roads. They are considered to be directed and of a fixed
length. A route is a connection between two different vertices that may include one
or several edges. Often several different routes are possible to connect two nodes.
Packages represent pieces of goods or cargo that need to be transported from a
given source to a given sink in the transportation network. A package is indivisible,
which means that it cannot be broken down into smaller parts. Packages cannot
move through the transportation network themselves and thus need transport units
to move them between nodes of the network. A package can be loaded onto, or
unloaded from, a transport unit at active vertices, allowing the exchange of transport
units. It can also wait at the vertex for transport in the future. A transport order
contains all information needed for carrying out the transport of a package or a group
of packages. Transport units are generalized representations of transport units, e.g.,
trucks or vans. Transport units move between different vertices at a certain speed
using the connecting edges. Different types of transport units can be restricted to
different subsets of the vertices. Transport units can each take a number of cargo
packages with them, which is limited by their specific capacity. At active vertices
with trans-shipment capacity, some of the cargo packages can be exchanged.
The transport scenario may include dynamic and stochastic variations: New
packages with transport orders are generated at run time, while packages delivered
to their destination disappear. Vertices may newly appear or disappear, while edges
may be temporarily unavailable for use. The speed of transport units traveling
between vertices may be stochastically distributed.
Several instances of this general scenario were implemented, including a small
scenario of four vertices and a so-called Germany scenario, where the location of the
nodes is based on a network of 18 cities in Germany, while the edges between the
vertices represented highway connections between those cities (see Fig. 2). Also,
larger transportation networks of up to 87 vertices have been derived from a map of
Central Europe (Wenning et al. 2007b; Wenning 2010).
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Fig. 2 Transportation scenario (based on Wenning et al. (2007b))

3.2 Modeling Approaches
For the modeling of autonomous control methods, mainly discrete-event simulation
using the software tool eM-Plant (today known as Tecnomatix Plant Simulation) has
been applied. Both discrete-event simulation and the software Plant Simulation are
well established and often used for the simulation of material flow processes in manufacturing and logistics. The discrete-event modeling approach was also compared
to continuous modeling using the also established System Dynamics software tool
VENSIM. The comparison showed that discrete-event simulation allows a detailed
description of the shop floor processes but requires high programming effort to
implement the autonomous control strategies. These strategies can be implemented
in continuous models rather quickly, but the shop floor processes are described only
on a rather high aggregation level (Scholz-Reiter et al. 2005b).
A combination of both discrete-event and continuous approaches has been
applied to analyze the stability of autonomously controlled production systems.
Roughly speaking, a production system is stable if its state remains bounded over
time. Therefore, a mathematical investigation using differential equations was first
applied to calculate the parameters for which stability of the production system can
be guaranteed. Second, the results of the mathematical stability analyses are used as
a starting point for discrete-event simulation. With an enlarged set of parameters, the
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discrete-event simulation can be used to refine the calculated stability results. This
combined approach takes advantage of both continuous and discrete-event modeling
approaches. The main advantage lies in the high time efficiency. Since the discreteevent model uses the results of the mathematical approach as input, the detailed
stability parameters can be determined in less time compared to a pure trial-anderror simulation study (Scholz-Reiter et al. 2011d).
In addition to using established software tools, the scientists within the CRC
637 also developed modeling tools that support the modeling of autonomously
controlled processes in particular. A multi-agent simulation platform, the Platform
for Simulations with Multiple Agents (PlaSMA), allows simulating mutual negotiations of software agents, which can represent autonomous objects (Warden et al.
2010). Also, a simulation environment for the modeling of autonomously controlled
transportation processes was developed. The simulation environment uses a C++
class library for the discrete-event simulation of communication networks (Becker
et al. 2006). With the Autonomous Logistics Engineering Methodology (ALEM), a
framework for the modeling of autonomous logistic processes and their infrastructure was developed (Scholz-Reiter et al. 2007b).

3.3 Evaluation of Autonomously Controlled Systems
The profound evaluation of the performance of autonomous control methods
requires a target system that contains performance measurements for the basic
categories of logistic objectives: due date adherence, throughput time, work in
process, and utilization (Nyhuis and Wiendahl 2009). Therefore, Philipp et al.
(2007) introduced a vectorial approach that considers these basic objectives with
weighting factors to adjust the influence of each objective onto the total logistics
target achievement. Grundstein et al. (2015b) enhanced the vectorial approach to
additionally consider measurements of planning adherence.
The analysis of the assumed influences on the autonomous control methods’ performance (cf. Sect. 2) requires measuring the scenarios’ autonomy and
complexity. In this context, Böse (2012) introduced a morphological pattern to
specify a production system’s level of autonomy. The measurement contains criteria
within the categories “decision-making,” “information processing,” and “decision
execution” and, thus, covers the fundamental characteristics of autonomous control.
Grundstein et al. (2015b) expanded the morphological pattern to consider both the
planning and the control level. In detail, the expansion focused on criteria to describe
coupling strategies used for a combined application of conventional planning and
autonomous control (see Sect. 4.3).
The measurement of the production systems’ complexity considers various
dimensions of complexity (Windt et al. 2008). A complexity cube describes the
system’s complexity within the dimensions “organizational complexity,” “timerelated complexity,” and “systemic complexity.” Each area of the complexity cube
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can be described by a complexity vector, resulting in a complexity value for the
considered production system.
The described approaches for the performance measurement and the specification
of the levels of autonomy and complexity have been integrated into a so-called
three-component-evaluation system (Philipp 2014; Windt et al. 2010c). The authors
also stated detailed assumptions regarding the interdependencies between the
dimensions of the evaluation system.

4 Methods for Autonomous Control
This section introduces the methods developed for autonomously controlled production systems and transportation networks. This includes, first, a method for
the modeling of logistic processes and their required infrastructure components.
In addition, methods for decision-making for both production and transportation
and the coupling of autonomous control with conventional planning methods are
introduced.

4.1 Engineering Methodology for Autonomous Logistic
Processes
For the realization of autonomously controlled systems, the logistic objects and
their required infrastructure components have to be modeled. These components
depend on the selected control strategy and the architecture of the control system.
In this context, the Autonomous Logistics Engineering Methodology (ALEM)
offers a procedure model for configuring autonomous logistic processes and their
infrastructure. The process mapping is based on a view concept that distinguishes
between five views of modeling (Scholz-Reiter et al. 2007b). The “structure view”
contains the representation of the logistic objects as well as their interrelationships.
The required knowledge of the logistic objects for decision-making is described
in the “knowledge view.” The “capability view” concretizes the capabilities of
the individual logistic objects. The “process view” is used to model the logical
and temporal sequence of activities and states of the logistic objects. Finally,
the “communication view” focuses on the content and temporal sequence of the
information exchange between the logistic objects (Scholz-Reiter et al. 2007b).
The notation within the described views is based on the Unified Modeling
Language (UML). UML includes various diagram types, which can be divided
into structure diagrams and behavior diagrams. The static structure is represented
in ALEM within the structure, the knowledge, and the capability view. Within
these views, class diagrams and object diagrams are used. The description of
dynamic processes in ALEM comprises the process and the communication view.
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In the process view, activity diagrams are used to describe the process flows. The
communication view uses sequence diagrams to specify the temporal and logical
sequence of communication between different objects (Scholz-Reiter et al. 2007b).
In addition to the described view concept and the UML-based notation, ALEM
provides a procedure model to support the user during modeling. In summary,
ALEM offers a set of methods and tools that have been combined within a software
tool to support the mapping of autonomous logistic processes (Sowade et al. 2012).

4.2 Autonomous Control Methods
This section introduces different methods for autonomous decision-making in
production systems and logistics networks. An overview of the developed methods
is given in Table 1. Generally, the methods can be categorized according to the
reference scenarios (cf. Sect. 3.1) in methods for the scheduling of shop-floor,
transportation, and network processes (introduced in Sect. 4.2.2).
Besides the application area, the methods also differ in their characteristics.
A common differentiation criterion is the information basis used for decisionmaking. Whereas some methods base their decision on future data (e.g., estimated
processing times), others decide based on past data (e.g., recorded processing
times of preceding production orders). Also, it can be differentiated between
local information and information discovery methods depending on the number
of planning steps considered for decision-making. A comprehensive overview of
possible criteria to classify autonomous control methods is given by Windt et al.
(2010a).

4.2.1 Production Scheduling
The queue length estimator (QLE) chooses the workstation based on the estimated
waiting time, taking into account the planned processing time of each production
order in the input buffer (Scholz-Reiter et al. 2008a, b). Originally, the QLE method
for workstation assignment is combined with a first in first out (FIFO) control
strategy, which means that already waiting production orders in the buffer are sorted
according to their arrival time. A variation called due date method (DUE) is the
combination of QLE with sorting the waiting orders according to their due date
(Scholz-Reiter et al. 2009c). The bio-inspired pheromone method (PHE) mimics
the behavior of ants when foraging. Ants find the shortest way to food by leaving
pheromone trails in the environment. On the shortest and thus most frequented path,
the pheromone trail is renewed most often and is most pronounced after some time.
The ants follow the trail with the highest pheromone concentration. The described
principle is transferred to production control as follows: Every part leaves data
about the duration of the waiting and processing time when leaving a workstation.
Subsequent parts make their decision based on the data left by similar products.

Bacterial chemotaxis
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production control
method
Transport
unit-centered
autonomous control
method

CHE

APC

DLRP

TUC

BEE

Distributed logistics
routing protocol
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The frequency of updating or the number of data records taken into account mimics
the evaporation of pheromones in ants (Armbruster et al. 2006; Scholz-Reiter et al.
2008b).
Both the QLE and the PHE methods have been applied to shop-floor scenarios
with and without set-up times. Since the order sequence of waiting parts is not
communicated by the pheromones, for the PHE method, a correction was used
to integrate set-up times into the decision-making. Also, a weighted combination
of the QLE and the PHE method, including the mentioned correction term, was
developed (Scholz-Reiter et al. 2007a). The QLE and the PHE method are originally
developed for production scheduling. However, both methods have been adapted for
the assignment of production orders to plants in the production network scenario.
The QLE method for plant assignment (QLEn ) decides over the next plant, based on
information about the duration of transport, waiting times, and processing times in
the subsequent plants. Analogously, the PHE method (PHEn ) for plant assignment
decides based on past data about the necessary time to pass the transport system and
the corresponding plant (Scholz-Reiter et al. 2009d).
The bee foraging approach (BEE) mimics the behavior of bees in the form of a
cost-based approach. For this purpose, the attractiveness of a station for an order
is calculated using a “value-added” calculation. The expected lead time and the
cost rate of the station are included in this calculation (Scholz-Reiter et al. 2008b).
The method of bacterial chemotaxis (CHE) is a bio-inspired method based on the
concept of chemotaxis. The method aims to reduce the cycle time (Scholz-Reiter et
al. 2010c).
So far, the presented autonomous control methods for shop-floor scheduling
focus on workstation assignment combined with certain priority rules for order
sequencing (mostly FIFO). In the simulation studies presented below, orders are
mostly released to specific times that are set to a sine function. Generally, the
methods could be combined with any order release method, but the influence of
different order release methods on the autonomous control methods’ performance
was not investigated. The due date-oriented autonomous production control method
(APC) closes this gap by integrating order release, sequencing of production orders,
and capacity control, and thus, all production control tasks. The APC method aims
to meet due dates and balancing the work-in-process on a defined level. The method
requires basic planning data, e.g., processing start and completion times. Production
orders are released if the planned release date is reached or if the range on a
workstation on the first stage falls below a defined limit. Workstation assignment
is based on due dates and throughput time to balance the workload between parallel
workstations. Capacity control is triggered if the defined range limits are violated.
The sequencing of production orders takes into account due dates and set-up times.
The method’s decisions are based on both future and past information (Grundstein
et al. 2017; Grundstein 2017).
Another autonomous control method for production scheduling is the distributed
logistics routing protocol for production (DLRPp ). The DLRP was originally developed for the autonomous routing of both vehicles and packages in transportation
networks (see Sect. 4.2.2 below). However, the basic principles are independent of
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the original application scope and also hold advantages for production scheduling.
Consequently, the DLRP was transferred to production scheduling with the basic
idea that production orders should route themselves through a production system
that consists of several workstations used for different consecutive operations
(Rekersbrink et al. 2010).

4.2.2 Transportation Scheduling
The developed autonomous control methods for transportation scheduling are based
on source routing mechanisms used for mobile ad-hoc networks like Wireless
Local Area Network (W-LAN or Wi-Fi). Route discovery mechanisms for ad-hoc
networks can be divided into proactive, reactive, and hybrid procedures (Perkins
2001). In proactive procedures, each node maintains a table with routes to the other
nodes in the network. The nodes exchange appropriate messages about their current
state to keep these tables updated. Reactive methods, like dynamic source routing
(DSR), determine routes only when needed. The node that wants to communicate
sends a route request message to its neighboring nodes. The neighboring nodes
forward this route request until the target node is found. The target node responds
with a route reply message to the initiator of the routing process, which is propagated
back through the network. Hybrid procedures combine mechanisms of proactive
and reactive ones. For example, a neighborhood zone can be defined, where most
communication is expected to take place and routing is proactive, whereas routes to
nodes outside the zone are determined reactively.
Wenning et al. (2005, 2006, 2007b) developed a pure transport unit-centered
autonomous control method. Based on the method, each individual vehicle can
make its autonomous decisions based on its specific objectives, choosing both its
route and the packages to be taken. Vehicles planning their next movements use
route request mechanisms to determine a round trip route to the destination vertices
of the packages present at a source vertex. The packages are passive objects without
intelligence. A genetic algorithm is used to optimize a vehicle target function, which
includes transport costs and rewards for the transportation of packages close to their
ordered delivery dates.
The distributed logistics routing protocol for transports (DLRPt ) is a combined
vehicle-centric and unit-goods-centric approach, which considers both transport
units and packages as autonomous, intelligent objects and determines interdependent routes for both types of objects. It combines hybrid routing mechanisms for
ad-hoc networks (e.g., DSR), which do not need to know the network topology, with
a reactive planning component for the rescheduling of logistic objects (Rekersbrink
et al. 2009; Scholz-Reiter et al. 2006a, 2009a).
Both transport units and packages present at a vertex register their destinations
at that vertex. The vertex sends route requests for both types of objects to
determine possible routes to their respective destinations. The route request and
reply mechanism assume that a vertex only has information about itself and its
direct neighboring nodes. After receiving several route proposals, the objects can
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decide on a route and register it with the involved vertices. Different route decision
functions can be realized with the DLRPt . The information required for the decisions
must be specified precisely in the RouteRequest and RouteReply messages so
that each object can find the necessary information (Scholz-Reiter et al. 2006a).
A method based on fuzzy logic is used to evaluate the different proposed routes
(Rekersbrink et al. 2007).
Wenning et al. (2010, 2011) generalized the DLRPt to a more abstract
autonomous control method that considers weighted combinations of different
decision criteria, such as monetary costs caused by individual logistic objects,
ecological costs in the form of carbon dioxide emissions, and risks (e.g., the risk of
delays).
In many real-life transport processes, organizational information constraints
often restrict the sharing of necessary data. To take these into consideration,
Scholz-Reiter et al. (2010b) defined different actors (suppliers and transporters) and
their tasks in the logistics network, including the required minimum information.
To improve the scalability of information processing in large networks, various
mechanisms to limit the propagation of transport requests can be added to the
DLRPt . These include limitation of the search depth, intermediary assessment of
partial routes for segments of the total route, re-using data from previous request
propagations (Wenning et al. 2009; Wenning 2010), or mechanisms for clustering
and regional partitioning of transportation networks (Singh et al. 2008).

4.3 Coupling of Conventional Planning and Autonomous
Control
The concept of coupling aims at combining the high efficiency of autonomous
control in dynamic production environments with the high planning accuracy of
conventional planning methods in static production environments. Thus, conventional planning and autonomous control methods must be enabled to exchange
decision-relevant information. This information exchange allows the consideration
and execution of necessary adaptions due to occurring dynamic influences and
resulting deviations of predefined planning results. Coupling strategies define
the extent and the duration of coupling. The extent specifies to which degree
autonomous control refers to central planning parameters for decision-making
(e.g., predefined workstation assignments or sequences of production orders). The
duration defines if coupling is applied permanently or depending on the system
state. In the latter case, production orders usually follow the predefined schedule,
and autonomous control is only applied if deviations of the schedule are expected.
The described coupling strategies have been applied to couple different conventional planning heuristics with several autonomous control methods for production
scheduling (Schukraft et al. 2016a).
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5 Evaluation of Autonomous Control
The autonomous control methods presented above have been evaluated in various
simulation studies using either discrete-event or continuous modeling approaches
for the shop-floor scenario. For the transportation scenario, also multi-agent system
simulations were used. The simulation results presented in the following are
mainly based on the introduced reference scenarios for production systems and
transportation networks (cf. Sect. 3.1). For production scheduling, the shop-floor
scenario was mainly applied as a 3 × 3-model, but also larger problem sizes up
to 10 × 10 workstations were used. Most studies considered various job types,
heterogeneous processing times, and sequence-dependent set-up times. Mostly,
order entry was modeled using a certain arrival rate set to a sine function. This
also allowed a variation of the dynamic influence by adjusting period and amplitude
of the sine function. The simulation studies performed to assess the autonomously
controlled transportation methods used transportation networks with 18, 40, or 87
vertices. Different criteria were used as performance indicators. These included
aggregate transportation times and distances in relation to the shortest paths,
delivery time adherence of packages, utilization of transport units, and numbers
of queued packages.

5.1 Performance of Autonomous Control and Influence
of Complexity
The performance of autonomous control methods has been compared in different
simulation studies. Several studies focused on the QLE and the PHE algorithm,
which differ in their information basis used for decision-making (future vs. past
data). Other studies compared the QLE method with the DLRPp to compare local
information and information discovery methods.
The QLE outperforms the PHE method in high dynamic environments in both the
shop-floor scenario (Scholz-Reiter et al. 2006b, 2008b) and the network scenario
(Scholz-Reiter et al. 2011b). The PHE performs best in situations with fewer
dynamics in the arrival rate. This could be explained since the PHE method’s
decision-making is based on past data, and thus, the method needs time to react
to changing conditions in dynamic environments. Also, a weighted combination of
both methods for decision-making leads to a promising performance (Scholz-Reiter
et al. 2007a; Scholz-Reiter and Jagalski 2008).
The application of the QLE and the DLRPp in a shop-floor scenario with up
to 10 × 10 lines and workstations showed that both methods reach a comparable
performance with slightly better values for the QLE method. It was assumed that
the DLRP is designed for more complex environments, and obviously, the simpler
decisions of the QLE are more efficient for the used shop-floor scenario (ScholzReiter et al. 2010a, 2011c).
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Some studies also analyzed the impact of different complexity levels on the
methods’ performance. Scholz-Reiter et al. (2006c) applied the QLE and the PHE
method in a shop-floor scenario. Several complexity levels were considered by using
different network sizes and a different number of job types. The QLE method is
not affected by a larger system size since the throughput time was always close
to the minimal throughput time (calculated with minimal processing time for each
production stage). Contrarily, the performance of the PHE algorithm gets worse
with increasing system size. For an increasing number of product types, the QLE
also outperforms the PHE method. However, the performance of the PHE gets better
with a rising number of product types.
Grundstein et al. (2015a) analyzed the impact of different order release methods
on the performance of autonomous control. The study applied the order release
methods immediate order release (IMR), due date oriented (DATE), and constant
work-in-process (CONWIP) in combination with the autonomous control methods
QLE, QLE with sorting the production according to the due date (DUE), and PHE.
The method combinations were applied in a shop-floor scenario with different levels
of dynamics for order arrival. The results show no dominant order release method.
Instead, the performance depends on the dynamic level for order arrival and the
pursued logistic objective.
The APC method was applied in a shop-floor scenario. The complexity was
varied by using different types and intensities of dynamic influences. The method’s
performance was, among others, compared with the QLE method and conventional planning for the task of workstation assignment. The results show that the
performance for all method combinations decreases with an increase of dynamic
influences. The application of APC for all control tasks outperforms other method
combinations for customer-oriented target profiles with a high weighting of due
date-oriented objectives. For other profiles that favor low work-in-process, a combination with the QLE method for workstation assignment reaches higher values.
This is explained by the fact that the APC method consciously aims at high due date
adherence at the cost of high work-in-process (Grundstein 2017). The results also
confirmed the findings of a previous simulation study that used a similar scenario
but fewer method combinations and dynamic influences (Grundstein et al. 2015c).
The influence of autonomy and complexity on the performance of autonomous
control methods has also been analyzed by using real production data from a power
plant supplier. The production system consists of several work systems, each with
a different number of workstations. The levels of complexity and autonomy have
been defined using the three-component evaluation system described in Sect. 3.3.
Different studies focused on different aspects to define the levels of complexity and
autonomy. Philipp (2014) and Windt et al. (2010c) addressed complexity by varying
the number and diversity of workstations, orders, material flow connections, and
manufacturing processes. The level of autonomy varied depending on the applied
planning and control logic. Scholz-Reiter et al. (2009c) kept the shop-floor scenario
constant but used machine availability as a parameter to vary the level of complexity.
The autonomy was varied by the number of work systems controlled by autonomous
control methods. Philipp (2014) and Windt et al. (2010c) showed that the logistics
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performance improves with an increasing level of autonomy and decreases again
with the highest autonomy level. The decreasing performance may lie in a chaotic
behavior of the logistic objects, which is not in the sense of the overall goal when
the degree of autonomy is too high. Scholz-Reiter et al. (2009c) also showed that for
each complexity level, an increase of autonomy improved the logistic performance.
This effect is even enhanced with rising complexity levels. Contrary to Philipp
(2014) and Windt et al. (2010c), a decrease for the highest level of autonomy could
not be observed. The different behavior of autonomous control in combination
with a high autonomy level can probably be explained by the authors’ different
approaches for the definition of autonomy and complexity.
For transportation scheduling, various complexity levels for the vehicle-centric
approach were compared (Wenning et al. 2006). It was shown that selecting routes
solely based on packages locally available at a vehicle’s starting point led to low
utilization of vehicle capacities. The inclusion of packages, which can be loaded
en route, significantly improved vehicle utilization and resulted in fewer vehicles
needed for transport. The possibility of re-planning at each node, i.e., discarding
the previous route and re-optimizing it on the basis of current data, was also
investigated. The results showed that frequent rescheduling does actually impair the
results compared to one-off route planning with consideration of the general cargo
at other nodes. This can be explained by the fact that optimization was carried out
for a complete route, of which only the first section was actually traveled before the
rescheduling begins. This loss of performance could be partially compensated by a
higher weighting of local general packages. Nevertheless, frequent rescheduling of
routes can be disadvantageous.
For the DLRPt , it could be shown that measures to improve the scalability
of information processing can significantly reduce communication volumes in
large networks without impairing the logistical achievement of objectives. For that
reason, the DLRPt can be scaled to larger networks within the given limits of the
communication infrastructure (Wenning et al. 2009).
So far, the results show that the autonomous control methods are suitable for
production, transportation, and network scheduling and able to cope with complex
environments and dynamic influences. Also, the results show that the methods’
performance depends on the complexity level of the scenario. Furthermore, it was
observed that the methods’ performance depends on its characteristics (e.g., futureor past-oriented autonomous control methods).

5.2 Autonomous Control and Conventional Planning
and Control
Autonomous control methods have been developed as an alternative to conventional
planning and control methods. Thus, a profound evaluation of autonomous control
requires a comparison between both autonomous control and conventional planning
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and control. This issue is addressed in different simulation studies. These studies
mostly considered several scenarios with varying levels of dynamic influences.
Scholz-Reiter et al. (2008a) compared conventional planning and control with the
BEE algorithm in a shop-floor scenario and analyzed the impact of workstation
breakdowns on the methods’ performance. The results showed that the methods’
performance was comparable without disturbances. In contrast, in the case of
occurring workstation breakdowns, the BEE algorithm showed slightly better
results. Scholz-Reiter and Jagalski (2008) used a 3 × 3 shop-floor scenario to
compare conventional planning and control with the PHE method. The autonomous
control method reached a better performance and seemed to be more robust against
dynamic influences. Scholz-Reiter et al. (2009d) compared autonomous control
with conventional planning and control in a production network scenario. An
autonomously controlled network seemed to react more robustly to both changes
in the order arrival rate and variations of the transport interval between the
plants. Whereas the previously mentioned studies used rather simple methods for
conventional planning and control, Scholz-Reiter et al. (2010a) applied more sophisticated methods, including several constructive heuristics and a genetic algorithm
introduced by Jungwattanakit et al. (2009). The study considered different dynamic
levels using a Poisson process with a varying number of released jobs per time
unit. The results showed that the conventional planning methods performed best
in static environments, whereas the performance of autonomous control improved
with increasing dynamics. In highly dynamic environments, autonomous control
outperformed conventional planning.
For transport scheduling, the DLRPt was compared with benchmark solutions
for the dynamical Vehicle Routing Problem (dynVRP) and the dynamic Pickup and
Delivery Problem with Time Windows (dynPDPTW), like Tabu-Search and Mixed
Integer Programming (MIP). The result showed that, for complex dynamical Vehicle
Routing Problems with large problem sizes, the DLRPt outperforms classical
solutions (Rekersbrink et al. 2009; Scholz-Reiter et al. 2009a). Regarding the
dynPDPTW problem, the performance achieved by the DLRPt was comparable,
and in some cases superior, to the benchmark solutions. In addition, compared to
classical optimization approaches, the DLRPt offers extended degrees of freedom
and variability, e.g., object individual decision functions (Rekersbrink and Wenning
2011).
Schukraft et al. (2015) applied different coupling strategies for the combined
application of conventional planning and autonomous control methods in a shopfloor scenario similar to Scholz-Reiter et al. (2010a). Depending on the extent
of autonomous control for decision-making, these strategies can be rated from a
low to a high level of autonomy. The performance measurement considered both
logistic objectives achievement and adherence to predefined planning parameters.
For production planning, several constructive heuristics have been used, introduced
by Jungwattanakit et al. (2009). For autonomous control, the QLE and the PHE algorithms in combination with different priority rules have been applied. The simulation
study considered different levels of dynamic influences to varying the complexity
of the shop-floor scenario. The results show that there is no dominant coupling
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strategy for all scenarios and performance measurements. Naturally, high adherence
to planning parameters supports a high planning accuracy. Especially strategies with
autonomous order sequencing reach high logistic objectives achievement. In high
dynamic environments, coupling strategies with a higher level of autonomy mostly
outperform those with less autonomy. In contrast, in static environments, strategies
with high adherence to preplanned parameters reach better results. These results
could also be confirmed in a similar simulation study based on real data (Schukraft
et al. 2016b).
Generally, the comparisons of autonomous control and conventional planning
and control methods confirm the initial hypothesis that autonomous control methods
are especially promising in high dynamic environments. In contrast, conventional
planning and control methods reach comparable or even better results in static
environments. Although some of the results are based on very simple conventional
planning and control methods, the results could also be confirmed with more sophisticated conventional planning methods. Furthermore, the coupling of conventional
planning and autonomous control showed that the performance also depends on the
level of autonomy.

6 Application of Autonomous Control
So far, the presented results were mostly based on the theoretical reference scenarios
described in Sect. 3.1. These scenarios are well suitable for the development and
evaluation of autonomous control methods. However, they do not fully consider
influencing factors that occur in practical application. Thus, to evaluate and prove
the applicability of autonomous control in practice, the methods have also been
applied in several real-world use cases described in the following.

6.1 Finished Vehicle Logistics
Finished vehicle distribution logistics covers all distribution processes of readymade cars (and other vehicles) from the original equipment manufacturers (OEM)
to the end customers, involving the OEM, various logistic service providers (LSP),
and car dealers (Scholz-Reiter et al. 2012). It is an important branch within logistics,
as many millions of cars have to be transported each year, a large part of them
across countries and continents. The so-called vehicle compounds situated at focal
points within the finished vehicle distribution networks, e.g., seaports, serve as transshipment and service points. At large compounds, several million vehicles per year
can change the means of transport (trucks, railways, and ships). In addition, vehicles
may be stored there intermediately for weeks or months, and technical operations
may be performed, including washing, removing protective coats, installing luxury
equipment, or technical modifications. At any given time, there can be up to 100,000
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vehicles on a large compound (Klug 2018). For each of these vehicles, arrival
(unloading), parking (storage), technical service operations, and finally departure
(loading) have to be planned and executed. Thus, vehicle compound operators face
difficult, complex, and highly dynamic planning and control tasks, rendering them
a worthwhile application for autonomous control.
Consequently, a mechanism for parking space allocation was developed, which
considers both the parking vehicles and the parking spaces as fully autonomous
objects. Both object types can negotiate with each other and render their own
decisions based on their local sets of objectives. The goal of the parking spaces is the
highest possible occupation, and thus, unoccupied parking spaces will offer parking
services for requesting vehicles. The objectives of the vehicles are to minimize their
overall travel times on the compound. Therefore, a vehicle will choose the parking
space that offers the shortest possible travel time from the unloading point to the
parking space and from there to the subsequent destination (either a service station
or the allocation area to the subsequent transport units). A negotiation mechanism
regulates the interaction between the vehicles and the parking areas as follows:
1. Request of the vehicle for parking space, including its starting location and its
destination.
2. Computation of distances and resulting travel times to an unoccupied parking
area, resulting in an offer by that parking area that includes the travel time.
3. Comparison of all offers from different unoccupied parking areas by the requesting vehicle and selection of the parking area with the minimum travel time.
This negotiation mechanism was implemented using a multi-agent system. A
simulation study was applied to compare the mechanism’s performance to a central
parking assignment based on fixed priority rules. The simulation study resulted
in a reduced average vehicle travel time, equating to a time saving of 112 person
workdays over a year for the studied compound (Böse et al. 2009; Böse and Windt
2007a). The improvements were caused by the capability to select the best available
out of several alternative parking area offers.
Later simulation studies extended the scope of the autonomously controlled
scenario by adding optional passage of the vehicles through a technical service
center. In addition, different methods from autonomous control and related fields
(e.g., DLRPt , pheromone Holonic, minimum buffer, QLE) were compared to conventional methods, e.g., predefined lists, corresponding to how cars were actually
distributed on the studied compound. The simulations compared average travel
times to parking and average parking area utilization for the storage processes.
For the manufacturing processes, average total operation times of the vehicles
and average due date reliability have been used. The results showed that the
autonomous control methods could outperform the conventional methods under
certain conditions, but no method dominates all others uniformly. Consequently,
different areas of application exist for specific methods. In addition, preferences for
different logistic objectives influence the selection of an appropriate autonomous
control method. For instance, methods aiming at minimization of traveling times
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may cause low utilization of the parking areas. In contrast, other methods may cause
opposite effects (Becker and Windt 2011; Windt et al. 2010b).

6.2 Apparel Logistics
As another application scenario, apparel distribution logistics was studied. Apparel
logistics face conflicting demands of short delivery times, high product, and variant
diversity, as well as uncertain delivery times due to the spatial separation of
manufacturing in developing countries and customers in industrialized countries.
For short-lived fashion products, seasonal order and delivery cycles are adopted,
where many small-sized orders by individual retailers are aggregated into a large
production lot that is delivered several times a year. Due to the long delivery times,
which can extend to several months, some customer orders have to be anticipated
using forecasts, while some orders that were initially placed are retracted or become
obsolete. Consequently, some re-allocation of ready-made goods between different
customer orders is necessary during distribution (Ait-Alla et al. 2014). Standardized
routing causes bottlenecks in the distribution centers, including short-term peaks of
stocks and workload.
In this regard, a mechanism for dynamic allocation of bundles of clothing articles,
which are located at different locations within the distribution network, to customer
orders was developed. Within each bundle, the individual garments could be identified using radiofrequency identification (RFID), and the composition of the bundle
be compared to that of a customer order. Thus, restrictions regarding the ordered
article variants (like different sizes and colors), quantities, and delivery dates can
be taken into account (Scholz-Reiter et al. 2011a). The individual identification
of goods and the allocation of goods packages to orders were implemented in
a prototypical hardware and software application. The developed procedure was
assessed by process simulation with regard to the achievable process potentials and
by an economic efficiency analysis in terms of its economic effects (Scholz-Reiter
et al. 2009b). Applying autonomous control to apparel logistics, however, proved to
be difficult. In particular, a large number of products, each of limited value, limited
technologies that could be attached (Scholz-Reiter et al. 2011a).

6.3 Event Logistics
Another application scenario was event management. Event management is concerned with the temporary renting of diverse equipment for use during organized
events (e.g., public music concerts), its timely provision at the outside event venues,
and setup in due time before the start of the event, as well as its dismantling
and removal after the end of the event. Logistic processes associated with event
management include the commissioning and transportation of highly diverse event
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equipment between venues, with strict deadline restrictions. They are characterized
by a high level of dynamics and complexity (Harjes and Scholz-Reiter 2013b). In
particular, order scheduling, which combines the allocation of resources to orders
and the planning of cargo composition and transport routes for transports to, from,
and between venues, seems an appropriate application area for autonomous control
methods. Unexpected occurrences require frequent rescheduling of resources. The
associated planning and control processes, particularly scheduling, require a correspondingly high degree of flexibility (Harjes and Scholz-Reiter 2013a). In response,
an autonomous controlled scheduling system was developed. The scheduling is executed through mutual negotiations of autonomous objects represented by software
agents, using the PlaSMA multi-agent simulation platform. A PlaSMA installation
was set up that can transfer the current order situation of an event management
company into a scenario, process simulations, and then transform the simulation
results into planning decisions, generating event-specific picking and loading lists
and a transport route and personnel schedules.
Within the PlaSMA installation, corresponding agents have been created to
represent articles, vehicles, and employees. To start a planning cycle, the so-called
list agents are created for advertised events, which coordinate the disposition of
the resources for their respective events. For this purpose, they are equipped with
event data like location, duration, and requested equipment. To start a negotiation,
the list agent sends a request to all individual items of the types of equipment
requested for the respective event. The requested item agents check the availability
of their items for the event duration (they might already be scheduled for another
parallel event or maintenance). Agents of available items send a request to the
vehicle agents to clarify their movement to the event location. The vehicle agents,
in turn, check whether, and at what cost, transport of the respective item to the
destination is possible and then send corresponding offers or rejections to the items.
For the generation of route plans, the DLRPt protocol was implemented into the
PlaSMA environment as a behavioral scheme of the transport agents (Harjes and
Scholz-Reiter 2013a). This protocol allows the transport agents to find routes in a
closed transportation network that is dynamically variable due to the only temporary
existence of the event locations.
In a second turn, corresponding offers or rejections are transmitted in reverse
order by the item agents to the initiating list agent. The list agent then selects the
best of all offers it has received from items. The negotiation is complete when a
list agent has been able to allocate the requested resources to its event. When the
negotiation cycles have been completed for all list agents, all events are planned,
and the simulation ends. If the scheduling cannot be completed with the available
resources, the project manager must allow the use of additional rental vehicles or
items, which are taken into account in a new simulation run. This procedure can
be continued until a solution to the scheduling problem has been found. The final
allocation of resources to projects can take several iterations (Harjes and ScholzReiter 2013a).
To enable the consideration of items already located at event locations, a
hardware module for the acquisition and processing of the necessary material
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flow data at the event locations was developed, using RFID technology to identify
equipment articles. The module can recognize the direction of loading and transmit
the data obtained to the disposition system in a processed form.
As a result, the system can reduce the workload of experts involved in central planning and increase the efficiency and robustness of the planning under
dynamic conditions. The simulations showed that for the studied event management
company, the developed autonomous control system could reduce the number and
aggregate distance of trips by between 20,000 and 52,000 km per year (Harjes and
Scholz-Reiter 2014a, b).

6.4 Material Supply for Production
The internal logistics within production systems often uses the Kanban method
(Ōno 2013). However, a lack of coordination between order release and order
execution may cause problems during peak periods with unusually high demand.
An intelligent network of different logistics units can improve the coordination
between release and execution of the order. Correspondingly, a concept for a
cyber-physical logistics system was developed by researchers from BIBA, which
uses adapted autonomous control methods to realize an efficient, demand-oriented
material supply in production (dynamic milk run). The concept was implemented
in cooperation with a manufacturer of gear wheels, whose intra-logistics is based
on a container-Kanban-procedure in combination with a milk run. In front of every
machine, there is a delivery space where a one-floor roller (transport unit for several
load carriers) for precisely one production order can be put down or picked up again.
An employee picks up finished orders and delivers supplies to the machines with a
tugger train. The machines are arranged so that the employee can reach all machines
by driving an “eight” shaped course. At the intersection of both loops, the employee
can optionally turn to the area for incoming and outgoing goods. Originally, the
employee picked off finished orders, distributed them, and noted empty delivery
areas in a fixed hourly turn. In the following cycle, he equipped these free delivery
spaces with orders from the buffer stock. Since the employee did not have any
information about the current collection and delivery orders, he drove all loops,
although there was no need for transport in some loops. The fixed hourly cycle
times meant that machines spent some idle time before new orders arrived, and the
tugger train was not always fully utilized (Thoben et al. 2014).
The development of a cyber-physical logistics system focused on improved
synchronization of the milk run with the actual demand through the networking
of individual logistics units. Demand-driven supply of materials needs ongoing
information about the current occupancy of delivery and pickup spaces.
For communication of stock levels, load carriers were equipped with sensors
and a communication module, turning them into cyber-physical load carriers. The
sensors could locate the load carriers and monitor environmental conditions (e.g.,
temperature, acceleration) affecting the components. The communication module
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could transmit delivery and pickup space-related data to a mobile data processing
unit, which was provided to the tugger train driver. It ran software using the
transmitted data to determine (remaining) machine processing times and completion
dates of the current production orders in process and calculate the optimal departure
time for a new delivery and pickup cycle.
The described cyber-physical logistics system matches autonomous control
concepts with Industry 4.0 related technologies and thus emphasizes the close
connection between both concepts as stated in Sect. 2. The potential of such a cyberphysical logistics system was assessed by a simulation study. The simulation results
illustrated that the use of cyber-physical systems for a demand-driven material
supply leads to a reduction of driven loops and an apparent reduction of driven
cycles, compared to the previous situation. As a demand-driven material supply
may lead to an increase of transport orders in a cycle, increasing the capacity of the
tugger train may lead to a stronger reduction of the driven loops (Lappe et al. 2014;
Thoben et al. 2014).

7 Conclusion and Outlook
7.1 Conclusion
This chapter summarized the research activities of BIBA in the development of
autonomously controlled production systems and logistics networks that started in
2004 with the Collaborative Research Center 637 “Autonomous Cooperating Logistic Processes: A paradigm Shift and its Limitations” (cf. Sect. 1). In this context, this
chapter presented autonomous control methods that have been developed for both
autonomously controlled production systems and transportation networks. The first
evaluation based on theoretical reference scenarios showed that autonomous control
in large parts meets the expectations placed in it. This will briefly be explained,
referring to the hypotheses regarding the performance of autonomous control (see
Sect. 2) and the results of the theoretical evaluation (see Sect. 5).
The autonomous control methods have been applied in shop-floor, production
network, and transportation scenarios with different types and intensities of complexity and dynamics. Often considered influences have been, e.g., fluctuating order
arrivals, workstation breakdowns, or different network sizes. The results showed
that autonomous control is able to deal with such influences and still maintain
high performance (cf. hypothesis 1). Also, it could be shown that the methods’
performance depends on the levels of complexity and autonomy. Naturally, a rising
complexity leads to a decreasing performance (cf. hypothesis 3). However, in
most cases, autonomous control is able to outperform conventional planning and
control methods in environments of high complexity and dynamics. Contrarily,
conventional planning and control methods reach comparable or even better results
in static environments (cf. hypothesis 2). Although some of these results are
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based on a comparison of autonomous control with very simple conventional
planning and control methods, the results could also be confirmed with more
sophisticated conventional planning and control methods. Furthermore, approaches
for the coupling of conventional planning methods with autonomous control showed
that a rising level of autonomy increases the efficiency of production planning and
control. Furthermore, a coupled application of conventional and autonomous control
is promising to combine high efficiency with higher planning accuracy than that
offered by autonomous control without consideration of conventional planning (cf.
hypothesis 4).
In addition to the simulation-based evaluation, autonomous control was also
applied in several application scenarios based on real-world use cases (see Sect.
6). These applications generally confirm the theoretical results and show that
autonomous control has a high potential to improve the efficiency of planning
and control in practice. For some application areas, however, autonomous control
methods may not offer the expected performance improvements, or, e.g., in apparel
logistics, may be too expensive to implement.
To summarize, it can be said that the hypotheses stated in Sect. 2 could be proven.
However, production systems and transportation networks, in reality, are influenced
by several factors of complexity and dynamics that could not be completely covered
in the applied scenarios. Further research needs to consider further influences
of complexity on the methods’ performance and analyze the interdependencies
between different influencing factors. In addition, the theoretical scenarios also
neglect influences that are crucial for practical application and should be addressed
in further research. This includes, e.g., the consideration of the influence of internal
transport for material supply and the transport of products between different shops
and workstations.

7.2 Outlook
The ongoing development of Industry 4.0 goes along with the anticipated improvements in ICT necessary for the implementation of autonomously controlled systems.
Autonomous control and Industry 4.0 are supplemental concepts (cf. Sect. 2):
Industry 4.0 provides the technological basis necessary for the decision-making of
autonomous logistic objects, whereas autonomous control contributes the decision
logic in the form of methods and algorithms to increase efficiency in logistics
systems.
Among the real-life application examples of autonomous control (cf. Sect.
6), the development of a cyber-physical logistics system for material supply is
particularly suited to illustrate the synergy effects between autonomous control and
Industry 4.0. In addition, some of the developed autonomous control methods use
a representational form of autonomous control, where physical logistic objects are
represented by a digital object within a software system. Different types of logistic
objects are represented by different software agents, using a MAS infrastructure
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for interaction. Examples are the negotiation between packages and transport units
within the transportation scenario (cf. Sect. 4.2.2) and the negotiation between
vehicles and parking spaces in the vehicle compound application (cf. Sect. 6.1).
This virtual representation of physical objects transitioned into the concept of the
digital twin within Industry 4.0 (Negri et al. 2017).
Until now, the research in autonomously controlled systems in the context
of Industry 4.0 at BIBA was steadily continued. For example, current research
work in the field of vehicle compound operations for finished vehicle logistics
focuses on a combined optimal control system for order assignment and shuttle
routing. Shuttles are used on vehicle compounds to transport handling employees
to their subsequent order. A control algorithm assigns driving orders to handling
employees and transport orders to shuttles and coordinates the routing of the
shuttle buses (Hoff-Hoffmeyer-Zlotnik et al. 2020). The technical implementation
uses both satellite-based and indoor positioning systems to locate vehicles, as
well as WLAN connectivity. Another application concerns the development of
cyber-physical transport bins that can monitor components being delivered within
automotive supply chains. The transport bins are equipped with mobile wireless
sensors and, via mobile communication technologies, connected to digital services
hosted in cloud computing systems (Teucke et al. 2018). While the cyber-physical
transport bins cannot render decisions on their own, they do possess certain forms
of intelligence or information processing capability.
The continuing development of Industry 4.0 related technologies like cyberphysical systems and the Internet of Things and their introduction into the industrial
application will make logistic objects progressively more intelligent and connected
and bring new opportunities to realize autonomous control in manufacturing and
logistic processes.
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Explorable Uncertainty Meets
Decision-Making in Logistics
Nicole Megow

and Jens Schlöter

Abstract Decision-making under uncertainty is a major challenge in logistics.
Mathematical optimization has a long tradition in providing powerful methods for
solving logistics problems. While classical optimization models for uncertainty in
the input data do not consider the option to actively query the precise value of
uncertain input elements, this option is in practice often available at a certain cost.
The recent line of research on optimization under explorable uncertainty develops
methods with provable performance guarantees for such scenarios. In this chapter,
we highlight some recent results from the mathematical optimization perspective
and outline the potential power of such model and techniques for solving logistics
problems.

1 Uncertainty in Logistics
Uncertainty is a major challenge in effective decision-making in logistics and supply
chain management (Wilding 1998). Uncertainty may refer to any lack of information
about the supply chain, its environment or conditions, and the unpredictable impact
of decisions (van der Vorst and Beulens 2002). There are numerous sources of
uncertainty and dynamics in the system parameters; for a classification and survey,
we refer to Simangunsong et al. (2012), Sanchez-Rodrigues et al. (2010). As
illustrating examples consider varying transportation times depending on traffic
conditions, weather, or disruptions; variable demand; deteriorating conditions of
delivered goods; changing production capacity or speed due to aging or replacement
of production units, etc.
In addition, digitalization and data-driven applications give permanent access to
large amounts of data that can be used for planning and decision-making purposes.
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However, these data need to be analyzed and processed to provide valuable insights,
and moreover, they increase the level of dynamics and uncertainty significantly.
Mathematical optimization has a tradition in providing powerful methods for
effectively planning logistics processes, such as routing and delivery, replenishment,
and scheduling.
Due to the ubiquity of uncertainty (in fact, in all kinds of real-world applications), a plethora of research articles is devoted to decision-making under data
uncertainty and optimization methods that are capable of handling large amounts of
dynamically changing data. From the mathematical optimization perspective, there
are three major frameworks for modeling uncertainty in the input data: stochastic
optimization, online optimization, and robust optimization. Below, we sketch their
general characteristics without reviewing the numerous individual settings and the
respective literature.
Stochastic optimization generally refers to settings in which there is some
randomness in the data. Typically, parts of the input data are modeled as random
variables that follow a given probability distribution. Such probabilistic information
may stem from statistical information, such as, travel time distributions from
traffic surveillance or customer statistics. The goal is to find a solution that is
(approximately) optimal in expectation. Different models define how adaptively an
algorithm may proceed in making decisions and in what manner the true realization
of uncertain data is revealed. Typically, we distinguish single-stage and multi-stage
problems, but there are more dynamic models; see, e.g., the textbook by Birge and
Louveaux (2011).
Online optimization refers to settings in which parts of the input are completely
unknown a priori. The data is revealed incrementally one by one or over time,
and an algorithm must make irrevocable decisions given only partial information;
see, e.g., the book by Borodin and El-Yaniv (1998). As an example, consider the
(often) unpredictable arrival of maintenance requests and a service provider who
must immediately allocate and coordinate resources for maintenance and possibly
replacement. It is typically impossible to give an algorithm that finds an optimal
solution for all possible online inputs. Therefore, we evaluate the performance of
algorithms by competitive analysis, a worst-case analysis that compares (implicitly),
for any possible input instance, the cost of an algorithm’s solution with the optimal
cost.
Robust optimization is a framework in which, again, there are no probabilistic
assumptions made. Typically, a set of possible input scenarios is given either
explicitly or implicitly, e.g., by giving uncertainty intervals in which the true value
of some unknown data lies. In the classical setting, we ask for a single solution
that performs well in any possible input scenario. Hence, algorithms are absolutely
non-adaptive and make decisions without any chance of adjusting them later. More
recently, models have been proposed that allow some recovery actions once the
scenario has been realized; see, e.g., the book by Ben-Tal et al. (2009).
In all these traditional frameworks for data uncertainty, optimization methods
have to accept the incompleteness of input data. They can rely only on algorithmic
intelligence to cope with it since there is no way to explicitly query for precise
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data without committing to a partial solution. Clearly, more information or even
knowing the exact data would allow for significantly better solutions. The possibility
of querying is a reasonable modeling assumption as many real-world applications
provide the possibility to obtain exact data at a certain exploration cost such as extra
time, money, bandwidth, etc.
The framework of explorable uncertainty captures problem settings in which,
for any uncertain input element, a query can be used to obtain the exact value of that
element. Queries are costly, and hence the goal is to make as few queries as possible
until sufficient information has been obtained to solve the given problem. The major
challenge is to balance the resulting exploration–exploitation trade-off.
Outline of the Chapter
The goal of this chapter is to highlight some recent results on explorable uncertainty
from the mathematical optimization perspective and to outline the potential power
of such framework and techniques for solving logistics problems. In the following
sections, we introduce three models within this framework.
1. An online model, in which an uncertain input element can attain any value within
a given interval.
2. A learning-based model, in which an algorithm has access to a prediction,
possibly machine-learned, on the exact value of an uncertain element but without
any guarantee on its accuracy.
3. A stochastic model, in which there is given probabilistic information about the
exact value.
We give intuitive insights, state mathematical results, and outline methods
to tackle problems under explorable uncertainty. To illustrate these insights, we
consider the example problems of selecting a minimum element within a set of
uncertain values by querying a minimal number of elements (minimum problem)
as well as a query-based variant of the minimum spanning tree (MST) problem,
a most fundamental network design problem that asks for the minimum cost
network (a cycle-free connected graph). These are important problems that appear
as subproblems in many applications, also in logistics, and they have been studied
extensively in the framework of explorable uncertainty, offering positive results in
all three models.

2 Power of Exploring Uncertain Data in Logistics
We showcase different logistics scenarios in which methods building on explorable
uncertainty promise a substantial improvement of the current state of the art.
Consider the task of designing an effective complex supply chain (or certain
parts of it) for a company with various production facilities, sub-contractors, storage
facilities, and customers. At several places in the decision-making process, the
management has to decide for a best choice out of a number of choices where some
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parameters might be uncertain. Such choices could be possible sub-contractors,
facility locations, transportation means, etc. Which is the “best” may depend on
parameters such as cost, quality, reliability, or customer satisfaction and might not be
known, but there is the possibility to query those parameters by, e.g., measurements,
lab tests, customer interviews, etc. This is typically costly and shall be used only
if the effect on the performance of supply chain processes is worth it. Powerful
and well-thought exploration methods may give a substantial improvement over
decision-making under uncertainty.
The next example falls into the area of transport logistics of perishable goods,
that is, goods with a decay time in the same order of magnitude as the transport
time, e.g., fruits, vegetables, meat, or cheese in sea and land transportation. A major
challenge in the transportation of perishable goods is the uncertainty in the state of
the goods and their environment, e.g., in a container. The ripeness degree and shelf
life of fresh fruit are hard to predict as they may change drastically and very fast.
During a typical transport, e.g., maritime container transport or transportation via
truck or train, there is no feedback on the current state of the goods and no timely
action to avoid food loss can be taken. With an intelligent container (a keyword
coined by Lang and Jedermann (2016)), i.e., a container equipped with sensors and
infrastructure for monitoring, communication, and possibly even further actions,
such an early feedback and even active queries for more precise information are
possible and could be integrated into an adaptive logistics planning framework.
More concretely, consider a truck routing problem for delivering fresh food to
several possibly widespread destinations, e.g., raspberries from Turkey delivered by
truck to several destinations in Germany. Clearly, frequent sensor measurement and
resulting updates on the remaining shelf time cost energy and decrease the life time
of a battery. Replacing and disposing batteries costs time, money, and it requires the
expertise (of the truck driver) to do so. This may not be relevant for a single 3-day
trip, but it might play a significant role as trucks drive tours repeatedly. Dynamic
routing algorithms that incorporate data exploration may minimize the food loss
while not exceeding a given budget of exploration cost measured, e.g., in energy.
Another serious problem in container transport is pest insects and dangerous
gases, which are detected only when unloading at a port where ad hoc protective
measures are costly and inefficient. Consider the scheduling and resource allocation for handling containers that require special treatment. The operations for
opening dangerous containers in a secure area (chemicals and gas) or rerouting
a container (pest insects) are time- and resource-expensive. Suppose sensor measurements can be inquired, and the relevant information can be made available
on time for efficiently planning the necessary port operations. It might be more
efficient to open several dangerous containers in a secure area at the same time than
blocking resources any time a single such container arrives. This is only possible
if the information is queried at the right point in time while avoiding unnecessary
query cost, e.g., energy.
Besides the technical possibility to query uncertain data, it is a major challenge
to algorithmically balance the cost for data exploration (e.g., extensive tests in a lab,
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energy consumption for queries to the intelligent container) with the benefit for the
quality of a solution (e.g., cost for establishing a network, amount of food loss).

3 Optimization Under Explorable Uncertainty
In explorable uncertainty, we are given, instead of precise data points, only rough
information in form of uncertainty intervals. Precise data points can be revealed
by using queries. Since querying data points comes at a cost, the goal is to extract
sufficient information to solve the problem while minimizing the total query cost.
In the following, we formally introduce the model of explorable uncertainty and
highlight important concepts for solving problems under explorable uncertainty.

3.1 The Model
We are given a ground set I of uncertainty intervals. Each interval Ii ∈ I is
associated with a precise value wi ∈ Ii that is initially unknown. The precise value
of an uncertainty interval Ii can be extracted by using a query. Intuitively, querying
the interval Ii = (Li , Ui ) replaces the open interval (Li , Ui ) with the singleton
[wi ]. We call Li and Ui the lower and upper limits of Ii . How to obtain the upper
and lower limits of the uncertainty intervals is problem specific and depends on the
application. As an example consider the distances between mobile agents. While
the agents change their positions and the precise distance between two agents might
not always be known, last known locations as well as maximum movement speeds
can be used to compute an uncertainty interval that is guaranteed to contain the
precise distance. In the following, we abstract from the process of obtaining the
uncertainty intervals and assume they are part of the input. If Ii = [wi ], we define
Li = Ui = wi . A query to an interval Ii comes with a query cost of ci . For the
remainder of this chapter, we only consider uniform query costs, i.e., ci = 1 for all
Ii ∈ I.
We can define various optimization problems based on the ground set of
uncertainty intervals. For each problem, the goal is to extract sufficient information
to solve the problem for a fixed but initially unknown realization of precise values,
while minimizing the total query costs. In the case of uniform query costs, the
total cost is just the number of queried intervals. A query set Q ⊆ I is feasible if
querying Q extracts sufficient information to optimally solve the problem at hand.
Thus, a query set Q is only feasible if querying Q allows us to compute a solution
for the underlying optimization problem that is guaranteed to be optimal for all
possible precise values of intervals in I \ Q. We further discuss this assumption
at the end of the chapter. We analyze the performance of algorithms in terms of
their competitive ratio. Let J denote the set of all instances for a problem under
explorable uncertainty, let ALG (J ) for J ∈ J denote the query cost needed by an
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algorithm ALG to solve instance J , and let OPT(J ) denote the optimal query cost for
solving J . That is, for a fixed instance J with fixed precise values, OPT(J ) denotes
the minimum query cost necessary to solve J . Then, the competitive ratio of ALG is
defined as
max

ALG (J )

J ∈J OPT(J )

.

In the following, we introduce two example problems under explorable uncertainty.

3.1.1 Example: Minimum and Selection Problems
In the minimum problem, the goal is to determine, for a given set of uncertainty
intervals I, an interval Ii ∈ I with minimum precise value, i.e., Ii = arg minIi ∈I wi .
Note that this problem does not necessarily involve computing the actual precise
value of that interval.
As an example recall the scenario given in Sect. 2, where a company has to select
the “best” out of a pool of possible sub-contractors, facility locations, transportation
means, etc. without having all the information to determine it. This scenario can be
modeled as a minimum problem: the possible choices can be modeled by the index
set {1, . . . , n}. For each possible choice i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we have an initial estimation
of its quality (based, e.g., on publicly available information, past experiences, and
already known basic conditions) that can be modeled by the uncertainty interval Ii .
A precise estimation for a possible choice can be obtained, e.g., by executing
measurements, lab tests, or customer interviews. Then, the process of obtaining a
precise estimation for a possible choice can be modeled by a query. As the described
operations come typically at a high cost, the goal is to make the best possible choice
while minimizing this extra cost. This corresponds to the minimum problem.
Since the precise values are initially unknown, it might not be possible to find
the interval of minimum precise value without executing queries. For example, in
Fig. 1, we are given a set of two uncertainty intervals with the task to determine the
interval with minimum precise value. Since those intervals overlap, both of them
could possibly be of minimum precise value. To solve the problem, an algorithm
has to execute at least one query.
The example of Fig. 1 also shows that no algorithm is better than 2-competitive
for the minimum problem, as Kahan (1991) observed already in his seminal paper.
By definition, for an algorithm to be better than 2-competitive, the ratio between
ALG (J ) and OPT (J ) has to be strictly smaller than 2 for every instance J . In
the example, we consider two instances with the same intervals that differ only
Fig. 1 Lower bound example
for the minimum problem in a
single set

2
1
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in the precise values (crosses vs. circles). Since an algorithm has no knowledge
of the precise values, both instances look the same to the algorithm, and thus, a
deterministic algorithm will make the same first query for both instances. We argue
that each possible first query will lead to a ratio of 2 for at least one of the instances,
which implies that no deterministic algorithm is better than 2-competitive. In such
a worst-case analysis, we may assume that different precise values are revealed for
different algorithms. (In general, the precise values are independent of the query
order.) If an algorithm queries I1 first, then, in the worst case, the green circle is
revealed as the precise value of I1 . After querying I1 , it is still unknown which
interval has minimum value, which forces the algorithm to also query I2 . If the
query to I2 again reveals the green circle as the precise value of I2 , an optimal query
set could determine that I1 has minimum precise value by only querying I2 . Thus,
the cost of the algorithm is twice the cost of the optimal query set. Vice versa, if
an algorithm queries I2 first, then, in the worst case, the red crosses are revealed
as precise values, and the algorithm queries {I1 , I2 }, while the optimal query set
queries only I1 . Hence, for any algorithm’s choice on this instance (either query I1
first or I2 ), there is a realization of precise values on which the algorithm requires
two queries, whereas an optimal query set with one query exists. This implies that
no deterministic algorithm (an algorithm that makes the same decisions when given
the same input) can be better than 2-competitive.
In a more general variant of the minimum problem, we are given a family S
of (possibly non-disjoint) subsets of I, and the goal is to determine the member
of minimum precise value for each subset Sj ∈ S. Consider the example given
in Bampis et al. (2021) concerning a multi-national medical company. The company
relies on certain products for its operation in each country, e.g., a chemical
ingredient or a medicine. However, due to different approval mechanisms, the
concrete products that are accessible differ for each country. The task is to find the
best approved product for each country. The product quality can be determined by
extensive tests in a lab (queries) and, since the quality is independent of the country,
each product has to be tested at most once. The set of products available in one
country corresponds to a set in S, and the problem of identifying the best product in
each country is the minimum problem in multiple sets.
In a similar way, we can model other selection problems, e.g., finding the kth
smallest element and sorting.

3.1.2 Example: Minimum Spanning Tree Problem
In the minimum spanning tree (MST) problem, we are given a weighted, undirected,
connected graph G = (V , E), with nodes V and edges E, where each edge
e ∈ E has associated a weight we ≥ 0. The task is to find a spanning tree of
minimum total weight. A spanning tree is a connected acyclic graph whose edges
span all the vertices. See Fig. 2 for an example graph. The MST problem has various
applications, e.g., in the design of distribution networks: nodes can be used to model
storage facilities, manufacturers, and transportation systems, while the edges and
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Fig. 2 Graph without uncertainty in the edge weights (left) and the corresponding minimum
spanning tree (right)

their weights can model the cost of establishing a direct connection between two
such points of interest, where a direct connection could, for example, be a road, a
pipeline, or an Ethernet connection. To establish connections between all points of
interest in a cost-minimal way, we have to compute a minimum spanning tree.
In the MST problem with uncertainty, the precise edge weights we are unknown.
Each edge e ∈ E is associated with an uncertainty interval Ie ∈ I, and we
is guaranteed to be in the given interval Ie . The task is to find an MST in the
uncertainty graph G for an a priori unknown realization of edge weights. Note
that this problem does not necessarily involve computing the actual MST weight.
In the application given above, uncertainty could arise from an unknown existing
infrastructure or unclear environmental and political factors. For example, the exact
existing underground infrastructure might be unknown and potentially decrease the
cost of building a connection, and the building of a pipeline could lead to conflicts
with environmental protection groups or nearby residents that might increase the
cost. These dynamic changes in the cost can be modeled by uncertainty intervals.
Such uncertainties can then be resolved by inspecting the existing infrastructure or
surveying residents and other potential stakeholder; both actions can be modeled by
queries. Since the described actions to resolve the uncertainty can be cost extensive,
the goal is to find an MST while minimizing the query cost.
It is well known that edges that have unique minimum weight in a cut of the
graph are part of any MST. Furthermore, edges that have unique maximum weight
on a cycle are part of no MST. Thus, to solve the MST problem under explorable
uncertainty, we have to analyze the behavior of intervals and queries in terms of their
interplay on cycles and in cuts. A simple cycle with three edges (triangle) already
gives both lower bound examples and insights about the structure of a feasible query
set. Consider the example of Fig. 3. It is clear that edge h is part of every MST, but
we cannot decide which of the two edges f and g is in the MST without querying
at least one of them. Similar to the lower bound example for the minimum problem,
querying f first, in the worst case, reveals the green circles as precise weights, while
querying g first reveals the red crosses. This forces any deterministic algorithm to
query two elements, while the optimal query set contains just one. Thus, as was
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Fig. 3 Lower bound example for the minimum spanning tree problem

observed in Erlebach et al. (2008), no such algorithm can achieve a competitive
ratio smaller than 2.

3.2 Mandatory Queries
A key aspect of several algorithms for problems under explorable uncertainty is
the identification of mandatory queries. An interval Ii ∈ I is mandatory for
the problem instance if each feasible query set has to query Ii , i.e., Ii ∈ Q for
all feasible query sets Q. The identification of mandatory queries is important
since an algorithm can query such intervals without ever worsening its competitive
ratio. In a sense, mandatory queries allow an algorithm to extract new information
“for free.” The revealed precise values might in turn allow the identification
of further mandatory queries and, thus, lead to chains of mandatory queries.
While it is possible to achieve theoretical worst-case guarantees without exploiting
mandatory elements, empirical results indicate that the performance of algorithms
significantly improves when the algorithm prioritizes the identification and querying
of mandatory intervals (Erlebach et al. 2020; Focke et al. 2020).
When characterizing mandatory queries, we distinguish between characterizations based on the unknown precise values and characterizations that are only based
on the uncertainty intervals. While the latter only uses information that can be
accessed by an algorithm and, therefore, can actually be used to identify mandatory
queries, the former is still helpful to analyze algorithms and will be useful in the
following sections. We continue by characterizing mandatory queries for the two
example problems.

3.2.1 Identifying Mandatory Queries for the Minimum Problem
Consider the minimum problem in multiple sets as introduced in the previous
section. For a set S ∈ S, we call an interval Ii ∈ S the precise minimum of S if
Ii has minimum precise value over all elements of S. The following lemma allows
us to identify mandatory queries based on the precise values of the intervals.
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Lemma 1 (Erlebach et al. (2020)) An interval Ii is mandatory for the minimum
problem if and only if (a) Ii is a precise minimum of a set S and contains wj of
another interval Ij ∈ S \ {Ii } (in particular, if Ij ⊆ Ii ), or (b) Ii is not a precise
minimum of a set S with Ii ∈ S but contains the value of the precise minimum of S.
A common proof technique to show that an interval Ii is mandatory is to consider
the query set I \ {Ii }. Showing that querying every element except Ii does not solve
the problem implies that Ii is mandatory. Vice versa, if querying I \ {Ii } solves the
problem, then Ii is not mandatory. The following proof, which was given in Erlebach
et al. (2020), uses this proof technique to show Lemma 1.
Proof If Ii is the precise minimum of S and contains wj of another interval Ij ∈ S,
then S cannot be solved even if we query all intervals in S \ {Ii }, as we cannot
prove wi ≤ wj or wj ≤ wi . If Ii is not a precise minimum of set S with Ii ∈ S and
contains the precise minimum value w∗ , then S cannot be solved even if we query
all intervals in S \ {Ii }, as we cannot prove that w∗ ≤ wi .
If Ii is the precise minimum of a set S, but wj ∈
/ Ii for every Ij ∈ S \ {Ii },
then S \ {Ii } is a feasible query set for S. If Ii is not a precise minimum of a set S
and does not contain the precise minimum value of S, then again S \{Ii } is a feasible
query set for S. If every set S that contains Ii falls into one of these two cases, then
querying all intervals except Ii is a feasible query set for the whole instance.


Explicitly, Lemma 1 only enables us to identify mandatory intervals given full
knowledge of the precise values, but it also implies criteria to identify known
mandatory intervals, i.e., intervals that are known to be mandatory given only
the intervals, and precise values revealed by previous queries. We call an interval
leftmost in a set S if it is an interval with minimum lower limit in S. The following
corollary follows from Lemma 1 and gives a characterization of known mandatory
intervals.
Corollary 1 (Erlebach et al. (2020)) If the leftmost interval Il in a set S contains
the precise value of another interval in S, then Il is mandatory. In particular, if Il is
leftmost in S and Ij ⊆ Il for some Ij ∈ S \ {Il }, then Il is mandatory.

3.2.2 Identifying Mandatory Queries for the Minimum Spanning Tree
Problem
Mandatory queries for the MST problem can be characterized by using a structural
property given by Megow et al. (2017). Let the lower limit tree TL ⊆ E be an MST
for values wL with weL = Le +  for an infinitesimally small  > 0. Similarly, let
the upper limit tree TU be an MST for values wU with weU = Ue − . Using the
lower and upper limit trees, the following lemma allows us to identify mandatory
queries based only on the intervals.
Lemma 2 (Megow et al. (2017)) Any edge in TL \ TU is mandatory.
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Thus, we may repeatedly query edges in TL \ TU until TL = TU , and this will not
worsen the competitive ratio. By this preprocessing, we may assume TL = TU . A
characterization of the mandatory queries based on the full knowledge of the precise
values is given by Erlebach and Hoffmann (2014).

3.3 Methods and Results
While the identification and querying of mandatory elements improve the performance of algorithms empirically and will be a key ingredient in the following
sections, it is not sufficient to solve our two example problems. Therefore, we
consider the witness set algorithm, one of the most important frameworks in
explorable uncertainty. The witness set algorithm was introduced by Bruce et al.
(2005) and relies on the identification of witness sets. A set W ⊆ I is a witness
set if each feasible query set has to query at least one member of W , i.e., if
W ∩ Q = ∅ for all feasible query sets Q. Note that witness sets W with |W | = 1 are
exactly the mandatory queries. Algorithm 1 formulates the witness set algorithm in
a problem independent way. The algorithm essentially just queries witness sets until
the problem is solved. Similar to mandatory queries, we distinguish between witness
sets that can be identified based on the uncertainty intervals alone and witness sets
that can only be identified based on knowledge of the precise values. The algorithm
can only use the former kind.

Algorithm 1: Abstract formulation of the witness set algorithm
Input: Problem under explorable uncertainty with uncertainty intervals I
1 while The problem is not solved yet do
2
Query all elements of a witness set W .

The competitive ratio of the witness set algorithm depends on the size of the
queried witness sets as formulated in the following lemma.
Lemma 3 (Bruce et al. (2005)) If |W | ≤ ρ holds for all witness sets W that are
queried by the witness set algorithm, then the algorithm is ρ-competitive.
Proof Since querying elements multiple times does not reveal additional information, we can assume that all queried witness sets are pairwise disjoint. Let
W1 , . . . , Wk denote those witness sets. Then, by definition of witness sets and since
the sets are pairwise disjoints, the optimal query set contains at least k elements. By
assumption, |Wj | ≤ ρ holds for all j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Thus, the algorithm queries at
most ρ · k elements, and the competitive ratio is at most ρ·k


k = ρ.
In order to apply (and analyze) the witness set algorithm to a concrete problem,
one has to characterize witness sets, bound the size of the witness sets, and show
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that the problem is solved once the characterization does not admit any more witness
sets. In the following, we apply the algorithm to the two example problems.

3.3.1 Witness Set Algorithm for the Minimum Problem
For the minimum problem, we can identify witness sets of size one, i.e., mandatory
queries, by using Corollary 1. Furthermore, we can identify witness sets of size two
using the following lemma that was first (implicitly) shown by Kahan (1991).
Lemma 4 (Kahan (1991)) A set {Ii , Ij } ⊆ I is a witness set if there exists an
S ∈ S with {Ii , Ij } ⊆ S, Ii ∩ Ij = ∅, and either Ii or Ij leftmost in S.
Similar to the proof of the mandatory characterization, the lemma can be shown
by considering the query set Q = I \ {Ii , Ij }. After querying Q, both Ii and Ij still
could be of minimum precise value in S. Thus, the problem is not solved yet, and
at least one of Ii and Ij needs to be queried. This is a common proof strategy for
showing that a subset of I is a witness set.
The witness set algorithm for the minimum problem repeatedly identifies and
queries witness sets of size at most two by applying Corollary 1 and Lemma 4
until they cannot be applied anymore. If Lemma 4 cannot be applied anymore, then
the leftmost interval Ii of each set S is not overlapped by any Ij ∈ S \ {Ii }. This
implies that the leftmost intervals are the precise minima of the sets. Consequently,
the problem then is solved, which implies the following theorem. The theorem was
first (implicitly) shown by Kahan (1991) for a single set and translates to multiple
sets.
Theorem 1 (Kahan (1991)) The witness set algorithm is 2-competitive for the minimum problem. This competitive ratio is best possible for deterministic algorithms.

3.3.2 Witness Set Algorithm for the Minimum Spanning Tree Problem
For the minimum spanning tree problem, we can identify witness sets of size one by
using Lemma 2. Furthermore, we can identify witness sets of size two by using the
following lemma that was shown in Erlebach et al. (2008), Megow et al. (2017).
Recall that TL and TU are the lower and upper limit trees of the instance. Let
f1 , . . . , fl denote the edges in E \ TL ordered by non-decreasing lower limit, and
let Ci be the unique cycle in TL ∪ {fi }.
Lemma 5 (Erlebach et al. (2008)) Let i ∈ {1, . . . , l} be the smallest index such
that Ifi ∩ Ie = ∅ holds for some e ∈ Ci \ {fi }. Then, {fi , e} is a witness set.
The witness set algorithm for the MST problem repeatedly identifies and queries
witness sets of size at most two by applying Lemmas 2 and 5 until they cannot be
applied anymore. If Lemma 5 cannot be applied anymore, then each fi does not
overlap with any e ∈ Ci \ {fi }. This implies that each fi is maximal in Ci and
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therefore not part of any MST. Thus, TL is known to be an MST and the problem is
solved. This implies the following theorem.
Theorem 2 (Erlebach et al. (2008)) The witness set algorithm is 2-competitive
for the MST problem. This competitive ratio is best possible for deterministic
algorithms.

4 Explorable Uncertainty Beyond Worst-Case Analysis
In the previous section, we saw that, for both example problems, there is a 2competitive algorithm with a matching lower bound. A natural question asks for
ways to circumvent those lower bounds. There are different strategies for adjusting
the model and performance guarantees beyond worst-case analysis. One common
strategy is to allow an algorithm to make decisions randomly and measure the worstcase performance in expectation. The randomized algorithm given by Megow et al.
(2017) shows that randomization is indeed powerful and admits improved results
for the MST problem.
However, in this section, we follow a different approach and assume access to
additional information on the problem instance. We present a learning-augmented
and a stochastic variant of explorable uncertainty, where we are given predictions
without any guarantee and probabilistic information, respectively. We outline how
to design algorithms that can exploit this extra information by obtaining provable
performance guarantees.

4.1 Exploiting Untrusted Predictions
In this section, we review the learning-augmented methods for explorable uncertainty that were introduced very recently by Erlebach et al. (2020). In the learningaugmented setting, we assume that we are given additional information on the
problem instance in the form of predictions for the precise values of the uncertainty
intervals. Those predictions could, for example, be derived by using machine
learning (ML) methods. Based on the tremendous progress in artificial intelligence
and machine learning, assuming access to such predictions of good accuracy seems
reasonable. However, there is no guarantee on the accuracy and the predictions
might be arbitrarily wrong. The learnability of predictions for the example problems
is discussed in Erlebach et al. (2020).
Formally, we assume that we are given a predicted value wi for each Ii ∈ I. The
predicted values are available before we query any elements and predict the results
of the queries. Since we do not have any accuracy guarantee on the predictions, we
call them untrusted to emphasize that the difference between wi and w i might be
arbitrarily large. To compensate for the missing guarantee on the prediction quality,
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we aim at designing algorithms that achieve an improved performance for accurate
predictions while being robust against arbitrarily bad predictions.
We refine competitive analysis to formulate those two objectives by adding a
prediction awareness and adopt the notions of α-consistency and β-robustness (Lykouris and Vassilvitskii 2018; Purohit et al. 2018). An algorithm is α-consistent if it is
α-competitive when the predictions are correct, i.e., wi = w i for all Ii ∈ I, and it is
β-robust if it is β-competitive for arbitrarily wrong predictions. While consistency
and robustness only formulate the extreme cases for the prediction quality, we
are also interested in guarantees with a smooth transition between consistency
and robustness. We aim for performance guarantees that linearly degrade for an
increased prediction error. This motivates interesting questions regarding suitable
ways of measuring these errors.

4.1.1 Error Measures and Learnability
In the following, we consider the error measures introduced by Erlebach et al.
(2020). A first simple and natural prediction error is the number of inaccurate
predictions k# = |{Ii ∈ I | wi = wi }|. However, for the two example problems,
a performance guarantee that, in terms of consistency, improves upon the lower
bound of two and linearly degrades depending on k# is not possible (Erlebach
et al. 2020). The reason is that k# completely ignores the structure of the intervals.
(Similarly,
using an error metric that depends on the distances between wi and wi ,

e.g., Ii ∈I |wi − wi |, would not be meaningful because only the order of the values
and the interval end points matters for our problems.) To address this weakness,
Erlebach et al. (2020) introduced two refined measures for the prediction quality.
Hop distance. Intuitively, for each interval Ii ∈ I with wi = wi , this error
measure counts the number hi of lower and upper limits in I \ {Ii } that lie in the
intervals [wi , w i ) or (wi , w i ]. The hop distance of a given instance is then kh =

n
i=1 hi ; see also the left part of Fig. 4. Note that the hop distance value hi for a
single interval Ii only depends on the number of interval borders that lie between
wi and wi and, apart from that, is independent of the distance between wi and wi .
While the hop distance captures how the relations of the precise values to other
intervals change compared to the predicted values, not every such change affects a
feasible query set.
Mandatory query distance. To compensate for this fact, Erlebach et al. (2020)
introduce another error measure based on the set IR of mandatory intervals and the
set IP of prediction mandatory intervals, i.e., intervals that are mandatory under the
assumption that all predictions are correct. The mandatory query distance is the size
of the symmetric difference of IP and IR , i.e., kM = |IP IR | = |(IP ∪ IR ) \
(IP ∩ IR )| = |(IP \ IR ) ∪ (IR \ IP )|. The right part of Fig. 4 shows an example
for the mandatory query distance with kM = 1. With respect to the precise values,
both {I1 } and {I2 , I3 , I4 } are feasible query sets, and therefore, no interval is part
of every feasible query set. This implies IR = ∅. Under the assumption that the
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Fig. 4 Examples for the minimum problem with a single set S = {I1 , I2 , I3 , I4 } as given
in Erlebach et al. (2020). Circles and crosses illustrate precise values and predictions, respectively.
Left: predictions and true values with a total hop distance of kh = 5. Right: instance with a
mandatory query distance of kM = 1

3
2
1

Fig. 5 Example for the minimum problem in a single set as given in Erlebach et al. (2020). The
crosses and circles denote the predicted and precise values, respectively

predicted values are correct, Lemma 1 implies that I1 is part of every feasible query
set, and therefore, IP = {I1 }. It follows kM = |IP IR | = 1.
In Erlebach et al. (2020), it is shown that, for both example problems, it is indeed
possible to learn predictions with respect to kh and kM .

4.1.2 Methods and Results
A key aspect in the design of learning-augmented algorithms for explorable
uncertainty is the identification of prediction mandatory intervals, i.e., intervals that
are mandatory under the assumption that the predicted values are correct. For the
two example problems, we can apply the characterizations of mandatory queries
(cf. Lemma 1 and Erlebach and Hoffmann (2014)) that are based on the precise
values under the assumption that the predicted values match the precise values.
This allows us to identify all prediction mandatory queries. If we completely trust
the predictions, we should just query all prediction mandatory elements. However,
the example in Fig. 5 shows that completely trusting the predictions can lead to an
arbitrarily bad robustness. In the example, the intervals {I2 , . . . , In } are prediction
mandatory, but, if the predicted value of I1 is wrong, it may be the case that the
optimal query set contains only I1 .
This example implies that algorithms should balance the querying of prediction
mandatory intervals with additional queries. In fact, Erlebach et al. (2020) show the
following lower bound on the optimal trade-off between consistency and robustness
for the two example problems.
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Theorem 3 (Erlebach et al. (2020)) Let β ≥ 2 be a fixed integer. For the minimum
and MST problems under explorable uncertainty, there is no deterministic β-robust
algorithm that is α-consistent for α < 1 + β1 . And vice versa, no deterministic
1
, 2}.
α-consistent algorithm, with α > 1, is β-robust for β < max{ α−1

As a consequence of Theorem 3, no 2-robust algorithm can be better than 1.5consistent. Thus, if we want to match the lower bound of 2 in terms of robustness,
we should aim for 1.5-consistency. To achieve a good trade-off between consistency
and robustness for the two example problems, we can use the two-phase framework
as presented in Erlebach et al. (2020). Here, we describe on a high level the
framework that can be used to achieve 1.5-consistency and 2-robustness for the two
problems. The framework starts by querying all prediction mandatory elements. In
a second stage, when no elements are prediction mandatory anymore, the algorithm
has to decide which non-prediction mandatory elements to query. For the example
problems, the algorithm has to decide which element of each witness pair it queries.
During the first phase, it is not sufficient to just query prediction mandatory
elements since we already saw that this can lead to an arbitrarily bad robustness.
Thus, each query to a prediction mandatory element is complemented with queries
to further elements in such a way that they form witness sets. As the framework aims
at breaking the lower bound of 2 in terms of consistency, it is not enough to form
and query a size-2 witness set. To guarantee a consistency of 1.5, the framework
instead identifies and queries sets of three elements for which we can guarantee
that at least 2 of them must be contained in any feasible query set. Finding such
elements based on the interval structure alone is not always possible as this would
imply a 1.5-competitive algorithm for the non-learning augmented setting, which
would contradict the lower bounds for the two example problems. Therefore, the
framework identifies such sets under the assumption that the predictions are correct.
After identifying such a set, its elements have to be queried adaptively, and, in
case of wrong predictions, the algorithm has to compensate for the error by not
querying all three elements. Querying all three elements in parallel might, in the case
of wrong predictions, lead to a violation of the 2-robustness. The first framework
phase repeatedly identifies such elements and queries them in a careful order while
adjusting for potential errors, until no prediction mandatory elements remain. The
characterization and identification of sets that satisfy the mentioned guarantee is
problem specific and a challenging key aspect when applying this strategy to the
concrete problems.
In the second phase of the framework, there are no more prediction mandatory
elements, and the algorithm cannot identify any more “safe” queries. For the two
example problems, this means that the algorithm has to decide, for each witness
pair as characterized by Lemmas 4 and 5, which of the two elements to query.
These decisions come down to finding a minimum vertex cover in an auxiliary
graph representing the structure of the witness sets. In particular, the second phase
for the minimum problem consists of finding and querying a minimum vertex
cover. If the predictions are correct, querying the vertex cover solves the remaining
problem. Otherwise, additional queries might be necessary, but those queries can
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be shown to be mandatory. Since both the size of the minimum vertex cover and
the number of queried mandatory elements are lower bounds on the optimal query
cost, the second framework phase is even 1-consistent and 2-robust. In the MST
problem, wrong predictions can change the witness sets dynamically. Therefore, the
second framework phase must be executed in a more adaptive and very careful way,
requiring substantial additional work.
By applying (a generalized version of) the described framework, the following
results for the two example problems can be achieved. In both theorems, OPT
denotes the cost of an optimal query set, and the parameter γ can be used to
configure the degree to which we trust the predictions. For increasing γ , the
consistency improves but the robustness gets worse. To model smooth transitions between consistency and robustness, the theorems state the performance
guarantees as the minimum of the error-dependent consistency and the robustness.
Theorem 4 (Erlebach et al. (2020)) There is an algorithm for the minimum
problem under uncertainty that, given an integer parameter γ ≥ 2, achieves
kh
), γ }. If γ = 2, the algorithm is
a competitive ratio of min{(1 + γ1 )(1 + OPT
1.5-consistent and 2-robust. Furthermore, there is an algorithm for the minimum
problem under uncertainty that, given an integer parameter γ ≥ 2, achieves a
kM
1
competitive ratio of min{(1 + γ −1
) · (1 + OPT
), γ }.
Theorem 5 (Erlebach et al. (2020)) There is a 1.5-consistent and 2-robust algorithm for the MST problem under uncertainty.

Furthermore, there is an algorithm
kh
1
, max{3, γ + OPT
}}, for any
with competitive ratio min{1 + γ1 + 5 + γ1 · OPT
γ ∈ Z≥2 .
These results show that learning augmentation can be successfully applied to
problems under explorable uncertainty and circumvents known lower bounds for
good predictions, while at the same time providing strong bounds on the worstcase performance even when the predictions are completely wrong. This eases the
integration of machine learning into a system since it allows improved results while
protecting users from occasional failures of the ML algorithms.

4.2 Exploiting Stochastic Information
Recently, the setting of stochastic explorable uncertainty has received some attention in the context of sorting (Chaplick et al. 2020) and the minimum problem (Bampis et al. 2021), which Bampis et al. (2021) phrases as a (hyper-)graph
orientation problem.
In the stochastic setting, we are given a continuous probability distribution di
over the interval Ii = (Li , Ui ) for each Ii ∈ I. The precise value wi of an interval Ii
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is drawn independently from di . Bampis et al. (2021) again analyze an algorithm
ALG in terms of its competitive ratio
max
J ∈J

E[ALG(J )]
,
E[OPT(J )]

where E[ALG(J )] denotes the expected query cost of ALG when solving instance J ,
E[OPT(J )] denotes the expected optimal query cost for J , and J is the set of all
instances. As a main result, Bampis et al. (2021) give the following theorem.
Theorem 6 (Bampis et al. (2021)) For any  > 0, there exists a f (α)-competitive
algorithm for the minimum problem in multiple sets, where f (α) ∈ [1.618 + , 2]
depends on the approximation ratio α for solving a vertex cover problem in an
auxiliary graph.
The algorithm relies on computing the probability that an interval is mandatory
using the characterization of Lemma 1. It queries all vertices that have a mandatory
probability exceeding a certain threshold. Afterward, the algorithm solves a vertex
cover problem on an auxiliary graph by first preprocessing the instance via a classical linear programming relaxation and, afterward, executing the α-approximation.
The algorithm queries the computed vertex cover and, thereafter, only mandatory
intervals that remain. In addition to this general algorithm, Bampis et al. (2021) give
several lower bounds and improved algorithms for special cases that also prioritize
queries to intervals with a high probability to be mandatory.

5 Concluding Remarks
This chapter discusses the model of explorable uncertainty and its potential use for
decision-making under uncertainty in logistics. We illustrate classical techniques
to design algorithms with worst-case guarantees using the two example problems
of finding the minima of multiple sets and determining a minimum spanning tree.
With the learning-augmented and stochastic setting, we also present models and
techniques for algorithm design with guarantees beyond the worst case and show
that known limitations of worst-case analysis can be circumvented by such settings.
In this chapter, we require algorithms to determine an optimal solution for the
underlying optimization problem. One could relax this restriction and ask for an αapproximation. Unfortunately, for the example problems, the lower bounds translate
to this relaxed setting (Megow et al. 2017, Section 10). Another interesting variation
of the model refers to the objective function. While we consider settings in which
the query cost is significant, optimization with explorable uncertainty seems relevant
also in settings where query cost and objective value of the underlying problem are
comparable. In this case, it would be interesting to consider a combined objective,
e.g., to minimize the (weighted) sum of both values.
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We illustrated techniques using two example problems, a selection and a network
design problem. These appear as sub-problems in classical logistics questions and
our techniques would be directly applicable. Admittedly, a rigorous worst-case
guarantee such as the competitive ratio may be relevant only in rare applications;
otherwise, a good empirical performance on practical input instances is sufficient.
In more complex problem settings, e.g., involving additionally routing, packing,
and scheduling aspects, we may not be able to prove worst-case guarantees on the
performance of our algorithms and they may not even exist. Here, performance
measures beyond the worst case are particularly relevant. Overall, we expect that
the model and techniques presented here give insights on the power, tractability,
and applicability of explorable uncertainty, and we hope that they can serve as a
first step toward tackling more complex logistics problems.

6 Bibliographical Notes
We conclude with further pointers to previous work on optimization with explorable
uncertainty.
The line of research on explorable uncertainty has been initiated by Kahan
(1991) in the context of selection problems. Subsequent work addressed caching
problems (Olston and Widom 2000), problems such as computing a function
value (Khanna and Tan 2001), finding the kth smallest value in a set of uncertainty
intervals (Feder et al. 2003; Gupta et al. 2016), also with non-uniform query
cost (Feder et al. 2003), and sorting (Halldórsson and de Lima 2019).
Interestingly, the sorting problem is a special case of the minimum problem for
multiple sets. Given an instance of the sorting problem, we can create a set for
each pair of elements that are in the same set of the sorting instance and obtain
a minimum problem whose feasible query sets also solve the sorting problem.
Halldórsson and de Lima (2019) showed directly that the witness set algorithm
for sorting a single set is 2-competitive and is best possible. They also show that
the competitive ratio can be improved to 1.5 using randomization. Furthermore,
Chaplick et al. (2020) introduce an algorithm for sorting a single set of elements
under stochastic uncertainty that is optimal in terms of the expected cost E[ALG(J )].
The competitive ratio of this algorithm is unknown.
Only more recently also optimization problems have been studied. A key
role plays the fundamental MST problem with uncertainty. The 2-competitive
deterministic witness set algorithm was presented and shown to be best possible
by Erlebach et al. (2008). The randomized algorithm by Megow et al. (2017)
has an improved competitive ratio of 1.707. Both a deterministic 2-competitive
algorithm and a randomized 1.707-competitive algorithm are known for the more
general problem of finding the minimum base in a matroid (Erlebach et al. 2016;
Megow et al. 2017), even for the case with non-uniform query costs (Megow et al.
2017). Other works on the MST problem (and matroids) study a non-adaptive
variant (Merino and Soto 2019) and the offline verification problem (Erlebach and
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Hoffmann 2014; Megow et al. 2017) and conduct an experimental study (Focke
et al. 2020).
Other optimization problems studied in the context of explorable uncertainty
include the shortest path problem (Feder et al. 2007), the knapsack problem (Goerigk et al. 2015), and scheduling problems (Albers and Eckl 2020; Arantes
et al. 2018; Dürr et al. 2020).
The growth of data-driven applications and machine learning methods in the past
years gave rise to a model for learning-augmented online algorithms. The model
has been proposed by Medina and Vassilvitskii (2017) in the context of revenue
optimization followed by work on online caching by Lykouris and Vassilvitskii
(2018). Purohit et al. (2018) studied online scheduling and rent-or-buy problems
with respect to consistency and robustness, and they obtained performance guarantees as a function of the prediction error. This work initiated a vast growing line
of research, which makes ML predictions without any accuracy guarantee useful
in the design of algorithms with hard performance guarantees. Overall, learningaugmented online optimization is a highly topical concept with high potential also
for applications in logistics problems.
Acknowledgments The authors were partially funded by the German Science Foundation (DFG).
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Complex Networks in Manufacturing
and Logistics: A Retrospect
Till Becker

and Darja Wagner-Kampik

Abstract The methodology to model systems as graphs or networks already exists
for a long time. The availability of information technology and computational power
has led to a renaissance of the network modeling approach. Scientists have collected
data and started to create huge models of complex networks from various domains.
Manufacturing and logistics benefits from this development, because material flow
systems are predetermined to be modeled as networks. This chapter revisits selected
advances in network modeling and analysis in manufacturing and logistics that
have been achieved in the last decade. It presents the basic modeling concept, the
transition from static to dynamic and stochastic models, and a collection of examples
how network models can be applied to contribute to solving problems in planning
and control of logistic systems.

1 Introduction
Since the beginning of the division of labor, manufacturing processes have been
split up in different tasks. These individual tasks have their own tools, materials,
and places. To exploit the advantages of this type of organization of a manufacturing
process, a proper planning and control of all involved aspects is vital. This chapter
focuses on a manufacturing system’s underlying structure, i.e., the pattern of the
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material flow. Such a pattern can be found on various levels of detail. In all cases, it
is a network of entities connected by material flow. This can be, e.g., a network of
machines on a shop floor or a network of suppliers, manufacturers, and retailers in
a supply chain.
We present a retrospect on the development of a deeper understanding of complex
networks in manufacturing and logistics throughout the last decade around the work
of the Production Systems and Logistic Systems group within the Research Cluster
for Dynamics in Logistics at the University of Bremen, Germany.

2 Complex Networks in Manufacturing and Logistics
2.1 Modeling of Complex Networks
Systems of interacting or connected entities can be modeled as a graph (G), which
consists of a set of vertices (V ) connected by a set of edges (E), such that G =
(V , E). Another widely used nomenclature calls these system networks, composed
of nodes connected by links. In general, there is no difference in the meaning of the
two variants and they can be used synonymously. Although the concept of graphs
is known in mathematics since centuries, the modeling of large-scale systems as
graphs has not been feasible for a long time due to the required effort to manually
gather data, draw the graph, and perform any type of calculation for graph-based
algorithms.
The pioneering research in complex networks has covered network models from
various domains, such as social networks, biological networks, and computer networks (see, e.g., Albert and Barabási 2002; Boccaletti et al. 2006). The researchers
have investigated the structure of complex networks, their properties, and their
formation. A main finding throughout the years was the fact that network models,
although coming from different domains, share common properties with regard to
their structure.
The transfer and application of complex network theory to the manufacturing
and logistics domain began a decade ago with the works of Vrabič et al. (2013)
and Becker et al. (2014). The early contributions demonstrate how the material
flow in a manufacturing system can be converted into a network model. Network
modeling is based on material flow data, which can be collected as a byproduct from
shop floor control systems. Such data consists of a list of all available machines on
the shop floor and a collection of records documenting the individual material flow
events. Each record contains at least the manufacturing order ID, the machine that
processed a certain operation, as well as a timestamp. An algorithm can be used
to build the network model by creating the sets V and E (Becker et al. 2014).
The network nodes are represented by the machines on the shop floor. The set of
edges is filled by linking each record with its consecutive record from the same
manufacturing order: if an item from the same manufacturing order is first being
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 1 Two network representations of the material for two different manufacturing scenarios
created with data from manufacturing execution systems. (a) Network model of a shop floor
production of machine parts. (b) Network model from process industry

processed on machine A, and the next timestamp is an operation on machine B,
then a link A → B is added to E.
Figure 1 displays two network models created by Becker et al. (2014). Both
were created in the exactly same fashion using the algorithm presented above.
However, due to the differences in the handling of the material flow in the two
systems, two very distinct network models were obtained. Figure 1a shows the
material movements on a shop floor during the manufacturing of machine parts,
whereas Fig. 1b illustrates the flow of items in process industry with distinct groups
of machines in clusters.
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2.2 The Structure of Manufacturing Networks and Its Impact
on Material Flow
2.2.1 Comparison of Manufacturing Networks to Other Flow-Oriented
Networks
A large part of the research work dealing with complex networks in manufacturing
either discovers structural characteristics of those networks or investigates the
relation between structural network characteristics and the performance of the
material flow. Network models from other domains have already been described
in detail, such as engineered networks from communication (Braha and Bar-Yam
2006), urban traffic (Lämmer et al. 2006), or supply chains (Meepetchdee and Shah
2007), but also evolved network structures like river networks (De Menezes and
Barabási 2004) or predator–prey relations in ecosystems (Williams et al. 2002).
Therefore, a first approach was to compare the properties of manufacturing
networks and other flow-oriented networks. The comparisons covered traffic networks (Becker et al. 2011) as well as metabolic networks (Becker et al. xxxx, 2011).
These network types were chosen for comparison, because they also represent a
structure in which a flow of items needs to be managed in order to fulfill the
system’s objectives. Networks of metabolic reactions in cells in particular can be
seen as “factories,” which transform incoming items into final products via enzyme
reactions. The main findings were that, on the one hand, all these network types
exhibit strong structural similarities when observing the distribution of network
characteristics, such as degree of connectivity. On the other hand, flow simulations
on these networks showed a distinct behavior. Metabolic networks tend to have a
more evenly distributed flow, whereas manufacturing networks tend to go toward a
hub-and-spoke architecture with a small number of highly frequented nodes.

2.2.2 The Relation Between Structure and Performance
As a consequence of the investigation of different networks from various domains,
researchers have hypothesized that there is a relation between the static structure
of a network and its performance regarding the material flow. The rationale behind
this is the idea that networks are designed (or in the case of biological or ecological
networks have evolved) in a way to support the material flow processes. In order
to quantify structural properties of networks, a variety of network figures has been
developed (see, e.g., Boccaletti et al. 2006). Most researchers focus on centrality
measures, which indicate how strong the nodes in a network are connected with
each other. The most frequently used centrality measures are Degree-Centrality,
Betweenness-Centrality, Closeness-Centrality, and Eigenvector-Centrality (Becker
and Wagner 2016). Centrality measures can be determined for individual nodes
or as an average over all nodes in the network (Becker et al. 2012; Omar et al.
2018). A key observation by Becker et al. (2012) is the fact that there is a
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Fig. 2 The graph shows the
relation between the average
degree of a network and the
work in process obtained
from a series of material flow
simulations. The results
indicate that a specific degree
of connectivity in a material
flow network is best suited to
prevent the buildup of
queues (Becker et al. 2012)

nonlinear relation between the degree of connectivity in a material flow network
and its performance. Figure 2 shows the results from a simulation study. A material
flow simulation was carried out in a selection of networks. These networks were
constructed from real-world data following the procedure described in Sect. 2.1.
The work in process (WIP) served as key performance figure. It indicates how much
work content is present in the system, e.g., waiting in queues or being currently
processed, and should be kept on a low level. The obtained results show that there
is an ideal degree of connectivity in the network structure which allows to keep the
WIP low. Lower connectivity and increased connectivity lead to an increase in WIP.
Beber and Becker (2014) extended the scope beyond individual nodes and
investigate patterns in the shape of three-node subgraphs, also known as network
motifs. Their findings indicate that the motif signature can serve as a “fingerprint”
to distinguish different manufacturing networks from each other.
Other approaches make use of network centrality metrics to identify bottleneck
work stations in a manufacturing system (Blunck et al. 2014). Although the
assessment of the actual material flow in a network sill provides more reliable
information whether a work station is a bottleneck or not, the centrality of a node
in a network can also be used to identify those bottlenecks. The advantage of the
network measures is their availability. Even in early planning stages, when material
flow data is either not yet available or can only be acquired with the help of computer
simulations, the bottleneck situation in a manufacturing system can already be
assessed using network measures.
Another application-oriented approach using centrality measures is able to identify key machines in a manufacturing system based on network measures (Becker
and Wagner 2016). A selection of centrality measures were used to identify the
machines that have the highest impact on material flow performance. The results
emphasized the applicability of certain network centrality measures for this purpose.
Moreover, it could be shown that not all centrality measures are suited to identify
important nodes in manufacturing systems, due to the specific mechanics of flow in
these systems in comparison to other networks.
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2.3 Dynamic Processes on Material Flow Networks
The previous modeling approach of networks basically considers the static description of material flow and information flow structures, which effectively means that
network elements do not change over time. Applied to material flow systems, it
would mean there is no change in material flow level at any time. However, recent
studies suggest that the structure of a material flow network changes as a result of
events or changing circumstances (e.g., passing a job to the next work station or
failure of work stations) over a specific period of time (see, e.g., Beber and Becker
2014; Vrabič et al. 2013). Consequently, it might be useful to consider such dynamic
processes for specific applications.
Figure 3 shows potential structural changes in networks. As indicated earlier,
all these changes are, among other things, triggered by additional work systems,
machine breakdowns, changes in product mix, etc. In real material flow systems,
a combination of all these events leads to a variety structural changes during a
certain observation period. For analytical purposes, the entire observation period
can be divided into a number of time windows. If there are any active nodes and
edges within a defined time window, a network instance is created. This way,
structural changes can be observed and linked to various events. Although the
length of each time window can be selected freely, it has a significant impact on
the structural changes. For example, for shorter time windows, the average values
of different key network figures display stronger variation from one time window to

new material flow

disappearing material flow

intensified material flow

reduced material flow

new work system

disappearing work system

Fig. 3 The structural changes affect in particular both network elements (i.e., nodes and edges). It
is therefore possible that nodes and edges disappear or join the network over time. Moreover, the
intensity of the edge weights may vary over time (Wagner and Becker 2016)
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another, whereas for longer time windows the deviations between time windows are
lower (Wagner and Becker 2016).

3 Advanced Network Modeling: Stochastic Block Models
Network modeling in manufacturing and logistics has seen a number of advances
in the recent decade. The first simple, yet effective modeling approach based on
material flow data has been presented in Sect. 2.1. The consideration of the development of networks over time was discussed in Sect. 2.3. A further development
in network modeling in manufacturing was the introduction of stochastic models.
In particular, the Stochastic Block Model (SBM) allows for a prediction of future
states in a manufacturing system (Funke and Becker 2020). The motivation behind
the application of SBMs as a tool in manufacturing systems modeling is the fact that
many material ïňĆow systems consist of elements that can be grouped into clusters
of similar objects in terms of their role in the material flow, e.g., manufacturing
cells. In a nutshell, an SBM is a network model in which groups of similar nodes
(like clusters) are seen as structural equivalent. Instead of explicitly modeling the
links between nodes, the general probability of two nodes from two groups being
connected is given (see Fig. 4).
Creating an SBM is not as straightforward as creating a simple network model
as presented in Sect. 2.1. The modeling requires the selection of the desired type
of SBM and an appropriate inference method to derive the actual model from the
material flow data. Funke and Becker (2019) have investigated, compared, and
evaluated a variety of SBM variants and inference methods to facilitate the selection
process.
Funke and Becker (2020) were then able to demonstrate how an SBM can be
applied to perform link prediction. Due to the stochastic nature of the model, it
is possible to retrieve a probability of two nodes being connected (or not being
connected) in the future. Consequently, managers and planners will be enabled to
make design decision regarding the planning and control of material flow in their
manufacturing systems.
1
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Fig. 4 Minimal model of an SBM: (1) the network model is transformed into an adjacency matrix,
(2) the nodes are grouped into blocks with similar connections, and (3) the result is a block
matrix with probabilities indicating the likelihood of two nodes from corresponding blocks being
connected
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4 Identification of Autonomous Clusters Considering the
Topological Setting
Nowadays, companies are faced with constantly increasing complexity due, for
example, to shorter product life cycles, increasing customer requirements, and
high fluctuations in demand. This requires novel control solutions. The massive
technological improvements over the past years additionally support the transformation toward autonomous control approaches. Previous research activities in
the context of autonomous control are primarily limited to control algorithms
and technologies. However, most companies are facing the challenge not only
to select appropriate control algorithms and to adapt the new technologies but
also to decide how the structure of a system, i.e., the network topology, can
support their transformation toward decentralized autonomous control. From a
topological perspective, modularization, which subdivides a system into small units
with autonomous decision-making, seems to be a promising approach (Gronau and
Theuer 2011; Mourtzis and Doukas 2013). The resulting question is which work
systems should form a unit and act autonomously?
A first attempt to identify highly interacting work systems, in order to be able
to subsequently merge them into autonomous units—here called clusters, was made
by Vrabič et al. (2012). Their approach is based on the assumption that edges in
networks represent the intensity of material flow between the corresponding nodes.
Consequently, nodes inside a cluster should be strongly connected, but only loosely
connected to other nodes outside the cluster. In recent years, a number of clustering
methods have been developed. Some methods have been tested to determine their
suitability for the identification of autonomous clusters. Subsequently, the proposed
approach was extended to include the dynamic development of the manufacturing
system over time (Becker and Wagner 2015; Becker and Weimer 2014). To this end,
they evaluated the consistency of clusters over time (for an example, see Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Resulting network representations for three different time windows in order to reveal
similar cluster pattern. Within the first time window, two clusters have been identified and only
one cluster in the following time windows. The nodes 6, 29, 30, and 31 are represented in all time
windows (Becker and Wagner 2015)
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Fig. 6 Increasing the length of time windows results in an increasing number of nodes and edges.
As a result, this leads to a lower number of clusters, which are in turn larger in size. The results for
shorter time windows are mostly similar for both datasets (a and b)

Tracking the evolution of each cluster can help identify robust clusters, which
are therefore particularly suited to serve as autonomous clusters. Furthermore, in
accordance with the results of Lancichinetti et al. (2010) that real-world networks
of the same category are identical with respect to their cluster structure, Wagner and
Becker (2016) were able to show that this is also true for material flow networks for
relatively shorter time windows (see Fig. 6).

5 Synthetic Material Flow Networks with a Built-In Cluster
Structure: A Random Walk-Based Approach
In order to be able to test the proposed clustering approach for the identification
of autonomous structures in networks of different typologies, appropriate data is
needed. However, due to a lack of reliable data with different cluster structures, the
necessity arises to generate well-characterized synthetic material flow networks that
allow extensive testing in simulation studies. Synthetic networks are characterized
by the fact that they are generated randomly, but within a framework of rules.
To generate graphs with a certain built-in cluster structure, a random walk-based
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approach can be applied, as presented in Wagner and Becker (2017, 2018). With
this approach, different job routing patterns are modeled as random walks.
A random walk is considered as a stochastic process which results in a sequence
of randomly visited nodes (Lovász 1993). Consequently, random walks do not
require any global network information. Moreover, they can help to understand the
underlying routing mechanics of systems and are therefore able to reveal specific
characteristics like cluster structures in networks (Schaeffer 2007). This is explained
by the fact that random walks tend to get trapped in clusters. Hence, it is not the
random walks themselves that create networks with certain characteristics, but they
need a network as a basis for their movements. Such networks are also referred to as
underlying networks (Rosvall and Bergstrom 2008). The topological characteristics
of such a network have been used to guide a random walk. To be able to create
networks with various built-in cluster structures, not only the parameters of the
random walks have to be defined but also those of the underlying network.
After applying this approach, it can be observed how random walks change the
number of clusters, the cluster sizes, and the degree of connectivity of clusters
given in the underlying network. The main result shows that the random walk-based
routing is well suited to map the cluster structures of a number of tested underlying
networks (Wagner and Becker 2018). This gives the underlying network a leading
function. In future, this approach can be extended to create networks with other
topological patterns.

6 Summary and Outlook
Research on complex networks has become visible across many different disciplines
throughout the recent years. With regard to the flow of material, goods, and information in supply chains, traffic, and on shop floors, network models are a powerful tool
in manufacturing and logistics research. This chapter has shown the foundations of
network modeling in this domain and presented a selection of more detailed research
activities and application-oriented approaches. It became apparent that, on the one
hand, many network-related insights from physics, biology, or social sciences can
be transferred to manufacturing and engineering. On the other hand, material flow in
manufacturing has also specific properties, which are distinct from the flow of traffic
on roads or the flow of messages in social networks. This is why it is essential to
continue the research on complex networks in manufacturing and logistics.
The direction for future research should be aligned with the application opportunities in industry. More and more companies will collect massive amounts of system
data in the context of Industry 4.0 and thus will be able to make use of network
modeling. The inclusion of Artificial Intelligence (AI) methods in the processing
of network data can further increase the quality of network models. Therefore, the
so far developed methodologies should be transferred into practical applications for
decision-making in planning, operation, and control of logistic systems. Figure 7
summarizes the development of network research in manufacturing and logistics.
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Fig. 7 Network modeling in manufacturing and logistics has emerged from the application of
graph theory in the information age. Initially, researchers have concentrated on modeling and
description of logistic networks. Over the years, the research has evolved into a multitude of
methods for description, design, and prediction of networks. Future research should be focused
on creating industrial applications and on the inclusion of additional data sources and AI methods
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Recent Developments in Mathematical
Traffic Models
Daniel Schmand

Abstract Predictions such as forecasts of congestion effects in transportation
networks can be based on complex simulations that include many aspects of actual
transportation systems. On the other hand, rigorous mathematical traffic models give
rise to theoretical analyses, very general statements, and various traffic optimization
opportunities. There has been a huge development in the last years to make
mathematical traffic models more realistic. This chapter provides an overview of the
mathematical traffic models developed recently and some state-of-the-art results.

1 Introduction
One of the major challenges in logistics is the steadily growing traffic activity. The
European Commission expects that passenger transport activities across Europe will
increase by 42% by 2050 and freight transport by 60% (Mobility and Transport
2019). This puts pressure on the capacity of the available transport network since
congestion leads to high associated costs, such as lost time, increased vehicle
operating costs, and environmental aspects. The Department of Transport, Tourism
and Sport’s Economic and Financial Unit of the Republic of Ireland estimated the
cost of time lost due to aggravated congestion in the Greater Dublin Area to be e358
million in 2012. They forecast a cost of e2.08 billion per year in 2033 (Department
of Transport, Tourism and Sport 2017). Ensuring that congestion does not reach an
unacceptable level is of significant high importance for all future logistics processes.
Climate change is one of the main challenges of our times. In 2019, global CO2
emissions increased to 38 gigatons due to a report by the Netherlands Environmental
Assessment Agency (Olivier and Peters 2020). The transport sector is still one
of the major contributors to greenhouse gas emissions, and congestion increases
the emissions of greenhouse gases of vehicles. Additionally, congestion imposes a
negative impact on local noise and water quality (Department of Transport, Tourism
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and Sport 2017). As a consequence, reducing congestion does not only reduce travel
times and reduce the cost of time for logistics operators, but it also has positive
effects on greenhouse gas emissions and quality of life.
One of the first steps to reduce congestion and increase the efficiency of
networks is to understand the behavior of traffic. Typically, researchers evaluate
traffic by creating a theoretical model that aims to capture as many aspects of
real-life traffic as possible. We can differentiate the existing traffic models into
macroscopic, mesoscopic, and microscopic models. Macroscopic models focus on
the joint behavior of vehicle flows, and thus it is usually not possible to track a
single vehicle. Examples of macroscopic models are function-based network load
models. Microscopic models usually track single vehicles in a highly temporal
solution. They capture microscopic aspects like overtaking, traffic lanes, human
driver behavior, and others. Mesoscopic models can be seen as hybrids. For a
nice comparison of the models, we refer the reader to the survey of Wang et al.
(2018). Usually, macroscopic models are easier to understand and easier to use in
software but typically lack precision and many local aspects of real-life traffic. The
traffic simulation software MATSim is one of the state-of-the-art implementations
of a microscopic to mesoscopic model; we refer to the MATSim book for a great
introduction (Horni et al. 2016). Individual vehicles can be tracked and followed,
and crossings are implemented from a microscopic point of view, but the actual
behavior of vehicles on a road segment is not modeled precisely. The current
implementation can be roughly described as follows. The traffic network is modeled
by a graph which consists of vertices and edges. A vertex corresponds to a
crossing. The directed edges connect vertices and model the road segments between
crossings. Vehicles that enter some edge at some point in time are instantaneously
moved to the end of the edge and have to wait there for at least the externally given
free-flow travel time of that edge (Horni et al. 2016). At the head of the edge, a
capacity constraint is checked, and the vehicle is only allowed to leave the edge if
the capacity is not exceeded. The software drops some precision in modeling the
microscopic behavior on an edge with the aim to reduce computation time and thus
increase the size of the models that can be analyzed.
Microscopic to mesoscopic simulations are a great tool to get insights on traffic
behavior, but usually one can only observe properties of the model by simulations,
and it is very hard to prove properties of the model or the solution. To illustrate
this, consider MATSim’s co-evolutionary algorithm. Usually, MATSim simulates
traffic for 1 day. The simulation is done in multiple iterations. Agents in the
simulation have a list of plans (although plans capture more, it is easiest to think
of different plans being different possible routes). In each iteration, each agent
picks a randomly chosen plan from the list with a probability that depends on the
current score of this plan. After each agent has chosen a plan, the actual day is
simulated and the agents evaluate their plan and update the score of the chosen
plan with respect to the observed traffic. The updated score is used in the next
iteration. Additionally, in each iteration, some agents (usually ∼10%) are allowed
to create new plans. The process is repeated until the average population score
does not change more than some threshold. For more details, we refer the reader
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to the MATSim book (Horni et al. 2016). A main drawback of this model is that
rigorously proving properties both for the process and for this final state is a very
challenging task. Sering et al. (2021) recently showed first provable results on the
network loading model in MATSim, but even the question if there is a best response
dynamic that converges to an approximate equilibrium is still open. This implies that
rigorously proving properties of the resulting states is a very challenging task, and
we cannot use theoretical insights to improve the results, e.g., by trying to enforce a
provable optimal traffic distribution. Generally, microscopic to mesoscopic models
can currently only give an estimation of what might happen to, e.g., a change of
the input of other questions of interest, and the obtained results cannot be justified
analytically.
Macroscopic models on the other hand can be analyzed mathematically but
lack many important properties of traffic flows. Naturally, researchers aim to set
up mathematical models that cover as many properties of traffic flows as possible
and are still analyzable. There was a huge breakthrough in this direction in the
last years, and the aim of this chapter is to cover this development. One of the
most important differences in mathematical traffic models is the difference between
discrete and continuous flows. Discrete flows are a model with indivisible particles
of a certain size. The motivation and connection to traffic are immediately clear,
and some of these models also work with particles of different sizes. On the other
hand, continuous models treat traffic as divisible in arbitrarily small pieces. Another
very important property of mathematical traffic models is the existence of strategic
users. Typically, traffic flow cannot be controlled by a central authority, and the
users strategically decide which route to take. This behavior can be seen as the
mathematical analog to the agents that individually (and randomly) choose their
best plans in MATSim. Note that in this work, we are interested in dynamic flows,
which in contrast to their static counterparts implement a time component. Thus, the
network can have different states at different times. There is a very rich literature
on static strategic routing models (i.e., without a time component), which we will
not cover in this chapter. For the readers interested in static models, we refer to the
terms Wardrop games, network congestion games, and (non-) atomic selfish routing.
The rest of the chapter is divided into two parts. Section 2 covers the continuous
model and Sect. 3 the discrete variants.

2 Continuous Flows: Nash Flows Over Time
Vickrey (1969) was the first to describe a basic model for continuous flows over
time. The model captures the time-dependent behavior of arbitrarily splittable flow
in networks with edges with a limited throughput capacity. This model is typically
called dynamic flows with deterministic queuing. Koch and Skutella extended this
model and added strategic user’s behavior (Koch and Skutella 2011). Their model
is called Nash flows over time. In recent years, Cominetti, Correa, Cristi, Olver,
Oosterwijk, and many others proved many properties of flows in this model, see,
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e.g., Cominetti et al. (2011, 2015, 2017); Correa et al. (2019). Sering and Vargas
Koch achieved a huge breakthrough by adding spillback to this setting. In their
extension, traffic users need some space for queuing, and thus edges can become
full (Sering and Vargas Koch 2019). In this sense, highly congested parts of the
network now can have an impact on previous edges as traffic users might spill back
to other parts of the network while queuing. Additional properties of this model
have been shown by Israel and Sering (2020). Ziemke et al. recently presented
experiments that indicate a strong connection of the limit of the MATSim flow
model for decreasing vehicle and time step size and Nash flows over time with
spillback (Ziemke et al. 2021). Their article provides a strong justification and
motivation for the studies of mathematical traffic models.
We will proceed by describing the ideas of the basic model by Vickrey. The
model definition is mainly based on the works of Koch and Skutella (2011),
Cominetti et al. (2011), and Sering (2020). In the subsequent subsections, we present
the extensions and some results established in the literature.

2.1 Continuous Flows Over Time
The most important ingredient to the flow over time model is the edge dynamics.
Road networks are modeled by a graph G = (V , E) with vertices V and directed
edges E. Each edge e ∈ E is equipped with a (free-flow) travel time τe ≥ 0 and
outflow capacity νe > 0. Usually, it is assumed that there are no cycles of length
0 in G. The inflow rate into an edge can be arbitrarily large and is not restricted.
However, if the inflow rate exceeds the capacity at some point in time θ , the outflow
rate at θ +τe is restricted to νe due to the outflow capacity of the edge. All additional
flow is stored in a point queue, or sometimes called horizontal queue. In this sense,
each edge can store an arbitrary amount of flow in a queue and can never get full. If
there is a queue at some edge, first the flow waiting in the queue is allowed to leave
the edge, i.e., in this sense, there is a FIFO property in each edge. Put differently,
overtaking is not possible. The total mass that is stored in the queue of edge e at
time θ is denoted by ze (θ ). Figure 1 is an illustration of the basic notions of the
edge dynamics.

2.1.1 Connectors of the Edges: Vertices
Edges are connected to each other by vertices and thus vertices model crossings.
They only connect edges and flow leaving an edge e1 is just forwarded to the
subsequent edges. This will change drastically in the later parts of the section.
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Fig. 1 An illustration of the basic notions of the edge dynamics

2.2 Mathematical Consistency
In order to set up the model precisely, we need to formalize all properties. Formally,
a flow over time is defined by a family of functions f = (fe+ , fe− )e∈E , where fe+
and fe− are integrable nonnegative functions and specify the flow rate entering or
leaving edge e at a given time, respectively. We can calculate
Fe+ (θ ) =



θ
0

fe+ (ξ ) dξ

Fe− (θ ) =

and



θ
0

fe− (ξ ) dξ .

Note that in this chapter, we will enforce all relevant conditions for all times θ > 0.
In the original literature, they are only enforced for almost all times θ , i.e., typically
they are allowed to be not fulfilled for a set of times that forms a null set. In this
chapter, we aim for giving the main ideas and decided to lack this mathematical
detail as it simplifies arguments and notations. We refer the reader to the original
works for more details.
We say that flow conservation on a vertex v ∈ V is fulfilled if

e∈δ+ (v)



fe− (θ ) =

fe+ (θ ) ,

e∈δ− (v)

for all θ . Here, δ+ (v) and δ− (v) denote the incoming and outgoing edges from
vertex v, respectively. Thus, flow conservation at v is fulfilled if for all times θ the
total flow rate entering vertex v is equal to the total flow rate leaving v. We do
not enforce flow conservation on all vertices. In the basic model, there is a single
designated vertex s ∈ V , called source, for which

e∈δ+ (s)

fe− (θ ) + r =


e∈δ− (s)

fe+ (θ ) ,
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for some externally given constant inflow rate r into s. Additionally, there is one
sink t ∈ V for which we only enforce


fe− (θ ) ≥

e∈δ+ (v)



fe+ (θ ) .

e∈δ− (v)

These constraints ensure that flow enters the system with a constant flow rate r at
s ∈ V , is maintained in the system at intermediate vertices v ∈ V \ {s, t}, and is
allowed to leave the system at t.
The amount of flow that is stored in the queue at the head of edge e ∈ E at time
θ + τe is the amount of flow that has already entered edge e by θ and not left e by
time θ + τe . It can be calculated by
ze (θ + τe ) = Fe+ (θ ) − Fe− (θ + τe ) .
Now, we have all ingredients to define a feasible flow over time. We say a flow
f = (fe+ , fe− )e∈E is a feasible flow over time with source s, inflow rate r, and sink
t if it fulfills flow conservation on all vertices v ∈ V \ {s, t}, the above conditions
for s and t, and the following property. The outgoing flow rates fe− have to fulfill

fe− (θ

+ τe ) =

νe

ifze (θ + τe ) > 0 ,

min{νe , fe+ (θ )}

otherwise ,

where νe denotes the outflow capacity of edge e. This condition also ensures that
flow is not created inside edges, i.e.,
Fe− (θ + τe ) ≤ Fe+ (θ ) ,
for all times θ ≥ 0 and all edges e ∈ E. Note that for given flow rates fe+ , the
flow rates fe− are uniquely defined and can be calculated according to the equation
above.
The flow in this model can be any integrable nonnegative function, and thus flow
can be divided arbitrarily and this is a continuous flow model. On the other hand,
we aim for traffic models and are particularly interested in the behavior of single
vehicles. In this model, one can interpret the flow as infinitely many infinitesimal
small particles. Given some feasible flow over time, we are typically interested in
the travel time of some particle from s to t. In order to calculate that, we need to
track the chosen path and the observed waiting time in queues for this particle. We
follow standard notation in the literature and define the waiting times of a particle
entering edge e at time θ as
qe (θ ) =

ze (θ + τe )
.
νe
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Analogously, one can calculate the exit time of a particle entering e at θ by
Te (θ ) = θ + τe + qe (θ ) .

2.3 The Nash Condition
The model described so far is a well-defined mathematical model for traffic. Given
some road networks with edge capacities and free-flow travel time, we can build a
mathematical twin of a traffic network. This model respects over-time behavior and
assumes that traffic flow is arbitrarily splittable, i.e., we expect the model to be most
accurate with an increasing number of users that individually have a neglectable
contribution to congestion. Given some inflow into a certain vertex and specified
paths for the traffic users, we can set up a feasible flow over time respecting the
setup and the flow conservation constraint. Generally, in traffic optimization, we
are mostly interested in a traffic model that can actually predict traffic, while we are
only given the network and a certain demand, represented by the inflow (and desired
outflow). In order to do so, we need to define a system that describes how the paths
of the traffic particles in the network are chosen. In the following, we will follow
the road of Koch and Skutella (2011) and extend the model with strategic users.
We assume that flow particles always try to individually minimize travel time to
the destination and choose a currently shortest path with respect to the other flow
particles. Formally, given some flow f , for a particle entering the source at time φ,
we define lv (φ) to be the earliest possible arrival time at vertex v. With Te (θ ) being
the exit time on e of a particle entering e at θ , this imposes the characterization
lv (φ) =

min

(u,v)∈δ+(v)

T(u,v)(lu (φ)) ,

for all v ∈ V \ {s} and ls (φ) = φ. We now set up the current shortest path network
as follows. We say an edge (u, v) ∈ E is active for entering time φ and flow f
if lv (φ) = T(u,v)(lu (φ)). These are exactly the edges that can possibly be used by
a particle entering at time φ on a shortest path. The current shortest path network
Gf (φ) = (V , Ef (φ)) contains exactly all active edges for φ and f , i.e.,

Ef (φ) = (u, v) ∈ E | lv (φ) = T(u,v)(lu (φ)) .
Definition 1 (Based on Koch and Skutella (2011)) A flow over time f is called a
dynamic equilibrium or a Nash flow over time if
+
(lu (φ)) > 0 ⇒ (u, v) ∈ Ef (φ) ,
f(u,v)

for all edges (u, v) ∈ E and departure times φ.
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Equivalently, all particles only use edges that are part of their current shortest
path network. Cominetti, Correa, and Larré established the following property of
Nash flows over time.
Theorem 1 (Based on Cominetti et al. (2011)) A flow over time f is a Nash flow
if and only if
Fe+ (lu (φ)) = Fe− (lv (φ))
for all edges e = (u, v) ∈ E and departure times φ.
Note that in the original works, both Definition 1 and Theorem 1 are only valid
for almost all times θ , so they allow for null sets of times for which the conditions are
not true. Informally, the theorem assures that the Nash flow condition is equivalent
to the fact that exactly all flow that has entered edge (u, v) by time lu (φ) has left
the edge by time lv (φ). This ensures that, for a particle entering the network at φ,
we can define xe (φ) = Fe+ (lu (φ)) for all edges. It can be shown that (xe (φ))e∈E
is a static flow with flow value rφ, where r denotes the constant inflow rate, see,
e.g., Cominetti et al. (2011). Due to the definition of x, the flow value xe (φ)
measures exactly the amount of flow that has entered edge e before particles starting
at φ can reach e. The derivative xe (φ) (if it exists) is also a static flow with flow value
r and given by
xe (φ) = fe+ (lu (φ)) · lu (φ) .
The term lu (φ) can be interpreted as the factor incorporating the shift of time present
at u, i.e. the behavior of lu (φ) in contrast to φ. In the subsequent section, we
describe the main ideas for constructing a Nash flow over time by making use of this
characterization. Throughout the construction, we will make sure that the derivatives
lu do exist.

2.4 Constructing Nash Flows Over Time
Koch and Skutella (2011) were the first to describe the existence of Nash flows over
time. Cominetti, Correa, and Larré improved and extended their results (Cominetti
et al. 2011). Here, we will only give an informal description and the main ideas of
the constructive procedure described by Cominetti et al. (2011). We refer the reader
to the original work or to the nice description of the procedure in Sering’s PhD
thesis (Sering 2020) for more mathematical details.
The main idea builds on the fact that there is always a Nash flow over time that
can iteratively be constructed in phases. In order to do so, we split the set of edges
into three disjoint sets. Let Ef (φ) denote the set of active edges, Ef∗ (φ) ⊆ Ef (φ)
be the set of resetting edges, i.e., those edges (u, v) ∈ Ef (φ) for which there is a
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non-empty queue at time lu (φ) + τe , and the inactive edges E \ Ef (φ). It turns out
that these three sets of edges define the phases of the Nash flow and that we can
define a static flow x  corresponding to the static flow x  defined earlier, which does
not change during a phase. For a proof of this statement, see Cominetti et al. (2011).
In the following, we will fix some phase and give a description of constraints for the
static flow x  in this phase.
We define the phases with respect to starting times of particles. Let some phase
cover the particles leaving s in the interval [φ1 , φ2 ) and x  be the corresponding
static flow for this phase. The values for φ1 and φ2 will be chosen such that the
sets of active and resetting edges do not change within a phase. As the particles
leaving s in the interval [φ1 , φ2 ) can only arrive at some edge (u, v) during time
[lu (φ1 ), lu (φ2 )), this is the interesting time interval for the edge for this phase.
+
However, if the inflow f(u,v)
into some edge (u, v) is constant during the phase, the
outflow corresponding to the phase (and thus shifted by the time needed to traverse
the edge) is given as follows. The outflow is equal to νe if the edge e has a queue of
positive size and fe+ otherwise. This ensures constant outflow during a phase, and
thus we establish constant inflow and outflow for all edges. Given this, the change of
the queues is also constant on all edges, and the idea is to construct a static flow x 
such that all flow particles only use active edges and to distribute the flow particles
such that the change of the total waiting time is the same for all used paths and
subpaths. Then, lu (θ ) exists for all θ ∈ (ρ1 , ρ2 ), the right derivative exists at ρ1 , and
all are equal.
Due to the desired behavior of x  and l  , we have to make sure that x  is chosen
such that ls = 1 and
lv =

min

e=(u,v)∈E 

ρe (lu , xe ) ,

where
ρe (lu , xe ) =

⎧ 
⎨ xe
νe

⎩max

x
lu , νee



for e ∈ E ∗ ,
otherwise .

After the calculation of xe and lu , we can define
fe+ (θ ) =

xe
lu

for all θ ∈ [lu (ρ1 ), lu (ρ2 )). This ensures that the static flow is an equilibrium not
only for particles starting at time φ1 but also for all later particles in the phase, since
the travel times change on all used paths and subpaths by the same amount. Koch
and Skutella have already introduced these static flows, and Cominetti, Correa, and
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Larré have extended their results. For more mathematical details, we refer to the
original works (Cominetti et al. 2011; Koch and Skutella 2011).
We construct the equilibrium phase by phase starting at time 0. Clearly, a phase
ends if a new edge enters the current shortest path network or if some queue depletes.
Note that this procedure by Cominetti et al. (2011) constructively shows existence
of Nash flows over time. We conclude the following theorem.
Theorem 2 (Cominetti et al. (2011)) There is always a Nash flow over time.
However, the procedure does not give rise to a polynomial time algorithm. Moreover, one of the main open problems is to answer the question if the number of
phases is bounded.

2.5 Analysis of Equilibria
Equilibria in general and also those that are constructed according to the method
above are not unique. As an easy example, consider a graph with two parallel edges
with equal travel time τ and capacity νe1 = νe2 = 2 and an inflow rate of r = 1,
cf. Fig. 2. As it turns out, there are no queues and all static flows are feasible for
the first (and only) phase. The values lt (φ) are equal to φ + τ and coincide for all
choices. The particles leaving at time φ still arrive at the same time in all possible
choices. More generally, Cominetti, Correa, and Larré have shown that the arrival
time functions lv (φ) are equivalent as long as we restrict ourselves to Nash flows
over time f with right-continuous inflow and outflow rates (Cominetti et al. 2011).
It is not proven formally that this is true for all equilibria, but it is conjectured to be
true (Sering 2020).
In order to evaluate the existing equilibria or Nash flows in a network, the notions
price of anarchy and price of stability have been established. Usually, one defines
an objective function from the central’s authority’s point of view, and the objective
function value of an equilibrium solution is compared to the solution value of an
optimal solution with respect to this objective function. If all equilibria in the same
network have the same objective function value, the prices of anarchy and stability
coincide. As this is currently conjectured for Nash flows over time, we will focus on
results on the price of anarchy. The price of anarchy is defined as the worst possible
objective function value of a Nash flow divided by the optimal solution value in this
Fig. 2 An example showing
that Nash flows over time are
not unique

1

=2

2

=2

=1
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instance. For flows over time, two different objective functions have been analyzed
in the literature, see Bhaskar et al. (2015).
For the first measure, we assume that there is a certain amount of flow volume A
that has to be sent from s to t. The makespan price of anarchy measures the arrival
time of the latest particle. This can be useful in a situation, where we are interested in
sending the total flow volume as fast as possible, e.g., in some evacuation scenarios.
The second measure assumes that we are given a time horizon and are allowed to
send as much flow as we can from s to t before the deadline. This throughput price
of anarchy measures the total amount of flow that arrives at t before the deadline.
This can be useful for many logistics processes, where we are interested in sending
as much flow as possible in a given time.
For Nash flows over time, it is shown that the throughput price of anarchy is
unbounded in the network size.
Theorem 3 (Koch and Skutella (2011)) The throughput price of anarchy lies in
(|E|).
Correa, Cristi, and Oosterwijk showed that the makespan price of anarchy is upper
e
if the following conjecture is true. Consider the same graph with
bounded by e−1
two different inflow rates r1 > r2 . Let f1 be a Nash flow over time for inflow r1
f
f
and f2 be a Nash flow over time for inflow r2 . Then, lv 1 ( rA1 ) ≤ lv 2 ( rA2 ), i.e., a faster
arrival of the same particles does not induce a later arrival time for the latest of these
particles (Correa et al. 2019).
Theorem 4 (Correa et al. (2019)) Under the assumption that a higher inflow does
not lead to a later arrival time at the sink of the last particle of a constant size flow
e
mass, the makespan price of anarchy is at most e−1
.
From a traffic planner’s point of view, the price of anarchy is a measure of the
inefficiency of the network due to selfishness and the individual objective functions
of the users. In this sense, it tells the network designer how much efficiency is lost
in the worst case equilibrium, because there is no central authority that controls all
vehicles.
One of the main open problems in the area is to prove or disprove the conjecture
that the assumption in Theorem 4 is always true.

2.6 Spillback
Sering and Vargas Koch made a huge breakthrough and extended the model
by storage capacities and inflow capacities on the edges. The storage capacities
represent the number of particles that can wait on an edge and induce an important
property of real-life traffic into the model. As soon as the storage capacity is reached,
the inflow cannot be larger than the outflow of the edge. This imposes spillback
behavior as waiting particles are no longer local but might have a global effect. In
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order to extend the procedure to calculate a Nash flow over time in the spillback
model, they added two additional events that introduce new phases. The static flow
can only remain constant as long as the set of full edges does not change, the
outflow on an edge does not change, and the sets of active and resetting edges remain
constant. With this change to the procedure, they showed the following result.
Theorem 5 (Sering and Vargas Koch (2019)) There is always a Nash flow over
time with spillback.
If some edge becomes full, it still accepts flow equal to the current outflow of
this edge. Sering and Vargas Koch assumed a fair allocation condition, that is, flow
entering an edge merges proportional to the outflow capacity of the previous edges.
The authors only use this assumption for establishing the spillback model, but it
can also be used to implement traffic lights in the mathematical model. In practice,
most traffic lights run in the so-called cycles. Each cycle has a certain length and
each lane gets at once a green light in a cycle. The split time determines for how
long the lights should stay green. Main roads can get preference by a longer split
time in the corresponding phase. From a global point of view, traffic lights can be
seen as splitting up the inflow capacities of a certain edge to the incoming edges.
However, by limiting the inflow capacity of a certain edge and setting the outflow
capacities according to the traffic lights, the model by Sering and Vargas Koch does
also provide features to mimic traffic lights.

2.7 Further Notes and Remarks
The procedure that we described here to calculate Nash flows over time does not
give rise to a polynomial time algorithm to calculate the static flows of the phases.
It was shown by Sering (2020) that one can set up a mixed-integer program (MIP)
to calculate the static flows and the end of the phases in the basic model. The MIP
formulation for the spillback model can be found in Sering and Vargas Koch (2019).
Sering and Zimmer published a tool that is based on the MIP formulations and can
be used to calculate Nash flows over time (Sering and Zimmer 2020), even in the
spillback model.
Cominetti et al. (2017) analyzed the long-term behavior of Nash flows over time
in the basic model. They were interested in the studies of the last phase of a Nash
flow over time. They showed that there is a steady state, i.e., an infinitely long last
phase in which the travel time remains constant for all particles if and only if the
inflow rate does not exceed the minimum cut capacity of the network. This might
be particularly interesting from a traffic designer’s point of view.
So far, we have only described models with networks with a single source and
a single sink vertex. Cominetti et al. (2015) showed that the basic model can also
be extended to a multi-commodity network, i.e., to a network with multiple source–
sink pairs while still possessing a Nash flow over time.
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Mathematical traffic models are already capable of modeling capacitated roads,
congestion, individual particles’ objectives, spillback effects, and traffic lights. In
this sense, the models are quite accurate, but mathematical results are mainly
established for single source–single sink networks, which are quite limited for
applications. There are results on the price of anarchy and the efficiency of
equilibria. A main aspect for future work could be the question if it is possible
to change the network by, e.g., artificially limiting the capacity of certain roads or
by introducing tolls to improve the equilibrium solution. Researchers have already
shown similar results in the static (i.e., non-over-time) setting, see, e.g., Beckmann
et al. (1956), Dafermos and Sparrow (1969), and it would be an interesting and
promising direction to establish similar results for dynamic traffic models. Results
of this kind could potentially be applied to real-life traffic and reduce congestion in
transportation networks, i.e., improve on logistics services.

3 Discrete Flows: Competitive Packet Routing
The second research direction in mathematical traffic models is models for discrete
flows over time. In contrast to the continuous model, individual indivisible users are
present. Dependent on the exact definition of the model, users may be weighted.
Werth, Holzhauser, and Krumke were the first to introduce a discrete variant of
Koch and Skutella’s Nash flows over time (Werth et al. 2014). The model was later
called competitive packet routing (Harks et al. 2018) as it can also be seen as the
competitive variant of the well-studied packet routing model.
The main idea is to use integral travel times. Each edge has some certain outflow
capacity and only users with an aggregated weight smaller or equal to the edge
capacity can leave the edge at each integral point in time. Those who are not allowed
to leave the edge have to queue and wait.

3.1 The Mathematical Model
An instance of the problem is given by a graph G = (V , E), integral travel times
τe , capacities νe for all e ∈ E, and n users, each with a start vertex si ∈ V , a target
vertex ti ∈ V , and a weight wi for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Typically, an instance is called
unweighted if wi = 1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. A strategy profile P = (P1 , . . . , Pn )
specifies a path for each user, where for Pi we only allow a simple path from si to
ti such that νe ≥ wi for all edges e ∈ Pi .
The edge’s behavior and the vertices are set up using discrete time steps. A user
that arrives at some vertex u ∈ V at an integral time θ can immediately enter the
next edge e = (u, v) on the specified path. Then, we assume that the user needs
τe time units to travel along the edge and reaches the queue Qe at the head of the
edge at time θ + τe . After adding users to the queues at time θ + τe , the first users
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from Qe with maximum aggregated weight not exceeding the capacity νe can leave
edge e and enter vertex v. However, in order to define the model properly, one needs
to specify rules that describe which users are allowed to leave the edge if not all
can leave the edge due to capacity issues. Werth, Holzhauser, and Krumke assume
that the users are processed in the order of arrival at the edge (Werth et al. 2014).
However, if multiple users enter the edge at the same time, there is a tie-breaking
according to some priority list. For tie-breaking, Werth, Holzhauser, and Krumke
use either a global order of users valid in the whole network or a priority order
depending on the edge from which the users have entered the questionable edge.
They consider two different objective functions, namely a sum and a bottleneck
objective. For the bottleneck objective, users aim for minimizing the maximum time
they spend on an edge and the social cost is given by the maximum value of all
users. As this objective does not seem closely related to traffic, we focus on the sum
objective. In this variant, the users aim to minimize the sum of travel times on their
path and the social objective is given by the makespan, i.e., by the largest arrival
time of all users. Werth, Holzhauser, and Krumke show that Nash equilibria exist in
the case that all users share the same source and smaller users have a higher priority
than larger users. If this is not the case, they showed that Nash equilibria might not
exist.

3.2 Extensions of the Model
Scarsini et al. (2018) analyzed a model equivalent to the one by Werth, Holzhauser,
and Krumke for users that arrive at the source node sequentially. Their aspect was
on how the system evolves to a steady state. Harks et al. considered almost the same
model but with other objective functions (Harks et al. 2018). In their work, the social
objective is the sum of the user’s arrival times (in contrast to the maximum in the
work by Werth, Holzhauser, and Krumke). Users are unweighted and at a queue of
some edge users are either prioritized with respect to a given global order of users
or with respect to a local order of users that is only valid at this edge. This is in
contrast to the FIFO setup in the original model, and it is the only model covered
here that allows users to overtake other users on the same path. Harks et al. show
that Nash equilibria exist in networks with global priorities (Harks et al. 2018). The
idea is that if some user i has higher priority than some other user j in all parts of
the network, i can never be delayed by j . Thus, greedily assigning the users to their
best responses in the priority order constructs a Nash equilibrium. Additionally, they
gave various results on the prices of stability and anarchy for both local and global
priorities that depend either on the number of users and edge capacities or on the
length of a longest path. For more details, we refer the reader to their work (Harks
et al. 2018).
Scheffler et al. (2018) modified the model by Harks et al. (2018) and studied
their setting under edge priorities. These edge priorities are motivated by traffic
rules and are a way more natural setup for traffic. They also provided the existence
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of equilibria for single-commodity instances and showed bounds on the prices of
stability and anarchy. They provided examples where Nash equilibria contain cycles,
which might also happen in real-world traffic. Cao et al. extended their model by
adding the concept of dynamic route choices, i.e., users only choose their path while
traveling (Cao et al. 2017). At each crossing, they decide on the next edge to take,
instead of having to fix the whole path before starting to travel. This adaptive route
choice is motivated by the replanning of routes while using GPS systems. Ismaili
introduced the same behavior back to the original model of Werth, Holzhauser, and
Krumke (Ismaili 2017).
Tauer et al. presented results on a train routing model which is based on the
discrete store-and-forward packing routing model (Tauer et al. 2020). In their
model, the users occupy space and deadlock and spillback effects are in place.
Unfortunately, they do not consider strategic users, as trains can usually be routed
by a central authority. Peis et al. considered a model for discrete flows over time,
where some users might cooperate (Peis et al. 2018).
Hoefer et al. (2011) considered a slightly different variant than all the models
mentioned above. They studied a variant with capacities on the number of users that
are on an edge at the same point in time instead of having a constraint on the inflow
or outflow of an edge. Additionally, their model works in a continuous-time setting.

3.3 Summary
Up to date, competitive packet routing models contain capacitated roads, congestion, individual particles’ objectives, right of way rules, and model discrete
indivisible users. Unfortunately, Nash equilibria are generally not unique, and the
price of anarchy is quite large (in most cases linearly in the number of users).
Additionally, spillback effects are usually not present, which is a huge drawback
for traffic modeling. Although the variants with discrete users seem to be the more
accurate model in the first place, it widely opens to understand spillback effects
in the discrete model. The role and effects of discretization of time steps are often
unclear. Sering et al. (2021) recently established first results in this direction and
showed an interesting connection between continuous and discrete models. They
proved that for decreasing packet sizes and time steps, the packet routing model
converges to a flow over time model. In the discrete models, there are instances
where different equilibria lead to huge differences in the travel times and it would
be interesting to see in future work how much this is in line with real-world
traffic. Similar to the continuous version, almost all discrete variants do not give
the opportunity for users to overtake other users. An additional main aspect for
future work could be the question of modifying the network in order to improve the
quality of equilibria. This could be a first step in order to apply the gained knowledge
to traffic networks and thus to logistics.
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Part II

Digitalization and Logistics

Intelligent Agents for Social
and Learning Logistics Systems
Otthein Herzog

and Ingo J. Timm

Abstract The digitalization of logistics processes is often based on distributed
models and decentralized control. As these logistics models constitute an important
part of Industrie 4.0 concepts they must be powerful enough to cover dynamic
processes and must enable a host of functions such as goal-oriented, reactive,
pro-active, communicative, cooperative, competitive, and learning behaviors. In
addition, these distributed models must allow for simulating, planning, allocating,
scheduling, and optimizing logistics tasks. This implies that they must be able to act
through communication channels with each other thus establishing logistics social
communities.
Multiagent Systems (MAS) have been around for more than 30 years and
lend themselves to the implementation of these distributed models needed for
autonomous and cooperating logistics processes. It will be described and also
demonstrated by three case studies why MAS are well suited for social and learning
logistics systems. It will be shown how the resulting distributed MAS models
provide the required functionalities for production and transportation logistics
including the handling of dynamic local events as an essential feature for the
successful planning, scheduling, optimizing, monitoring, and control of global
logistics processes.
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1 Introduction
Logistics as an interdisciplinary field of research between engineering (mechanical
engineering, production technology), natural sciences (mathematics, computer science), and economics has gained considerable importance since the early 1990s.
At the beginning of LogDynamics in Bremen, logistics was strongly influenced
by economic and political changes, i.e., reduction of manufacturing depth within
an enterprise, concentration on core competences, global production, as well as
liberalization of European’s transportation market. Production and transportation
processes are getting more complex, dependencies between processes in logistics
networks and the global distributed Production are increasing, must be coordinated throughout complex networks bringing together various enterprises. In
consequence, complex planning, coordination, and optimization problems challenge
information systems in logistics since the 90s. This development is followed
by the trend to digitalization, i.e., the dramatic increase of electronic business
and electronic commerce as well as the development of ubiquitous and mobile
computing and the Internet of Things. Nowadays almost any device, product, or
process step can be supported or controlled by digital means. These developments
are leading to new and innovative products and processes, e.g., based on small lot
sizes, customer demand, flexible response, and customized mass production (mass
customization). In its beginning, these developments have been addressed to by the
Collaborative Research Center on Autonomous Logistics (SFB 637, funded by the
DFG1 ) in Bremen, Germany.2
A holistic perspective on logistics is widely proposed, which considers both the
business strategy and technical execution of automated systems. Scholz-Reiter et
al. (2004), for example, introduce a 3-layer architecture for the specification and
management of complex logistics processes, consisting of the decision layer, the
information layer, and the execution layer (cf. Fig. 1a). These systems are each
assigned to a specific disciplinary focus: Organization and Management (Decision
System), Informatics Methods and Information and Communication Technologies
(I&C Technologies; Information System), as well as Material Flow and Logistics
(Execution System). In the early days of logistics information systems, these three
layers have been loosely coupled prohibiting situational or reactive behavior and
decision-making, as the decision layer had no current information on the state
or events in the execution system and computing resources in the information
system where too limited for online (re-) planning. Developments of the Internet
of Things are bridging the gap between information and execution system while
agent technology mainly contributed to the information and decision system.
In context of Industrie 4.0, technological achievements should be used for realtime coupling of these three levels by bringing together Internet of Things and agent
1
2

DFG: German Research Foundation (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft)
http://sfb637.uni-bremen.de/?&L=2
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Fig. 1 Holistic perspective on logistics (a) with relevant technological innovations (b). adapted
from (Scholz-Reiter et al. 2004)

technologies in the so-called Cyber Physical Systems (cf. Fig. 1b). Logistics systems
are considered as autonomous (sub-) systems, where the behavior of individual
actors depends on other actors or (sub-) systems in the “neighborhood.” The
autonomous systems interact with each other for pursuing their individual goals
and the goals of the respective stakeholders. Thus, they are implementing local
optimization, which leads to emergent behavior. As of this, it is uncertain how to
guarantee, that individual behavior and emergent effects do not lead to global chaos,
where no reliable prognosis on the system’s outcome is feasible. Consequently,
new challenges in modeling, engineering, and implementing autonomous logistics
arise, which are related to behavior and management of groups in social sciences.
In addition to the coordination problem of the 1990s, control and configuration of
products and processes in production and logistics have also become increasingly
relevant for future logistics information systems. To enable full potential of these
technical and economic developments, future logistics information systems must
handle knowledge about products and processes as well as their configuration
or variation, additionally. As the requirements are shifting during runtime, future
logistics information systems will require sophisticated social and learning abilities
too.
In this chapter, we introduce intelligent software agents as promising technological solution for planning, designing, optimizing, and implementing social and
learning logistics systems. We discuss innovative and application-oriented technological contributions from our research in LogDynamics on Intelligent Agents
and modern logistics systems. Subsequently, we present case studies showing
how Intelligent Agents implement logistics not only processes but outperformance
conventional approaches. Complexity of logistics management is even of increasing
complexity due to a wide variety of products and transportation processes, logistics
networks, stakeholders, as well as domains.
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2 Foundations of Multiagent Systems in Logistics
In the late 1980s, Intelligent Agents and Multiagent Systems (MAS) have been
invented as innovative software technology in the field of distributed artificial
intelligence for implementing distributed systems. As they do not require fully
standardized communication or interaction mechanisms, MAS were seen as a
silver bullet for highly heterogeneous real-world systems like logistics. Heinz
Jürgen Müller (1997) introduced an engineering method for modeling MAS and
identified three main characteristics that an application domain requires for a fruitful
application of MAS: “The application should show natural distributivity, e.g.,
autonomous entities, geographical distribution, distributed data; have a need for
flexible interaction, e.g., there is no a priori assignment of tasks to actors, there are
no fixed processes; be embedded in a dynamic environment, e.g. our physical world,
artificial worlds like the internet, the world of finance” (Müller 1997, p. 218). With
the AWIC-methodology, HJ Müller also defines the core elements to be specified
when applying MAS: agents, world, interaction, and coordination. The active
elements in the system to be modeled should be represented by agents, the realworld is abstracted, such that the actions of agents can be performed, and relevant
information can be perceived in the represented world. Interaction of and between
agents as well as coordination are important mechanisms for the behavior of the
group of agents. In consequence, design and implementation of agent interaction is a
core challenge for engineering autonomous systems balancing restrictive interaction
for enabling reliable behavior and permissive interaction allowing for flexibility
and emergent behavior (Krempels et al. 2006). Furthermore, interaction between
agents can dynamically constitute organizational structures, as required in business
applications, i.e., the organization of MAS emerges from interaction (Ferber 1999;
Timm et al. 2006a).
Knirsch and Timm (1999) discuss the applicability of MAS to logistics with
respect to Müller’s characteristics natural distributivity, flexible interaction, and
dynamic environment. Moreover, MAS has the potential to influence the organization and configuration of businesses models themselves, especially concerning
inter-business transactions. So, with MAS even short-term cooperation, e.g., temporal logistics networks, becomes feasible from an information systems perspective,
as “Agents do not only ‘know’ about the system’s configuration but even ‘notice’
events occurring and react accordingly” (Knirsch and Timm 1999, p. 214).
However, MAS could not gain acceptance at that time because, on the one
hand, theory and practice were far apart and there was a lack of standardization
and efficient implementation. With the FIPA-Initiative (Foundation for Intelligent
Physical Agents), the community introduced a platform for standardization of an
abstract architecture, an agent communication language (FIPA-ACL) as well as
a broad set of interaction protocols (Poslad and Charlton 2001). These standardization efforts were liberally accepted by the community enabling cross-border
communication and coordination of agents and MAS from various developers and
on multiple platforms. In the German Priority Research Program on Intelligent
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Software Agents and Business Applications (SPP 1083, funded by the DFG), the
authors initiated a working group on bringing together multiple MAS in production
logistics, developed at different research teams throughout Germany. With the
Agent.Enterprise approach it has been shown that collaboration of heterogeneous
MAS in logistics becomes feasible on the basis of the FIPA standardization
(Stockheim et al. 2004). Finally, FIPA has been transferred to an IEEE standard
in 2005.3
In contrast to conventional software systems, Intelligent Agents and MAS should
implement reactive and deliberative behavior, proactivity, and flexible interaction
skills (Wooldridge and Jennings 1995). However, theoretical and methodological
research mainly focuses on specific aspects of agent’s and MAS’ behavior leading
to a clustered world of formalizations, reasoning approaches, and frameworks
and tools. Therefore, Timm developed the Discourse Agent architecture which
brings together the formal specifications of individual agents and MAS as well
as the FIPA standardization (Timm 2004). The Discourse Agent specifies an
architecture for agent behavior, knowledge representation, and inferences. It strictly
separates internal and external behavior in a 3-layer-architecture, i.e., to separate
communication with other agents (communicator level), interface to real-world
entities or business software (executer level), and internal decision-making for
reasoning on the agent’s next actions (controller level).
Next to communication behavior and social abilities, autonomy is one of the main
features for Intelligent Agents and MAS in logistics. For a better understanding and
characterization of MAS approaches in logistics, Timm (2006) introduced levels
of autonomy ranging from strong regulation to operational, tactical, and strategic
autonomy (see Fig. 2).
Strongly regulated systems are conventional software systems, which implement
deterministic system’s behavior, i.e., routines and behaviors are defined in design
time and there is no functionality within the software system to adapt its behavior to
a new or unforeseen situation. Low-level learning or reactive behavior, which can be
adapted by the agent itself leads to operational autonomy. In operational autonomy
the agents adapt action parameters, e.g., low-level artificial neural networks in
context of robotics, or choose between equivalent action steps with respect to the
current situation. If the agent is also adapting the action sequences themselves or
its planning behavior, it implements tactical autonomy. Here, adaptation takes place
between different courses of action, e.g., structural adaptation of hidden Markov
models. On a strategic level, an agent is capable of altering the goal or desire
set itself or adapts the evaluation of goals and desires with respect to midterm
experience.

3

http://www.fipa.org/

Fig. 2 Levels of Autonomy (Timm 2006)
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3 Advanced Concepts for Multiagent Systems in Logistics
A distinctive feature of MAS is the potential for collaboration among agents that
depends, however, on advanced agent features such as internal knowledge management, the ability to learn, to plan, to negotiate, and to communicate effectively
among themselves in order to reach a common goal. These functionalities require indepth knowledge about an application area (definitely not in a broad sense) and lead
to autonomous MAS with potentially different operative roles, e.g., to select the best
choice for the management of resources. The goal of such an agent society is rational
and informed decision-making subject to their specific roles even if the partially
visible environment of agents in an MAS increases the uncertainty in choosing the
“right” decisions and the assessment of their utilities.
The most important prerequisite for informed decision-making is the ability to
retrieve adequate knowledge for the assessment of situations that must be driven
by utility, and also empirical knowledge for situation assessment (Gehrke and
Wojtusiak 2008). This means that agents in an MAS must assume multiple roles: on
the one hand, their specific domain-based roles, and, on the other hand, a knowledge
management role where both producers and consumers are software agents. In
order to achieve this, static domain knowledge must be available to the agents,
e.g. a basic application domain ontology. In addition, empirical knowledge about
the dynamics of the agent environment is needed that might be available through
dedicated roles in order to enable situation assessment and prediction based on
different knowledge models for decision-making involving decision, prediction,
and classification models. Gehrke (2011) went a step further in researching how
“relevant knowledge” could be secured by agents thus aiming directly at the
semantic level and balanced decisions. A relevance-based information acquisition
enables agents to identify, evaluate, and acquire exactly the information in a goaloriented and efficient way that have the highest relevance for an impending decision.
As there could be a large number of possibly relevant information pieces, Gehrke
(2011) succeeded in developing a method to reduce the relevance assessment to
a minimal number of information elements using especially the d-separation of
nodes in decision networks as a criterion for the stochastic impact of information
on the expected action utility. In this way, it was possible to exclude irrelevant and
information of lesser value from further consideration.
Warden (2019) selected a machine learning and knowledge management
approach for information retrieval in that he developed a comprehensive
methodology comprising a set of knowledge management functions for individual
information retrieval and knowledge creation. He focuses on knowledge creation
through induction of classification models that enables some flexibility with regard
to applicable knowledge creation. The ability for induced models constitutes a
competitive advantage for a learning agent by incorporating relevant knowledge
that is distributed among an agent community of practice to improve and shape
individual induction. This enables a wide range of knowledge-based decision
support systems where it is not necessary from the beginning on to define the
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complete knowledge necessary for an application. Instead, in a society of learning
agents, it is possible for an agent “to ask around” for knowledge necessary for
the next decision, e.g. some classification knowledge. In detail, it could be shown
that multiagent interactive adaptation of individual classification models by a
communication process between advisor and advisee agents can lead to knowledge
creation for advisees. From the machine learning perspective, it was demonstrated
that the technique of argument-based machine learning could be transferred from
an agent-human setting into a setup of an agent society. As far as the technology
has been evaluated, it could be confirmed that the modular architecture of a flexible
integration of heterogeneous induction techniques by different machine learning
frameworks was instrumental for these results.
While the agents in Warden (2019) communicated without any presupposition
about the reaction of their counterparts, the work of Luhmann (1984, 1995) provides
guidance on how to take also the “double contingency” into account that is supposed
to build a foundation of a sociality in its way how communication partners make
use of slight indications of mutual dependencies. Therefore, it is possible that
a history about the communication can be created that leads to self-accelerating
dynamics of social order generation. In this way, also a dynamic social order
between agents in a multiagent setting can be established. Berndt (2015) could
show that Self-Organizing Multiagent Negotiations allow for both competition
and cooperation among concurrently acting agents using iterated negotiations as a
basic interaction method where multiple agents compete for their individually best
outcomes. However, by creating groups of agents with the same objective, there can
be cooperation within such a group paired with competition with other agent groups
which is limited because the standard negotiation methods among concurrently
acting agents are not guaranteed to achieve efficient coordination results because
they are not aware of the existence of their agent counterparts, their capabilities,
their objectives, nor their current activities.
This leads to the observation that the participating agents are not able to decide
which actions to select to achieve the coordination results.
Berndt (2015) could show that the method inspired by the Luhmann (1984,
1995) observations, the Self-Organizing Multiagent Negotiations generate social
structures among the negotiating agents making use of adaptive coordination methods. These structures reduce an agent’s decision-making contingency by making the
results of possible actions expectable as its expectations are driven by its interactions
and the agent will be able then to select its own actions according to the estimated
responses by other agents. In this way, the agents can explore possible results of
their potential actions and thus overcome lacking knowledge. The resulting selforganization avoids mutual disturbances of concurrent activities and allows the
contributing agents to achieve their objectives by stabilizing their interactions. This
anytime coordination algorithm can approximate a Nash equilibrium, and it was
proven by Berndt (2015) that the asymptotic effort of Self-Organizing Multiagent
Negotiations could be reduced by the goal-directed activity selections to O(n2 )
in the number of all participants in contrast to conventional negotiations with an
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asymptotic effort of O(n3 ) at the expense of some additional memory requirements.
The asymptotic computational effort could be shown to be O(n log n).
This social order generation process can be used to maximize the result quality
even if the interaction and computation effort have to be limited, as it does not
depend on the agent population size. A result quality evaluation could show that
the capability to create a social order is crucial for multiagent teams or for the
combinatorial coordination of multiple resources by a single individual agent and
drastically outperforms conventional coordination methods. Using Self-Organizing
Negotiations agent teams could be shown to outperform conventionally negotiating
ones by up to 130% in their achieved welfare. This result is also well reflected in a
real-world example where the Self-Organizing Multiagent Negotiations was applied
to container logistics using sizable real-world data with almost 10.000 containers:
the combined transportation and storage cost could be improved by almost 7%.
The results presented in this section underline the high potential of MAS in
logistics. However, there is a great challenge in engineering specific systems by
distributing roles and capabilities (Ferber 1999): Should every agent be capable
and responsible for any tasks, or should each agent be specialized on one role
only? The resulting problem is to dynamically balance efficiency (specialization)
and reliability (generalization) with respect to current workload situations. Optimal
solutions may be obtained by learning from human cooperative systems using psychologic research. Timm et al. analyzed intentional forgetting as an interdisciplinary
concept to adapt human and AI-teams in the German Priority Research Program on
Intentional Forgetting in Organizations (SPP 1921, funded by the DFG) (Timm et al.
2019). On this basis, an MAS extension for situational adaptation of processes and
roles by learning and forgetting of actions, plans, and desires has been developed
(Reuter et al. 2020; Timm et al. 2020). This leads to a new understanding of
engineering and situational balancing specialization and generalization in logistics.
Moreover, this approach can be used for hybrid teams, i.e., human-AI-workforces
and has great potential for qualification planning of human teams and capability
selection for MAS.

4 Case Studies
In this section, we present three case studies showing the potential of social and
learning MAS in logistics. The first case study is dealing with production logistics.
In manufacturing, efficiency and effectivity are often lost in process planning by
fixing details on required production methods or the selection of resource types.
Such pre-determinations prevent flexible reaction even of MAS to specific situations
or events. In the manufacturing domain, the authors have developed an approach
for integrated process planning and production control in a real-world scenario.
On a larger scale, logistic networks can significantly benefit from the flexibility
of MAS as shown in the SPP 1083 (Kirn et al. 2006). However, a more general
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approach is required, i.e., in the SFB 637, the concept of autonomous logistic entities
has been developed. As in Industrie 4.0, such autonomous decision entities can
be implemented using MAS. In various real-world applications, MAS have been
proven to be beneficial in contrast to conventional approaches. Such applications
and results are presented in the second case study. The third case study is addressed
to the conceptualization of intelligent carriers, i.e., the intelligent container, which
has also been developed within the SFB 637.

4.1 Case Study 1: MAS for Production Logistics
In the early days of production planning and process control, production and its
manufacturing processes were primarily treated as coordination problems, i.e.,
processes were based on Tayloristic separation of preparatory activities (process
planning) and implementation activities (production control) (Toenshoff 1999).
The process planning was performed as a preparatory activity within or after
product design. Production planning and control systems were restricted to optimize
availability of material and resources as well as to allocate resources for largescale or mass production. Except for the bill of materials, almost no information
about the product itself was required in production planning. However, since
the 1990s, the requirements to production logistics changed significantly due to
trends like customized and personalized products, small lot sizes, or changing
customer demand. For improved flexibility, pre-determination in preparatory steps
like process planning should be reduced and the production planning and control
system should be based on knowledge on the (customized/individualized) product,
and on the skills and capabilities of the resources too.
In the IntaPS-projects (2000–2006) as part of the Priority Research Programme
(SPP 1083) on Intelligent Agents and Business Applications, the authors developed
an integrated approach to process planning and production control. The IntaPS
approach consists of two components: an MAS implementing an electronic market
as a decentralized planning component and formal representations of manufacturing
features and skills and capabilities of resources. Agents are representing production
orders or resources, like machine tools which are both representing digital twins of
the real-world orders and resources responsible for negotiating resource allocation
and scheduling production in a decentralized manner. For the technical implementation of such a system, the challenge arises, that there is almost no pragmatic
architecture for implementing Intelligent Agents in such an environment. Many
architectures developed for Intelligent Agents are based on unrealistic assumptions
as consistency of goals. In logistics, it is well known that many standard objectives
are competitive, e.g. maximizing utilization leads to high work-in-process and
longer lead times.
Thus, Timm (2004) formally defined and specified a reference architecture, the
so-called Discourse Agents. In contrast to other approaches, this architecture is
based on potentially conflicting goals within an agent and between agents. The
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internal conflicts are handled by cobac (conflict-based agent control), which is an
extension to the well-known belief-desires-intention architecture (Rao and Georgeff
1995; Wooldridge 2000). The cobac approach is based on a logical representation of
goals and desires within an intelligent agent. As a first step in the deliberation cycle,
an agent identifies accessible desires on basis of the current situation. In the next
step, the desires are compared and evaluated due to relevance, chance, and risk of
pursuing or ignoring available objectives. The desires are then processed pairwise,
the potential for conflict or synergy is calculated, and a conflict resolution strategy
is applied accordingly, e.g., merging desires, removing one of the two desires,
etc. Additionally, Discourse Agents allow for dynamic adaptation and learning in
negotiations using Markov chains with the OAC algorithm (2004). Both algorithms
have been widely evaluated using agent-based simulation and an approach for
testing autonomous systems has been developed (Timm et al. 2006b; Timm and
Schumann 2009).
However, the strong focus on individual autonomy in the IntaPS project and the
Discourse Agents led to limited efficiency on the shop floor level. Therefore, the
question arises how the agents can consider objectives on the team level, e.g., of
the shop floor at a whole or the enterprise, without limiting autonomy significantly.
In an interdisciplinary cooperation, Timm and Hillebrandt (2006) have developed a
framework for reflection in MAS inspired by Luhmann’s theory of group dynamics.
The underlying idea here is that the agents act autonomously as long as global goals
are not in danger. If global goals are expected to be missed, the different levels
of autonomy will be restricted: first operational, then tactical, and finally strategic
autonomy. Schumann et al. (2008) applied parts of this framework as “regulated
autonomy” to the domain of job shop scheduling and evaluated the concept with
respect to cost of control (switching between autonomous and central decisionmaking) and efficiency (lead time). The results show the feasibility as well as the
efficiency of this approach.
In the IntaPS project as well as in the entire SPP 1083, it has been shown
that Intelligent Agents and MAS are beneficial to incorporate flexibility in realworld applications as well as to coordinate logistics effectively (Kirn et al. 2006).
However, in economics gain of flexibility is accompanied by loss of control on the
strategic management level. Thus, a contradiction arises between strategic control
of the logistics system and autonomous behavior of (sub-) systems (Dembski and
Timm 2005). Consequently, additional measures must be taken to reach beneficial
emergent behavior in autonomous logistics processes.

4.2 Case Study 2: MAS-Based Autonomous Logistics Processes
Besides the knowledge acquisition processes in MAS, a second important research
area is how the planning, control, and monitoring of processes can be delegated
to autonomous and decentralized agents in an MAS as the digital representatives
of objects themselves. This approach is taken for the development of process
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control in Industrie 4.0 environments where supply network management becomes
increasingly complex, dynamic, and distributed. The paradigm of autonomous
logistics aims at automating process control by delegating decision-making to the
participating logistics objects. Based on objectives imposed by their owners, these
autonomous logistics entities can themselves plan and schedule their way through
logistics networks. Each entity incorporates only its own parameters as well as those
of cooperating entities. Therefore, the computational complexity can be reduced
significantly and dynamics can be dealt with locally. Schuldt (2011) showed that
agents in an MAS are well-suited to the implementation of decision-making by
local data processing as well as the coordination of the individual autonomous
logistics entities and therefore enable the application to real-world control of
logistics processes where both logistics service providers and consumers can be
modeled with intelligent agents. Schuldt (2011) developed specific interaction
schemes that are required for autonomous logistics, e.g., interaction protocols for
team formation of autonomous logistics entities that constitutes the foundation for
jointly coordinating the primary logistics functions transport, handling, storage, and
picking. In addition, interaction schemes for plan formation and team action were
developed to satisfy complex logistics objectives.
Schuldt (2011) validated this novel approach based on real-world scheduling
processes based on the procurement logistics processes of a major European retailer
of consumer products with more than 1200 own shops and over 56,000 outlets
in total. Previously manually controlled processes for the dispatching of over
11,500 shipping containers within one year were implemented MAS-based with
autonomous control and validated with MAS-based simulation. The results show
that automated process control for standard cases with autonomous logistics is
applicable to satisfy even the challenging logistics demands of this retailer through
allocating logistics resources efficiently and reliably. This approach even exceeds
the efficiency of the manual approach: the MAS simulation showed savings of 2.6
million pallet-days in the warehouses per year by better utilizing free times at the
container terminals.
Gath (2015) investigates how autonomous control can be implemented into
current logistics processes for intelligent transport logistics, and which communication and negotiation mechanisms allow for MAS-based autonomous control
in transportation logistics. He also specializes in the decision-making processes
of autonomously acting agents to satisfy the dynamic requirements of transport
service providers and their customers in order to identify the optimization potential
of current transport processes in real-time situations.
In this context, Gath (2015) provides a framework to meet the advanced
requirements for logistics transportation processes on complexity, dynamics, and
customization, concentrating on stable communication and negotiation protocols
for the synchronization in highly parallelized negotiations. In order to satisfy the
real-time requirements, efficient routing algorithms were developed, which enable
the agents to make optimal and also near-to-optimal decisions within a limited time
frame where the concept of nested Monte Carlo search with policy adaptation was
shown to be superior to a classical branch-and-bound approach to provide near-
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to-optimal solutions for routing problems. Through extensive evaluations of the
agents’ decision-making algorithms through established benchmarks, real-world
groupage traffic, and real-world Courier, Express, and Parcel services (CEP), it
could be shown that the developed algorithms outperform previous approaches.
In contrast to full truckload traffic, in groupage traffic the complexity of process
planning is even increased by highly volatile order situations, changing individual
shipment qualities, and delivery/pickup time windows and further impeded by
dynamics originating from unexpected events. The evaluation with real-world data
provided by logistics enterprises show that multiagent-based autonomous control
meets the sophisticated requirements of groupage traffic and CEP requirements and
outperforms commercial dispatching software.
Icarte (2021a, b) extended this approach to the scheduling of equipment in openpit mines that excel through ambitious production plans making use of expensive
machinery equipment despite frequent dynamic events hampering the execution of
the plans. He could show with real-world open-pit-mine data that his scheduling
method implementing digital twins of the equipment by a decentralized MASbased approach and emphasizing highly concurrent negotiations between the agents
outperformed the current methods in respect to productivity, fleet size, and cost.

4.3 Case Study 3: Multiagent Systems and the IoT: The
Intelligent Container
Hribernik et al. (2010) present a potential solution to integrate the information and
material flows of autonomous cooperating logistics processes with a standardsbased approach. An MAS models the information flow of autonomous logistics
processes where the material flow is also represented using the appropriate logistics
sensor data (e.g., location, speed, stops, temperature) and integrated with the
information flow. Opening the decision horizon of an MAS in such a way allows
for much more sophisticated information processing, inter-agent communication,
and better decision-making. The proposed concepts for the connection of the
information and material flows are based on the EPCglobal Standard Framework
Architecture (EPCglobal 2007, 2008a, b, 2009).
An application scenario is shown in Fig. 3: There are different entity connection
types that are part of the material flow, the communicating agents as its digital twins,
and the relations among material and information flow. The integrative solution
concept is based on four solutions to represent these relationships: (1) EPC for the
unique identification of physical and virtual objects, (2) EPC Information Services
as a gateway between MAS and the logistics objects in the material flow (see
Fig. 3), (3) standard EPCIS events model the relations between the entities where
adequate or proposed extensions to standard event types or new event types. (4) The
integration of sensor data is achieved by an extension to the ALE (Application Level
Events) standard. The application and extension of the widely adopted EPCglobal
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Fig. 3 Concept for an EPCIS-enabled implementation of the MAS outlined in the application
scenario (Source: Hribernik et al. 2010, p. 60)

Architecture Framework to the problem allows for a standards-based solution that
provides a platform-independent interoperability.
Dittmer et al. (2012) point out that the IoT focuses on technologies for data
collection and distribution including standardization aspects such as EPCglobal
(EPCglobal 2007, 2008a, b, 2009). However, this covers only the macro level of
logistics systems whereas distributed logistics systems are designed for decentralized decision-making based on agent communication. Therefore, the approach of
Autonomous Cooperating Agents defines the micro level of the logistic objects’
behavior complementing the macro level. In the case of the Intelligent Container
(Jedermann et al. 2007; Lang et al. 2014) this has been demonstrated by an
implemented system for monitoring the ripeness of bananas in containers during
their transportation from South America to Europe: here the Integrated Container
can provide information about the shelf life of its cargo to the logistics network.
To estimate the remaining shelf life from the data, decision support algorithms
must be implemented based on the temperature history for the estimation of the
changes of the fruits. The initial status of the fruits is determined by a visual analysis
system of their color before they are loaded into a container. The container itself is
equipped with a wireless sensor network that monitors the internal container status
and also itself for the management of the sensor nodes and for failure detection. In
addition, a decision algorithm has been developed that runs on sensor nodes and
determines the temperature related quality losses, measurement intervals, sensor
self-tests, and a sensor for the ripening indicator ethylene. Using the collected
data during the transportation, a decision algorithm runs on sensor nodes that
determines the remaining shelf life of the fruits. In this way, the Intelligent Container
implements the new logistic paradigm of dynamic FEFO (First Expire First Out)
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as the remaining life time of the transported fruits is used to control the logistics
process.

5 Discussion and Perspectives
It could be shown that the Distributed Artificial Intelligence technologies of
Intelligent Agents and MAS is very well suited to build comprehensive models for
autonomous cooperating logistics processes. This application area is characterized
by highly uncertain events and processes where it is essential to rely on local
resolutions that are worked out through the social interaction of the locally affected
agents. In this way, decisions can be taken by design at the latest possible point
in time, thus enabling the best possible outcome in a robust, resilient setting.
In addition, learning (and forgetting) MAS models of logistics systems is able
to preempt future adverse developments and thereby improve the local decisionmaking. The Collaborative Research Center on Autonomous Logistics (SFB 637)
at the University of Bremen could demonstrate with its numerous publications and
also by a substantial amount of successful SFB 637 start-ups that this route to the
digitalization of logistics processes is a valid one and is being taken up by the
logistics industry. The need for this kind of logistics digitalization became obvious
during the first months of the COVID-19 pandemic where non-digitalized logistics
networks had an almost complete breakdown, whereas digitalized logistics networks
could recover within a comparably short time frame.
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Semantic Interoperability for Logistics
and Beyond
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Abstract A Semantic Mediator was conceived in the CRC 637 (The Collaborative
Research Centre 637 “Autonomous Cooperating Logistic Processes” focused on
adaptive logistic processes including autonomous capabilities for the decentralised
coordination of autonomous logistic objects in a heterarchical structure.) to tackle
problems of interoperability of heterogeneous information sources in autonomous
cooperating logistics processes. Since the conclusion of the CRC 637, the Semantic
Mediator has been developed further and successfully transferred to interoperability
problems in different domains, including Industry 4.0, the Internet of Things, and
Product Lifecycle Management. This paper will introduce the Semantic Mediator
and present examples of its successful application.

1 Introduction
Now, more than ever, logistics is a cornerstone of the world’s economy, and its
smooth operation is vital to supplying consumers and businesses around the globe.
Strain is put on logistics networks, for example by global just-in-time supply chains
(Pisch 2020) and the atomization of product-related services by mass customization
and mass personalization (Kumar 2007). Logistics processes are challenged by the
planning and implementation of the transport and storage of goods, considering
time, quality, and costs. Moreover, the growing popularity of online shopping and
the desire of customers for transparency and same-day delivery options challenge
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logistics. For example the number of postal deliveries has increased to over 3.5
billion in 2018—this corresponds to almost 12 million postal deliveries per delivery
day. The vast majority, around 84 percent, are parcels (Infografik: Fast 12 Millionen
Sendungen pro Zustelltag 2019). In today’s world, the pressure of these challenges
on logistics networks has become even more obvious. Solutions are sought for a
more resilient response to supply chain disruptions caused, for example by COVID19, the automobile microchip and buildings material shortage, and the Suez Canal
blockage.
Concepts of autonomy and self-organization to improve the resilience of logistics
networks by enabling decentralized decision-making were investigated in the
Collaborative Research Center 637 “Autonomous Cooperating Logistics Processes”
at the University of Bremen (CRC 637)1 and are just as relevant to address today’s
challenges to logistics. By distributing decision-making over autonomous logistics
entities throughout a logistics system, an increase in the robustness, flexibility,
adaptability, and reactivity of the overall system was expected (Freitag et al. 2004).
Intelligent logistics objects are a core concept in the realization of autonomous
cooperating logistics systems, in which the logistics objects themselves are endowed
with the capability to “process information, to render and to execute decisions on
their own” (Böse and Windt 2007). This means that each physical logistics entity,
like a truck, a container, or a package, needs to be equipped with a component
capable of processing information, making decisions, and communicating these
decisions to other entities in the system. That is, each physical logistics entity
requires a digital representation.
These digital representations need access to the right information at the right time
to be able to make autonomous decisions towards their logistics goals. They need to
access the many different data sources of the logistics IT ecosystem on demand to
get that information. Today’s logistics IT ecosystem is characterized by countless
communication protocols, standards, data formats and terminologies. This so-called
heterogeneity is the main challenge of interoperability in logistics and one which
needs to be solved for intelligent logistics objects to make autonomous decisions
based on accurate and timely information.
A Semantic Mediator was proposed and developed in CRC 637 as an interoperability approach that can contribute to solving this problem. Subproject C2 “Data
Integration” successfully demonstrated the viability of the approach for achieving
the interoperability of intelligent logistics objects with relevant data sources in the
logistics IT ecosystem.
However, the Semantic Mediator’s journey did not stop there. In the past decade,
similar problems of interoperability have been identified in several different research
areas. The applicability of the Semantic Mediator has been successfully investigated
in several of these.

1

The Collaborative Research Centre 637 “Autonomous Cooperating Logistic Processes” focused
on adaptive logistic processes including autonomous capabilities for the decentralised coordination
of autonomous logistic objects in a heterarchical structure.
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For example Industrie 4.0 introduced the concept of Cyber-Physical Systems
(CPS) to manufacturing. As autonomous, cooperative elements interacting in a
system, CPS share many of the characteristics of intelligent logistics objects.
This includes the need to reliably access decision-relevant information from heterogeneous information sources throughout, for example a Smart Manufacturing
environment.
Another interoperability problem with similar characteristics can be found in
Closed-loop Product Lifecycle Management (Closed-loop PLM). Closed-loop PLM
posits closing the loops of all information systems throughout the product lifecycle,
bridging the information silos that were previously separated from each other. The
aim is to optimize processes by providing access to information from processes
previously available.
In this article, the background of the interoperability problem in autonomous
cooperating logistics processes is recapitulated. The problem of data heterogeneity
identified there is discussed and updated to capture significant developments of the
past decade, such as Cyber-Physical Systems, the Internet of Things and Digital
Twins. The concept of semantic mediation was introduced as a solution to that
problem. An implementation of the concept is presented, the subsequent evolution
of which is traced through the different use cases beyond logistics the Semantic
Mediator was applied to over the past 10 years. The paper closes with conclusions
and an outlook to future work.

2 Background: The Need for Interoperability in Autonomous
Cooperating Logistics Systems
For autonomous cooperating logistics processes to be realized, intelligent logistics
objects must be able to process the information required to make and execute
decisions towards their logistics objectives. This means that the intelligent logistics
objects need to be able to access the information relevant to their decisions at any
time throughout the logistics processes. Consequently, the objects not only need
to be able to communicate with each other, but they need to be integrated into
the overall logistics ecosystem in such a way that they can interoperate with any
data source required to fulfil their information needs. The following subsections
take a closer look at the characteristics of these data sources and what data
representation, exchange formats and standards are widespread in logistics that need
to be considered to achieve interoperability with those sources. This section attempts
to bring the results of investigations into these issues done in CRC 637 up to date by
reviewing the major developments in IT of the past decade, such as Cyber-Physical
Systems, Digital Twins, and the evolution of the Internet of Things.
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2.1 An Updated Look at Data Sources in Logistics
The major data sources relevant for autonomous cooperating logistics processes
were categorized in CRC 637 as (1) Logistics IT Systems, (2) Intelligent Logistics
Objects, (3) Digital Counterparts and (4) Sensors and Actuators (Hribernik et al.
2010). Whilst the first and last of the four categories are still appropriate today,
the second and third need to be revisited in the light of the development of these
topics over the past 10 years. Table 1 shows a restructured list of relevant data
sources along with their respective interfaces and standards based on (Hribernik
et al. 2011), which has been updated to include Digital Twins, Asset Administration
Shell (AAS), CPS, and developments in the field of the Internet of Things. The
following subsections discuss the individual categories in more detail.

Table 1 Updated table of major relevant data sources
Data sources
Logistics IT systems

Type(s)
General

SAP compliant
Other

Digital counterparts

Internet of things

Digital twins
Cyber-physical systems
Intelligent products
Software agents

Other
Internet of things

Java-based
OGC compliant
General
Other sensors
Other actuators

Interface/standard
EDIFACT EANCOM
EANCOM XML
ebXML
SAP RFC (remote function
call)
REST
JSON
XML
Bespoke proprietary
RAMI 4.0 AAS, others
RAMI 4.0 AAS
Dialog, PMI, EPCIS, OSGi
ACL (agent communication
language)
Agent proxies
Dialog
Bespoke proprietary
OPC-UA
OPC DA
OPC XML DA
MQTT
PMI
OSGi
SensorML
GDI
ORiN API
Proprietary formats
Proprietary formats
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2.1.1 Logistics IT Systems
With regards to the first category, the IT systems used in the logistics sector
today remain as varied, complex, and heterogeneous as investigated in CRC 637.
Many different systems from different vendors are in use, many with their own
proprietary data representations and interface schemas. To name but a few examples,
they include Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Warehouse Management Systems (WMS), Transport Management Systems (TMS), Supply Chain Management
(SCM), and Disposition Systems (DSS). In addition to solutions developed by
solution providers, proprietary in-house solutions are widespread.
Exchange formats are the primary factors driving standardization in the field of
logistics and the main means of interoperability between the relevant IT systems.
Specific EDIFACT subsets like FORTRAS or the interface languages of popular ERP (Enterprise Resource Management) systems are predominant examples
(Ballnus 2000). In addition, REST services and micro-service architectures have
established XML and JSON as de facto data formats for sharing data. Moreover,
document-based databases have supported these data formats to reach the persistence layer in legacy systems. Thus, application scenarios related to Industry 4.0
and IoT need to support these data formats.

2.1.2 Digital Counterparts
The second category originally encompassed Intelligent Logistics Objects, which
constituted uniquely and automatically identifiable physical logistics objects. Category three included the decision-making components of intelligent logistics objects,
such as software agents or holons. Over the past decade, these concepts have been
consolidated together with similar concepts like Smart and Intelligent Products,
Closed-loop PLM and others into notions such as CPS (Cyber-Physical Systems)
and Digital Twins. For that reason, both have been consolidated here into Digital
Counterparts.
CPS build upon concepts such as autonomous control, holonic manufacturing
systems, intelligent manufacturing, IoT and embedded systems and are thus closely
related to intelligent logistics entities (Lee 2006; Monostori 2014). CPS are
“systems of systems of autonomous and cooperative elements connecting with each
other in situation dependent ways, on and across all levels of production, from
processes to machines up to production and logistics networks, enhancing decisionmaking processes in real-time, response to unforeseen conditions and evolution
along time”. (Cardin 2019). Like autonomous control in logistics, CPS systems
promise to improve the adaptability, scalability, resiliency, safety, and security of
industrial systems (Muller 2017), by contributing to making decentralized decisions
(Lu 2017).
Digital Twins can be understood as comprehensive digital representations of
physical assets, comprising their design and configuration, state, and behaviour.
The term Digital Twin is still, however, used inconsistently throughout literature,
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and comprehensive reference models are lacking (Kritzinger et al. 2018; Lu et
al. 2020). The RAMI 4.0 reference architecture now promotes the AAS interface
as a single point of entry to the digital representations of physical assets and has
been put forward as the link to Digital Twins. While more work is required before
this is widely accepted, AAS needs to be taken into consideration when looking at
interoperability with digital representations of physical assets like logistics entities
going forward (Tantik and Anderl 2017; Anderl et al. 2018). Even though Digital
Twins show clear parallels to concepts such as software agents or holons, the
concept of autonomy has not yet been investigated adequately in conjunction with
Digital Twins.

2.1.3 The Internet of Things
The fourth category includes sensors and actuators not covered by the previous
three categories. In the past decade, the success of the Internet of Things has
led to a mushrooming of IoT standards, with many hundreds competing for
primacy in the marketplace. Even though the most recent years have shown a trend
towards consolidation of standards in the industry around OPC-UA and MQTT,
the multitude of implemented proprietary standards have only made the problem
of interoperability more difficult. These changes have been reflected in the list of
relevant data sources shown in Table 1.

2.2 Summarizing the Interoperability Problem in Complex
Logistics Systems
The distributed, heterogeneous IT ecosystems outlined above, which prevail in
complex logistics systems, demand a unique approach to interoperability. The
heterogeneity and distribution of the data sources as well as their syntactic and
semantic representations, pose a significant challenge. In addition to their geographical distribution, the data sources are distributed across multiple stakeholders in
the logistics value network. Nevertheless, autonomous control cannot be realized
without providing access to the required information in a predictable and reliable
manner, regardless of the formal, structural, and physical properties of the underlying individual systems, standards, and formats (Hans et al. 2008). Some constraints
identified in the CRC 637 no longer pose as much of a challenge as they did
a decade ago. Specifically, concerns about the limited availability of intelligent
logistics objects are almost negligible in today’s world of ubiquitous wireless
internet connectivity. The imminent widespread deployment of 5G networks will
make this issue even less problematic, with the possible exception of logistics
objects moving through remote areas.
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3 The Problem of Data Heterogeneity
This section takes a closer look at the problem of data heterogeneity in distributed
IT ecosystems such as complex logistics networks. It will furthermore introduce
semantic mediation as the solution approach proposed in CRC 637 to achieve
interoperability of intelligent logistics objects under these conditions.

3.1 Heterogeneity Classification
Data is represented using data formats that define the data’s syntax. The syntax
defines how the information has to be represented. The syntactical elements define
which semantics of an item of information can be represented. For example the goal
is to store a family tree in a data format. A representation in the CSV format could
store a person, children, and parents as columns. In this case, additional knowledge
is required to interpret the columns as parents and children. In contrast, XML or
JSON can represent the family tree structure natively. The example demonstrates
that different data formats have different syntax and capabilities. The interoperable
representation of an item of information or the transformation between the data
formats needs to consider the different capabilities of these data formats. Data
integration conflicts may arise due to heterogeneity. A data integration conflict
occurs if an item of information is extracted from one data source and inserted
into another data source (Goh 1996; Wache 2003). For example the transformation
of the family tree from JSON into CSV results in schematic conflicts because the
taxonomy cannot be represented natively. An overview of possible data integration
conflicts is shown in Table 2.

3.2 Interpretation Levels
Semantic mediation focuses on the interoperable representation of heterogonous
data, which stores tuples containing data and meta-information. Using tuples
prevents a false interpretation of data by different stakeholders. Information
can be defined as “ . . . data that has been given meaning by way of relational
Table 2 Types of possible data integration conflicts (Goh 1996)
Schematic Conflicts
Data type
Labelling
Aggregation
Generalization

Semantic Conflicts
Naming
Scaling
Confounding

Intensional Conflicts
Domain
Integrity constraint
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{
“parcel” :{
“to ”:{
“name” : “Franke” ,
“street ”: “Muster str.”
}
}

connection . . . ” (Bellinger et al. 2011). An unambiguous interpretation of the
information inside each data source is possible on different levels: lexical,
syntactical, morphological, semantic, and pragmatic understanding (Ören et
al. 2007). Interpretation on lexical, syntactic, and morphological levels of
understanding allows the structure of the information to be recognized and relevant
entities to be grouped together. However, the meaning remains unclear. Common
data formats for data exchange in Industrie 4.0 and IoT include CSV, JSON and
XML. These data formats do not include enough meta-information to enable the
false-free interpretation for the semantic understanding. An example of a parcel’s
address in JSON, including the data and its meta-information, is shown in Fig. 1.
The parcel’s address defines on the morphological understanding that an
addressee is defined by two attributes. The meaning of these two attributes is unclear
without any additional meta-information. The reader cannot know that the first
attribute describes the surname of a person and that the string “str.” inside the value
of the second attribute street is an acronym for the street. This meta-information is
not contained in the data. While a human reader immediately correctly interprets
the JSON attributes name and street, this semantic understanding needs to be added
programmatically as part of a data integration solution.

4 Solution Approach: A Semantic Mediator for Complex
Logistics Systems
The goal is to represent the information along with all required meta-information
to facilitate interpretation on the level of semantic understanding, rendering the
information independent of its original data format and neutralizing data format
restrictions with respect to syntax and semantics. To do so, each information needs
to be represented in the interoperability model supporting the appropriate amount
of meta-information.
The proposed approach uses a network of ontologies as an interoperability
model. Ontologies are formal, partial specifications of an agreement over the
description of a domain (Guarino 1998). Specific domains are modelled since
broader ontologies are generally not convincing or feasible (Masolo et al. 2002).
Ontologies are modelled for different levels with specific purposes. Ontologies
that model basic concepts and properties are called upper ontologies and are
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important for integrating heterogeneous knowledge from different sources (Mascardi et al. 2007). Examples of upper ontologies include Basic Formal Ontology
(BFO), Business Objects Reference Ontology (BORO), Conceptual Reference
Model (CIDOC), and Descriptive Ontology for Linguistic or Cognitive Engineering
(DOLCE). Domain ontologies make use of upper ontologies for basic concepts and
properties but describe all specifics with their own concepts. Domain ontologies
in logistics include GenCLOn for urban freight transport (Anand et al. 2012) or
ontologies for logistics services (Scheuermann and Hoxha 2012; Deng et al. 2019).
Whilst the interoperability approach proposed here uses upper and domain
ontologies, it does not use a fixed ontology network or monolithic ontology since
the data sources it needs to support are varied and may change over time. It
proposes a loose coupling of existing domain ontologies to create a network of
ontologies based on data sources such as intelligent logistics objects, IoT, CPS,
and legacy systems. The adaptive ontology network proposed is appropriate for the
movement of objects throughout a complex network and across stakeholder and
process boundaries. Moreover, the approach needs to support a bidirectional flow of
information between systems while allowing each system to access the information
in its own data format. To achieve this, the role of the ontology network is as
an intermediate representation, which is shown in Fig. 2. Each system transforms
its data into the interoperability model. Based on the interoperability model, the
transformation is possible with one further transformation step into each target data
format. This approach guarantees scalability with respect to the number of involved
systems.

Data
Source 1

Data
Source 1

Data
Source 1

Data
Source 1

Intermediate
representa on
(ontology
network)

Data
Source 1

Data
Source 4

Tightly coupled informa on exchange
between mul ple data sources

Data
Source 1

Data
Source 4

Loosely coupled informa on exchange using
an intermediate representa on

Fig. 2 Tight coupling vs. integration approach with an intermediate representation
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4.1 Data Integration Approach
The information gathered from a data source can be mapped onto the interoperability model using Global as View (GAV), Local as View (LAV) or hybrid (GLAV)
approaches (Lenzerini 2002). The approach proposed here uses GAV. A data source
schema is mapped onto a global view, which is the interoperability model as a
network of ontologies. Each information query in GAV needs to be formulated based
on the global view based on ontological concepts and properties. This allows a query
to be designed independently of specific data sources. The proposed approach uses
the query language SPARQL to support this.
A virtual data integration approach, which aggregates the data on the fly and does
not store the result, is followed. It is executed each time a SPARQL query is issued.
The SPARQL query defines which amount of information should be requested from
all connected heterogeneous data sources. The query-based data integration uses a
mediator-based approach that collects and aggregates data from heterogeneous data
sources. The approach, shown in Fig. 3, uses the component Semantic Mediator to
aggregate partial results from the data sources. Each data source is connected to the
Semantic Mediator via a wrapper, which translates data from the local view into the
global view. In the following, both components are presented in detail.

Forwarding Service

Integra on Service

Rela onal
Table (RDF)

Rela onal
Table (RDF)

Seman c Mediator
Abox1…n(RDF)

Abox1

Abox2

Abox3

Aboxn

Wrapper 1

Wrapper 2

Wrapper 3

Wrapper n

Fig. 3 The semantic mediator approach
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4.1.1 Semantic Mediator Core Component
The core component implements Semantic Mediator functionality. Its input is
a SPARQL query, and its output is an intermediate representation as ontology.
The data integration starts with the identification of relevant data sources. The
identification process maps the query’s ontological concepts and properties on the
local ontologies provided by the data sources. The Semantic Mediator can thus
derive data source specific queries and issue them to the IT systems in question.
These queries only include the ontological concepts that can be addressed by
the data source. Each data source responds to the respective query by providing
the Semantic Mediator with a set of individuals for the requested concepts. The
semantic mediator collects all individuals and joins them. The resulting single
ontology includes both the individuals and the definition of the concepts. This
ontology can be delivered as a result or used as an intermediate representation for
post-processing.

4.1.2 Wrapper
Wrappers implement the links between data sources and the Semantic Mediator.
These links are based on configurations that map the local views of the data sources
onto the global view of the Semantic Mediator. There is no need to implement
interfaces to bind a data source to a wrapper or implement the data acquisition and
the data transformation for each linked data source. Different kinds of wrappers
are required to bind specific types of data sources. Wrappers have been prepared
to connect to different relevant data sources listed in Table 1, such as EDIFACT
EAONCOM, SQL databases, CSV files, XML files, REST services or streaming
platforms such as Kafka. Each wrapper configuration contains an ontology defining
the content of the data source and a wrapper type-specific mapping file defining the
mapping between the source schema and the ontology schema.

5 Data Transformation Examples
The following example shows how a JSON Wrapper transforms JSON data into an
RDF/XML ontology. Figure 4 shows the company name represented in different
data formats. The company’s transformation of all shown data source snippets
would need the application of the EDIFACT, ANSI ASC X12, XML, and JSON
wrappers. The outcome of these wrappers would be four individuals of the concept
Company. The Semantic Mediator receives the four individuals and performs a join.
In this example, all four data snippets contain a similar company name. Thus, the
data integration would result in only one individual inside the ontology (see Fig.
6). The following shows the transformation of a JSON String into an ontological
individual.
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EDIFACT

ANSI ASC X12

NAD+BT+MyCompany::91‘

PER*CR*MyCompany*TE

O-MI

Custom

<omi:msg xmlns="odf.xsd"
xsi:schemaLocation="odf.xsd">
<Objects>
<Object>
<id>MyCompany</id>
</Object>
</Objects>

{
"company":{
"name": "MyCompany"
}
}

</omi:msg>
Fig. 4 Name of a company represented in different data formats

<DatatypePropertyMapping propertyName=”Name”
Unit=”String”>
<SubClass>Company</SubClass>
<Tag>Root/company/name</Tag>
</DatatypePropertyMapping>
Fig. 5 Transformation rule for the property name
owl:Thing

Order

Transport_Order

Warehouse_Order

Concept
Individual

Company

Loca on

MyCompany

Inherits from
Instance of

Fig. 6 The result of the transformation into an ontology

The JSON Wrapper follows the configured transformation rules and applies them
to the data. Figure 5 shows a transformation rule that transforms the JSON String of
the example in Fig. 4 into the ontology of Fig. 6.
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For that purpose, the transformation rule defines that the rule is applicable for
the property Name of the concept Company. Subsequently, the rule defines that the
value for property Name is located in the path Root/company/name in the JSON
file. Thus, the wrapper applies all rules sequentially, and the application of each rule
extends the ontology with additional statements.
The presented example for the transformation of data into ontologies works similar for all wrappers. The only exception is that the structure of the transformation
rules is dependant on the data source.

6 Evolution of Semantic Mediator
The semantic mediation approach for interoperability in complex logistics systems
was proposed in 2009. Since then, the approach has been successfully applied
to different interoperability problems in various industrial sectors. While the core
design of the approach stood the test of time, and the overall system has evolved.
The following describes a series of select application scenarios along with their
impact on the mediator as a historical outline. Subsequently, the evolution steps are
presented as a timeline.

6.1 Application Scenarios as a Historical Outline
In the subproject C2 of the Collaborative Research Centre SFB 637, research was
carried out between 2008 and 2012 on developing an interoperability approach
for the integration of logistics data to support self-controlling logistics processes.
The main result of the work was a prototypical mediator component called
“Semantic Mediator“. It focused on a virtual data integration approach whereby
the logistics data sources were the primary data sources. This prototype was applied
as preliminary work for later research projects.

6.2 Interoperability for Cyber-Physical Systems
The goal of the research project CyProS was the development of a representative
spectrum of CPS modules for production and logistics systems. For that purpose,
a framework for designing CPS-based solutions in production environments was in
the focus.
The framework emphasized the need for interoperable information exchange
for the seamless collaboration between CPS and legacy systems. The Semantic
Mediator made it possible to transform data from the CPS and the legacy systems
into one ontology to create a common global view (as motivated in Fig. 7) for
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CPS ProducƟon Area 1

CPS ProducƟon Area 2

CPS ProducƟon Area n

CPS Workpiece Carrier

CPS Machine Tool

ProducƟon LogisƟcs

CPS Handling Devices

Machine tool

Assistance system

Handling device

Workpiece carrier

CPS capability

Shop-floor worker

Product

Fig. 7 Enabling interoperability between CPS and legacy systems (adapted from Reinhart et al.
2013)

autonomous and decentral decision-making processes. The dynamic registration and
deregistration of data sources for an open-world application scenario was the focus.
Here, the adaptation of the domain ontology in the role of a shared global view
was developed depending on the connected systems. In addition, wrappers for CPSspecific interfaces were developed.

6.3 Interoperability of Product Usage Information for
Product-Service-System Improvement and Design
A further interoperability problem was found in the field of Product-Service
Systems (PSS) (Hribernik et al. 2018). These combinations of services and products
are reliant on product usage information (PUI)—information about how a product
is used—to help companies provide services offers for their products throughout
their lifecycles (see Fig. 8). Previously, PUI was collected in processes such as
customer relations management and MRO (maintenance, repair and overhaul) via
repair logs, call centres or helpdesks. The digitalization of the product lifecycle, the
Internet of Things, CPS, and social media have introduced new sources of valuable
PUI which can be used in product and service development systems, e.g. Product
Data Management (PDM), Product Lifecycle Management (PLM), ComputerAided Technologies (CAx) and simulation tools, and the related processes and
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Fig. 8 PUI feedback loops in PSS Improvement and Design (adapted from Hribernik et al. 2016)

methodologies to improve current PSS and design new ones. The Semantic Mediator
was consequently extended to efficiently and seamlessly integrate and apply PUI to
PSS (re-)design processes. A major extension in this context was the development of
a wrapper that uses text mining algorithms and NLP (natural language processing)
to extract information from social media and integrate it with other PUI for use in
PSS development and design.

6.4 Sustainable Manufacturing: Extending the Useful Life
of Major Capital Investments and Large Industrial
Equipment
A further use case for the Semantic Mediator was found in the field of sustainability
in manufacturing, more specifically in extending the useful life of major capital
investments and large industrial equipment. Here, a platform is being developed
which offers services, ranging from the Digital Twin’s setup, modernization actions
to diagnose and predict the operation of physical assets to the refurbishment
and remanufacturing activities towards End-of-Life (see Fig. 9). These services
depend heavily on information gathered from machines and legacy systems. The
interoperability challenge here is to achieve a scalable and extendable service
platform. For that purpose, the Semantic Mediator enables the translation of the
streaming data as well as legacy data via specific ontologies into the input data
formats of the service layer. To support this feature, there was a paradigm shift in
the data integration approach. Static data sources were until then the primary goal
for the data integration, which stored the data permanently and can be requested on
the user demand. This assumption changed to support also dynamic data sources
whose data are volatile and must be transformed immediately independently from
the current user demand. Examples of these new types of data sources are comments
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Fig. 9 A platform for extending the useful life of major capital investments and large industrial
equipment (The LEVEL-UP Project 2019)

in social media distributed by websites or sensor values distributed by distributed
event streaming platforms such as Apache Kafka.
The results were new wrapper types, and the support of interoperable information
flows based on streaming data. Moreover, the virtual data integration approach
shifted to hybrid approach that combines the virtual and the physical data integration
approaches. Current research projects suggest another paradigm shift. The focus
of the ontology shifts from the target result to an intermediate representation. The
uses cases need to consume the integrated information not as ontology but rather
requested the translation into the target data formats of the use cases. For example
sensor values should no longer be provided as an ontology but should be uploaded
directly to an influx database for AI methods.

7 Outlook and Conclusion
The original aim of the Semantic Mediator was to solve the interoperability problem
of intelligent logistics objects in autonomous cooperating logistics processes. The
Semantic Mediator was successfully shown to be able to contribute to solving the
problem with its virtual data integration approach, which focuses on providing
exactly the right amount of information required on demand and defined by each
individual query. The Semantic Mediator was shown to be able to provide intelligent
logistics objects with the information required for taking autonomous logistics
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decisions. That information is stored in heterogeneous, highly distributed systems
such as logistics enterprise systems, Internet of Things data sources, sensors, and
embedded systems. It was shown that the chosen interoperability approach was
capable of solving the heterogeneity conflicts that may arise in the heterogeneous
and distributed IT ecosystem found in complex logistics systems. The resulting
software solution, the Semantic Mediator, comprised the core mediator component
along with a number of wrappers focused on the logistics application domain.
These included EDIFACT EANCOM, CSV, and EPCIS wrappers, which were
themselves configurations of generic wrappers developed to handle semi-structured
texts, database management systems, and enterprise systems. In addition, a gateway
module was developed to provide the Semantic Mediator with capabilities to access
the Internet of Things and other embedded devices.
The subsequent research in complementary problem areas and industrial sectors
led to an extension of the capabilities of the Semantic Mediator. These included
wrappers for the connection of SQL and XML data sources which were added up
to 2015. The next evolutionary step was taken in 2017 when data integration was
expanded to support also physical data integration. For this purpose, the possibility
was created to forward data to a data sink. A triple store was selected as a data sink
for this purpose. Furthermore, a new generation of wrappers has been introduced
that significantly improved the capabilities of the mediator to handle dynamic data
sources, such as streaming sensors or social media data. The current expansion stage
supports Kafka as a dynamic data source and provides the feature that transformed
data can also be published on streaming platforms such as Kafka. This enables the
mediator to homogenize and stream data from heterogeneous data sources using a
network of ontologies within the framework of a continuous flow of information.
Possible consumers of these streams are services such as predictive maintenance or
anomaly detection, which rely on data from various sources.
The Semantic Mediator is well prepared for future digitization challenges beyond
Industry 4.0, Autonomous Logistics, Digital Factories and Closed-loop PLM. The
challenging requirements of interoperability for autonomous cooperating logistics
processes on the one hand, and on the other the concept of intelligent logistics
objects which foreshadowed later developments such as CPS, Digital Twins, Smart
and Digital Factories influenced the design of the Semantic Mediator in such a way
that it proved applicable to many novels and challenging interoperability problems,
a selection of which are outlined above. It is a testimony to the research done in
CRC 637 and more broadly in LogDynamics that even after 10 years, the principles
underlying the Semantic Mediator can still be considered novel and relevant to
today’s interoperability problems.
Even though the Semantic Mediator has evolved significantly over the past
decade, there remain research challenges that have not yet been solved. Apart
from tapping additional application scenarios, the capability for the mediator to
(semi-)automatically integrates new and unknown data sources has not yet been
realized. This adaptive, (semi-)automatic approach to semantic data integration
could significantly improve the flexibility of autonomous processes in logistics,
manufacturing, the product lifecycle, and other domains. Starting points for research
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towards adaptive semantic data integration have already been identified and include
applying principles of ontology learning, algorithmic ontology mapping, and methods of artificial intelligence and software engineering for automatic configuration
and deployment. That means the next 10 years of research into interoperability in
complex industrial systems will remain as exciting and productive as the last decade.
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Abstract As digitization advances, stationary retail is increasingly enabled to
develop novel retail services aiming at enhancing efficiency of business processes
ranging from in-store logistics to customer shopping experiences. In contrast to
online stores, stationary retail digitization demands for an integration of various
data like location information, product information, or semantic information in
order to offer services such as customer shopping assistance, product placement
recommendations, or robotic store assistance.
We introduce the semantic Digital Twin (semDT) as a semantically enhanced virtual representation of a retail store environment, connecting a symbolic knowledge
base with a scene graph. The ontology-based symbolic knowledge base incorporates
various interchangeable knowledge sources, allowing for complex reasoning tasks
that enhance daily processes in retail business. The scene graph provides a realistic
3D model of the store, which is enhanced with semantic information about the
store, its shelf layout, and contained products. Thereby, the semDT knowledge base
can be reasoned about and visualized and simulated in applications from web to
robot systems. The semDT is demonstrated in three use cases showcasing disparate
platforms interacting with the semDT: Optimization of product replenishment;
customer support using AR applications; retail store visualization, and simulation
in a virtual environment.

1 Digitization of Stationary Retail
Participants of stationary retail, such as customers, store personnel, or store
managers, demand for added service quality in their respective field of interest.
While customers ask for shopping assistance or recommendations similar to online
shopping experiences, store personnel wants to know the optimal time to restock
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shelves with products and store managers want to determine the optimal product
placement strategy for a store, for example.
As stationary retail is in the early stages of digitization, novel services are
developed, aiming at satisfying the respective demands—mentioned above. Therein,
models representing complex (retail) processes are introduced as a foundation for
further analysis and reasoning. Based on a retail in-store logistics model (Kotzab and
Teller 2005) and the Digital Twin model (Augustine 2020; Erkoyuncu et al. 2018;
Grieves 2011), this chapter introduces a semantic Digital Twin (semDT) for retail as
the semantic connection of a scene graph with a symbolic knowledge base, allowing
for abstract reasoning about its contained facts in various retail applications.
We refer to a scene graph (Costanzo et al. 2020; Mania and Beetz 2019) as a
semantically annotated environment model that can be created automatically by
robotic agents (Matsuo et al. 1999; Rusu et al. 2008; Sommer et al. 2019). The
symbolic knowledge base consists of interlinked ontologies based on automated
ontological models of everyday activities (Haidu and Beetz 2019) that contain
further product or store logistic information using a uniform interface that supports
integration of the scene graph.
The core entity in the semantic Digital Twin is the digital representation of a
real store including its layout and offered products, augmented with various spatial,
semantic as well as relational information. On the one hand, the scene graph holds
information about a product location in relation to a shelf, a shelf layer, or other
products on the same shelf layer and allows for optimization thereof. On the other
hand, the symbolic knowledge base contains product information like 3D models
of all objects, a product taxonomy, an ingredient classification as well as additional
product information like product brand or awarded labels. Furthermore, the semDT
knowledge base can be linked to store specific information like delivery or sales
data. This knowledge can be reasoned about, visualized and modified in various
environments from web interface to virtual environment, or applied on different
platforms for Augmented Reality as well as robotic store assistance, for example.
In Augmented Reality (AR), digital content is projected onto the real world (e.g.,
when using smart glasses like HoloLens) or a video stream of it (e.g., when using a
Smartphone).
A robotic store assistant given the product replenishment task can access the
semDT to combine location information, warehouse stock, as well as destination
information. To further optimize the task, they can access semantic information and
rules to determine the adequate time and sequence for restocking. Figure 1 illustrates
the collaboration of robots using a semantic Digital Twin knowledge base. The robot
to the left is creating the scene graph of a retail store by interlinking perceived
object facts, thereby creating a semantic environment graph containing information
about the product in relation to a shelf and shelf layer, for example: <Product
A> is_in <Shelf 3>, is_on <shelf_layer 2>. The robot also captures empty facings and stores the information semantically (<Product A>
has_stock <0>). We refer to a facing as the area between product separators on
a shelf layer that can hold products subsequently behind each other. As all entities
like shelf, shelf layer, and product also have positions relative to a reference frame,
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Fig. 1 Simulation of collaborating robot store assistants using a semantic Digital Twin

the environment knowledge can be shared between robotic agents as depicted in
Fig. 1 to the right. From the inventory data in the scene graph, these two robots
can infer which products need to be replenished (<Product A>), and from
the symbolic knowledge base, they can derive how to identify them: <Product
A> has_GTIN <40023>. The Global Trade Item Number (GTIN) is a unique
identifier that is encoded in the product barcode. Since shelf layers are equipped
with price tags containing this GTIN, they can be recognized by perception systems.
From enterprise management systems, the semDT can include the planned stock for
a given product (<Product A> has_planned_stock <3>, thereby having
valuable information available to successfully collaborate for store assistance.
The connection of the scene graph to the symbolic knowledge base therefore
makes it possible to reason about object properties in a shared environment, a benefit
of implementing a semantic Digital Twin as knowledge base.
In this chapter, we define a semantic Digital Twin, discuss its composition and
creation as well as applications of semDTs in retail stores to support users in
their decision processes, and answer questions like “Which products need to be
replenished in which quantity?,” “Which products are lactose-free?,” or “How does
product placement influence sales data?.” Furthermore, we show the considerable
economic potential of a semDT knowledge base in three example use cases:
Replenishment Process Based on inventory as well as delivery data and predefined
rules, store personnel or robotic assistants can determine the adequate time, order,
and destination for restocking of products.
Augmented Reality Shopping Assistant A customer can set product preferences
on a HoloLens in order to highlight product information like an ingredient classification such as “vegan” or “lactose-free” to single out products that hold the given
preference. Additionally, they can use their Smartphone to visualize interesting
product information like awarded labels or contained allergens.
Digital Store Visualization and Robot Simulation A store manager can load a
digital version of the store to visualize interesting information like deviations from
planned to actual store layout. Aside from that, software developers demand for a
simulation environment to test and verify their application before deployment to the
real scenario.
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The main contributions of the presented work are: (i) We introduce a semantic
Digital Twin for retail as a connection of a scene graph and a symbolic knowledge
base based on ontologies. (ii) We describe the semDT components and reasoning
capabilities. (iii) We demonstrate the applicability of the semDT in three use cases
for different users of the semDT.

2 Optimization of Retail Logistics
The advances in digitization have led to a tremendous growth of digital retailers
and online shopping. Stationary retail needs to look for digital solutions in order to
being able to compete with the information systems of their digital counterparts,
providing an enhancement of the customer shopping experience and improving
purchasing processes or optimizing the offered assortment depending on individual
preferences and shopping behavior analysis. Contrary to digital retail, stationary
retail lacks this transparency and abundance of information and thus has to focus
on enhancing the customer shopping experience with more employees involved in
customer interaction and care.
The introduction of digital technologies like Augmented Reality, Virtual Reality
(VR), or mobile phone applications in retail stores can complement and enrich the
shopping experience. This combination of digital technology in real environments
can make shopping more appealing and entertaining for customers and accelerate
localization or inspection for availability of searched products that contain certain
ingredients or allergens, for example. This would allow for improved support for
customers with allergies or other health conditions, goals, and needs. Digitization
and the use of state-of-the-art technology can also support store personnel in their
everyday work. Store employees can use AR devices to find product destinations
for restocking or in order to complete Click&Collect orders. In Click&Collect, a
customer can order products online to eventually collect it at their retail store in
a preferred time slot. AR technology can also help train new employees faster by
helping them in finding their way around the new store and searching for requested
products.
These examples corroborate one problem that needs to be tackled for successful
digitization of retail stores: Environment information plays a significant role in
answering many questions in stationary retail, yet it is not included or linked to
companies’ knowledge bases. Therefore, in this chapter, we propose the semantic
connection of environment information to product information in a semantic Digital
Twin using an automatically created scene graph that is linked to a symbolic
knowledge base consisting of interlinked ontologies.
Figure 2 visualizes example scenarios of this chapter. It illustrates the automatic
scene graph creation by a robot, a Virtual Reality scene graph of a retail store, and an
example application of the semantic Digital Twin: product placement investigation
for assortment optimization.
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Fig. 2 Example scenarios of the semantic Digital Twin

The semantic Digital Twin enables retail users, e.g., store managers, to visualize
all products from a certain brand. They can ask for the sales quantity of these
products and compare different product placements in regard to product sales data.
Since stores are linked to retail chain and company-specific product information,
one can even compare different store layouts to find similarities and differences.
Semantic Digital Twins can contribute to solve various problems, particularly in
logistic processes:
Store managers are interested in questions such as “Which products need to be
replenished in which quantity?” or “Which products are sold out?” at any time.
Retail store personnel or robotic store assistants can pose questions such as
“Where should this product be sorted?” or “At what time should which product
be restocked?.”
Customers may want to know “Where can I find the products from my shopping
list?” or “Which products are produced economically friendly?.”
Regional managers might be interested in questions such as “What experiences do
stores have with the placement of certain products in different areas?” or “Which
store sells which products?.”
Logistics managers can get answers to questions like “How much space is available
in the store for a certain product?” or “In which order should products be palletized
to make unloading and refilling of the shelves as efficient as possible?.”
Marketing specialists can use semDTs to compare and evaluate store layouts and
assess how product positioning influences sales figures.
Supply chain managers get optimized stock information to abbreviate order and
delivery times and minimize warehouse stock.
Software developers in the field of robotics can use semDTs to simulate robot
behavior before applying it to the real robot in the store.
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These are only a few of the applications the semantic Digital Twins can contribute
to. As development and experience with this system move on, further applications
and use cases will arise.

3 Semantic Digital Twin: A Digital Representation of a
Retail Store
The concept of a
Digital Twin, the digital equivalent to a physical product,

was introduced in 2003 (Grieves 2011) and later defined variably in related work
with different foci in a manufacturing context like applications in NASA and
US Air force vehicles (Glaessgen and Stargel 2012) or as a living model of
a physical asset (Liu et al. 2018). If we focus on the retail sector instead of
manufacturing, the object of interest changes from physical item or assembly to
an ecosystem centered around purchasable products such as described in in-store
logistic models (Kotzab and Teller 2005; Zheng et al. 2019). We propose embedding
of a Virtual Reality scene graph representation of the physical elements, allowing
for integration of physics simulation in addition to visualization. We follow the
approach of Erkoyuncu et al. (2018) to
connect Digital Twin and physical asset through their interrelations,

thereby highlighting the importance of relations and semantics. Further inclusion
of non-physical entities and their properties enables complex reasoning capabilities.
Hence, we define a semantic Digital Twin as:

Definition 1 (Semantic Digital Twin: semDT) A semantic Digital Twin is
a symbolic representation of robots, human beings, and their environment as
physical elements connected to complementary non-physical entities as well
as their properties and interrelations, represented by data structures of Virtual
Reality scene graphs. Thereby abstract information associated with the entity
of interest can be inferred, reasoned about, and visualized through a variety
of media to predict current or future conditions. Particularly, actions can be
simulated, and hypothetical scenes can be rendered to support and enhance
decision-making.

We can use semantic Digital Twins to store, interpret, and query information of
heterogeneous resources from enterprise data over web information to simulated
processes or effects of actions through a uniform interface as depicted in Fig. 3.
Its symbolic knowledge base is based on an information system for storage,
management, and usage for embodied intelligent agents (Beßler et al. 2020) and,
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Fig. 3 Semantic Digital Twin model and its main components

therefore, describes contained facts about products and logistics processes in a
machine-understandable way, enabling many new applications in the first place. The
components of the semDT will be further explained in Sect. 4.
The semDT realistically represents the physical store, including 3D images for
visualization and semantic information. Each element is uniquely identified so that
it can be linked to additional knowledge bases.
Semantic Digital Twins can be automatically created by perception-based systems (Arpenti et al. 2020). Inclusion of merchandise management systems (ERP)
can allocate sales information and automatically connect it to object location
information, enabling system users to answer queries for product sales per shelf,
brand, or store. The semDT combines disjointed business data into a coherent
picture. The entire company thus has access to the most up-to-date and complete
data stock. In this way, logistics can be individually coordinated for each store
and the flow of goods can be sorted on site according to an optimized placement
of products. Simulation, on the other hand, facilitates extensive marketing studies
and supports the integration and control of various systems such as service robots
through the included semantic information.
Subsequently, semDTs can function as information carriers with a unique level
of detail, visual realism, and cognitive capabilities for the development of innovative
information services.

4 Building Blocks of the Semantic Digital Twin
The semantic Digital Twin is based on environment information perceived by a
robot. This environment information is transformed into a scene graph, a semantically annotated environment model. Thereby a product is assigned a position relative
to other products on a shelf and shelf layer, allowing reasoning about its location.
For creation of the semDT, the scene graph is connected to a symbolic knowledge
base containing enterprise product information like product brand or price but also
product information like an ingredients classification or label information from
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various sources as depicted in Fig. 3, enabling the semDT to quickly adapt to
changing product information or consumer needs.
The semantic Digital Twin can be described as a Knowledge Representation and
Reasoning (KRR) framework, which is a knowledge base that organizes information
of different knowledge sources from the literature, perception system, historical data
as well as forecasts and other open research data services. In the following, we
continue to describe the knowledge representation of the semantic Digital Twin and
the creation of its components, the scene graph, and the symbolic knowledge base.
The section closes with an overview of the reasoning capabilities of the semantic
Digital Twin, which enable answering of the questions posed in Sect. 2.

4.1 Knowledge Representation
The semantic Digital Twin represents its knowledge in the form of ontologies;
therefore, all information is stored using triples of entities and their relations.
Ontologies such as information sources provide meaning to the contained facts and
entities and allow reasoning about them (Staab and Studer 2010). Each ontology
comprises information from a different source or with a different focus in order
to make them modular and interchangeable. As depicted in Fig. 4, the product is
the central object in each ontology and therefore used for interlinking between the
ontologies. It can easily be expanded by any ontology that uses a GTIN as product
intendifier. In this example, five ontologies are shown, containing location and
inventory information (<Product A> is_in <Shelf 3>, has_stock
<2>,...) as the scene graph that is connected to the symbolic knowledge
base with enterprise information (e.g., <Product A> brand <Somat>) as
well as additional product information derived from different sources from robot
to web information (<Product A> is_a <detergent>, has_label
<vegan>, has_ingredient <perfume>). This information can be used as
a basis for many consumer applications.

Fig. 4 Example of linked knowledge sources in the semantic Digital Twin
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In order to achieve a rich foundation for various reasoning tasks, the semDT
KRR framework maintains a virtual replica of the retail store, which is enriched by
ontologies comprised of expert knowledge, current state information captured from
mapping and sensing technologies as well as interesting product information. Given
such foundation, the framework allows investigating and mining hypotheses to
support queries of retail business actors and Big-Data-enhanced abstract reasoning
tools; for instance, retail-relevant concepts, such as “misplaced objects,” can be
inferred if differing products are detected in a facing. Furthermore, responses and
current state information are intuitively rendered to aid and assist in decisionmakings for everyday tasks in a retail store.
KnowRob: Knowledge Processing Framework
The ontology-based KnowRob system, first introduced in 2009 (Tenorth and Beetz
2009) and extended in 2018 (Beetz et al. 2018), is at the forefront of cognitive robot
control in the household domain in terms of the extent of information its knowledge
base represents (Thosar et al. 2018). It combines encyclopedic knowledge with
implicit knowledge but also techniques for acquiring knowledge and for grounding
it in a physical system. KnowRob can serve as a common semantic framework for
integrating information from different sources. Thereby, it combines robot sensor
input with static encyclopedic knowledge, common-sense semantic knowledge, task
descriptions, virtual environment models, and object information. Furthermore, it
supports different deterministic and probabilistic reasoning mechanisms, clustering,
classification and segmentation methods and includes query interfaces as well as
visualization tools. As a result, we propose KnowRob as a suitable knowledge
processing framework for the semantic Digital Twin.

4.2 Scene Graph
The KnowRob ontologies used for scene graph creation are built on top of existing
ontologies. They include concepts about objects from the Everyday Activity Science
and Engineering (EASE) framework (Bateman et al. 2017). These concepts are
connected to a general description of actions, tasks, and agents from the Sociophysical Model of Activities (SOMA) (Beßler et al. 2020). Lastly, concepts
about participants in events or localization of objects are integrated from the
DOLCE+DnS Ultralite ontology (Gangemi et al. 2002). Thus, the KnowRob
ontologies link objects to tasks of actions with participants as a basis for interpretation and reasoning. The KnowRob ontologies are expanded for the semDT by
retail-relevant ontologies containing store or layout information with descriptions
about the existing shelf systems, their features (height, width, the number of shelf
layers) as well as object positions and product information (barcode, stock). All
objects in the store are represented as concepts with properties, defining how they
are related to each other. For example, shelf layers support a certain weight, leading
to a maximum number of products that can be placed on it.
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Retail stores are structured environments containing systematically organized
shelf systems. The structural design of these organized shelf systems can be
formalized using rules in predicate logic (Rashmi and Rangarajan 2018), enabling
reasoning over the contained entities but also automatic creation of semantic
environment maps by robots. Such a semantic environment map contains a rich
description of objects in the stationary environment and can be used to answer
queries like “Where are deodorants located?” or “How does shelf X differ from
its abstract representation in the planned store layout?.” Due to the fact that the
semantic environment map links to concepts about actions, objects, and even actions
effects, we refer to it as a scene graph.
Internally, KnowRob generates a hierarchical structure of the asserted objects,
while a robot is scanning the store for scene graph creation. Together with the
semantic knowledge about these objects and their 6D pose, KnowRob creates a
virtual snapshot of the world’s state as depicted in Fig. 2.
Automatic Scene Graph Creation by Robots
We apply robots to automatically create the scene graph for the semantic Digital
Twin, but the scene graph can be created by any perception-based system. The
process of scene graph creation consists of two major steps: layout detection and
store monitoring. During layout detection, rarely changing features of the store (like
room size and shelf positions) are captured. This task needs to be performed once
for each new store layout. The store monitoring process is the repeating process of
stocktaking.
Layout Detection The layout detection starts with the creation of a 2D map
of the store using grid mapping as simultaneous localization and mapping
technique (Grisetti et al. 2007). Afterward, the robot drives through the store
to create a basic scene graph of the environment without product information.
Each shelf is detected using a Quick Response (QR) code. The position data is
added to the scene graph in such a way that shelf positions in relation to other
shelves or points of interest can be calculated and reasoned about.
Store Monitoring During store monitoring, frequently changing product positions are detected automatically by the robot. For each shelf, the robot scans
the shelf vertically to detect shelf layers and horizontally for each shelf layer to
detect price labels and product separators. The stock as the number of products
between two product separators is estimated based on detected product features
of an RGB-D camera similar to other approaches (Donahue et al. 2014). Each
price label contains a barcode that encodes the GTIN of a product, thereby adding
product information to the scene graph. This product information is continuously
updated based on sales data. If the store monitoring process is performed
regularly, the scene graph of two different time points can be compared to
detect irregularities between calculated inventory and actual inventory that can
be reasoned about.
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4.3 Symbolic Knowledge Base
If a robotic agent is given the task to pick objects in a retail store in order to
fulfill a customer shopping order and an unexpected situation is experienced, such
as a misplaced product (e.g., a “coke light” bottle in the facing of “coke” bottle),
the robot needs to be able to reason about the situation using externally acquired
knowledge (e.g., current store layout, product classification) in order to successfully
finish the task.
As previously mentioned in Sect. 4.2, the scene graph is created using the
ontology-based KnowRob system. The ontologies in the symbolic knowledge base
can optionally be integrated in the KnowRob system. KnowRob can simplify the
process of integrating information from different sources and translating them to
ontologies. This is specifically useful for the semantic Digital Twin since most
retail companies store their data in merchandise management systems (ERP). With
KnowRob, product classification information from an ERP system can be translated
into a product taxonomy in Web Ontology Language (OWL) format, for example.
Furthermore, KnowRob is able to integrate Semantic Web information.
The Semantic Web (Berners-Lee et al. 2001) is an extension of the World
Wide Web (Sirin et al. 2003), aiming at structuring content of web pages by
using standardized, machine-readable formats to represent entities, their properties,
and relations so that it can be interpreted by software agents or robots. This
integration enables the semantic Digital Twin to compete with online stores and
their recommender systems. The label and ingredient information depicted in Fig. 4
are based on Semantic Web information, for example. The ingredients ontology can
further be connected to an allergen ontology, enabling the semDT to reason about
contained allergens in the products available at the store as shown in an example
query asking for all products that contain an ingredient that is classified as being
hazardous to the environment in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Example Prolog query for all products and their classification that have an ingredient that
is classified as hazardous to the environment
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Table 1 Results excerpt (out of 119 resultsa ) for the query in Fig. 5
depiction

env. hazard allergen

contained by product

product classi cation

all:Benzyl_benzoate

in:3614224040116

tax:deodorant

all:Benzyl_benzoate
all:Benzyl_benzoate
all:Benzyl_cinnamate
all:Farnesol
all:Farnesol
all:Hexyl_cinnamal
all:Methylisothiazolinone
all:Natriumhypochlorid
all:Petrolatum

in:4001638086561
in:4005900471109
in:8712561521840
in:4001638080262
in:7317400017303
in:3600540901187
in:4015000960847
in:4032651214181
in:3574661199634

tax:facial_care
tax:bodylotion
tax:deodorant
tax:facial_care
tax:tooth_care
tax:deodorant
tax:detergent
tax: rst_aid
tax:baby_care

a

The depicted Prolog query is using the Semantic Web library package; Prolog is
a logic programming language (Nilsson and Małuszyński 1990) used for reasoning
in the symbolic knowledge base. In this figure, a SPARQL query at a specific
SPARQL endpoint is called (lines 1 and 13). SPARQL is a graph-based query
language and recommended query language for Resource Description Framework
(RDF) graphs (Angles and Gutierrez 2008; Pérez et al. 2006). Lines 2 to 6 declare
prefixes to be used in the SPARQL query given in lines 7 to 12. The query asks for all
products that contain an ingredient that is classified as being hazardous to the environment, a label that has the standard depiction shown in Table 1 to the left, which
is referenced in Semantic Web sources like Wikidata, for example. Line 7 names the
variables that are to be returned by the query: ?allergen, the ingredient contained
by a product and classified as hazardous to the environment, ?product, the GTIN
identifier of the product, and ?class, the class of the product. Line 8 queries
the allergen ontology for all ingredients that have the relation <?allergen>
has_depiction <hazardous_to_the_environment>. Line 9 links the
allergen to the ingredients ontology using the owl:sameAs statement. Then all
products that contain any of the returned ingredients are searched for in line 10
(<product> has_ingredient <ingredient>). In line 11, the resulting
product list is linked to the product taxonomy through the use of owl:sameAs
statements. Lastly, the product class is retrieved in line 12 (<?prod> type
<?class>). Line 13 filters the result set for redundant classes.
An excerpt of the results for the query in Fig. 5 is shown in Table 1. It depicts the
international pictogram for environmental hazard in column 1. The classification
of ingredients as being hazardous to the environment was extracted from the
European chemicals agency ECHA website1 and integrated into the semDT allergen
classification. All ingredients that are listed as environmental hazard allergen in the
table, column 2, therefore are classified according to the ECHA website. Column
3 contains the GTINs of the products that contain the hazardous ingredient, and
column 4 contains a product classification. The prefixes in columns 2 to 4 show
1

European chemicals agency website: https://www.echa.europa.eu/.
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that all information is extracted from different sources, emphasizing the benefits of
reasoning over connected ontologies in the semDT. Using Prolog and ontologies,
information sources can easily be included or exchanged and reasoned about.
Consumer applications based on this symbolic knowledge base are further
elaborated in the use case described in Sect. 5. If customers particularly prefer
environmentally friendly produced products, they can use the symbolic knowledge
base to filter out products with non-compliant or hazardous ingredients as shown in
the example above, for instance.
Entity Linking in the Semantic Digital Twin
We state that ontologies can easily be included or exchanged in the semDT. This
is true for all ontologies that hold product information and include a GTIN as
unique identifier for the contained products, which is the case for most ontologies
in the semDT. Entity linking in knowledge bases is a widely studied research
problem (Shen et al. 2014), even more so for web-scale data (Lin et al. 2012). For all
semDT ontologies, we use string matching techniques to identify entities that are to
be linked. “Benzyl_benzoate” from the allergen ontology thereby is linked to
“benzyl_benzoate” and “benzylbenzoat” from the ingredients ontology,
for example.

4.4 Reasoning
Reasoning about semantic information in conjunction with environment information
is the main capability of the semantic Digital Twin.
As previously mentioned, the logic programming language Prolog is used to
reason about information contained in the symbolic knowledge base (see Sect. 4.3).
With Prolog, we are able to answer questions as posed in Sect. 2 and develop
applications that are based on it like in the use cases presented in Sect. 5. Since
the semDT also stores 3D models of the perceived objects and connects scene graph
with symbolic knowledge base, we can generate a web user interface that highlights
information on demand as depicted in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 Example reasoning capabilities of the semantic Digital Twin
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Fig. 7 Example Prolog query for destination of a given product GTIN

Figure 6 displays the web interface openEASE,2 an open access web-based
knowledge service based on KnowRob, where users can upload episodes of data
and query it for information. OpenEASE facilitates access to the knowledge base
using Prolog. The Prolog query asking for empty facings is depicted in Fig. 6 to the
left, and the Prolog query asking for a specific product destination is visualized in
Fig. 6 to the right and generalized with comments in the following Fig. 7.
The query in Fig. 7 requires an input parameter specified in line 1, which is the
GTIN of a product. The GTIN is used to first retrieve the corresponding Barcode
object from the shop ontology in lines 2 to 5. The Barcode variable is defined
as an <object> type <shelf_label> in line 3 with the GTIN uniquely
identifying the object as of line 4 (article_number_of_product <GTIN>).
The Barcode is used as input to retrieve the destination facing ob the object in lines
6 to 9. The variable Facing is defined as a product_facing in line 8, and the
facing corresponding to the input product GTIN saved in the variable Barcode
is scanned for in line 7: <Facing> label_of_facing <Barcode>. Lastly,
the facing is being highlighted in line 10 using the show command.
OpenEASE offers a variety of visualizations of the knowledge base content,
including 3D visualizations of the store including its entities (e.g., shelf, products,
facings, or robots as in Fig. 6), the trajectories they perform as well as interval
logic layers for showing temporal relationships between different events. In order
to exchange information between the semDT and users, openEASE serves as an
intuitive interactive interface providing information about the current state of the
store and facilitating Q&A queries. Responses can be rendered in the form of
physical or abstract entities to assist humans as well as robots in everyday retail
tasks as will be demonstrated in the use case section.

2

OpenEASE web interface: data.open-ease.org/.
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Reasoning About Action Information
A main advantage of the ontologies used in KnowRob is their integration of activity
knowledge from the SOMA ontology (Beßler et al. 2020). In combination with the
scene graph based on object information from the EASE framework (Bateman et al.
2017) and task descriptions from the DOLCE+DnS Ultralite ontology (Gangemi
et al. 2002), KnowRob can reason about performed actions by different agents. This
reasoning capability can also be accessed via the openEASE web interface.
Action information in KnowRob is stored as episodic memories (Bartels et al.
2019) based on general plan descriptions (Koralewski et al. 2019). These general
plan descriptions follow an action and task hierarchy where a stocktaking action
performed by a robot can be comprised of different tasks like driving, positioning,
and scanning. Figure 8 shows a general plan description for the action of looking at
a product, a subaction of the stocktaking action. Figure 9 describes the plan for a
navigation action to a destination.
Additionally to the action hierarchy, episodic memories can store agent information as participant or performer of an action, assign roles to objects for a certain
action (e.g., shelf 2 in the general plan in Fig. 9 would be assigned the role
destination), and log times and duration of the performed actions.
Figure 10 shows example action information about a recorded stocktaking
episode by a robot. It shows that the stocktaking action is divided into various
stocktaking tasks for the different shelves and shelf layers, respectively. All scanned
facings are highlighted in green, and empty facings in yellow. Additionally, robot
movement is logged as “AssumingArmPose” and “LimbMotion.” One can inspect
each task and action for their duration as well as participants of the action or action
effects. The event can even be replayed in an interactive simulation.
Action information cannot only be recorded for robots, the semDT can also store
anonymous episodic memory information about shopping events using AR devices
or sensors in the retail stores. Such information is a valuable resource that can be
applied to various use cases such as to optimize robotic store assistants as well as
customer experience.
Fig. 8 Plan description for
LookingAt action

Fig. 9 Plan description for
Navigation action
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Fig. 10 Example action information in the semantic Digital Twin

5 Semantic Digital Twin Use Cases in Retail Logistics
We demonstrate the applicability of a semantic Digital Twin in three use cases
based on different users of the system. The semDT provides vast retail-relevant
information through machine-understandable data formats and interfaces. This
enables services including AR applications and robots to access information, such
as poses of products and shelves or properties of objects like product dimensions, in
order to perform tasks such as shelf replenishment.
As discussed in Sect. 2, store personnel and robotic store assistants aim at
optimizing logistics such as for product replenishment that is demonstrated in
use case 1. Use case 2 shows customer AR applications accessing the semDT
for product-specific information like contained ingredients or awarded labels.
Lastly, use case 3 demonstrates how a digital store can be visualized in a virtual
environment, where store managers can simulate action effects.

5.1 Use Case 1: Replenishment Process
This use case demonstrates the benefits of a semantic Digital Twin from the
perspective of store personnel and robotics using the example task of product
replenishment.
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5.1.1 AR Supported Replenishment
Product replenishment poses several challenges: It is required to be performed
accurately and regularly in each retail store. New employees need to learn product
destinations before they are able to efficiently perform replenishment, but all store
personnel need time to adapt to changing store layouts, seasonal product stands, and
new offerings.
The semDT can be accessed by AR applications for store personnel to ease the
task of replenishment and order fulfillment, for example. Figure 11 depicts such an
AR app where store personnel can ask for the location of a product group as in
“Where is dishwashing detergent?.” The app locates the AR device in its environment using persistent digital environment anchors in the store. Then the camera view
of the environment is augmented with digital waypoints that are aligned relative to
these anchors, thereby leading the user to the product destination. The correct path is
recalculated regularly to account for direction changes of the device. In order for app
users to distinguish waypoints from destination points, they are assigned different
colors. While green waypoints mark the path, an orange waypoint marks the
searched product destination, see in Fig. 11 the shelf holding dishwashing detergent
products.

Fig. 11 AR routing for store personnel
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Fig. 12 A robot identifying empty facings in simulation (left) and replenishing products in the
store accordingly (right)

5.1.2 Robotic Replenishment
Robotic store assistants can also be used to contribute to product replenishment.
They require reliable environment information for this task. The main benefit of
the semantic Digital Twin is its connection between environment information in the
form of a scene graph and semantic information in its symbolic knowledge base.
As a proof of concept, this use case shows the replenishment process performed by
a robot based on scene graph information as depicted in Figs. 2 and 12. The robot
responsible for replenishment can access the scene graph information and query the
semDT for all empty facings as shown in Fig. 6 to the left. By accessing the symbolic
knowledge base of the semDT, the robot can further reason about the products (e.g.,
their weight and size and how these properties affect the replenishment task) and
the quantity of products that need to be fetched from the warehouse. Afterward,
they can query the semDT for the respective product destinations as described in
Fig. 7. Subsequently, the robot can be ordered to move to an item, localize the item
using its camera, and collect the item with its gripper for replenishment purposes.
Figure 12 shows a robot querying the semDT for empty facings in the simulation
interface and accordingly performing the replenishment in a real store scenario.

5.2 Use Case 2: Augmented Reality Shopping Assistant
This use case demonstrates the benefits of a semantic Digital Twin from a customer
perspective in two AR applications on different devices: a HoloLens and a mobile
phone.

5.2.1 HoloLens Application
Customers demand information and recommendations as presented in online shopping experiences. The semDT supports an AR app designed for the AR glasses
HoloLens, highlighting individual preferences in a retail store. An example query
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Fig. 13 AR apps to highlight consumer preferences like ingredients, label, or hazard information

that could be used in this AR application for products that contain ingredients that
have a classification of being hazardous to the environment has been discussed in
Sect. 4.3. In the same manner, AR applications can access the semDT and query
for all products that contain preservatives, as shown in Fig. 13 to the left. All
products of the store are aligned relative to shelves using scene graph information
and environment anchors as in use case 1. If a customer checks a preference in the
menu, all products that contain the ingredient are overlayed by a red “X,” indicating
that the product behind the overlay contains the ingredient and is not intended to be
bought. This allows for customers to inspect all remaining products.

5.2.2 Mobile Phone Application
The semDT can just as well be accessed by other devices. We present a second AR
app running on a mobile phone, using object recognition to identify products in the
store. If customers are interested in a product, they can point the camera toward the
interesting product. Once the product is identified, interesting product information
like awarded label and hazard information is being displayed, as depicted in Fig. 13
to the middle and right. If consumers are interested in further information, they can
swipe the product name that appears at the bottom of the screen and a second screen
with additional product information is being displayed.

5.3 Use Case 3: Digital Store Visualization and Robot
Simulation
This use case demonstrates the benefits of a semantic Digital Twin from the perspective of a store manager to visualize store information and software developers
to simulate robot behavior.
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5.3.1 Semantic Digital Twin Visualization
SemDT users like store managers, who want to investigate available product
information in order to, e.g., optimize product placement, face the challenge to
virtually imagine the appearance of the store. They require a mechanism to spatially
represent and visualize different states and configurations of the store layout in
order to efficiently optimize logistic store processes such as product placement.
Therefore, in addition to the web-based interface openEASE, the semDT provides a
photo-realistic 3D visualization of the semDT as an extension of the Virtual Reality
scene graph, facilitating users to interact with the semDT in an intuitive way. A
store manager can visually inspect, compare, and analyze different store layout
configurations or move articles and change layouts in different states of the semDT.
Using Prolog queries, travel paths and trajectories can be visualized. In Fig. 2,
we replicated the example store located at the University of Bremen. Figure 14
demonstrates a visualization of empty facings in the virtual semDT.
Using the Prolog query interface, semDT users can also highlight interesting
information as depicted in Fig. 15, where all products containing hazardous ingredients that are reachable by children are highlighted. This query uses the query for
hazardous ingredients as shown in Fig. 5 and filters out all products that are below a
given height and therefore reachable by children.

Fig. 14 Visualizing empty facings in the virtual semDT
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Fig. 15 Highlighting “hazardous products reachable by children” in the virtual semDT

5.3.2 Robot Simulation
Simulation is crucial for the development of novel retail applications. For instance,
software developers of robot applications might have no or only limited access
to retail stores. Furthermore, robotic applications tend to be complex systems,
consisting of perception, localization, and control frameworks, among others. By
offering interfaces equivalent to the real robot interfaces, it is possible to execute
and test the application in the virtual semDT before deploying it in the retail store.
Examples of different robot simulations are shown in Figs. 1 and 16. Figure 16

Fig. 16 Robot simulation with semDT
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Fig. 17 Real robot perceiving and picking objects based on simulation results

simulates a robot perceiving objects on a shelf layer, whereas Fig. 17 shows the
real robot perceiving and picking the same objects in a retail store.

6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced the semantic Digital Twin for Retail Logistics as
a semantically enhanced digital representation of a retail store and the necessary
connection between environment information in a scene graph and semantic product
information in a symbolic knowledge base based on ontologies that allow for
visualization, simulation, and complex reasoning tasks. This chapter outlines the
key components and potential benefits of a semDT. With the semDT, store personnel
can derive product destinations and implement rules for inferring the optimal order
of product replenishment. Customers can use the semDT AR applications on various
devices like HoloLens or mobile phone for an enhanced shopping experience,
perceiving vast product information as well as visual and tactile sensation. Store
managers can access the semDT for layout inspection or optimization, and software
developers in the field of robotics can simulate robot behavior in the semDT.
Another contribution of this chapter is a demonstration of the capabilities of the
semDT. The semDT ontologies derived from various sources allow for complex
reasoning, which was highlighted in example queries from different platforms and
applications. We demonstrated the applicability of the semantic Digital Twin in
three use cases focusing on different users of the system (i.e., store personnel,
manager, customer as well as software developer) accessing the semDT knowledge
via various devices.

7 Future Directions
The proposed semantic Digital Twin aims at providing mechanisms offering further
transparency for logistic retail processes of a store; further development and
extensions of semDT capabilities are sought. Besides implementation of semDTs
for different retail chains, like drugstores, grocery stores, and bookstores, which
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are able to afford high investments in digital infrastructure, we aim at developing
semDTs in diverse and small retail business like rural corner shops as well. Since
the semDT ontologies are created in a modular fashion, they can be used in different
applications and can be integrated into online shops, which will be implemented in a
future version of the semDT. Another future direction is set on the interconnectivity
of semDTs enabling new possibilities of such knowledge transfer among different
retail domains to optimize logistic processes, for example.
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Abstract The spread of demand-response (DR) programs in Europe is a slow but
steady process to optimize the use of renewable energy in different sectors including
manufacturing. A demand-response program promotes changes of electricity consumption patterns at the end consumer side to match the availability of renewable
energy sources through price changes or incentives. This research develops a
system that aims to engage manufacturing power consumers through price- and
incentive-based DR programs. The system works on data from heterogeneous
systems at both supply and demand sides, which are linked through a semantic
middleware, instead of centralized data integration. An ontology is used as the
integration information model of the semantic middleware. This chapter explains
the concept of constructing the ontology by utilizing relational database to ontology
mapping techniques, reusing existing ontologies such as OpenADR, SSN, SAREF,
etc., and applying ontology alignment methods. Machine learning approaches are
developed to forecast both the power generated from renewable energy sources and
the power demanded by manufacturing consumers based on their processes. The
forecasts are the groundworks to calculate the dynamic electricity price introduced
for the DR program. This chapter presents different neural network architectures
and compares the experiment results. We compare the results of Deep Neural
Network (DNN), Long Short-Term Memory Network (LSTM), Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN), and Hybrid architectures. This chapter focuses on the initial
phase of the research where we focus on the ontology development method and
machine learning experiments using power generation datasets.
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1 Introduction
With the energy transition in Europe toward renewable but irregular resources
underway, the need for energy flexibility to balance the weather-dependent energy
generation is also increasing. Above all, local energy flexibility, which considers
local or own energy generation, plays a decisive role. The Energy Union Framework
of the European Union outlines the vision that end users actively participate in
the market and benefit from technological progress in the form of cost reductions
(Energy Union Package 2015). In order to improve the quality of service, the active
participation of end customers is increasingly coming to the foreground. As positive
effects, competition will be strengthened, more renewable energy sources will be
integrated, and energy networks will be more balanced. This will ensure an efficient
operation of the energy systems.
As a prerequisite for this, the majority of energy consumers must be willing to
participate actively in demand-response programs (Siano 2014). According to the
U.S. Department of Energy (DoE), demand response (DR) refers to Qdr (2006)
changes in electric usage by end-use customers from their normal consumption patterns in
response to changes in the price of electricity over time, or to incentive payments designed
to induce lower electricity use at times of high wholesale market prices or when system
reliability is jeopardized.

Demand-response programs can be implemented as price-based or incentivebased programs (Chen and Liu 2017). Price-based programs imply the introduction
of dynamic energy tariffs and dynamic demand profiles adapted to changing
conditions. Incentive-based programs, on the other hand, require consumers to
hand over direct control of their energy systems to third parties for the purpose of
modifying the demand profile, if exceptional circumstances in the network should
require this.
The modification of consumer demand for energy using methods, such as
financial incentives, is known as demand-side management (DSM). DR is a subset
of DSM. One objective of DSM is to encourage the consumer to reduce the usage
of energy during peak periods or to store energy during off-peak hours using energy
storage units. As an application, DSM helps grid operators to provide a balance
between renewable generation units such as wind and solar. Due to increasing
electricity demand and installation of renewable energy sources, DSM is applied
for managing system behavior (Chiu et al. 2012). Therefore, DR systems can be
used to attain a balance between the demand and supply in the power grid (Yassine
2016).
The dissemination of demand-response programs in Europe is a slow but steady
process. As recently as 2013, European end customers were not very open to DR
systems, mainly due to regulatory and legislative barriers. Today, consumers have
far more opportunities to participate in demand-response programs in different
member states (Bertoldi et al. 2016). Unfortunately, Germany is lagging behind
other countries in this area, although demand-response services are being developed
in some research. This is due to the doubt of the effectiveness of DR to guarantee
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energy security and to attract investments (Lehmann et al. 2015; Valdes et al. 2019).
Furthermore, critical policy debates on the implementation of DR still exist. The
governance needed to relate demand-side response and local energy markets is also
still lacking (Kuzemko et al. 2017).
Although some legislative barriers have been dismantled and some aggregators
in Europe are installing DR systems in tertiary buildings, the desired effects on the
energy grid as a whole have not yet materialized. In Germany, both large industrial
consumers and households remain largely unaffected by DR.
Our research project addresses this problem and develops a solution for the
participation of industrial end customers in both price- and incentive-based DR
programs. The research investigates the influence of such programs on the electrical
grid and on the development of energy costs in the manufacturing industry, from
different perspectives. This book chapter describes the development of the project’s
technological solution that allows the implementation of a DR system. The solution
uses a semantic middleware that utilizes a linked data approach to connect data
sources coming from heterogeneous systems involved at demand and supply sides.
This book chapter also explains the development of the forecasting methods to
estimate the amount of electricity supply from renewable sources in the network and
also the amount of electricity demand from manufacturing companies. The forecasts
are used as the foundation to calculate the dynamic electricity tariffs.
Section 2 of this book chapter focuses on the related works in using ontologies or
linked data for the integration of data from heterogeneous sources on semantic level
and in forecasting methods in energy domain. Section 3 describes the overview of
the technical concept that we develop in the project. Then, Sect. 4 shows the method
to develop the ontology as the core of the semantic middleware. The methods, the
dataset, and some intermediate experiment results of the forecasting are discussed
in Sect. 5. Finally, the book chapter ends with conclusions and outlook.

2 Related Works
2.1 Ontologies and Linked Data
Semantic technologies, such as the graph-based data model called Resource
Description Framework (RDF) (Lassila et al. 1998) and linked data principles (Bizer
et al. 2011) from the Web, facilitate automated information integration. Ontologies
provide vocabularies and relation models to make data semantically compatible;
thus they can be linked without causing inconsistencies and ambiguities.
Ontology-based information models have been used to facilitate data integration on semantic level, for example to model objects involved in manufacturing
and supply chain sustainability (Borsato 2017). In the manufacturing domain,
ontologies can model the relationships between products, processes, resources, and
environmental factors contributing to energy efficiency (Wicaksono et al. 2014).
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Ontologies also facilitate virtual collaborations in assembly automation (Ferrer
et al. 2015). The AutomationML ontology is used to enable the communication
of heterogeneous tools in engineering environments, such as in manufacturing
(Kovalenko and Grangel-Gonzalez 2021).
In the energy management domain, ontologies have been developed to allow a
common semantic data model to address interoperability problems among involved
building automation systems (Wicaksono et al. 2013, 2010). They are also used
to enable the interoperability among Internet-of-Things solutions in general (Alaya
et al. 2015; Daniele et al. 2015; Haller et al. 2019) and for energy management
applications (Cuenca et al. 2017; Daniele 2021; Kofler et al. 2012). Industry
Foundation Classes (IFC) refer to a standard information model allowing exchanges
of building data. ifcOWL is the ontology representation of IFC (Pauwels and Terkaj
2016). Researchers also develop ontologies to support the energy transition, for
example, to model renewable energy sources (Küçük and Küçük 2018) and smart
grid objects (Stap and Daniele 2021).
Open Automated Demand Response (OpenADR) is a standardized information
model for sending and receiving DR signals between network operators and
consumers (Fernández-Izquierdo et al. 2020). It is implemented as a client–server
architecture. Virtual End Nodes (VEN) refer to the clients and Virtual Top Nodes
(VTN) are the servers. The DR signals received in the client can trigger preprogrammed actions according to their tasks and thus establish an automated demand
response for each resource considered. OpenADR is open source and can therefore
be implemented by any user. Since electricity prices generally correlate negatively
with electricity availability, consumers can specifically control their consumption
away from high price periods and significantly reduce their own energy costs.
In this research, we investigate the scopes of ontologies that are relevant for
demand-response systems. We analyze those ontologies based on data requirements
at both supply and demand side. Table 1 shows the domain scope of the analyzed
ontologies. From the table, it can be seen that no ontology is able to fulfill the
data requirements in all domains. Therefore, we develop a linked data approach
to interlink those ontologies.

2.2 Machine Learning and Forecasting Methods
The fields of machine learning and artificial intelligence have undergone rapid
growth in the last decade, changing the way humans interact with data, especially
in the use of data for decision-making. Data-driven decision-making has thus
grown in the fields of physical sciences and social sciences, influencing various
aspects of daily human life. A huge part of data-driven decision-making entails
the need to forecast future behavior of a system or trend of a series based on
historical time-series data. Therefore, time-series forecasting has become a crucial
method implemented across many domains, where different windows of time series
representing past behaviors are utilized to forecast future behaviors.

Ontology
OpenADR (Fernández-Izquierdo et al.
2020)
OEMA Ontology Network (Cuenca et al.
2017)
SAREF4ENER
(European Telecommunications
Standards Institute 2020)
ThinkHome (Kofler et al. 2012)
CIM ontology for
Smart Grids (Stap and Daniele 2021)
OneM2M (Alaya et al. 2015)
SAREF (Daniele et al. 2015)
SOSA/SSN (Haller et al. 2019)
IFC (Pauwels and Terkaj 2016)
SERENE (Wicaksono 2016)
AutomationML (Kovalenko et al. 2018)
PPR model (Ferrer et al. 2015)
MASON (Lemaignan et al. 2006)
SERUM/ KnoHolEM
ontology (Wicaksono et al. 2013)
OntoWind (Küçük and Küçük 2018)

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

Energy
Energy Business Environmental
Building
Industrial process Production planning
generation balance data
factors
Building automation automation
and control
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Table 1 Considered ontologies and their corresponding domain scopes
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Existing methods for time-series forecasting can roughly be mapped into two
categories, i.e., classical methods that focus on learning linear relationships and
machine learning/deep learning methods that generalize complex non-linear relationships. Classical time-series models such as Exponential Smoothing, Autoregression, and Moving Average have easy interpretability and strong theoretical
assurance. Simple variations of classical models, such as Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) and Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA),
have also been established as reliable methods for time-series forecasting. More
complex extensions of these methods, which include variations with integration of
seasonality: Seasonal Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (SARIMA), and
integration of vectorized multiple inputs: Vector Autoregression (VAR) and Vector
Autoregression Moving Average (VARMA), further provide flexibility in adding
complex relations in the forecasting and models. Novel extensions of these methods
also support handling missing data and multiple data types (Seeger et al. 2016).
Machine learning/deep learning methods aim to learn a non-linear function
mapping of stochastic historic input data to a predicted/forecasted output value.
Methods such as Support Vector Regression (SVR) (Zafirakis et al. 2019; Lahouar
and Slama 2017), Random Forest (RF) (Li and Shi 2010; Sun et al. 2018), and
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) (Jiao et al. 2018; Olaofe and Folly 2013) are
the simplest existing techniques that have shown abilities in learning these nonlinear functions. Extending the ANN models to have recurrent hidden layers (RNN)
that capture and preserve the relationship of a new input with previous inputs
achieved ground-breaking performance in sequence learning. Improved variants
of RNN, i.e., Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and Grated Recurrent Unit
(GRU), (Liu et al. 2019; Niu et al. 2020) have also shown great potential in
learning complex relationships present in stochastic historic input data for timeseries forecasting. As one of the most popular deep learning methods, Convolutional
Neuron Network (CNN) has not only been utilized to extract visual features in
problems of computer vision and natural language processing (NLP), but is also
used in feature selectors and predictors for wind speed/power forecasting. The work
of Liu et al. (2019) introduced a 1D CNN-based forecasting model for direct multisteps ahead prediction for short-term wind speed data, which outperformed other
classical and baseline ANN methods. Wang et al. (2019) used 2D CNN to efficiently
extract the non-linear features of the raw wind power data, which shows better
accuracy in probabilistic forecasting.
Alongside the development of forecasting methods, research works have
increased in forecasting both electricity generation (Wang et al. 2019) and
consumption for industrial and household consumers (Hong et al. 2020). Most
of the recent research works on electricity generation focus on production of green
energy from wind and solar plants (Liu et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2019). On the
consumption side, research is driven by optimizing energy efficiency, which also
requires constant monitoring of various consumption indicators and identifying
factors that affect them in real time (Hong et al. 2020). Weather conditions are
identified as the main factor determining the production of green energy and the
demand for electricity. Additional independent factors, such as holidays, operational
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Table 2 Overview of deep learning forecast methods from related works
Algorithm name/source
SAE-BP (Huang et al. 2017)
EHS-SVR
(Zafirakis et al. 2019)
RF-AR, SVR-AR (Lahouar and
Slama 2017)
RF (Sun et al. 2018)
BPNN (Li and Shi 2010)
BPNN (Jiao et al. 2018)
LSTM (Olaofe and Folly 2013)
Attention-GRU (Niu et al. 2020)
CNN-LSTM (Liu et al. 2019)
Deep CNN (Wang et al. 2019)

Multivariate input Input series frequency Forecast horizon
×
15 min
2h
✓
15 min
3h
✓

1h

1–2 h

✓
✓
×
✓
✓
×
×

15 min
1h
1h
15 min
1h
10 min
5 min

15 min–24 h
24 h
1h
2 days
3h
30 min
8h

characteristics of buildings, and indicators of living standards, are also identified
to influence the demand (Hong et al. 2020; Kalimoldayev et al. 2020). These
advancements in forecast form the basis to drive research work on dynamic pricing
of electricity and implementing DR systems (Kalimoldayev et al. 2020). The
influence of DR systems has also been evaluated with the use of deep learning
methods. Micro-grid demand-response systems have shown high potential in not
only helping consumers reduce their energy bills, but also help in improving grid
stability and reliability (Shojaeighadikolaei et al. 2021).
Therefore, forecasting is seen as a fundamental aspect of planning and management, and the design of a dynamic price system requires forecasting of future supply
and demand (Dutta and Mitra 2017). Further, scheduling of actual consumption
would also require forecasts of future prices. Therefore, it is identifiable that
an initial step toward building a price system is to have a strong forecasting
method. And the potential that deep learning shows in mapping relations in data
for forecasting makes exploring the deep learning method an important initial step.
Thus, experimental works are done in our research to create baseline forecasting
methods using deep learning. Details of the experimental works are discussed
in Sect. 5. Table 2 shows different existing research works related to forecasting
methods, especially in terms of renewable energy. We reviewed the works by
analyzing the algorithms used or developed, whether the input data is multivariate
or not, the frequency of the input data points, and the forecast horizon.

3 Overview of the Concept
The architecture of the solution is based on the reference architecture for the smart
grid developed by the EU Smart Grid Coordination Group/Reference Architecture
Working Group (SG-CG/RA) (Gottschalk et al. 2017) (see Fig. 1). The core of

Fig. 1 Overview of the solution
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the architecture is the semantic middleware. This is a software module with an
ontology for the integration of heterogeneous information models, which are defined
by standards from different subject areas (e.g., OpenADR, IFC, SAREF, PPR
model). A method for mapping between the DR communication standards and
the ontologies is developed for the semantic middleware to enable automatic data
routing. Using the linked data approach, the heterogeneous information models
shown in Table 1 are semantically linked. The adapter serves as a communication
interface between various systems supplying the data. The adapter contains an
HTTP/HTTPS interface and a software module for data format conversion. The
applications of the energy supply and demand sides use the semantic middleware
to automatically collect the data required for their functionalities. An intelligent
mapping and routing algorithm is developed to capture the appropriate data from
the right data sources.
In our research, data are collected from heterogeneous sources. Those data
include power generation, power consumption, weather, customer, balancing group,
industrial automation, and manufacturing process data. We develop a continuous
intelligent analysis based on this data, i.e., descriptive data analysis for monitoring,
predictive analysis to generate the forecast model of electricity supply and demand,
prescriptive analysis through simulation and optimization to determine the dynamic
electricity prices, as well as the visualization of the data to support the analysis. This
continuous data analysis makes the determination of the dynamic electricity prices
more precise and transparent. This will happen on the utility side. The end-to-end
intelligent data analyses are also used on the consumption side. Load profiles of the
production processes are recorded based on electricity demand measurements at the
systems involved in the production process, and connections between production
orders and the associated electricity demand are created using machine learning
methods. These findings are then used to generate electricity demand forecasts
depending on the production plan. Heuristics are developed to enable electricity
cost-optimized production planning and control. DR requirements are also explicitly
considered.
The concepts will be examined in the context of two use cases, i.e., at a rubber
component manufacturer and at a manufacturing company having a high degree
of automation. Two different perspectives are considered in each use case: the
technical and the economic feasibility. The use case at the rubber component
manufacturer focuses on the development and integration of the hardware required
to implement demand-response requirements. The use case of the second company
builds on existing sensors and develops simulation models for the optimization
of production by exchanging energy data with the market. Those companies have
different requirements for market mechanisms and negotiation strategies, which are
analyzed within the scope of our research.
The following sections focus on the development of the ontology for the semantic
middleware and the methods to forecast power generation and consumption as
the initial phase of end-to-end intelligent data analysis. Since the project is still
in the early phase, in this book chapter, we only concentrate on the development
and experiments of forecasting for wind and solar power generation. However,
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the developed methods can be applied to the forecast of power generation from
other types of renewable sources and also to the forecast of power consumption.

4 Ontology Development
4.1 Ontology Construction Methodology
In this research, to represent a sharable and reusable knowledge as a set of concepts
within the domain and to describe their relationships, ontologies as a part of the
W3C standards stack for the Semantic Web are applied. They provide a link between
different pieces of information from different domains. Ontologies are also used to
enhance knowledge and data exchange in these domains.
To achieve this goal, we adapt an ontology construction method toward data
integration through linked data developed for building energy management domain
(McGlinn et al. 2016). The adaptation of the method is shown in Fig. 2. First, we
define data requirements and the mapping of those data to appropriate ontologies.
Then, the method of systematic review is applied with the purpose of identifying
and extracting ontologies and analyzing the potential links between them in the
following specific fields: demand response, sensor networks, renewable energy, and
manufacturing. The following sections explain the steps carried out in the method
in detail.
Step 1: Data Requirements
Step 1 analyzes the specific data requirements for each process in the system in
more detail. The purpose of this step is to understand the exact structure of the data
required to meet the use cases or functionalities of the system. All data values that
are required must be captured and described. This involves structuring the data as
concepts and properties.
Step 2: Ontology Domains Finding and Extracting
The purpose of this step is to provide a quick reference to ontologies related
to demand-response systems and select the best of them for a particular domain
(step 2a). These ontology domains are extracted and presented here. The next step
is to explore and find potential links between ontologies in the abovementioned
categories (step 2b and 2c).
Step 3: Develop Ontology
Step 3 is concerned with the development of models for meeting the data
requirements, which are not currently supported by any existing ontologies or
standards.
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Fig. 2 Ontology development

Step 4: Define Links
Step 4 is concerned with the definition of links between ontologies, since multiple
ontologies are required to meet the data requirements. At this stage, the mappings
and alignments must be identified and formalized.

4.2 Database to Ontology Mapping
In our project, we collect data from different sources. Those data can be in relational
databases, CSV files, or XML formats. A relational database is commonly used in
modern applications for storing and querying data and enables the organization of
data points and identifies their relationships. Since an ontology provides formal
semantics for the data explicitly, to describe the semantics of data stored in a
database, the database schemas should be converted into semantically equivalent
ontologies. Mapping rules are applied for converting relational databases into
ontology. The database to ontology mapping is located in the adapter (see Fig. 1).
We develop the database to ontology mapping by considering the works described
in Mahria et al. (2021), Hazber et al. (2015).
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4.3 Ontology Alignment
Since we consider multiple ontologies to fulfill the data requirements, we develop
ontology alignment methods to interlink the ontologies. An ontology alignment is
an ontology matching process to provide a set of correspondences between semantically related ontology concepts for two input ontologies (one source ontology
and one target ontology). These semantic relationships are called mappings. To
determine the mapping, we find similarities between the entities of semantically
related ontologies. As an important task, ontology alignment allows the joint
consideration of resources described by different ontologies. Ontology alignment
is used to solve different problems of semantic heterogeneity in the integration and
sharing of information. We apply multiple ontology alignment approaches that are
based on lexical, structural, extensional, and semantic techniques (Ouali et al. 2019;
Xie et al. 2016).
A lexical method is based on the comparison of terms, strings, or texts. But
structural methods calculate the similarity between two entities by exploiting
structural information within semantic or syntactic links, which form a hierarchy.
Extensional methods infer the similarity between two entities by analyzing their
extensions (i.e., their instances). Finally, semantic methods are based on the external
ontologies. In Nguyen and Conrad (2015) and Essayeh and Abed (2015), the authors
develop hybrid methods (combining structural and semantic).
Because of the extensive applications of ontology alignment, it has been widely
studied in many research works (Mohammadi 2019; Mohammadi et al. 2018a,b;
Mohammadi and Rezaei 2020; Zhou et al. 2018). In these works, the authors also
consider a considerable number of alignment systems. In our research, the ontology
alignment generates the integration model shown in Fig. 1.

4.4 Ontology Candidates and Potential Mapping
In this section, we provide a quick reference to ontologies related to demand
response and select the best of them in the following domains: demand response,
renewable energy, sensor, and manufacturing. The next step is to explore the potential links between ontologies. We interlink those ontologies to prevent information
duplication, to establish a common vocabulary, and to make less development effort.
We consider methods SubClassOf and EquivalentClass to link a concept
in the source ontology and a concept in the target ontology. In the SubClassOf
approach, concepts and properties of source ontology are a part of the target
ontology. In EquivalentClass, the linked concepts refer to the same meaning.
Sometimes, to be more flexible, we may define “new concepts” or “new properties”
for the source and target ontologies (Haase and Motik 2005).
The lists of ontologies that we considered in this context are OpenADR, OEMA,
SAREF, OntoWind, SSN/SOSA, and Mason. We elaborate the potential links
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Table 3 Potential links between different ontologies: OpenADR
Source ontology
Target ontology
oadr:Resource mason:Resource
oadr:Item
saref:Property

oema(PAO):
Organisation

Link type
Description
EquivalentClass Same concepts
SubClassOf
This link is specified in
Fernández-Izquierdo
et al. (2020)
openadr:Resource SubClassOf
Resource is the entity in
the DR programs, and
organization can join to
the DR programs

between the abovementioned ontologies and show the linking method in Tables 3,
4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.

5 Forecast Methods
As the literature discussed in the previous section shows, artificial neural networks
and deep learning have recently been popular in mapping stochastic historic input
data to a forecast output value. The initial experiments done in our research are
to develop simple deep learning networks and evaluate their prediction capabilities. In order to do so, four neural network architectures, Deep Neural Network
(DNN), Long Short-Term Memory Network (LSTM), Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), and a Hybrid architecture combining the three techniques, are
developed. We conduct experiments to forecast both solar and wind energy generation for both short-term (1 day) and long-term (monthly) horizons. The details of
the experiments and their results are discussed in the following order. The datasets
and data preprocessing techniques are discussed first, along with exploratory data
analysis. This is followed by discussions on the neural network architectures.
Finally, the performance of the different architectures is discussed.

5.1 Dataset Description, Data Preprocessing, and Exploratory
Data Analysis
Data used for experimental purposes are historical wind and solar power generation
data, from February 2019 until December 2020, collected by a local utility company.
The wind power generation data are from three different wind turbines and include
variables such as the wind speed, wind direction, and temperature around the
turbines. Similarly, the solar power generation data are also from three different
solar plants and include other variables such as global radiation and temperature
around the solar plants. The dataset preprocessing is done with simple techniques
to identify abnormal/anomaly values, drop them, and finally impute missing values
using linear interpolation.

ontowind: Temperature

Saref:Temperature

Target ontology
saref: Device

openadr:Schedule

Source ontology
mason: Machine-tool

mason: Scheduling

Table 6 Potential links between different ontologies: Mason

Target ontology
ssn/sosa:Procedure

Source ontology
Saref:Function

Description
Machine-tool with concept of
manufacturing can be a Device that is a
tangible object designed to accomplish a
particular task.
EquivalentClass Same concepts

Link type
SubClassOf

Link type
Description
EquivalentClass In SSN, Procedure class has properties
ssn:hasInput and ssn:hasOutput that
implement function logic.
EquivalentClass Same concepts

HumanResource as a manufacturing
concept can be a member of an
Organization

EquivalentClass Same concepts

ontowind:WindSpeed

oema: OrganisationMember (in SubClassOf
Person and Organisation)

Link type
Description
EquivalentClass Same concepts

Target ontology
ssn/sosa:Sensor

Table 5 Potential links between different ontologies: SAREF

Source ontology
oema:Sensor (in Energy and
Equipment)
oema:WindSpeed(in
Infrastructur)
mason: HumanResource

Table 4 Potential links between different ontologies: OEMA
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Target ontology
ssn/sosa:Sensor
saref:Pressure
saref:Generator

Source ontology
ssn/sosa: FeatureOfInterest
ssn/sosa:Procedure

Target ontology
saref: FeatureOfInterest
saref:Function

Table 8 Potential links between different ontologies: SSN/SOSA

Source ontology
ontowind:Sensor
ontowind:Pressure
ontowind:Generator

Table 7 Potential links between different ontologies: OntoWind
Description
Same concepts
Same concepts
Same concepts

Link type
Description
EquivalentClass Same concepts
EquivalentClass In SSN, Procedure class has properties
ssn:hasInput and ssn:hasOutput that
implement function logic

Link type
EquivalentClass
EquivalentClass
EquivalentClass
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As a next step to understand the datasets, calculation of correlations between all
variables is necessary. Initially, no correlation is seen between the generated power
and the wind direction. This problem generally appears because the coordinate in
which wind direction is measured is circular, opposed to the linear coordinate used
to measure wind speed and power. In order to extract a new feature that encompasses
the effect of wind direction and wind speed, the following trigonometric transformation is applied to the initial features:
Outputd = wind_speed × cos2 (d − wind_direction).

(1)

In the equation, d is an offset direction such that: wind direction values closer
to the offset direction result in higher production. Two offset directions are chosen
based on the apparent relation seen between the direction feature and the generated
power.
The histogram shown in Fig. 3 has power generated on the y-axis plotted with
the wind direction (0◦ as North) for each month of the year. In each plot, we can

Fig. 3 Histogram of power against wind direction
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Fig. 4 Correlation plot: features used for solar power prediction

see two distinct clusters form. The first cluster is centered around 45–50◦ North,
and the second at 200–225◦ North. It is also slightly noticeable that the closer
the wind direction to these axes, the higher wind energy production is seen (bright
spots in the histogram). We therefore estimate that the ideal directions for the wind
turbine output are around 50 and 200◦ North, and these are the ideal offset angles to
choose. The solar dataset shows good correlations of the initial features with power
generated. Figures 4 and 5 show correlation plots of the variables used to train neural
network models for wind and solar power forecast.
As mentioned earlier, the initial experiments are conducted with Deep Neural
Network (DNN), Long Short-Term Memory Network (LSTM), Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN), and Hybrid architecture. Each training step allows the
network to learn from historical values with a window of 18 time steps in order
to predict power generation for the next single time step. One year’s half power
generation data are used for training and the other half for evaluation of the models.
Table 9 below summarizes the network architecture for each of the methods.
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Fig. 5 Correlation plot: features used for wind power prediction

5.2 Experiment Results
Each model is trained to minimize the mean-squared error between the predicted
value and the actual value. Therefore, the mean-squared error (MSE) is used to
evaluate the different neural network architectures. Along with the mean-squared
error, the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) of the different models is
compared. Tables 10 and 11 summarize the metrics for short-term and long-term
forecasting of wind and solar power generation.
The results show that the Hybrid model outperforms all other models and significantly improves prediction in terms of MSE for daily and monthly predictions.
Theoretically, the Hybrid model benefits from the integration of the LSTM and CNN
layers. The LSTM layer can learn the temporal differences in the data (dependence
on previous values), and the CNN layer is able to learn the spatial relations
(correlations between input features). Both the short-term predictions and longterm predictions of the Hybrid model show high flexibility in terms of predicting
but still tend to overestimate the forecasted values resulting in higher MAPE values.
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Table 9 Overview of deep learning architectures
Model
DNN

Parameters
(Input)64|32,16(hidden)|1(output)

LSTM

(Input)64|100(encoder)|
100(decoder)|1(output)

CNN

(Input)64|(2-D conv)|1(output)

DNN-LSTM-CNN (Input)64|CNN-LSTMDNN|1(output)

Table 10 Model evaluations
for short-term forecasting.
The best results according to
the evaluation metrics are
highlighted in boldface

Table 11 Model evaluations
for long-term forecasting.
The best results according to
the evaluation metrics are
highlighted in boldface

Comments
Input does not include historical
values of power. Multivariate model
including weather condition and
temperature as input features
Input includes historical values of
power along with weather condition
and temperature as input features
Time distributed 2-D Convolutional
Network, with 2 convolutional
layers. The layers have 8 and 4 filter
channels, respectively. Each filter
channel has kernels of sizes 4 and 2,
respectively. Input includes historical
power value, weather condition, and
temperature as input features
A hybrid model that combines
architectures mentioned above.
Network Architecture is set up in the
following order, input layer-CNN
layer-LSTM layer-DNN layer. Input
includes historical power value,
weather condition, and temperature
as input features

Model
DNN
LSTM
CNN
Hybrid

Model
DNN
LSTM
CNN
Hybrid

MSE
Wind
24e3
17e4
18e4
10e3
MSE
Wind
50e3
71e4
73e4
46e3

MAPE
Solar Wind
58e3 141.2%
46e6 73.4%
13e3 103.8%
12e3 90.1%

Solar
78e3
48e6
83e3
15e3

MAPE
Wind
10.6%
23.0%
50.8%
72.8%

Solar
71.2%
48.6%
51.1%
59.8%

Solar
7.0%
6.8%
16.7%
11.4%

Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9 show the plots of short-term and long-term forecasting of wind
and solar power generation using the Hybrid model.
The LSTM model stands out in terms of MAPE as it tends to under-forecast
predicted values of both wind and solar predictions. The calculation of MAPE favors
models that under-forecast and penalize over-forecast (where predicted values are
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Fig. 6 Short-term forecasting of wind power generation using Hybrid model

Fig. 7 Short-term forecasting of solar power generation using Hybrid model

higher than actual values). This can be clearly seen in the evaluation plots of the
LSTM model in Figs. 10, 11, 12, and 13.

6 Conclusions and Outlook
This book chapter focuses on the development of an IT system that enables the
implementation of a demand-response system for manufacturing power consumers.
The system architecture follows the functionalities of the reference architecture
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Fig. 8 Long-term forecasting of wind power generation using Hybrid model

Fig. 9 Long-term forecasting of solar power generation using Hybrid model

developed by EU Smart Grid Coordination Group/Reference Architecture Working
Group (SG-CG/RA). The system employs ontologies as the information model to
enable the interoperability of heterogeneous systems involved in demand-response
programs at both supply and demand sides. We develop an ontology construction
method that allows reusing and interlinking of existing ontologies and information
model standards, such as SAREF, OpenADR, IFC, Mason, etc. By doing this, many
systems that use existing information model standards will be compatible and able
to communicate with our system.
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Fig. 10 Short-term forecasting of wind power using LSTM

Fig. 11 Short-term forecasting of solar power using LSTM

This book chapter also discusses the development of forecast models as a component of the demand-response system. The aim of the forecast models is to allow
for forecasting of the amount of power generated by renewable energy sources,
such as wind and solar, and the amount of power consumed in the manufacturing
companies. Therefore, we are able to calculate the dynamic electricity tariffs. We
develop four different neural network architectures and conduct experiments using
solar and wind power generation datasets for short-term and long-term forecasting.
The experimental results show that the hybrid and LSTM architectures perform best.
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Fig. 12 Long-term forecasting of wind power using LSTM

Fig. 13 Long-term forecasting of solar power using LSTM

The research described in this book chapter is still in the early phase. The next
steps are to apply the neural network models to forecast the power consumption
in manufacturing companies. We will collect the power consumption and manufacturing process data from two manufacturing companies, i.e., a rubber component
manufacturer and a manufacturing subcontractor having high-degree automation.
Then, we will validate the models using those data. Finally, we will develop a
method to calculate dynamic electricity tariffs based on the forecast models.
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The Influence of Cognitive Biases
in Production Logistics
Florian Knapp
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, and Julia C. Arlinghaus

Abstract Digitalization and the transformation of industry into Industry 4.0 is
changing the character of production logistics substantially. New Logistics 4.0
technologies are largely enabling automated decision-making by machines. Human
decisions are nevertheless still required. Research shows, however, that human
decisions are often more biased and less rational than most logistics models
assume. Decision makers and decision support system designers therefore need to
understand the influence of the so-called cognitive biases on the human decisionmaking process. We contribute to the scholarship on this issue by combining the
literature streams of logistics and cognitive biases. We demonstrate the influence of
cognitive biases on human decision-making based on typical decisions in logistics
and derive initial hypotheses.

1 Introduction
Industry 4.0 or the Fourth Industrial Revolution is changing all areas of manufacturing. New technologies, such as online cyber-physical systems, the Internet
of Things (IoT), and cloud-based solutions, are transforming conventional man-
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ufacturing facilities into the so-called smart factories (Skapinyecz et al. 2018).
These technologies are enabling industry to transition to full digitalization and
smart manufacturing processes (Erol et al. 2016; Brettel et al. 2014; De Felice and
Petrillo 2012). As digitalization increases, the field of logistics is also undergoing a
major transformation (Rushton et al. 2006). Logistics is a broad field comprising the
integrated planning, implementation, and control of the flow and storage of materials
and products, services, information, energy, and other resources. This means that
every flow into, through, and out of an organization is covered from its point of
origin to its point of consumption with the aim of meeting customer demands
(Johnson et al. 1999). The transformation of traditional logistics in conjunction
with Industry 4.0 generally referred to as Logistics 4.0 offers logisticians new
opportunities to boost efficiency and cut costs and creates new opportunities through
the aforementioned digital innovations (Bamberger et al. 2017).
Figure 1 summarizes the new domains based on Logistics 4.0 and the new
opportunities these new technologies provide. No longer confined to one company,
industry or country, material, information and services will increasingly become a
global system, as the lower half of Fig. 1 indicates. The range of activities constitutes
a challenge for all businesses, though.
Logistics in general chiefly focuses on the optimization of business activities,
i.e., improving the flow and storage of inventory, goods, and services through the
supply chain (CSCMP 2021). Improving logistics performance in relation to the
aforementioned parameters requires consideration of multiple factors.
The new technologies presented in Fig. 1 are intended to enable these logistical
parameters’ complex connections and assist humans with their decision-making in
various logistics operations. Whereas logistics research has substantial experience
with these standard rational factors, it frequently overlooks human factors. Judgment
and decision-making are crucial and fundamental to the field of logistics, but
humans tend to make systematic errors when making decisions, especially when
they are encumbered by time pressure and uncertainty (Bazerman et al. 2002;
Stanovich and West 1998). Cognitive biases are the root cause of this (Tversky and
Kahneman 1974a). The phenomenon of lead time syndrome (LTS), for instance,
illustrates how biased human decision-making diminishes logistics performance.
Bendul and Knollmann (2016) identified several cognitive biases that influence
production planners in the event they are confronted by unforeseen events, such as
declining due date reliability. Planners consequently tend to adjust system parameters, such as planned lead times, in order to improve the logistics performance, albeit
this actually worsens due date reliability.
This example demonstrates the effect of cognitive biases on logistics performance and illustrates the strong interrelationship between logistics and manufacturing operations. We therefore focus on production logistics in this book chapter with
the intention of answering the following research question: Which types of decisions
in production logistics are influenced by cognitive biases and how do these biases
affect production logistics performance?
To this end, we combine the literature streams on production logistics and
cognitive biases. Considering practical examples, we map the cognitive biases
identified beforehand to decision situations typical to production logistics and
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Fig. 1 Logistics 4.0 building blocks (Skapinyecz et al. 2018)

demonstrate how they influence human decision-making. After examining the
effects of cognitive biases, we derive initial propositions for further research in this
field.

2 Literature Review
2.1 The Human Decision-Making Process and Cognitive
Biases
The human decision-making process has been the focus of research in various
fields, such as psychology and strategic and behavioral organization management. A
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Table 1 Relevant cognitive biases
Category of cognitive bias
Memory bias
Statistical bias
Adjustment bias
Presentation bias
Situational bias

Description
Group of cognitive biases related to information storage and
availability
Tendency to overestimate or underestimate certain statistical
parameters
Tendency to stick to the first information available or to a
reference point
Decision based on the display of information
The way a person responds to a general situation

decision is a situational response that consists of three parts (Tversky and Kahneman
1974a):
1. More than one possible choice of action is under consideration in the choice set.
2. The decision maker can form expectations of future events and outcomes ensuing
from each course of action, which are describable by degrees of belief or
probabilities.
3. The consequences of the possible outcomes are assessable on an evaluative
continuum determined by current goals and personal values.
The broad scope and various linked variables can make decisions in production
logistics very complex. Most decisions have to be made to optimize business
activities and, in some cases, only have an impact after a prolonged period.
Tversky and Kahneman (1974b) demonstrated that humans make systematic errors
in particular decision environments and introduced the term cognitive bias to denote
subconscious errors in human decision-making. Reflecting on cognitive biases and
their impact is essential during the decision-making process. Individuals make
irrational decisions based on their respective backgrounds, knowledge, experiences,
and attitudes (Bendul and Zahner 2019; Arlinghaus et al. 2020). We mapped
several cognitive biases from each category of the most important main groups
of Arnott’s (MacCarthy and Fernandes 2000) categorization, some of which
examined in more detail in this study, to the three decision types in production
logistics. Table 1 shows the categorization of cognitive biases effects by Arnott
(MacCarthy and Fernandes 2000) and in which decision-making area they have an
impact.

2.2 Decisions in Production Logistics
Production logistics describes planning, coordination, transportation, and similar
activities related to manufacturing. Production logistics does not function in any
set way since it is contingent on each company’s manufacturing environment and
products (Jonsson and Mattson 2003; Fleischmann et al. 2005). This concurs with
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Fig. 2 Production logistics decision areas (based on Fleischmann et al. (Arnott 2006))

Semini et al. (2006) who point out that “manufacturing logistics encompasses
aspects of several overlapping fields, including operations and production management, logistics and supply chain management, and advanced planning.” This field’s
diversity has spawned an abundance of different approaches. Some authors, such
as Chan (2005), view production planning and control as the crux of production
logistics. Others, such as Strandhagen et al. (2006), employ a modified version
of the supply chain planning matrix developed by Fleischmann et al. (Arnott
2006).
Figure 2 presents the range of production logistics that require human decisionmaking. Decision types can be categorized as strategic, tactical, and operational
based on the decision horizon. Strategic decisions typically have a long-term horizon, operational decisions a short-term horizon, and tactical decisions a mediumterm horizon.
We added the decision horizon to the supply chain planning matrix of Fleischmann et al. (Arnott 2006) and mapped the different decision types to the typical
tasks in production logistics as illustrated in Fig. 2.
Production logistics decisions are classifiable by the decision horizon introduced
(Ghiani et al. 2004). Decisions are made iteratively and hierarchically from the
strategic to the tactical and the operational level. These decision-making levels are
identified and explained with examples in Table 2 (Seifi 2011).

Monthly
Quarterly
Annually
Daily
Weekly

Tactical

Operational

Time horizon
> 1 year

Decision-making level
Strategic

Supervisors

Decision maker
Executive management
Top management
Stockholders
Middle management
Logistics engineers

Table 2 Decision-making levels with time horizon and level attributes
Decisions
Capital reduction
Cost reduction
Service-level improvement
Production planning
Resource planning
Transportation planning
Vehicle loading
Dispatching
Shipping
Warehouse routines

Large quantities of data

Data density and basis
Imprecise
Incomplete
Requires forecasts
Disaggregated
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3 Conceptual Framework of Distorted Human
Decision-Making in Production Logistics
3.1 Strategic Decisions
Memory Biases: Imaginability Bias Imaginability bias describes individuals’
assumption that events they can easily imagine are more probable. Individuals’ own
attitudes and imagination thus influence the assessment of the probability of a risk
occurrence (Taylor and Thompson 1982), A company is more likely to install an
integrated IT system to track spare parts across units if the decision maker is IT
savvy than if the decision maker is incapable of imagining such a system or any
added value from its implementation.
Adjustment Biases: Conservatism Bias Individuals that weight new information
less than initial information are displaying conservatism bias (Pompian 2012). In the
case of strategic decision this often occurs that persons stick to already known and
common solutions and avoid completely new methods. For instance, they might pay
less attention to new production logistics processes such as additive manufacturing
despite all its advantages.
Confidence Biases: Confirmation Bias The reflection of a decision maker’s
attitude in a decision stems from confirmation bias. Arguments that support
personal opinion are weighted more heavily than others that do not (Wheeler
and Arunachalam 2008). For instance, buyers might select vendors based on their
personal preferences (Table 3).
Since some of the many decisions made at the strategic level are fraught
with uncertainty, they depend on the decision maker’s skills and background. We
therefore propose:
P1: Cognitive biases related to the decision maker’s skills and background heavily
influence strategic decisions based on uncertain data.

Table 3 Cognitive biases in strategic decisions
Cognitive biases
Memory bias
• Imaginability bias
Adjustment bias
• Conservatism bias
Confidence bias
• Confirmation bias

Main decision(s) at the strategic level
Which relevant facts deserve further consideration?
Am I the best person to judge?
What changed since the last period under review?
Are there other targeted options?
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3.2 Tactical Decisions
Presentation Biases: Ambiguity Effect The ambiguity effect describes humans’
tendency to favor the seemingly simplest option over more complex options
(Ellsberg 1961). Practitioners prefer quick and easy solutions that can be found and
applied quickly. Exemplarily, the lead time syndrome shows this connection. When
facing decreasing due date reliability, the most simple looking option is to adapt
planned lead times. Other influencing effects are consequently underestimated.
Confidence Biases: Illusion of Control The illusion of control describes individuals’ tendency to overestimate their ability to solve difficult problems (Brenner et al.
1996). People tend to overestimate their own abilities as well as their own plans.
This is especially true when production and logistics parameters are monitored
insufficiently because the decision maker deems them unimportant.
Situational Biases: Ostrich Effect The ostrich effect describes people’s habit of
ignoring obviously negative information in order to advance certain (e.g., their
own) interests (Karlsson et al. 2009). For instance, the workload of a machine
that is heavily utilized but also prone to malfunction is not reduced and the risk
of jeopardizing due date reliability is ignored (Table 4).
Although the base data can be used for decisions, the decision maker’s (personal)
skills also influence decision depending on its scope. We therefore propose:
P2: Both cognitive biases that are related to personality factors and influence the
treatment of data influence medium-term decisions.

3.3 Operational Decisions
Adjustment Biases: Anchoring Effect This cognitive bias describes the treatment
of initial information as an “anchor” to which individuals hold fast (Tversky and
Kahnemann 1974). This might result in new technologies, such as automated guided
vehicles, not being considered in transportation planning, for instance.

Table 4 Cognitive biases in tactical decisions
Cognitive biases
Presentation bias
• Ambiguity effect
Confidence bias
• Illusion of control
Situational bias
• Ostrich effect

Main decision(s) at the tactical level
Which relevant facts deserve further consideration?
Are there other options that will create future added value?
Is the project, schedule or the like still realistic?
Is all information assessed equally?
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Table 5 Cognitive biases in operational decisions
Cognitive biases
Adjustment bias
• Anchoring effect
Statistical bias
• Correlation bias
Situational bias
• Complexity effect

Main decision(s) at the operational level
Which relevant facts deserve further consideration?
What changed during a period of time?
Has the correct context been factored in everywhere?
Is there useless data?

Statistical Biases: Correlation Bias Humans assessing two concurrent risks tend
to overestimate their probability of occurrence when they have occurred previously (Kahneman 2002). This is called correlation bias and makes it difficult to
identify triggers since a correlation of both risks is assumed. Process difficulties
or improvements (Event 1) are thus associated with the new solution that has
just been implemented (Event 2). Since this generates false assumptions about
correlation, it can result in incorrect assumptions, especially in the case of planning
updated daily because individuals might believe that one parameter indicates good
schedule adherence for a product, even though it has no real correlation to schedule
adherence.
Situational Biases: Complexity Effect The complexity effect describes individuals’ bias when they are under time pressure or overloaded by information (Ordonez
and Benson 1997). Their assessment of various factors’ effects and potential impact
is consequently unduly complex since they often link various parameters. This can
result in incorrect decisions, especially in conjunction with time pressure, e.g., in
replenishment because of shortages or unduly high inventory levels, and thus in
high costs for storage space or problems caused by missing material (Table 5).
Since the decision maker can access a large quantity of data at the operational
level, we propose that:
P3: As data density increases, these cognitive biases affect decisions about uncertainty, data handling, and time pressure adversely.

4 Conclusion
We identified potential decisions in production logistics and correlated them with
potential cognitive biases in order to answer to the research question introduced:
Which types of decisions in production logistics are influenced by cognitive biases
and how do these biases affect production logistics performance? After identifying
a correlation between the decision-making level and the possible type of bias, we
advanced three propositions that provide initial insights on potential correlations in
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decision-making in production logistics. A closer examination of the different levels
of production logistics reveals that the main groups of cognitive biases cannot be
assigned to specific levels in the decision-making process. Categorizing cognitive
biases based on the density of data for the potential decision would constitute a
better approach since some effects stem more from data handling and others more
from the decision maker’s personality.
Since biases correlate with multiple levels of logistics decisions, we see a need
for further research in this area. Experiments with practitioners would help assign
cognitive biases to levels and decisions better and enable drawing conclusions about
the extent to which personal or individual factors influence decisions when all
subjects have similar backgrounds and perform identical tasks.
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Abstract In today’s buyer’s markets, logistical service quality is of great importance, particularly for high-priced products. For many buyers, the automobile is the
epitome of a high-priced, individually customized product. Hence, customers expect
a high delivery service quality. Distribution logistics provides the link between the
manufacturer and the customer and is therefore responsible for providing these services. In automobile logistics, the distribution chain involves several stakeholders,
such as manufacturers, transport, and technical services providers, as well as dealers.
Seamless coordination between them is crucial. Digitalization is an inevitable means
for gaining a high level of transparency among the stakeholders. In addition,
it provides technologies for developing effective and tailor-made assistance and
control systems that support processes along the distribution chain. In recent years,
the BIBA—Bremer Institut für Produktion und Logistik GmbH has been active in
automobile logistics research and has been involved in developing several assistant
and control systems that range from relatively simple track and trace systems to
highly complex compound control systems. In this paper, we present an overview
of the developed systems and provide a vision, how recent and ongoing research
improves automobile logistics and how to further potential can be leveraged.
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1 Introduction and Motivation
1.1 Research Motivation
Automobiles constitute high-priced, custom-built consumer goods. Customers
expect a high delivery service quality when buying a new car (Klug 2018). The
delivery service is an aggregate measure of delivery time, delivery reliability,
delivery quality, and delivery flexibility (Pfohl 2010). These features influence
customer satisfaction and are thus decisive for the economic success of companies
(Seeck 2010). For car manufacturers, it is crucial to deliver vehicles to the
customers on time while also meeting quality requirements (Klug 2018; Ambe
and Badenhorst-Weiss 2010).
Ensuring a high delivery service quality is the task of distribution logistics. As the
link between production and the customer, distribution is responsible for satisfying
customer needs by providing customers with the goods they want (Ross 2015).
Overcoming the challenges listed above is particularly difficult when focal
companies dominate the order fulfillment process, as it is the case with the car manufacturers in the automotive industry (Scholz-Reiter et al. 2008). Car manufacturers
have primarily pursued the goal of optimizing their production processes, whereas
the holistic optimization of the whole value chain has been neglected (Hermes 2011;
Scholz-Reiter et al. 2008).
As a result, data for distribution planning is often transmitted to the logistics
service providers (LSP) incompletely or late. In addition, the actual number of
vehicles to be transmitted for transport on the individual routes often deviates
significantly from the planned numbers (Holweg and Miemczyk 2002). Therefore,
it is not possible to start planning and controlling the activities required for order
processing at a sufficiently early stage. Transport planning can usually only be
carried out after the end-of-line area when the vehicles are handed over to vehicle
logistics. As a result, optimization of the transports is only insufficiently possible.
A further complication exists if the logistics service providers commissioned
with distribution are inadequately connected to the manufacturers’ information
technology (IT) systems (Holweg and Miemczyk 2002). Many vehicle distribution
processes are characterized by isolated heterogeneous IT systems, where the
companies involved store their data and only forward it in parallel with the material
flow (Ruthenbeck et al. 2010). In addition, media discontinuities often occur in
the distribution network due to outdated IT systems and the lack of compliance
with standards, which generates additional efforts for data entry and thus sources of
error (Ruthenbeck et al. 2010). The externalization of logistics services (Gudehus
2010; Klug 2018; Schuh 2013) increases the need for better IT connection and
efficient interfaces between the companies involved in distribution (Scholz-Reiter
et al. 2009b).
Increasing digitalization in the context of Industry 4.0 offers the potential to
improve transparency in supply chains through real-time or near real-time data
(Musa et al. 2014; Genc et al. 2014). Industry 4.0 aims to integrate cyber-physical
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systems (CPS) in conjunction with the application of the Internet of Things in
production and logistics in order to increase competitiveness (Kagermann et al.
2013). Cyber-physical systems, the Internet of Things, and Digital Twins (Negri
et al. 2017) can achieve data availability and data quality to ensure efficient
supply chain management (Monostori 2018). The following sub-section provides
an overview of the research contribution and the structure of the chapter.

1.2 Research Contribution
In recent years, the BIBA—Bremer Institut für Produktion und Logistik GmbH, a
member of the Bremen Research Cluster for Dynamics in Logistics (LogDynamics
2021), has done extensive research on increasing information transparency at
transshipment points and across the distribution chain, using technologies related
to Industry 4.0. In addition, the research includes the development of assistance
and control systems that use similar technologies and improve planning and
control along the vehicle distribution chain. BIBA’s research work addressing the
challenges of vehicle distribution was application-driven, meaning it was carried out
from the perspective of how Industry 4.0 related technologies and systems can be
applied to the planning, control, and execution of logistic processes. The purpose
of this chapter is to provide a summary and an overview of this work, its results
achieved so far, and the resulting benefits for vehicle distribution logistics.
This chapter is structured as follows: This first section provides an introduction
to the topic. The second section describes the processes of finished vehicle logistics
and the related planning and control. The third section describes the available digital
technologies that can support transparency in distribution processes as well as their
planning and control. The fourth section describes several selected assistance and
control systems developed by or with the support of BIBA or within LogDynamics
and used digital technologies to improve the transparency of vehicle distribution
processes. The fifth section points out potential benefits and improvements in
vehicle logistics that result from these applications. The final section provides
a summary and an outlook on ongoing and future research activities in finished
vehicle logistics.

2 Finished Vehicle Logistics
2.1 Tasks of Distribution Logistics
Distribution logistics provides the link between the manufacturer and the customer
(Fig. 1). Functions include planning, managing, executing, and controlling material
and information flows between the end of production and handover to the customer
(Pfohl 2010).
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Fig. 1 Distribution logistics (adapted from Filz 1989)

Distribution logistics is divided into order processing, warehousing, and transport
(Filz 1989). From the customer’s point of view, distribution logistics is vital, as
it represents the actual service provision (Hammer and Champy 2003). Within
the distribution of finished vehicles, special features are, on the one hand, that
specialized load carriers are used and, on the other hand, that the transported goods
themselves can move. Therefore, the transport is called roll-on-roll-off (RoRo)
transport (Schukraft et al. 2018).
In the automotive sector, distribution logistics begins at the original equipment
manufacturer’s (OEM) site after the vehicle’s production has been completed and
the vehicle has successfully passed the quality inspection (Scholz-Reiter et al.
2012b). There are two alternatives to how the product can reach the customer. On
the one hand, in relatively few cases, the finished vehicles are collected from the
factory by the customers. This case is not considered further in this article. On
the other hand, the finished vehicles are prepared for transport according to their
destination and transported to a dealer via a multi-stage multi-modal transport chain.
This process makes up a significant fraction of the time from production to reaching
the owner; just the crossing from Europe to the USA takes about two weeks, while
the production takes only about one day. The distribution process involves the OEM,
transport, and technical service providers, and the dealer as stakeholders (Gudehus
2012). The transport process must run as planned because a vehicle is a highly
individualized product and is usually customized. Accordingly, another product
cannot easily substitute it if it does not arrive at the customer as planned.
Starting from the OEM’s site, logistics service providers transport the vehicles
from one transshipment point to the next. The logistics service providers have
special modes of transport at their disposal and differentiate between surface
transport (truck) and en-route transport (especially rail and ship). In long-distance
traffic, the transports for several OEMs are usually combined so that vehicles from
different manufacturers can be found on the same ship.
Figure 2 illustrates an overview of the distribution network in Europe. An
exemplary distribution chain for finished vehicles is a three-stage transport chain.
The finished vehicles leave the OEM and are transported from there by train or
truck to a transshipment point (pre-carriage). From there, a ship, train, or truck
transports the vehicles to a second transshipment point, which is as close as possible
to the destination of the vehicles (main-carriage). Afterward, the vehicles are usually
transported by truck to the dealer (on-carriage). At each transshipment point, a
quality check is carried out. In general, international vehicle distribution mainly
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Fig. 2 Exemplary distribution chains for finished vehicle distribution (adapted from Haubrich
2017)

takes place by ship. Within Europe, rail is mainly used, as it is cheaper than a truck
(Klug 2018; Herold 2005).
The transshipment points for finished vehicles play a special role in the finished
vehicle supply chain. The so-called vehicle compounds can handle several million
vehicles per year, load and unload over one thousand ships per year and store up
to 100,000 vehicles on site (Klug 2018). In addition, to storing and turning over
vehicles, technical services are often offered at the transshipment points. These
services, which can be booked at short notice, include, for example, washing and
removal of the transport protection film, installation of special equipment and
accessories, or technical modifications (Fischer 2004). This means that customer
wishes can be implemented relatively late in the process chain. In addition, slight
damage to the vehicles can be repaired immediately, and the vehicles do not have to
be transported to a repair shop or back to the OEM.
Dealers are the last point in the supply chain before the vehicle is handed over
to the customer. The delivery to the dealers is usually made by truck from the
last transshipment point (Ruthenbeck et al. 2010). The dealers are in direct contact
with the end customer, so they need to know when the vehicles will arrive at their
premises. They can inform the customers about the progress and arrange a handover
date. The next sub-section describes the processes and challenges for planning and
controlling the logistics of finished vehicles.
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2.2 Planning and Control Within Finished Vehicle Logistics
Planning and control consider the temporal, quantitative, and, if necessary, spatial aspects of production and logistics processes. Planning makes decisions on
anticipated future operations to prepare their best possible execution. For instance,
planning identifies alternative process executions, evaluates the alternative options,
and selects the best available option. Strategic, tactical, and operational planning
correspond to a long, medium, and short-term time planning horizon. Control takes
place in parallel with the processes and allows for intervention in case deviations
from the plan have occurred in the meantime (Lödding 2011).
Within the distribution of finished vehicles, many different players are involved,
and therefore, the planning and control of the entire distribution chain pose a
challenge. In terms of day-to-day coordination among the different companies,
operational planning and control levels are of particular interest. The process
starts at the manufacturers. Based on order information from the dealers, they
plan the distribution routes and monitor and coordinate the distribution along the
entire distribution chain (Klug 2018). As soon as the vehicles enter the delivery
process, the manufacturer is in contact with the logistics service providers to
exchange information about transport, service, blockings, confirmations, entry and
exit bookings, loss, damage, rework, and technical services (Schenk and Clausen
2020). However, a uniform IT system for standardized information exchange across
all companies does not exist (Schenk and Clausen 2020). All parties work with their
systems and with different levels of formality, automation, and assistance.
Vehicle compounds are of particular importance within distribution logistics
as they serve as intermediate storage facilities, deconsolidation, and consolidation
points and offer technical services (Klug 2018). Operational planning and control
of a vehicle compound involve, among others, the following tasks: (i) allocation
of loading and unloading points to specific modes of transport, (ii) parking space
allocation for the vehicles with the aim of short travel distances on the compound,
(iii) planning and control of the technical service centers, and (iv) assignment of
specific transport orders to the driving personnel (Hoff-Hoffmeyer-Zlotnik et al.
2017; Görges and Freitag 2019b). However, the information that is available to the
vehicle compounds beforehand is limited. For example, detailed information, such
as the exact number of vehicles, the required technical services, or the forwarding
travel date, might be missing. Thus, detailed planning on the level of single vehicles
is challenging, and actions often need to be taken spontaneously and in a flexible
manner (Haubrich 2017).
Vehicle compounds are located between the manufacturers and dealers (Fig. 3).
While manufacturers serve the distribution chain forecast-driven and via push
principles, the dealers’ goal is to take the finished vehicles based on demand and
thus according to the pull principle (Dias et al. 2010). As a result, the vehicle
compounds fulfill a buffer function between the automobile manufacturer and the
dealer and thus enable a particularly high degree of flexibility within the distribution
chain. However, this comes at the cost of an exceptionally high planning and control
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Fig. 3 Planning and control at vehicle compounds (adapted from Görges and Freitag 2019b)

effort for the vehicle compounds (Görges and Freitag 2019a; Görges and Freitag
2019b). Therefore, the next section describes different technologies for providing
information and enabling transparency along the distribution chain.

3 Technological Basis for Generating Transparency
In order to obtain transparency about the current status of the process chain,
corresponding data is required. This data can, for example, provide valuable
information about the current position or condition of the vehicle. From this, it can
be derived whether the process is still within the planned state or whether measures
need to be taken. Different technologies have been established to collect this data,
which will be briefly presented in the following. In addition, the standards for data
exchange are also described shortly. An overview of the presented technologies and
standards is given in Fig. 4.

3.1 Automatic Identification Technologies
Automatic identification systems are technologies for identification, data acquisition, data collection, and data transmission. The focus is on the assignment of two
independent objects. As an example, a number is assigned to a vehicle. Automatic
identification is understood to mean the automation of data input into a computer
or a communication system. This assignment, i.e., the coding, takes place by means
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Fig. 4 Overview of technologies and standards that are the basis to gain transparency

of automatic identification. In the following, barcode, OCR, and RFID are briefly
introduced, as these technologies are most frequently used in the automotive sector.

3.1.1 Barcode
The barcode is a 1D code, and the functional principle is similar to Morse code.
Accordingly, in the simplest form, there are thick bars, thin bars and spaces, which
are then interpreted into characters accordingly (Schenk 2021).
The advantages of the barcode are low label/direct marking costs, a high degree
of standardization, and a high level of integration into the logistics value chain
(Jesse and Rosenbaum 2000). Moreover, metal, water, and heat do not influence
it. The disadvantages are that a barcode requires a direct line-of-sight, is susceptible
to contamination, has low data capacity and density, and is inflexible regarding
the subsequent change (Jesse and Rosenbaum 2000). Nevertheless, they have high
acceptance in practice.

3.1.2 Optical Character Recognition
Optical character recognition (OCR) refers to automated text recognition or automatic character recognition within images. In principle, optical recording, for
example, delivers a raster graphic as a result with a camera. Text recognition aims to
recognize the characters recorded with the image and transfer them into a different
format, e.g., plain text, with which further systems can work. For example, in
the automotive sector, the vehicle identification number can be photographed and
automatically converted into a machine-readable format (Mori et al. 1992).
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3.1.3 Radio-Frequency Identification
Radio-frequency identification (RFID) is the term used for transmitter-receiver
systems. By transmitting data using radio waves, RFID enables automatic and
contactless identification on the one hand and the location of objects on the other.
An RFID system always consists of two components:
• A transponder, which is also called a tag. The tag consists of a coupling element,
a transmitting/receiving antenna, and a microchip on which data can be stored.
In the automotive sector, for example, the vehicle identification number can be
stored on the microchip.
• In addition, there is the reader, which can be permanently installed, e.g., in a gate,
or mobile, e.g., a handheld reader (Finkenzeller 2015).
RFID systems can be divided into active and passive systems. The main
difference is that in an active system, the tags have their own power supply. This
usually increases the range and accuracy. However, these systems require more
maintenance and are usually more expensive than passive systems. Passive systems
do not have their own power supply. The transponder, therefore, draws the energy
it needs from a field generated by the reader. The energy transmission and the data
transfer take place completely contactless. The passive systems are usually cheaper,
but the range and accuracy are generally lower than an active system (Finkenzeller
2015).

3.2 Location (Geopositioning) Technologies
Location finding systems can determine the location of objects in two-dimensional
or three-dimensional space. A large variety of systems for automatic location are
available, which differ in their geographical scope (or range) and their purpose
(Nait-Sidi-Moh et al. 2013).
The location of an object may be computed using different principles. Triangulation, for instance, involves forming triangles to the object from known reference
points, establishing a combination of distances and angles. In contrast, multilateration determines the distances between an object and several known reference
points (Strang et al. 2008).
Most systems use radiolocation based on the known characteristics of radio
waves (e.g., field strength or propagation speed) to encode the necessary data.
This includes measurement technologies like time-of-flight, round-trip-times, and
received signal strength (RSSI) for multi-lateration and angle-of-arrival (AoA)
estimation for triangulation. Another measurement technique is fingerprinting,
which involves comparing the RSSI or other properties of a signal with the
previously mapped local profile (fingerprint) of that same signal. For local or indoor
applications, optical technologies (like visible or infra-red light), magnetic fields, or
ultrasound may be used besides radiolocation (Strang et al. 2008).
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The geographical area for which a system offers its location service differs
very strongly between global coverage or extended regions to local coverage of a
restricted terrain and a single building.

3.2.1 Global Navigation Satellite Systems
Global navigation systems provide global or regional positioning data using satellites circling around the earth at known altitudes. Thus, they are also known as
global navigation satellite systems (GNSS). The satellites transmit their geospatial
position as well as time data by radio. Based on the received time signals of at
least four satellites within their line-of-sight, computation devices with built-in
receivers can determine their location (longitude, latitude, and altitude/elevation) to
precision within a few meters, using the Time Difference of Arrival (TDoA) method
(Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. 2008). Current operational GNSS are the American
Global Positioning System (GPS), the Russian Global Navigation Satellite System
(GLONASS), the Chinese BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS), and the
European Galileo system. The Japanese Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS)
currently enhances the accuracy of the GPS and plans to provide satellite navigation
independent of GPS in the future (Kaplan and Hegarty 2017). The Indian Regional
Navigation Satellite System (IRNSS) currently offers regional location services and
plans to expand to a global version in the long term. These systems can be used
to determine and track the location of vehicles during medium or long-distance
transports.

3.2.2 Terrestrial Systems
There are also terrestrial systems that allow locating an object within a larger area.
One example for the latter is the tracking of mobile phones through the location
areas of a telecommunications network using the cell-of-origin (COO) method,
where the location at a certain time is approximated by the circular area covered
by the cell the device is connected to (Strang et al. 2008). In addition, the extensive
installation of wireless local area networks (WLAN or Wi-Fi) and hotspots allows a
more exact location based on the identification of previously mapped WLANs and
hotspots.
Local positioning systems do not provide global coverage but have a limited
range. Therefore, they can be used for locating a vehicle on a compound. Indoor
positioning systems are optimized for use within individual buildings, where
satellite signals cannot be received. They typically offer centimeter accuracy. Some
provide orientation information, in addition to location information. Such systems
are often used in automobile production shops, e.g., at the end-of-line. For these
latter purposes, a variety of systems and technologies are in use. A well-known
technology is Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE), using beacons to emit signals. The
position can be computed via trilateration or via fingerprinting. Other systems
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are based on Long Range Wide Area Network (LoRa), Industrial, Scientific and
Medical (ISM) Band, or Ultra-Wide Band (UWB) (Zekavat and Buehrer 2019).

3.3 Communication Technologies
In addition to collecting information and locating the position of vehicles, the
forwarding of information is of particular importance. Accordingly, common communication technologies are presented below without any claim to completeness.

3.3.1 Wireless Local Area Network
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) refers to a local radio network. It is often
also called Wi-Fi. In principle, one access point is sufficient for such a radio
network. However, in order to cover larger areas, several access points are used.
The network is operated in the free frequency band at 2.4 GHz. With commercially
available transmitters, ranges of 30 to 100 meters can be achieved in the free field.
With special omnidirectional antennas, 100 to 300 meters can be covered. If the
WLAN is connected to the internet, data can be exchanged worldwide (Rech 2012).

3.3.2 Mobile Communications
Mobile radio is understood to mean the standards and regulations with which
communication takes place. There are different technologies and systems for mobile
communication. For example, the fifth-generation (5G) is currently available in
Germany and enables transmission rates of up to 10 Gbit/s. The cellular network
works similarly to a WLAN network (Pham et al. 2020). For example, the devices
connect to an access point, and the information is transported from there to the
desired recipient.
Another form of mobile communication is satellite communication. The access
points are satellites in orbit. However, this type of communication is usually
associated with high costs.

3.4 Technologies and Standards for Data Exchange
The Electronic Product Code Information Services (EPCIS) industry standard,
which has been developed by the international non-profit organization GS1, aims
to provide fine-grained data about objects, such as their position and status at a
certain time, within a certain context, across companies in value-added networks
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(GS1 EPCglobal 2016; Werthmann et al. 2016). Its primary function is to allow
tracking and tracing of objects based on historical and current event data (Tröger
2014).
Event data describes the completion of a specific business process step acting
upon one or several objects (GS1 EPCglobal 2016). It includes data about the
identity of the objects related to a visibility event (what), the location of the event
(where), the time and date of the event (when), and the reason or business context
(why) of the event. The event data may be generated by automatic identification
or localization of objects, using the already described technologies, or directly in
software systems such as enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems.
Individual objects are referenced at the instance level by a globally unique
Electronic Product Code (EPC) identifier, taking a Uniform Resource Identifier
(URI). Examples are the Serial Shipping Container Code (SSCC) or the Global
Individual Asset Identifier (GIAI). The standard provides two location types, read
points and business locations, to describe the location where an event occurred.
Both use a globally unique Global Location Number (GLN). To describe the event
time, i.e., the date and time at which the event took place, the standard uses either
local time and time zone or a globally unique UTC (Universal Time Coordinated)
timestamp. The business context includes the business step in which the event
occurs, the business state of the object(s) after the event, shipping and receiving
parties, links to relevant business transaction documents, and instance or lot level
master data.
Besides the EPCIS industry standard, another important family of independent
branch standards that can be used for the global identification of logistic objects
has been created by the ISO/IEC Joint Technical Committee 1 (JTC 1). JTC 1 is
a joint subcommittee of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). These standards fall
into three categories: A first category specifies systematic numbers for identifying
objects. One example is the standard ISO/IEC 15459, which describes a globally
unique identification number for identifying logistic units, the so-called Unique
Transport Unit Identifier (synonymously referred to as License Plate), to identify a
transport unit. The identifier consists of three components: an Issuing Agency Code
(IAC), which specifies the encoding of the license plate, a Company Identification
Number (CIN), which is issued by certified issuing agencies, and an individual
serial number. In sum, these are encoded in a maximum of 35 ciphers or capital
letters (ISO 2014). A second category includes standards for encoding data on data
carriers, which can be attached to logistic units, e.g., barcodes or RFID transponders.
Examples are Code 128, a set of symbols for high-density linear barcodes defined
in ISO/IEC 15417:2007 (ISO 2007), and ISO/IEC 18000-63, which defines a set of
parameters for air interface communications with RFID transponders at 860 MHz
to 960 MHz (ISO 2015). A third category describes standards for the exchange
of data between IT applications across company boundaries. These include United
Nations/Electronic Data Interchange for Administration, Commerce and Transport
(UN/EDIFACT) and Extensible Markup Language (XML). UN/EDIFACT is a still
widely used international standard for electronic data interchange (EDI), which pro-
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vides a set of syntax rules to structure data, an interactive exchange protocol as well
as standard messages for multi-country and multi-industry exchange (Kischporski
2017). XML is a mark-up language for encoding documents in a human-readable
and machine-readable format.
In sum, these standards allow a comprehensive encoding of data on logistic
objects, like finished vehicles, during the distribution process. Like UN/EDIFACT,
some standards are dated and, while still widely used, in the process of replacement
by newer standards.

4 Developed Assistance and Control Systems
In order to derive benefits from the technologies presented in sect. 3, the recorded
data can be processed further and integrated into assistance and control systems. The
following sub-sections give an overview of the possible functionalities and levels
of automation of assistance systems. Afterwards, assistance systems and control
algorithms for fully automated systems developed at BIBA are presented.

4.1 Possible Functionalities and Levels of Automation
Assistance systems can range from a simple, e.g., graphical representation of data,
over recommender systems that derive recommendations for specific actions to
take up to assistance systems that decide fully autonomously (Power 2002). In the
context of the research project “RFID-based Automotive Network” (Werthmann et
al. 2014), Werthmann et al. classified assistance systems with respect to finished
vehicle logistics into five categories (Werthmann et al. 2013; Werthmann et al.
2016). The categorization ranges from low IT support and complexity of the system
to high complexity and IT support (Fig. 5):
1. Level 1: Tracking and Tracing: Tracking and tracing consists of the two terms
tracking—knowing where an object is and what its status is—and tracing—
the chronological sequence of tracked events. The technology increases the
transparency within the supply chain and can prevent time-consuming search
activities for specific vehicles. In addition, the track and trace information can be
used to estimate the scheduling of subsequent events, such as the delivery date
for the customer.
2. Level 2: Reporting: This level comprises the transformation and aggregation
of the recorded data into new key figures (key performance indicators—KPI).
They can, for instance, be derived from the chronological course of events in
the distribution chain and be used for the analysis and optimization of processes.
Derived process times for certain work steps are an example of such key figures.
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Fig. 5 Categories of functionalities of assistance systems (adapted from Werthmann et al. 2013)

3. Level 3: Process Information and Trigger: This level of an assistance system
includes displaying process information for the user and automated triggering of
subsequent processes. The triggers must be based on simple rules comparable to
those that can be found in e-Kanban systems. By displaying the process information, users can adequately prepare subsequent steps, check the availability of
necessary resources, and request them if necessary.
4. Level 4: Monitoring: This level includes monitoring processes and automated
warnings when processes deviate from the target process. In the context of
finished vehicle logistics, a possible function would be a warning if certain
vehicles have not yet been released for loading or in case of a deviation of
planned and available resources. The early detection of deviations from the plan
creates scope for correcting them and prevents extensive follow-up costs.
5. Level 5: Decision Support: At the level of decision support, systems can weigh
up concrete options for the user and present a suitable selection or recommendation. For instance, a decision support system can recommend the sequence
in which technical services are applied in the rework of the manufacturer or
in service centers of a vehicle compound. Furthermore, events can be triggered
automatically, whereby the difference to level 3 is that the decision functions
are more complex and can include artificial intelligence. For instance, several
alternative options for an action can be evaluated, and the best option can be
chosen. In this way, the advantages of mathematical algorithms over manual
decisions can be made use of in terms of considered complexity and computation
speed. Furthermore, this allows for more flexibility within the distribution chain
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and prevents misdecisions. These latter systems, which no longer require any
action on the user’s part, are referred to in this article as fully automated
systems.
In the following, the systems developed at BIBA and within the LogDynamics
network are clustered into assistant systems and fully automated systems. Furthermore, it can be distinguished whether the systems can be applied at individual points
in the distribution chain and whether they are designed to be used across several
links of the distribution chain.

4.2 Assistance Systems
4.2.1 Assistance Systems at Distribution and Handling Points
Various assistance systems for automobile logistics have been developed in the past
years at BIBA. Most of them are designed for use on vehicle compounds. At this
point within the distribution chain, there is a particularly high risk for disruptions
(Schenk and Clausen 2020), and thus, assistance systems offer a valuable potential
for improvement. In the following, the developed assistance systems are presented
according to their level of automation:
Load Carrier Tracking System Load carriers are used at vehicle compounds for
loading high and heavy goods that cannot move on their own. The load carriers
do not have fixed locations, such as a depot, on the compound. Therefore, search
activities can be required to know about the status of resource availability (ScholzReiter et al. 2010a; Lampe 2012). The load carrier tracking system offers a user
interface that displays the current locations of the load carriers on a digital map of
the compound. In order to track the location, RFID, WLAN, and GPS technology
are employed (Scholz-Reiter et al. 2009c; Scholz-Reiter et al. 2010b). The load
carriers are equipped with RFID tags, and the tug masters that transport the load
carriers are equipped with an RFID reader and a GPS receiver. When a load carrier
is parked, the tug master sends its GPS position and the ID of the transported load
carrier via WLAN to a database. From there, the user interface obtains the data
to display the load carriers on the map. The users can apply filter functions to
search for specific load carriers. In addition, the system offers possibilities to support
maintenance and inventory processes and billing processes as the load carriers are
owned by different players that receive compensation when their carrier is in use
(Scholz-Reiter et al. 2010a; Scholz-Reiter et al. 2009a). The system by itself is a
tracking system and offers potential for higher levels of assistance.
Passive Real-Time Locating System This location system is based on the Mojix
system, which is a terrestrial system for both indoor and outdoor use and uses
passive RFID transponders for localization. It can be deployed in technical rework
processes at the manufacturer or in technical service centers on vehicle compounds.
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A tracking function informs the worker in which zone (e.g., at which technical
station) a vehicle is located or how busy the stations are. On the one hand, the
workers save time finding a particular vehicle. On the other hand, the increase in
transparency on the utilization of the technical stations allows to improve the overall
capacity utilization (Werthmann et al. 2016). The overview on capacity utilization
is particularly suitable for process steps that can be freely arranged regarding their
sequence. A possible strategy, in this case, is always to choose that process step
next for which technical stations offer the shortest waiting time. A simulation study
shows that by doing so, the inventories at the stations, the throughput times, and the
latter’s predictability are reduced compared to the case in which the process steps
keep a fixed order. The extent of this effect depends on the average utilization of
the stations. The higher the utilization rate, the greater the advantage of the location
system (Werthmann et al. 2012). The passive real-time location system corresponds
to a level-1-assistance system. In perspective, the transparency provided by the
location function can be combined with an automated control system, which detects
delays at an early stage and adjusts subsequent processes accordingly (Scholz-Reiter
et al. 2012b).
Warehouse Management System This software system can manage warehouses
and technical services on a vehicle compound and control the movements of the
vehicles on the compound. It allows tracking and tracing functions so that the
vehicles’ current location, status, and history are available. Furthermore, the system
determines process times in order to improve future processes on the vehicle
compound and thus offers reporting functions. Therefore, the system is a level-2assistance system (Werthmann et al. 2013; Werthmann et al. 2016). The input to
the system can be realized via interfaces to the “Mobile Gate” and “easy Tracing
System” which are both presented below.
Mobile Gate The Mobile Gate is a gate equipped with RFID technology to identify
passing vehicles (Werthmann et al. 2016). It can be set up at changing positions on
a compound. This flexibility is particularly advantageous for loading or unloading
ships, as they can dock in different areas. The system requires vehicles to be
equipped with RFID tags. The gate then identifies them as they pass through
and verifies that the vehicle is being unloaded at the correct port or loaded onto
the correct ship. The gate can also generate EPCIS events stored in a higherlevel information system (InfoBroker, see sub-sect. 4.2.2). In addition, the next
destination of the vehicle on the compound is shown to the driver. By showing this
information, the next process step, the driving process, is triggered (Werthmann et
al. 2013). The system is thus a level-4-assistance system.
Easy Tracing System The easy Tracing System (eTS) is a wearable computing
system used by the drivers on a vehicle compound. It consists of (i) a sensor box
with an RFID reader, a Bluetooth module and a microcontroller, (ii) a mobile phone
with GPS, Wi-Fi, a GPRS module, and a touch screen, (iii) a proximity sensor,
(iv) an RFID antenna, and (v) batteries for energy supply (Fig. 6; Bleisteiner et
al. 2014; Mrugala et al. 2008). Via the mobile phone screen, a driving order and
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Fig. 6 Easy Tracing System

the corresponding vehicle identification number (VIN), origin, and destination are
displayed to the driver. As soon as the driver sits down in the vehicle, the proximity
sensor is activated, and the vehicle is identified via the RFID components. Next, it
is checked whether it is the correct vehicle. When the driver leaves the vehicle, the
geo-position is determined, and it is checked whether it corresponds to the correct
destination. The position is then transmitted to a database via Wi-Fi (Werthmann et
al. 2016). With the trigger and monitoring functions, the eTS is a level-4-assistance
system (Werthmann et al. 2013).
Multi-Touch Table Assistance System This assistance system, developed by
Hoff-Hoffmeyer-Zlotnik et al. (2020a), displays the current situation of a vehicle
compound on a multi-touch table. It is meant to be used by planners of the
compound, and the display shows a map of the compound, which indicates the level
of occupancy for all parking areas. In additional information boxes, it displays the
occupancy of the quays and tracks and shows status reports of current processes.
Furthermore, the users can filter for vehicles assigned to certain processes, such as
loading or unloading processes. These vehicles get highlighted at their position on
the compound. Several planners can operate the multi-touch table at the same time.
This assistance system is a level-3-assistance system due to displaying the process
information.
Simulation-Based Planning Tool The planning tool is based on the same multitouch table as described in the previous paragraph. In this setting, the vehicle
compound planners can define various medium-term planning scenarios via the
multi-touch table. An integrated simulation environment evaluates those in return
(Hoff-Hoffmeyer-Zlotnik et al. 2017). Parameters that can be evaluated are order
volume, personnel and area planning for the next few weeks to months. The tool
presents the results to the planners in graphical form. The planners can retrieve the
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specific results for different points in time via a slide controller (Hoff-HoffmeyerZlotnik et al. 2020a). As the planning tool has complex simulation software and the
simulation of the scenarios goes beyond human planning capabilities, it can be seen
as a Decision Support System on level 5.

4.2.2 Assistance Systems for Use Across the Distribution Chain
Cross-Company Planning and Scheduling Tool The cross-company planning
and scheduling tool is a software that aims at improving coordination between compound service providers, technical service providers, and transport service providers
(Scholz-Reiter et al. 2009d; Scholz-Reiter and Meinecke 2010). It involves two
parts: transportation planning and order sequence planning. Based on the input
of the dealer’s orders, the tool proposes truck tours. For the proposition of the
tours, the tool takes the transport duration, the transportation capacity, the remaining
transit time, and the place of delivery into account. The transport service providers
receive the suggestions, and they can revise them if necessary. The final formation
is forwarded back to the planning and scheduling tool. Subsequently, it proposes a
processing sequence for the technical service centers. The sequence is planned via
backward scheduling, and the aim is to ensure that the vehicles of the same tour
leave the technical service center at the same time. This also allows to lower the
size of the dispatching area, the trucks’ waiting time, and the duration of the loading
processes. The technical service centers receive the proposals and can edit them
in case needed. This completes the planning process. As such, the cross-company
planning and scheduling tool is a level-5-assistance system. A simulation study
shows an improvement of all considered key factors compared to the situation where
the tool is not used. The tool lowers the average utilization of disposition area and
increases the average load factor, the average on time delivery, the average number
of carrying truck tours, and the average number of transported vehicles (ScholzReiter and Meinecke 2011).
InfoBroker The InfoBroker is a system that allows for the cross-company
exchange of event data in a standardized form. The event data are, for instance,
RFID-generated events along the distribution chain. The underlying standard is
EPCIS. The event data gives information on which object was identified at which
time at what place for what reason (Werthmann et al. 2016). The system allows to
integrate local InfoBroker instances into networks. At the same time, an important
feature is a security system that prevents unauthorized access to sensitive data.
The companies are categorized according to their role, e.g., manufacturer, logistic
service provider, or dealer. Depending on their role, they can receive certain event
data and are in charge of supplying certain event data (Brandwein et al. 2013). By
regulating the exchange of information based on the company’s role, it is ensured
that companies only receive information that they are authorized for.
Moreover, the data exchange is limited to information relevant for decisionmaking. Within the companies’ IT structure, the information of the InfoBroker can
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be forwarded to assistance systems that further process the data according to the
companies’ needs (Werthmann et al. 2013). Therefore, the InfoBroker is not an
assistance system by itself but can act as a valuable basis for such systems.
Integration Portal The integration portal is a track and trace system that spans
across the entire distribution chain and is based on the InfoBroker described
in the previous paragraph (Werthmann et al. 2013). Filter functions allow for
requesting status information to vehicles, transports, processes, and installed parts.
The corresponding vehicles are displayed on a map.
Sensor-Based Product Information Platform This platform allows monitoring
the status and logistical quality of products and product components within supply
and distribution chains. The platform integrates geolocation, mobile sensors, and
telecommunication technologies to record the geolocation of transports as well
as quality-relevant environmental influences on the products, e.g., humidity and
temperature. Cloud-based digital services analyze the collected sensor data and
issue warnings in case of undesirable events, like quality impairments or delivery
delays (Teucke et al. 2018; Servos et al. 2020). To facilitate exchange of quality
related event-based data across company boundaries, expressions for the exchange
of sensor and quality data have been added to the EPCIS standard. The platform is
a level-4-assistance system.

4.3 Control Algorithms for Fully Automated Systems
4.3.1 Distinguishing Features
Several control algorithms have been developed and evaluated in the past years at
BIBA that are the basis for control systems on vehicle compounds. These control
algorithms use complex decision rules to make fully autonomous decisions about
ongoing processes. The objectives of the algorithms are the allocation of parking
spaces, the processing order within technical service centers, and the allocation
of driving and transport orders to drivers and shuttles. The approaches follow
decentralized, centralized, or hybrid control paradigms. Decentralized approaches
have the advantage of being able to make use of swarm intelligence. That means
they can achieve good system behavior via simple decision rules evaluated within
each logistic object (Hongler et al. 2010). Centralized methods can either follow
simple rules, such as FIFO. In those cases, they are believed to be outperformed by
decentralized approaches. On the other hand, centralized approaches allow for the
implementation of complex optimization problems and thus for optimal solutions
(Hongler et al. 2010). Hybrid approaches strive to combine the advantages of both.
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4.3.2 Control Algorithms at Distribution and Handling Points
Agent-Based Assignment System for Parking Spaces The approach for agentbased assignment of parking spaces on a vehicle compound is a decentrally
organized negotiation mechanism. The negotiation happens between the logistic
objects, i.e., the vehicles and the parking spaces. The goal of the vehicles is to
find the parking space with the shortest possible total travel time to the parking
space and from there to the subsequent destination. The goal of the parking spaces
is the highest possible occupation. The system can be implemented using RFID,
GPS, and IC technologies where the components are to be combined similarly to
the easy tracing system described in sub-sect. 4.2 (Böse 2012). A simulation study
compares the agent-based assignment mechanism to a central control approach in
which the vehicles are assigned to a parking space according to fixed priority rules
whereby the priority is not necessarily linked to the length of the travel distances.
Using the agent-based negotiation approach, the travel times per vehicle decreased
by 26 seconds. In sum, this results in a time saving of 112 working days per year for
the compound (Böse and Windt 2007; Böse et al. 2008).
Hybrid Control System for Parking Space Allocation The hybrid control system
is an extension of the agent-based approach described above. The hybrid control
combines two modules: on the one hand, a module for the agent-based, decentralized parking space allocation, and on the other hand, a module for centralized
control of parking space allocation that acts according to priority rules (ScholzReiter et al. 2011). The advantage of the decentralized control module is short
travel times. The advantage of the centralized control module is a higher degree
of sorting within the parking areas enabling shorter delivery times for subsequent
processes. A switching unit that activates the two control modules depending on the
situation on the compound aims to combine the advantages of both approaches. A
simulation study shows that the hybrid control actually achieves similarly low values
for the vehicles’ travel times as the decentralized module. In terms of sorting, the
hybrid control system achieves values between centralized and decentralized control
modules but closer to that of centralized control (Scholz-Reiter et al. 2012a).
Autonomous Control Methods for Process Control Simulation studies investigate the throughput of vehicles through a vehicle compound and compare it for
different autonomous control methods (Windt et al. 2010; Becker and Windt 2011).
The studies view two processes on the compound: the selection of a parking space
(storage process) and the subsequent optional passage through a technical service
center (manufacturing process). Four variants of the scenario are set up, and control
algorithms from the domain of autonomous control, self-control, multi-agent-based
methods, smart systems, and decentralized control are used. These are compared
against two benchmark methods. The standard benchmark method provides a fixed
order of priorities regarding the selection of parking spaces, whereby the priority
differs for vehicles with and without options for technical services. The technical
service stations are visited in a fixed order. As a second benchmark scenario,
a random method is implemented. Parking spaces and the order in which the
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vehicles pass through the technical service center are randomly selected according
to a uniform distribution. The key performance indicators are average time to
parking and average parking utilization (storage process) as well as average total
treatment time of a vehicle and average due date reliability (manufacturing process).
The simulation studies show that the autonomous methods can outperform the
benchmark methods but that none of the autonomous methods dominates all other
methods overall key figures and scenarios.
Combined Optimal Control System for Order Assignment and Shuttle Routing
The combined optimal control system for order assignment and shuttle routing is
designed for the utilization on a vehicle compound where shuttles are operating to
transport handling employees to their subsequent order. A control algorithm assigns
driving orders to handle employees and transport orders to shuttles. Furthermore,
it coordinates the routing of the shuttle buses. The control algorithm is based on a
central control approach that acts via combined optimization. The aim is to achieve
the fastest possible processing of all driving orders. The technical implementation
is based on a server and smartphones with GPS positioning, an indoor positioning
system and WLAN. The server hosts the control algorithm and communicates with
the smartphones via WLAN. An app informs the handling employees and shuttle
drivers about their next orders. Furthermore, a GPS module on smartphones locates
the vehicles when they are parked at their destination. A geofencing system is
employed to check whether the correct destination has been reached. If not, the
handling employee is informed about the mismatch (Hoff-Hoffmeyer-Zlotnik et
al. 2020a). Inside parking racks, where GPS positioning does not work due to the
metallic surroundings, a Wi-Fi Round Trip Time-based indoor positioning system is
set up (Jathe et al. 2019). Overall, two routing options are available for routing
the shuttles: branch-and-bound routing and FIFO routing. The variants differ in
terms of waiting times for the shuttles and travel time in the shuttles. However,
both offer similar efficiency for processing transfer orders (Hoff-Hoffmeyer-Zlotnik
et al. 2020b). Current research works on extending the control algorithm by artificial
intelligence modules. The aim is that a combination of critic and actor neural
networks make suitable initial guesses for the solution of the optimization problem
such that computation time can be saved.
Compound Control System The compound control system is based on the
combined optimal control system for order assignment and shuttle routing described
above and is currently under development at BIBA. The aim is to extend the system
to make it usable for driving orders that start or end within deep-sea ships or
enclosed train wagons. Within these modes of transportation, usual Wi-Fi coverage
and GPS signal are not available due to the metallic surrounding. The research
aims to develop a system that allows for data transfer into and out of the ships
and trains such that status reports and new orders can be transmitted. The aimedfor technology is ad-hoc mesh networks based on LoRa Lite technology that spans
between the drivers and shuttle drivers within the ship/train. At least one driver
or shuttle driver that is in contact with the Wi-Fi network on the compound must
always be included to connect the mesh network to the main system. Moreover, two
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mobile applications are under development in this project: Firstly, an application
that integrates the stevedores into the compound control systems and allows them
to share the stowage plan with the system and request specific vehicles in real-time
during the process of loading. Secondly, a mobile application that integrates special
cases into the compound control system.
The following section provides BIBA’s vision of a transparent finished vehicle
distribution chain under adaptive planning and control. The section describes how
the presented assistance and control systems contribute to this vision and gives a
retrospective on BIBA’s research contribution in this field.

5 Towards Automobile Logistics 4.0
The vision developed during BIBA’s research activities in vehicle distribution
processes emphasizes two main points: (1) full transparency of the vehicle distribution chain and (2) fully adaptive planning and control of the vehicle distribution
chain. After describing both, the section will present a retrospective on the general
trajectory of BIBA’s research and future prospects.

5.1 Vision 1: Fully Transparent Vehicle Distribution Chain
Digital, Industry 4.0-related technologies can increase transparency for the various
processes along the vehicle distribution chain. BIBA’s vision of a fully transparent finished vehicle distribution chain that integrates the described technologies,
systems, and solutions and makes use of them in a comprehensive manner is
shown in Fig. 7: Auto-identification systems based on technologies like RFID or
barcode can identify each vehicle at each station in a timely manner. Individually
adapted location systems using either satellite-based or terrestrial technologies can
determine the vehicles’ current locations, either during a long-distance transport or
within a limited area, like a vehicle compound or a production shop. These systems
can transfer their data automatically to databases that allow data storage of the
vehicles during each process step. Standardized information transfer mechanisms,
like EPCIS and the InfoBroker, enable efficient data transfer across company
boundaries. As a result, more, better, and timelier information is available for every
operation.
This transparency gain results in processes that are more efficient and less
wasteful. For example, a local information system, like the Easy Tracing System,
can immediately give a warning signal when a driver tries to park a vehicle at a
wrong (unauthorized) parking area on a vehicle compound. Moreover, the system
stores the chosen parking position. Consequently, the frequent searches for vehicles
on compounds that require high workforce capacities and thus cause high costs can
be substantially reduced.
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Fig. 7 Vision of a transparent finished vehicle distribution chain

In addition, the increased transparency allows better planning and control of
logistics operations. If crucial data is missing, it cannot be considered for planning
and control. If data is wrong or obsolete, planning or control will be erroneous as a
result. In any case, planning and control will be sub-optimal.

5.2 Vision 2: Adaptive Planning and Control of Vehicle
Distribution Chains
In addition to benefits from increased transparency, planning, and control processes
themselves become better by using digital technologies. Automated planning and
control processes supported by modern information processing technologies and
based on suitable methods and algorithms can handle higher system complexity
than previous methods primarily based on manual execution. Planning horizons can
be extended further into the future, while planning cycles can be run more often.
As a result, planning horizon and planning cycle times can be adapted to specific
problems and situations.
Concerning the comprehensiveness of planning and control systems, two different developmental trajectories become possible: On the one hand, seamless
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information flow between different processes enables the collaborative and parallel
planning of the different links and the integrated planning across the whole
distribution chain. This global planning of the distribution chain, as exemplified by
the cross-company planning and scheduling tool, allows a better overall planning
solution than the isolated planning of each link with only rudimentary consideration
of adjacent processes.
On the other hand, digital technologies allow delegation of previously centralized planning or control functions to individual elements of a system. Here, the
concept of autonomous control allows, for instance, the decentralized assignment
of parking spaces, or service times, based on negotiations of agents representing
logistic objects, like vehicles, parking areas, and service stations. Such autonomous
decision-making can relieve overall planning systems of unnecessary detail planning and make vehicle distribution systems more robust to better cope with high
complexity and dynamics. Furthermore, hybrid approaches, such as the Hybrid
control system for parking space allocation, allow combining the strengths of both
autonomous control and central planning and control.

5.3 Retrospective on the Research and Future Prospects
The general course of research started with addressing more straightforward
problems and developing basic but adequate solutions and proceeded towards more
complex problems and solutions. For instance, the design of assistance systems
started with the simpler Load carrier tracking system, using RFID, WLAN, and
GPS technology to display locations of load carriers on the compound. The easy
Tracing System, as an intermediate system, included a sensor box with an RFID
reader, a Bluetooth module and a microcontroller, a mobile phone (with GPS, WiFi, a GPRS module, and touch screen), a proximity sensor, an RFID antenna and
batteries for energy supply. The most recent technical solution for locating vehicles,
shuttles, and drivers on a vehicle compound combines a server, GPS positioning, an
indoor positioning system, WLAN, and smartphones.
A similar course can be observed with regard to planning and control solutions.
These started from a relatively simple, agent-based parking space allocation to cars,
then added additional autonomous control solutions for service center operations.
The most recent planning and control solutions integrate online simulation to
evaluate medium-term planning alternatives or combine order assignment and
shuttle routing using optimization methods. In order to achieve the best possible
overall solution, these recent developments are not based on autonomous objects
processing local information but rather on using ICT to provide accurate information
on the current state of the terminal as a whole. In addition, increased emphasis is
put on making the automatically computed data available to human planners via
sophisticated interfaces for human–machine interaction.
Due to their particular importance as focal points within the distribution network
and their sheer size, vehicle compounds have so far been the object of most attention
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and research activities. Consequently, most of the described systems and solutions
address vehicle compound operations. This is particularly the case for assistance
systems that allow higher automated or more efficient local processes. In addition,
this may set a topic for future research activities to transfer assistance systems
developed for vehicle compounds to use at other links of the distribution chain,
such as the smaller storage yards of dealers. Several solutions are available for
improving the planning and control across the distribution chain. Thus, future
research can address the challenge to integrate local assistance systems with these
more comprehensive solutions.
The newly developed systems have to be integrated into the existing, very
heterogeneous IT infrastructures of the OEMs, LSP, vehicle compound operators,
and dealers. The large variety of different and often mutually incompatible IT
systems renders integration across the vehicle distribution chain very challenging.
A first solution to this problem requires proper, standardized interfaces for data
exchange. Often, a standardized interface for data exchange, such as the InfoBroker,
may be sufficient. In other cases, closer functional integration may be required.
Another possibility may be the usage of cloud computing systems.
The final motive of introducing digital systems is economic profit. Several
potentials to leverage economic profit by reducing costs or increasing customer
satisfaction have already been mentioned. In addition, increased digitalization offers
potentials for new business models that may open up new revenue streams for
the companies involved in vehicle distribution. For instance, the increased data
available may allow fact-based evaluation and benchmarking of different transport
routes and relations, allowing the long-term strategic optimization of vehicle
distribution networks. Another business model is using transparency data to improve
insurance and security systems. The tracking and tracing systems allow a factbased and automated allocation of responsibility for vehicle damage cases. This
may reduce the high costs associated with damage classification and allocation. In
addition, vehicle distributors may sell data to insurance companies, which allows
the definition of insurance conditions better adapted to actual risks.

6 Summary and Outlook
BIBA and its project partners have developed a broad range of planning and
control methods and assistance systems in the past years that span across the entire
finished vehicle distribution chain and lend valuable support to the stakeholders
of the distribution process. With minor adaptations, the majority of the methods
and systems can become useful for different stakeholders and stages within the
distribution network. Many methods and systems developed for use on vehicle
compounds can handle operations of OEMs or dealers as well. Often, simplified
versions should be sufficient for these stakeholders.
With continuing advances in mobile computation and location technologies,
further progression of the developed systems is possible (Fig. 8). Current research
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Fig. 8 Line of development in transparency and decision support systems within the finished
vehicle distribution chain

shows that existing systems can be extended to additional groups of workers or
further processes, such as stevedores or loading and unloading vehicles. Moreover,
mobile applications offer significant potential for the digitalization of processes.
This prevents, on the one hand, media disruptions and associated errors. On the
other hand, data can be shared in real-time with adjacent processes and, if handy,
with the entire distribution chain.
The advances in the field of artificial intelligence offer further potential for even
better support. Assistance systems and fully automated systems can be improved for
better recommendations based on more intelligent planning and control methods and
decision rules that no longer need to be implemented manually. This opens up a new
era of assistant and recommender systems, which can adapt to dynamic changes in
vehicle distribution services.
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15 Years of Intelligent Container
Research
Reiner Jedermann

and Walter Lang

Abstract Food losses in the cool chain, which are mostly caused by temperature
deviations, can be reduced by remote monitoring of transport conditions. The project
‘Intelligent Container’ was begun 15 years ago to provide the necessary sensor
system, communication and automated evaluation of data. If transport and delivery
planning are adjusted according to the actual quality or the predicted remaining
shelf life, more products arrive with sufficient quality at the customers. This paper
summarizes the project results and highlights current trends in industrial application
and research, such as commercial remote container monitoring and standards for
data exchange, sub-GHz communication, the increasing availability of biological
and computational fluid dynamics models and digital twins. Open research topics
include the development of specialized sensors. To overcome obstacles hindering
the industrial application of sensor quality monitoring, we suggest a gradual
approach, with lower company resources required for the first action points. Food
losses can be reduced, even if the complete system, including permanent remote
access and adaptive stock rotation, is not applied.

1 Introduction
Fifteen years ago, we set our research focus on the ‘Intelligent Container’ as a means
to mitigate food losses caused by temperature abuse and deviating environmental
conditions during logistic operations. The Intelligent Container provides remote
monitoring to detect transport problems as early as possible and predict resulting
effects on food quality, using the length of the remaining shelf life as a scale. The
container operates as an autonomous system by predicting the shelf life condition
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in which the product will arrive at the destination point. If it is foreseeable that the
product will not arrive with sufficient quality, a warning message will be generated.
The loss of food quality is a gradual process, often hidden to visual inspection
until it is too late (Nunes et al. 2014), i.e. manual quality inspections at the end of
a transport process will often not reveal the effects of previous harmful temperature
conditions. Later in the distribution centre, at the retailer or even at the private
customer, the product will decay long before its printed use-by date.
The means to reveal such invisible losses is to calculate the shelf life based on the
product’s temperature and sensory history. This approach can be well integrated into
warehouse management. According to the first-expires-first-out (FEFO) principle,
products with a low shelf life are assigned to nearby destinations, and products with
high shelf lives are held back for longer transport routes. By using this intelligent
stock rotation, the effects of deviating transport conditions, often not visible from
the outside, can be mostly compensated, and more products arrive at the customer
with a quality level above the acceptance threshold. A survey in (Jedermann et al.
2014a) showed that this approach could reduce losses of highly perishable products
by 8% to 14% of the total transported volume.

1.1 Outline
In this paper, we will provide a short overview of the project history and present
the most important findings. International research and industrial applications have
further advanced since the completion of our field tests on ocean vessels in 2013.
We summarize these current developments and analyze obstacles that still hinder
the broad application of the FEFO concept. Finally, we list three subsequent action
points by which companies can begin to reduce losses and mitigate temperature
problems, even if only a small budget and resources are available.

1.2 Project History
There are several reasons to fix the birth of the Intelligent Container to the year
2006, although the term was used previously and the Collaborative Research
Centre SFB637 on autonomous logistic processes began two years earlier. A first
study with three industrial partners on the magnitude of temperature deviations
began in 2006, founded by an internal budget of the Bremen Research Cluster for
Dynamics in Logistics (LogDynamics). In the same year, a small-scale demonstrator
was presented at the Hannover trade fair (Fig. 1). The webpage http://www.
intelligentcontainer.com/ was registered, and the first journal paper was published
(Jedermann et al. 2006).
The transfer of research results to the industry was started in 2008 by a
sub-project of the SFB637 with three companies: Cargobull, a provider of truck
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Fig. 1 Model container (1:8) for demonstration purposes (Jedermann et al. 2007a). The initial
concept included the following steps: New freight items are scanned by RFID (left). Sensor nodes
supervise the environmental conditions (middle). The processing module (right) calculates shelf
life prediction

Fig. 2 Full-size prototype of the intelligent container and research team of Bremen University
Bremen

telematics, Rungis Express, a delicacy food trading company, and Dole Fresh Fruit
as an importer for bananas. Tests for the wireless sensor monitoring of bananas in
ocean containers commenced in 2009 (Fig. 2). In 2010, the cooperation broadened
to an Innovation Alliance with 15 industrial and 6 research partners, leading to
the publication of a dedicated theme issue on ‘Intelligent Food Logistics’ in 2014
(Jedermann et al. 2014a). Subsequent projects covered the analyses of airflow
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Fig. 3 Main elements of the cooling chain for bananas (see text for details)

conditions in cold storage warehouses by wireless anemometers (Hartgenbusch et
al. 2020), the detection of ethylene by micro-fabricated gas sensors (Sklorz et al.
2012a,b) and the detection of fungi spores (Papireddy Vinayaka et al. 2016).

1.3 The Banana Chain
Most of our experimental work was dedicated to bananas. We carried out five
test transports with a sensor and communication-equipped container. Bananas were
harvested green in Central America, packed into boxes, stacked to pallets, stowed
to reefer containers, trucked to the harbour and shipped to Europe (Fig. 3). Bananas
were stowed ‘warm’ to the container. Cooling began when the container was
connected to a power supply at the harbour in Central America. In Europe, the
pallets were stored in a climatized warehouse for a few days or weeks and trucked
to a ripening facility in Germany. There, the conversion from starch to sugar
with the outside colour change from green to yellow was initiated by exposure to
ethylene gas. Commercial ripening is only feasible with completely green bananas;
otherwise, it is not possible to achieve uniform good quality. Bananas must arrive
at the ripening facility before their green life ends. We monitored the process from
stowing the pallets to the container until the completion of the ripening process.

2 Findings
Our project results cover various fields, from sensor development, electronics and
communication to biological research and logistic models.
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2.1 Omnipresence of Temperature Deviations
Although we have only anecdotical evidence, we tend to say that, ‘Wherever you
measure temperature, you find deviations’. During our very first temperature data
logger test in a refrigerated delivery truck, we observed a strange spike. Later, we
learned that the cooling unit had run out of oil, but the driver was able to fix it after
an hour.
Particularly in smaller companies, awareness of maintaining correct temperatures
without interruption is lacking. A supplier of meat agreed on participating in a
temperature monitoring study. Thus, he proved himself guilty of not cooling during
transport from slaughterhouse to depot. He was banned from the suppliers’ list by
the import company with the consequence that we had to adapt microbiological
models to another meat product in our project.
The average temperature over two weeks’ transportation of bananas in ocean
containers was between 2.5 ◦ C and 4.9 ◦ C above the setpoint during our tests
(Jedermann et al. 2019). The deviations of the average container temperature are
overlaid with temperature heterogeneity in vertical and horizontal directions (Fig.
4). The vertical temperature mostly follows a regular pattern with an increase of
approximately 1 ◦ C from the lowest to the sixth box layer on the pallet. Further,
upward to the eighth top layer, temperature slightly decreases due to additional
cooling by the horizontal flow of return air.
Deformations of containers and pallets of several centimetres from an ideal
cuboid shape cause an irregular distribution of gap diameters and airflow. Thus,
the horizontal temperature pattern is rather erratic. For new, up-to-date equipment,
we observed a horizontal variation 1.5 ◦ C, with higher values for older containers.

Fig. 4 Average temperature during an ocean transport of bananas in March 2011 with a temperature setpoint of 14.4 ◦ C. Crosses mark the sensor positions. Temperature on the slice planes was
interpolated by Kriging
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A 12-year-old container required more than double the time to cool to a stable
temperature, and after two weeks’ cooling, it was still 1.5 ◦ C above the setpoint
(Jedermann et al. 2014c).
Temperature fluctuations over the length of the container can be analyzed using a
variogram (Jedermann et al. 2011). Measurement points with a distance larger than
the variogram range only contribute to the common average but have no further
statistical relation. To capture the spatial temperature profile, the sensor distances
must be less than the variogram range. For banana containers, we estimated a
variogram range between 1.13 and 1.65 meters (Jedermann et al. 2011).
Other authors found temperature variations of similar magnitude, e.g., Pelletier
et al. (2011) observed a temperature increase of 4.5 ◦ C after 5 days of truck
transportation. According to a survey by Ndraha et al. (2018), temperature limits
were overstepped in 13.6% to 58% of transports.
During a truck transport of grapes in Brazil, a 4 to 11 ◦ C temperature variation
was observed (Oliveira et al. 2021). Humidity varied from 60% to 98%. The shelf
life differed by a factor of almost two depending on the calculated mass loss.
Human and machinery failure can cause much higher temperature abuse than the
above-described variations on regular transports. The most important reasons for
claims are, according to (Castelein et al. 2020), reefer unit malfunction and power
failures, followed by failing to cool products before stowing (hot stuffing), incorrect
temperature setpoint, poor packing and poor cargo quality at loading. Delays at
transhipment, leaving pallets without cooling at the platform, is another serious
cause of temperature variation (Nunes et al. 2014), particularly due to an insufficient
workforce at peak seasons.

2.2 Necessity of Sub-GHz Communication and Gateway
Translating a laboratory system into a real-world test is always cumbersome. One
of our most challenging experiences was that 2.4 GHz wireless sensors do not work
if placed between bananas. A later theoretical model, tuned by our experimental
data on signal strength, showed that 2.4 GHz radio waves are attenuated by −62 dB
per meter by packed bananas (Jedermann et al. 2014b). Communication was only
possible over a maximum distance of 50 cm. This problem can be solved by
switching to sub-GHz radio modules. For 866 MHz, the attenuation drops to
−8.3 dB/m and for 433 MHz to −2.2 dB/m. Sub-GHz sensors with Lora, Dash7 and
proprietary protocols were successfully tested to penetrate a stack of apple crates
over 2 to 5 meters (Jedermann et al. 2018).
Not only water-containing food products but also the metal hull of containers
hinder radio communication. Penetration of a metal box requires high radio power,
which is not feasible for battery-powered devices. The recommended solution
consists of a gateway that connects the low-power internal wireless network with
external communication. This gateway can also be connected to the power supply
of the cooling unit and has, therefore, a higher energy budget for communication.
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The freight supervision unit in our Intelligent Container links the internal wireless sensor network with external Wi-Fi, GSM and Iridium satellite communication.
It also provides a platform to calculate shelf life models and generate warning
messages. The functionality of the system could be verified in several field tests.

2.3 Shelf- and Green-Life Models
Understanding the complete kinetics of the chemical and enzymatic reactions causing quality and shelf life loss is not practical. Laboratory data are typically limited to
external attributes such as colour, firmness and weight loss. The dependency of these
attributes to the sample’s temperature history can be modelled by using a simplified
approach:
The product has an initial budget of shelf life after harvest. A certain amount is
subtracted every day, depending on the temperature. At optimal conditions, one day
of shelf life is lost per day of transportation. The loss per day (LPD) is accelerated
by deviating transport conditions. The simplest form of the LPD is given by an
exponential function of temperature, or it can be more accurately calculated by
the Arrhenius Law for reaction kinetics (Jedermann et al. 2014c). By switching
from a day-wise calculation to an integral form, arbitrary temperature curves can be
used as input for the shelf life model as in our model for the green life of bananas
(Jedermann et al. 2014c).
The model assumes that a temperature deviation at the beginning of the cool
chain has the same effect as a deviation of the same height and length at the end
of the chain or two separate deviating events with both half lengths. In the latter
case, more temperatures fluctuations can lead to condensation and, thus, increased
bacterial growth.
More elaborate models attempt to predict the change of quality attributes by using
temperature-dependent differential equations for the concentration and activity of
enzymes, e.g., models developed by the Frisbee project for apples and packed
cooked ham (Gwanpua et al. 2015). The model for apples also includes the influence
of air humidity on moisture loss. The identification of 10 or even more model
parameters sets high demands on the extent of laboratory experiments.
As a compromise, bacterial growth can be described by common pattern
functions, such as the Gompertz function applied in our project for meat products
(Bruckner et al. 2013).

2.4 Ethylene Detection
Ripening fruits can communicate. For example placing a ripe banana between
green bananas initiates the ripening of the other bananas. The trigger is ethylene,
a gaseous ripening hormone. The effect works in both directions: climacteric fruits
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react to ethylene, and ethylene is produced by the fruit after the ripening has begun.
High-resolution measurement of ethylene will be useful for the management of
fruit logistics because it can directly detect the ripening status of the fruits in the
container.
In gas chromatography, the adsorption and desorption of a gas in a chromatographic column are used to separate gases. To achieve resolution in the ppm range,
the ethylene gas is accumulated in a pre-concentrator before chromatographic
measurement (Janssen et al. 2014). In the last 20 years, small and autonomously
working micro-gas chromatographic systems for ethylene have been developed.
The fluidic system is miniaturized down to a size of approximately 10 cm. The
critical parts, i.e. the chromatographic column and the pre-concentrator, are made
using silicon micro-technology (Sklorz et al. 2012a). Ethylene can be detected in
the 10-ppb range (Zaidi et al. 2017). Since 2015, it has been possible to replace
expensive silicon with robust and low-cost materials, such as 3D polymer printing
for the columns (Lucklum et al. 2015) and ceramics for pre-concentrators (Zaidi et
al. 2018).
An alternative method to sense ethylene is to measure the specific infrared light
absorption of ethylene molecules at 10.6-µm wavelength by NDIR (non-dispersive
infrared spectroscopy) (Sklorz et al. 2012b). The method is highly robust and easier
to implement than gas chromatography, but the resolution is only in the 10-ppm
(part per million) range. Extending the resolution to the ppb range using advanced
systems and pre-concentrators is possible but has yet to be developed for container
applications (Popa and Udrea 2019; da Silveira Petruci et al. 2014).

2.5 Models for Heat Removal and Generation
The cooling unit of a container must remove heat from three different sources:
compensation for isolation losses of the container walls, remaining field heat from
the product in case of insufficient or missing pre-cooling and heat generated by
the product itself. The later heat load can become the highest factor for climacteric
fruits, such as bananas. Biological processes and respiration continue after harvest.
The conversion from starch to sugar produces large amounts of the heat up to
200 W/ton during ripening, whereas green unripe bananas produce only 20 W/ton
to 50 W/ton depending on temperature and atmosphere conditions (Jedermann et al.
2014c). If the produced heat extends the local heat removal by cooling of typically
30 W/ton to 100 w/ton, a hotspot is generated with uncontrollable temperature rises.
The local heat removal per box is subject to variations in packing and diameters
of air gaps between the pallets. Our model for bananas (Jedermann and Lang
2014) enables to describe heat removal and generation by two separate proportional
factors. If the bananas begin to ripen, the latter factor can increase after a few days
or weeks. The first factor can be identified by the temperature data from the first
week of container transport. Thereafter, the actual heat generation can be estimated,
and the formation of a hotspot can be detected in an early state.
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This monitoring system enables the artificial ripening of bananas to be carried
out directly in the transport container. The cargo hold is exposed to ethylene, and
the temperature is slightly increased to initiate ripening. Thereafter, the temperature
is gradually decreased to maintain the ripening process at a moderate speed and heat
generation without overstepping the cooling capacity.

2.6 Case Study on Cool Chain Logistics
The possible reduction of food losses by the Intelligent Container was evaluated
in a case study on bananas (Haass et al. 2015). Temperature-related losses were
simulated for a logistic network between a harbour in Central America and ten
customers in Europe. After arrival in one of three European ports, containers were
to be reassigned to another customer depending on their predicted remaining green
life. Simulation parameters were tuned according to an analysis of the existing
logistic network and order quantities provided by one of our project partners. The
assumption of probabilistic distribution of banana quality from an earlier study
(Lütjen et al. 2013) was replaced by a green life model providing a more accurate
prediction of losses.
The scenario with conventional containers, without information about green life
changes, resulted in 4.27% losses of the total transported volume. Reassignment of
deliveries according to the actual green life prediction reduced the losses by 0.37%.
Accepting short delays in delivery enables more flexible transport reassignments. If
additionally, causes of temperature deviations are detected earlier by the Intelligent
Container, losses can be reduced by 0.88% at a maximum.

2.7 Detection of Fungus Spores
Mould is substantial danger in the transport of food (Pitt and Hocking 2009). To
detect fungus, spores are caught on a nutrient medium surface, where they can
grow. The growing mould changes the medium’s pH, and this can be detected by
impedance measurement (Papireddy Vinayaka et al. 2016). Alternatively, the pH
change can be used to trigger a colour change detected by a camera.
Classically, the growth of fungal colonies on a culture medium is observed using
a light microscope by a trained human observer. This observation has successfully
been performed by computer vision and image recognition (Tahir et al. 2018).
Fungal spores are immobilized, grown, an optic micrograph is taken, and the fungus
colonies are identified and counted by a convolutional neural network (Blank et al.
2016).
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2.8 Difficulties in Quality Measurement and Prediction for
Green Bananas
Bananas have the highest seaborne reefer cargo volume per year for any fruit
(Castelein et al. 2020). The fact that all partners in the cool chain were in the
hand of one company simplified our tests from the farm to the ripening facility
in Germany. Nevertheless, the achievable savings by FEFO are generally quite
limited for bananas. The simulation showed that 0.88% of total volume losses could
be avoided by adaptive order assignment. This value is substantially less than the
previously mentioned savings for other highly perishable food products (8–14%).
Green bananas are a highly robust product if handled with care and stored at the
correct temperature. Under a controlled atmosphere, they can last for 2 months or
longer in a warehouse. The artificial ripening process evens out all differences in
green banana ages. Only turners with visible colour changes must be excluded from
ripening.
However, there are other points contributing to the ‘nastiness’ of bananas: a
green banana is just a green banana. There is no outside indicator to determine
the age of a green banana—neither colour, firmness, nor respiration activity. A
laboratory examination of enzyme concentrations is far beyond feasible in transport
supervision. The only way to predict green life is based on temperature history,
supported by additional data on the atmosphere, harvest age and growing conditions.
Green life models can provide recommendations regarding which pallets should
be prioritized for further processing, but they are far from predicting the precise
day on which the banana will turn from green to yellow. The green life model has
a typical standard deviation of ±5 days (Jedermann et al. 2014c). This biological
variance adds to the effect of temperature variation inside one container, being the
larger one of the two (Fig. 5).
Although FEFO brings only limited advantages for bananas, our project results
demonstrated that the banana chain profits largely from remote quality monitoring.
Maladjusted temperature set points, power and machinery failures are detected
immediately. In case of general quality problems, the farm can be informed before
the next ship is sent on its way, transporting containers with most likely the same
quality problem. Replacement deliveries can be organized in time; this ability is
particularly crucial if boxes with a quality problem were branded for a specific
customer. The temperature setpoint of the cooling unit can be fine-tuned according
to the actual box temperature. The effect of alternate packing and stowage schemes
was verified by our tests. Finally, we could demonstrate that container ripening is
feasible based on detailed sensor control and modelling.
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Fig. 5 Monitoring temperature changes as cause for green life variations. Wireless temperature/humidity sensor (middle box) and temperature data logger (corner box). Transparent boxes
were only used for demonstration purposes

3 Current Developments and Trends
‘Food cold chain management’ is a growing research area according to a review by
Shashi et al. (Shashi et al. 2020) of 1189 journal papers. The number of published
papers doubled within 4 years to 216 papers in 2019. The authors identified four
major research clusters. The first cluster a) is centred around RFID technologies
and shelf life management. The other three clusters cover non-technical topics, such
as b) production, harvesting and transport planning, c) causes and management of
postharvest waste and d) methods and quality standards for the identification of
problematic areas.
The limitation of cluster a) to RFID is that it appears not to represent the full
bandwidth of current research and industrial applications. In the following section,
we introduce communication technologies, standards, models and processing platforms that go beyond our initial concept for the Intelligent Container.
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3.1 Communication
Communication is the most advancing aspect of remote cool chain control. Maersk
began to equip their reefer containers with remote container monitoring (RCM)
based on GSM communication in 2016 (Zarkani and Rasmussen 2016). More than
400 ocean vessels were equipped with a satellite dome to forward GSM data packets
from the containers. In 2019, the system was extended by the ‘Captain Peter’ App
(Avery 2019), giving all their customers instant and easy access to data of container
location, temperature setpoint and cooling engine status. Nevertheless, the system is
focused on monitoring those parameters that are the responsibility of the transport
operator, i.e. the correct setup and operation of the cooling unit and timely delivery,
but not its content status. An interface to wireless sensors inside the cargo was
announced but hardly applied in practice.
LoRaWAN (long-range wide-area network) allows communication with low
data rates in license-free sub-GHz frequency bands. We demonstrated that LoRa
radio signals could penetrate 4.5 meters of fruits with only moderate packet
losses of 1.5% (Jedermann et al. 2018), making it a highly suitable candidate for
communication with packed food products inside a container. However, LoRaWAN
has been, so far, mostly applied to the outside communication of containers, e.g., on
the vessel or in harbour settings, where cellular networks are not available (Avery
2020).
Besides the communication range, the network capacity is a crucial factor, such
as in a harbour setting with thousands of containers. According to (Gambiroža et
al. 2019), the capacity of the LoRaWAN network is still an open research issue,
depending on the assignment of data rates, number of end devices and external
disturbances in the frequency range. They summarize the results of 10 capacity
studies. A network with 8000 devices can, for example transmit 500 packets/min,
which is far more than sufficient to transmit the hourly status data of containers.
Narrowband Internet-of-Things (NB-IOT) enables cellular communication with
an extremely low energy budget. Loggers have a battery life of 8 years (Ako
Electromecànica 2020). But they face the same problem as other GSM loggers [e.g.,
(MOST Tech Sweden AB 2021)] in that the metal hull of the container and signal
attenuation by water-containing products hinder communication with the next cell
tower at some kilometres’ distance.
A more detailed survey of available RCM and wireless data logger hardware can
be found in our earlier publication (Jedermann et al. 2017).

3.2 Standards
In the Intelligent Container, we adapted standards such as XML data structures, IPv6
and the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) (Jedermann et al. 2014b), mixed
with proprietary protocols, particularly in the lower protocol layers. In recent years,
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wireless sensor networks have moved towards widely accepted standards, such as
the LoRaWAN protocol. RFID Sensors can use available data fields in the EPC
Gen-2 protocol to transmit temperature data.
The need for trans-company interoperability has been recognized by ocean
carriers. The Digital Container Shipping Association (DCSA) was founded in 2019
with the goal to define open and freely accessible standards for the global container
shipping industry. Up to now, their member list includes 9 of the top 10 ocean
carriers. Their track and trace (T&T) standards were published on SwaggerHub and
GitHub (DCSA 2021).

3.3 Modelling
The biological modelling of the quality behaviour of food products is still an
active research area. The FRISBEE project published six detailed shelf life models
(Bruckner et al. 2013). The University of Tasmania, Australia, has offered a website
to access over 100 computational biological models to predict the growth of
various food pathogens by the partly commercial CB-Premium service (https://
www.cbpremium.org/) since 2018 (Tamplin 2018).
The growing number of freely available models simplifies the adaptation of
FEFO concepts. However, even if a model for a particular product is already
available, the model must be fine-tuned to local varieties, weather and growing
conditions in order to provide an accurate prediction of shelf life variations as a
function of the sensory production and transport histories. Biological experiments
are still necessary, although in a reduced number.
Another area of growing research interest is the computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) modelling of packing, for example to optimize their layout and the location
and size of vent holes (Ambaw et al. 2017). The complete simulation of a loaded
container is still beyond current computational capacities. Modelling is only feasible
with some simplifications, such as replacing product pallets and air gaps with porous
media (Moureh et al. 2009) or modelling only empty containers (Getahun et al.
2018). Such CFD models are useful for optimizing packing and stowage layouts
and detecting general airflow and ventilation problems causing insufficient cooling.
However, the actual temperature distribution largely depends on factors that are
hardly measurable or predictable, such as varying gap diameters (Jedermann and
Lang 2017), as well as container and pallet deformations.

3.4 Modelling Platforms, Cloud Computing and Digital Twins
When we began in 2008 with the initial tests on remote truck monitoring, our partner
company was proud to have negotiated a GSM flat rate for 400 kByte per month.
The limited communication volume drove the need for intelligent data processing
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directly inside the means of transportation. The automated detection of critical
events was one of the key concepts of the Intelligent Container with the idea to
reduce external communication, mostly to warning messages on such events.
Today, the inclusive volume of data tariffs has increased by a factor of 1000 or
even more. Edge processing—as implemented in the Intelligent Container—is still
useful for robustness in case of communication failures but no longer absolutely
necessary. The trend has moved toward cloud computing and data analysis on the
server level.
Our first concepts were based on mobile and autonomous software agents
(Jedermann et al. 2007b), which made decisions on behalf of the freight owner,
e.g., assessment of quality risks and, in case of detected problems, searching for an
alternate destination with a shorter transport route.
Decision support tools (DSC) (Mack et al. 2013) are another term to describe
the data processing by an Intelligent Container. The DSC analyzes temperature
and additional sensor data by shelf life models and generates warnings and
recommendations regarding how to adjust transport planning.
Today, the focus has broadened from isolated shelf life and temperature distribution models to more holistic approaches. Digital twins pursue to provide a detailed
and accurate representation of real-world objects, such as a pallet of food products
or other transport entities. Digital twins combine physical properties, such as size
and weight, information from an electronic waybill and sensory data with extensive
modelling tools. Digital twin platforms provide standard interfaces to collect data
from multiple sources and interlink different types of models, such as CFD, shelf
life, weather and traffic models.
Digital twins have been applied in structural health monitoring and smart
manufacturing (Lu et al. 2020) and recently also in the supply chain (Defraeye et
al. 2021). A special challenge is the modelling of uncertainty. Whereas mechanical
systems have mostly well-known and accurate models, biological models have a
high level of unknown input factors, side-effects and biological variance. These
uncertainties must be represented, processed and evaluated in the digital twin
platform.
Machine learning has become a hot topic in recent years, driving the idea
of replacing cumbersome laboratory experiments on shelf life models with
autonomous learning based on data from remote transport monitoring. Enthusiastic
concepts often underestimate the size of the necessary training database and related
costs. The training data must contain sufficient instances of all combinations of input
factors, e.g., temperature, humidity, mechanical damages and scars during packing.
Otherwise, the machine learning overfits to single deviating events. The dogma of
garbage in garbage out is also true for machine learning (Camacho et al. 2018).
Furthermore, supervised learning requires target output values, i.e. an evaluation of
the actual product quality as a result of its transport history. The generation of such
data requires manual laboratory analysis of the samples. A simple yes/no value if
there had been a subsequent customer complaint provides only coarse information.
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4 Conclusions and Action Points
The availability of technical components for the Intelligent Container has largely
increased in recent years. New reefer trucks and containers are mostly sold with
built-in remote monitoring facilities. The numbers of available wireless sensors
systems, data loggers and published shelf life models are also growing.
Pilot studies have shown that losses of perishable products can be reduced by 8%
to 14% of the total transport volume by scheduling deliveries according to the FEFO
principle (Jedermann et al. 2014a). Nevertheless, FEFO has yet to find its way into
practice to any significant degree.

4.1 Obstacles for FEFO Implementation
The obstacles that hinder FEFO’s implementation must be questioned. One point is
that FEFO does not fit every product and every chain. Less sensitive products with
long shelf lives profit less from FEFO. Rescheduling of deliveries is mostly feasible
for high-volume products with several alternate customers. If there are no products
with a higher shelf life available in the warehouse, the retailer would be more likely
to risk providing low-quality products than having empty shelves.
More severely, missing links on both technical and operational sides obstruct the
commercial application of the FEFO concept:
Missing Link between Internal and External Communication The large-scale
application of RCM by Maersk and the growing number of companies offering
wireless data loggers show that there is a business case both for external and internal
monitoring of containers with perishable products. However, interfaces that link
these two system layers are still missing.
The manufacturers of wireless data loggers provide their own cloud platforms
instead of integrating into existing RCM systems. Offering ‘data as a service’ is a
more lucrative business model than merely selling the hardware.
Missing Cost Sharing Models for Sensor Monitoring Cool chains are mainly
divided into different operators (Jedermann et al. 2017) with different interests,
quality management targets for their services, profits from increased shelf life and
responsibilities and costs for contributing to remote quality monitoring. The one
who pays for sensors and communication tends not to be the one who ultimately
profits, e.g., the producers must place sensors in the product packing but have
no direct benefit. Logistic service providers for reefer trucks and containers must
install the communication system to prove that their equipment is running at the
correct temperature without interruption. However, this can also backfire in case of
problems and raise customer complaints. The distribution centres profit from FEFO
by reducing customer complaints and in-warehouse losses, mostly without physical
contact to the sensor hardware. The retailers must collect the sensors. They receive
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products with a more predictable average shelf life and profit from higher customer
satisfaction.
The fragmented chain makes it impossible to create a business case for the
individual operators, who must be linked not only on the logistical side but also
in the goal to minimize losses at the end of the chain and share related costs.

4.2 Recommended Practical Actions
Food losses by temperature abuse are often significant and cannot be accepted in
a world of limited environmental resources, although the obstacles and investments
are often too high to implement FEFO in a specific cool chain. Therefore, we suggest
a set of three subsequent actions (Jedermann et al. 2019). Even if only the first action
can be implemented due to limited budget and resources, losses can be reduced
substantially.
Action 1: Offline Data Logger Study The first and most important action
identifies and mitigates cool chain ruptures. Offline, low-cost, reusable temperature
loggers are packed to the products in repeated tests to analyze the chain’s performance. No dedicated communication infrastructure has to be installed at this stage.
Such a study often reveals avoidable gaps in the cool chain, e.g., power interruptions
during harbour handling, extended periods on loading platforms without cooling,
wrong temperature setpoints and high-temperature variation inside the cargo hold
due to insufficient air circulation by careless stowing.
Weak spots in the chain can be identified and corrected, e.g., excluding older
reefer containers, which had more than twofold temperature deviations compared
with up-to-date equipment in our tests (Gwanpua et al. 2015). The effect of correct
pre-cooling at the farm or production site on the temperature performance of the
subsequent transport is also often under-estimated. The rule-of-thumb that ‘1 hour
delay in pre-cooling costs 1 day of shelf life’ is mostly true, according to (Pelletier
et al. 2011).
Action 2: Detection of Actual Problems by Live Data Action 2 switches from
occasional offline data collection to regular real-time or live access, at least at some
control points, such as arrival at the harbour or distribution centre. Permanent live
monitoring requires more investments for mobile communication but also provides
increased benefits. Power failures and defective cooling equipment, which are one
major cause of cool chain raptures, can be detected immediately. In general, the
earlier information arrives, the more time there is to plan and correct subsequent
steps, e.g., prioritizing container handling in the harbour according to their degree
of temperature deviation, ordering a replacement delivery in case of a large excess
of temperature limits and informing the producer about possible problems.
Action 3: Intelligent Stock Rotation by FEFO If the product’s temperature
history is available, even as the logistical process continues, losses can be further
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reduced by adaptive delivery planning and stock rotation according to the FEFO
concept. Products with low remaining shelf life are assigned to the shortest transport
routes. Necessary investments include the analysis of the product-specific relation
between temperature and shelf life. Existing models can serve as a starting point
after some fine-tuning. Based on collected data from regular transport monitoring
and detailed examination product quality for some samples, the model can be later
refined.

4.3 Research on New Sensor Types
‘Temperature’ is the environmental condition with the highest impact on fruit
quality. The accuracy of shelf life prediction and the early detection of transport
problems will be improved if other sensor types are added, e.g., atmosphere
conditions such as humidity, O2 and CO2 concentration. Sensors for other important
contributing factors to transport quality and safety are still an open research topic:
Development of New NDIR Sensors Experience has shown that micro-gas chromatographic systems are difficult to implement for autonomous operations. Hence,
it seems advisable to improve non-dispersive infrared measurement (NDIR) for
ethylene detection. Today, NDIR resolves the lower ppm range, whereas for
containers, a ppb resolution would be necessary. Recently, new NDIR systems
using hollow waveguide technology have been demonstrated (da Silveira Petruci
et al. 2014). They require much less gas, which would allow combining an NDIR
sensor with a micromachined pre-concentrator. This way, theoretically, a resolution
of 50 ppb is possible. Furthermore, using two different infrared wavelengths, a
combined system, which could also measure ethylene and fumigation gases such
as methyl bromide or phosphine, will be possible.
Identification of Pest Insects in the Container Cargo pest insects are a major
risk in overseas transport. Countries invest significant efforts into control and law
enforcement to prevent invading species. Once an insect species has invaded, it
is almost impossible to suppress it. A sad example is the progress of the Chinese
rose beetle, which invaded Hawaii. An extensive biological control program had no
success in stopping its spread (Stanaway et al. 2001). It is recommended to develop
a system that can not only detect the presence of insects in a container but also
identify them and provide a warning if dangerous species are found. One possibility
might be using adhesive traps and pattern recognition.
Summary Various research efforts have been carried out to reduce food losses in
the last two decades. The detection of temperature abuse and the FEFO concept are
two of the main contributions. The technical basis has already been provided by the
Intelligent Container and supported by recent developments in commercial RCM
and sensor hardware. Further research is still necessary to foster action three by
additional pilot studies, which are the development of dedicated shelf life models,
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more detailed quantification of possible loss reductions by the FEFO concept, and
research in new sensor types.
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Abstract The development of the global container fleet has followed a clear trend
towards ever larger ships over the last 25 years. Particularly striking in this regard
is the rise of the dimensionally largest ships, the so-called Ultra Large Container
Vessels or ULCVs that can no longer pass through the new locks of the Panama
Canal. While recent events such as the six-day blockade of the Suez Canal by the
Ever Given have revealed environmental and safety risks of deploying these vessels,
even the scheduled and smooth operation generates a whole range of challenges,
impacts and costs that come at the expense of external stakeholders. The article
aims at identifying these external effects as related to seaport systems as well
as environmental considerations by consolidating insights from the scientific and
professional discourse.

1 Introduction
Over the past 25 years, the slot capacity of the global container ship fleet has
increased continuously as a consequence of a steadily growing number of vessels
that have become larger and larger on average. Especially in the years prior to
the global financial and economic crisis of 2008/2009, annual increases in total
capacity were almost continuously above 10%. During this time, the number of
container ships also increased sharply, at times at double-digit annual rates. Since
2010, it can be observed that the number of container ships is only increasing rather
slowly, while the average ship size in terms of nominal capacity continues to rise
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almost linearly. Particularly striking in this regard is the rise of the dimensionally
largest ships, the so-called Ultra Large Container Vessels or ULCVs. While this
size segment consisted of only eight Maersk E-class vessels with a total capacity
of approximately 143,000 TEU before 2012, more than 160 ULCVs with a total
capacity of over 3.2 million TEU were already in service at the beginning of April
2021 (CRSL 2021b).
By using ever larger vessels, liner shipping companies are taking advantage of
the so-called economies of scale, which have enabled to continuously reduce costs
per TEU transported and have given the ULCV its raison d’être (Ge et al. 2019).
Any negative effects are still dealt with rather peripherally, and so it is primarily
the cost effects of operating ULCVs from an isolated shipping company perspective
that dominate the discussion. The fact that the operation of ULCVs also involves
costs and impacts on ‘external’ systems is often overlooked. Critical events such as
the accidents of the CSCL Indian Ocean in 2016, the CSCL Jupiter in 2017, the
ONE Milano Bridge in 2020 or the current six-day blockade of the Suez Canal by
Ever Given clearly show that this is necessary. However, it is not only exceptional
circumstances, such as accidents caused by human or technical failures that have a
negative impact on areas outside the liner shipping companies. Even the scheduled
and smooth operation of such vessels generates a whole range of challenges, impacts
and costs that come at the expense of other stakeholders or the general public,
often referred to as diseconomies of scale (Stopford 2009). Likewise, there are also
positive and often misappropriated effects of ULCVs that are not directly related to
operational profitability.
This article aims at identifying these external effects as related to seaport systems
as well as environmental considerations by consolidating insights from the scientific
and professional discourse. In order to illustrate the future importance of ULCV
within the shipping market, the development of the container ship fleet over the
last 25 years is first outlined and the increasing capacity share of the largest units
elaborated afterwards. Since there currently exists no uniform understanding of
which determinants make a large container ship a ULCV, Chapter “Autonomous
Control of Logistics Processes: A Retrospective” of this article provides a clear definition. Furthermore, estimates on future vessel size developments will be presented
as well. Chapter “Explorable Uncertainty Meets Decision-Making in Logistics”
deals with the implications that increasing vessel sizes have for seaport systems.
This includes not only necessary adaptions of port infra- and superstructures but
also operational performance requirements that shipping lines impose on terminal
operators. As operational constraints of ULCVs influence port choice decisions
of shipping companies, ongoing and future effects on port network structures are
discussed as well. In Chapter “Complex Networks in Manufacturing and Logistics:
A Retrospect” the most relevant environmental impacts of ULCVs are outlined.
After an outline of the different impacts is given, possible benefits that ULCVs
have over smaller vessel units are considered. Subsequently, the improvements of
ULCVs energy efficiency are discussed in the context of emission regulations. The
section concludes with the environmental impacts of dredging operations, which are
conducted to accommodate ever larger vessels.
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2 The Rise of ULCVs
2.1 Towards Gigantism and Segmentation in Container
Shipping
While the number of ships within the global container fleet has increased marginally
by 9% since 2011 (from 4933 in April 2011 to 5450 units in April 2021), capacity
in terms of container slots has grown by more than 65% (from 14.4 to 23.8 million
TEU) (see Fig. 1). This relatively high capacity growth compared to the small
number of new buildings indicates that container ships are becoming larger on
average. In fact, the average nominal capacity of a container vessel increased by
a total of 185% between 1996 and 2021, respectively, from 1524 to 4351 TEU per
ship (CRSL 2021b). The strongest driver of this constant growth in size were and
are the economies of scale that ultimately led shipping lines with larger units to
the deployment of ULCVs (Ge et al. 2019). While economies of scale are very
distinct for comparably smaller units, however, the positive effect diminishes with
increasing size and so the question to which ship size further capacity growth is
still worthwhile has been the subject of controversial debate for many years (Ge
et al. 2019). Stopford, for example, argues that economies of scale below 4000
TEU are more evident than above (Stopford 2009). With 7500 TEU Sys gives a
somewhat higher threshold than Stopford, but also states that economies of scale
for the shipping lines decrease sharply as units become larger (Sys et al. 2008).
Recent studies show that under favourable market conditions, with a slot utilization
of over 90% and high freight rates, 25,000 TEU vessels can still achieve significant
advantages over smaller units with capacities of 18,000 or 20,000 TEU (Ge et al.
2019). It is therefore hardly surprising that order activities for container ships with
25,000
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Fig. 1 Development of world container fleet according to the number of ships, total nominal fleet
capacity and average nominal capacity per ship (CRSL 2021b)
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Fig. 2 Containership deliveries according to nominal capacity as of 04th April 2021 (in 1000
TEU) (CRSL 2021b)

capacities of more than 23,000 TEU have picked up strongly since the fourth quarter
of 2020, as charter rates for container ships have only known one direction since the
multi-year low in June 2020, and that is up (CRSL 2021a). As of the beginning of
April 2021, out of the total of around 589,000 TEU in the order book in this sizeclass, which are to be delivered in 2023 (see Fig. 2), nearly 474,000 TEU have been
ordered since October 2020 (CRSL 2021a).
Until around 2011, the nominal total capacity of the global container ship fleet
was distributed rather homogeneously among various ship sizes up to a maximum
of 14,999 TEU, with the deliveries of Maersk E-class ships in the years 2006 to
2008 standing out clearly (see Fig. 2). Since 2012, a segmentation into merely
three size segments is observable. The first segment consists of smaller units up
to 5999 TEU, with Feeder- and Feeder-Max-vessels making up the major share.
The second segment includes large units with nominal capacities between 11,000
and over 16,000 TEU, which are still able to pass the Neo-Panamax locks due
to their dimensions. In this segment, it can be observed, in particular with regard
to the units in the current order book, that ships over 15,000 TEU represent the
largest subgroup in terms of capacity. Since 2020, the third segment has consisted
exclusively of vessels with a nominal capacity of over 23,000 TEU. This means that
since 2020, no vessel with a nominal capacity between 17,000 and 22,999 TEU has
been delivered or ordered, so that it can be said with a fair degree of certainty that
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future fleet growth will take place exclusively above 23,000 TEU. If all units in the
order book are delivered as planned by 2023, this size segment will be more than
double by then (CRSL 2021b).

2.2 Too Big for the Panama Canal
The term Ultra Large Container Vessel (ULCV) emerged in the early 2000s to
describe model designs that were beyond the largest container ships of the time
in terms of dimensions and capacity. At that time, when the so-called Maersk Cclass (LOA1 345 m, Beam 42.8 m, Draught 14.5 m, Capacity 8650 TEU) was the
largest container ship ever built (CRSL 2021a), there were concepts for ships with
up to 12,500 TEU where the term ULCV or Ultra Large Container Ship (ULCS)
was already in use (van Ham 2005, p. 89). Albeit ships with more than 18,000 TEU
seemed feasible from a shipbuilding point of view (Wijnolst et al. 1999, p. 74), it
was assumed that the limitations, in particular port limitations, associated with their
size would prevent widespread acceptance of such vessels (van Ham 2005). The
units of up to 24,000 TEU that are in service today falsified this assumption.
To date, there is no clear and uniform definition of when a container ship is
considered a ULCV and the term is usually used for the largest existing ships at the
time. In general, it is common practice to divide container ships into certain classes
based on their nominal slot capacity in TEU. The various relevant thresholds for
ULCVs are, for example, 14,500 TEU (Sahoo 2021), 15,000 TEU (Lian et al. 2019)
or even 18,000 TEU (Heaney et al. 2020). In some cases, the size restrictions of
the new locks of the Panama Canal are cited as relevant differentiator for vessels
in addition to the nominal capacity (Heaney et al. 2020; Sahoo 2021). Additionally,
the terms MGX-23 and MGX-24 (pronounced Megamax) are used for ships with a
width of 23 and 24 container rows, respectively, with nominal capacities of around
18,000 to almost 24,000 TEU (Alphaliner 2017). Because of this multitude of
different definitions, it is important to accurately define the term ULCV for the
purposes of this article.
Looking at the growth in ship size over the past decades (see Fig. 3), it is
noticeable that the increases of the nominal capacity between 1996 and 2005 were
almost exclusively achieved by longer ships with a slightly increased draught,
while the beam stagnated at 42.8 m. The commissioning of the Maersk E-class in
2006 opened a new chapter in ship size growth. With a LOA of almost 400 m, a
beam of over 56 m and a draught of up to 15.5 m, these ships were significantly
larger than container ships built up to that time. The capacity is given by the
classification society American Bureau of Shipping as 11,000 TEU (American
Bureau of Shipping 2021), while other sources state the capacity as 15,000 (Haas
2016). This discrepancy can be explained by the use of different calculation methods

1

‘Length over all’, which describes the maximum length of a vessel’s hull.
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to determine the capacity. While the classification society has assumed a prespecified weight/TEU condition (here 14 tonnes/TEU), a so-called homogeneous
loading condition, the other values describe the nominal capacity, that means
the maximum allowable number of containers, in terms of SOLAS navigational
bridge visibility requirements (Koutroukis et al. 2013; Haas 2016; IMO 2020b). By
increasing the height of the deckhouse and the lashing bridges, the nominal capacity
of the Maersk E-class was increased to 17,816 TEU in 2018 (THB 2018; CRSL
2021b). The Maersk E-class was replaced by CMA CGMs Explorer-class as the
largest container ship in terms of nominal capacity in 2012. An example for one of
the vessels of this class is the CMA CGM Marco Polo. While the Explorer-class
is shorter and narrower than the Maersk E-class, the maximum draught has been
increased to 16 metres. In particular, the new twin-island design, i.e. the location
of the bridge at the foreship section with the engine room located at semi-aft,
resulted in improved visibility and has significantly increased nominal capacity.
When applying the homogeneous calculation method with 14 tonnes/TEU, vessel
operator CMA CGM indicates the capacity with 11,358 TEU, what is more or less
equal to the capacity of the Maersk E-class.
The next significant step since the Maersk E-class towards ships, which were
actually and not only capacity-theoretically larger, was taken in 2013 with the
Maersk Triple E-class. With a length of still approximately 400 m and a beam of
59 m these twin-island ships can accommodate 23 container rows and thus are
a whole container row wider than the Maersk E-class (CRSL 2021b). With these
ships, the era of slow steaming has also entered the design specs of the ULCV. A
comparison of the Triple E-class’ engine performance with that of the Maersk Aclass from 2003 shows that it is almost identical, with nearly twice the deadweight
(CRSL 2021b). Because of their 23rd container row, the Maersk Triple E-class and
other ships of comparable size are also called MGX-23 (Alphaliner 2017). From
2013 up to and including 2018, the dimensions of the largest container ships have
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remained virtually the same. While new nominal capacity records have been set
every year, these are merely theoretical and range between 18,000 and 21,000 TEU.
In 2017, the term MGX-24 emerged to refer to a new generation of containerships
with an additional 24th container row that entered service in 2019 (Alphaliner 2017).
While still around 400 m in length, these ships are more than 61 m wide, have a
draught of up to 16.5 m and a nominal capacity of more than 23,000 TEU (CRSL
2021b).
Based on the above, it has been shown that looking at nominal capacity data
as a sole determinant of ship size can be misleading. Instead, static parameters,
i.e. length and beam of ships, must be included in the consideration. As presented
in the following sections, the draught has significant effects on the seaport system
but as a dynamic parameter it is not suitable for grouping purposes. In this article,
ULCVs are defined as container ships that can no longer pass through the new
locks of the Panama Canal due to their static dimensions of LOA and beam. This
means that container ships with a LOA greater than 367.28 m and/or a beam greater
than 51.25 m (Panama Canal Authority 2021) are regarded as ULCVs. Within the
segment, in particular the increased beams for 23 container rows from 2013 and for
24 container rows from 2019 onwards represent significant development steps.
However, since almost all statistics on the container ship fleet are subdivided
according to nominal capacity, an attempt is made to establish comparability here. In
terms of capacity, currently almost all ships with a nominal capacity of over 15,000
TEU fall into the just mentioned definition of ULCVs in terms of dimensions. Of
the 184 units in service with more than 15,000 TEU, only seven are still able to
transit the Neo-Panamax locks of the Panama Canal (CRSL 2021b). These seven
vessels entered service in 2019 and 2020 and have a nominal capacity between
15,052 and 16,010 TEU (CRSL 2021b). This again demonstrates the difficulty of
assigning ship size classes based on nominal capacity. While all vessels with a
nominal capacity above 15,000 TEU that were built until 2018 have dimensions
that make transiting through the Panama Canal impossible, there are newer designs
that push the theoretical capacity limit further up. The aforementioned 16,010 TEU
nominal capacity currently represents the new capacity limit to Neo-Post-Panamax
vessels and thus to ULCVs in the sense of this article. Ergo, while a TEU threshold
of 15,000 TEU seems reasonable for the consideration of the fleet development
until 2018, this threshold would have to be set higher from 2019 onwards. With
the exception of three ships, all ships built after 2019 that no longer fit through the
Panama Canal due to their dimensions have a nominal capacity of at least 19,000
TEU. In addition, the current order book does not show a single order in the capacity
range between 16,010 and 23,000 TEU. Thus, from 2019 onwards, a capacity limit
of 19,000 TEU would cover all ULCVs in the sense of this article, except three ships
of the Maersk H-class with a nominal capacity of 15.226 TEU that cannot transit
the Neo-Panamax locks due to their beam (CRSL 2021b). All ULCVs currently in
service have been deployed on the main east-west trades between Europe and Far
East (CRSL 2021b), and pushed medium-sized ships into other trade routes, where
these ships in turn displace even smaller units. This phenomenon is known as the
cascading effect (Cariou and Cheaitou 2014).
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2.3 Where Do we Grow from Here: Bigger Vessels Yet
to Come?
An answer to the question of where the growth in size in container shipping will
lead can only be speculative at present. Malchow considers that construction of the
first 30,000 TEU ships (nominal capacity) can start as early as 2025. Malchow bases
his forecast on the exponential continuation of the development of the nominal slot
capacity of the respective largest ships in terms of capacity since the end of the
1960s (Malchow 2017). The dimensions of these 30,000 TEU container ships are the
subject of controversial debate. While Park et al. give the dimensions of these ships,
determined by a regression analysis, as 453 m LOA, 72.0 m beam and up to 17.3 m
draught (Park and Suh 2019), new forecasts are much more modest here. Thus,
according to a recent publication by Alphaliner, the 30,000 TEU mark could be
reached with dimensions of 425 m × 66.1 m, which would involve an extension of
two 40’ bays compared to the MGX-24 ships and a widening to 26 rows. Until then,
appropriate intermediate steps would be taken over length and width, for example
by stretching the vessel to 425 m while adding only one extra row to 25 rows in total
(Alphaliner 2021).

3 Implications for Seaport Systems
3.1 Necessity to Adapt to ULCV Requirements
As the example of the Panama Canal illustrates, the relationship between bottlenecks onshore and the developments in vessel sizes is one of reciprocal influences.
This also holds true for seaport systems that provide the link between maritime and
hinterland transportation (Carbone and Martino 2003) and thus ensure a transformation of mass to single transports (and vice versa) (Schönknecht 2009). While it can
be argued that the ‘gigantism in containerships’ has been significantly stimulated
by efficiency gains in container terminals over the last decades (Haralambides
2019), the rise of ULCVs has induced a number of challenges that seaports
currently face. As will be shown in the following section, those challenges are
not just apparent due to the sheer dimensions of those vessels but also due to the
performance requirements that are connected with executing high-intensity port
calls at maximum pace. Ultimately, the capabilities of port systems to adapt to
current and future vessel sizes will most likely affect operational choices by shipping
alliances and thus will have an impact on the structure of future port and transport
networks.
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3.2 Maritime Accessibility No Longer a Matter of Course
The dimensions of container vessels have taken a steep curve in the last 25 years. By
making heavy investments, most ports have managed to adapt to these developments
and thereby maintaining their ability to accommodate vessels nautically as well
as serving them operationally at berth (Sys et al. 2008). However, in light of the
recent and future generations of ULCVs, maritime accessibility is not a matter
of course any longer and often not given at all or only under certain conditions
(Notteboom 2016). From a nautical point of view, access to the port is constrained
by the dimensions of the approach channel, which links ‘the berths of a port and
the open sea’ (PIANC 2014) as well as turning basins and berths within the port.
To safely navigate a vessel, sufficient space, air draught2 as well as under keel
clearance needs to be guaranteed at all times (PIANC 2014). As outlined in the
previous section, today’s ULCVs come with a maximum draught of 16.5 m, while
the individual draught depends on the load situation of the vessel. A closer look on
draught restrictions of selected container ports indicates that fully loaded ULCVs
often already reach or exceed the set limits (Sys et al. 2008; Rodrigue 2021). Wellknown examples include the Northern European ports of Antwerp, Bremerhaven
and Hamburg, which are currently restricted to draughts of less than 16 m even
at high tide (Hansestadt Bremisches Hafenamt 2021; Scheldecoördinatiecentrum
Vlissingen 2021; Hamburg Port Authority 2018). The same situation can be
observed in North America, e.g. in ports located at the Gulf of Mexico and several
East Coast ports in the USA (Rodrigue 2021). As a result, water depth has become a
major bottleneck for many ports in their quest to accept the largest container vessels.
By making use of tidal windows and specific speed and weather limits (Vantorre
et al. 2014), some port and traffic authorities follow ‘access policies’ that allow for
accommodation for ULCVs under strict conditions. Also, shipping companies may
decide to reduce vessel draughts, e.g. by changing the port rotation sequence so
that ports with restrictions will be called at a lower load factor (Merk et al. 2015;
Det Norske Veritas AS 2013). However, all these organizational measures come
with less flexibility and increased costs for shipping companies and thus make the
transport less profitable (Sys et al. 2008). A common approach to improve the water
depth conditions is to deepen and widen berthing areas, turning basins and approach
channels through dredging. It involves ‘the operation of removing material from
one part of the water environment and relocating it to another’ (European Dredging
Association n.d.). However, in addition to high costs, physical and environmental
limitations need to be considered in regard to dredging operations. The problem
intensifies for ‘inside ports’ that face even more unfavourable conditions with
respect to available space, natural water depths and thus costs and environmental
impacts (Andrés and Piniella 2017). As various cases of the near past have

2

Air draught needs to be taken into account with respect to crossing bridges. Prominent examples
are the Koehlbrand Bridge in Hamburg or the Tsing Ma Bridge in Hong Kong, which do not allow
for enough air draught for ULCV even at favourable tidal conditions.
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illustrated, the increased dimensions of ULCVs ultimately make navigating and
manoeuvring more difficult and allow for significantly less margin of error (Mallin
and To 2016).
Further conditions to handle vessels alongside the berth include adaptions of
quay structures as well as superstructure to carry out loading and unloading processes. This comprises quay structures and mooring systems that are dimensioned
sufficiently to handle increased bollard pull forces of larger vessels (Mallin and To
2016; Stoschek et al. 2018; Soderberg 2017). Not just the added forces induced
by the vessel itself put additional strain on quay structures, but also the weight and
leverage of ship-to-shore (STS) cranes that allow processing all tiers and rows of the
vessel (Park and Suh 2019). As shown in Sect. 2.2, vessels that fit with our definition
of ULCVs come with a beam of 59–61.5 m and can carry 23–24 rows across and 10–
11 tiers on deck. Thus, ULCVs induce special requirements on the cranes outreach3
as well as on the maximum lifting height (Park and Suh 2019). Cranes that meet
these demands are often referred to as ‘Super Post-Panamax’ (Čerin and Beškovnik
2020) or ‘Megamax’ cranes (Liebherr Group 2021). The largest STS cranes to date
come with an outreach of 80 m, a lifting height of 54 m and allow for handling of 26
rows across (Hill 2020a, b). Thus, it can be expected that these cranes will be able
to process future ULCV generations (see 2.3).
As shown in Fig. 4, the worldwide STS crane deliveries of the near past reflect
the growth of vessel sizes. With respect to outreach for example, the share of new
cranes that are able to serve 23+ rows and come with an outreach of 60.0 m
and above went from of 38% in 2011 to 81% in 2017. The same trends can be
observed for other parameters such as lifting height and lifting weight (PEMA
2018). The developments on the equipment market indicate that terminal operators
are actually trying to cope with and prepare for increased vessel sizes by adapting
their superstructure.

3.3 Increased Pressure to Squeeze Berth Productivity
Assuming a slot utilization similar to smaller vessels, it becomes obvious that
increased container capacities on ULCVs are likely to lead to a higher number of
containers to be handled per port call, commonly referred to as the ‘call size’. Due
to this, practical observations from experts as well as empirical studies show that
ULCVs experience significantly longer port stay times compared to smaller units
(Specht et al. 2020; JOC Group 2014).

3

The outreach needs to account for the beam of the vessel as well as the distance from the vessels
hull to the centre of the cranes’ rail system at berth. As a ‘rule of thumb’, the necessary outreach
in meter can be estimated by multiplying the number of rows by 2.5 m and adding 5 m for the
distance between the crane and the vessel (PEMA (2018)). Hence, a vessel with 24 rows would
require an outreach of more than 65.0 m.
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Due to increased capital intensity of ULCVs paired with slow steaming strategies, non-productive port stay time endangers profitability of those services (Haralambides 2019; Lane and Moret 2014). As a result, carriers exert enormous
pressure on terminal operators to increase handling efficiency and consequently
reduce the duration of port calls. The predominant metric that allows for comparisons between ports and terminals is ‘gross berth productivity’, which compares
the number of loading and unloading operations per call with the total port stay
time (JOC Group 2014). In general there are two main components affecting the
‘operational’ part of berth productivity, being the speed and productivity of the
cranes, usually quantified as moves per hour, and the number of cranes deployed
on the vessel, also referred to as ‘crane intensity’ (Merk et al. 2015).
Even though increased outreach and lifting heights result in higher travel
distances, it can be observed that crane manufacturers have managed to increase
cycle speeds of Megamax cranes compared to older and smaller ones. Among other
technological solutions, Megamax cranes usually allow to use twin-lift or even
tandem-lift spreaders, which enable to transport two containers at the same time,
i.e. up to 4 TEU in one move (Böse 2020). Besides the physical capabilities of the
crane itself, the efficiency of quay-to-yard transportation systems, which need to
guarantee a seamless flow of containers from and to the crane, is a prerequisite to
maximize cycle speeds (Lane and Moret 2014). Crane density as the other setscrew
needs to account for blocking and safety constraints between adjacent cranes as
well as the layout of the respective ship (e.g. position of bays and bridges) and
is therefore constrained for each type of vessel (Martin et al. 2015). Furthermore,
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different operational factors such as the availability of cranes and workforce, crane
occupation on other vessels at berth or contractual commitments influence how
many cranes can and will be deployed during a specific port call. As a result, it
can be observed that even though a 400 m vessel could theoretically be worked on
with more than 12 cranes simultaneously (Martin et al. 2015), most ports do not
deploy more than six (The loadstar 2015) to eight (Martin et al. 2015) cranes on one
ULCV.
Given these conditions, the performance requirements set by shipping companies
are rather challenging. As an example, the carrier ‘Maersk’ has stated a target of
up to 5000–6000 moves per day which corresponds to 208–250 moves per hour
for ULCV calls (WorldCargo News 2011). Despite the advancements in equipment
technology, ports still struggle to meet targets. A report from JOC Group shows that
in 2013, the berth productivity range of the ten best performing terminals worldwide
ranged from 131 to 179 moves per hour for vessel sizes larger than 8000 TEU.
Clear differences can be observed with respect to the different regions worldwide.
European and American terminals significantly lag behind those from Asia in this
context (JOC Group 2014).
From the terminals’ perspective, an often-reported obstacle is increasing ULCV
delays that prevent terminals from making optimal planning decisions (Sys et al.
2008). In addition, terminal operators report poorly stowed vessels that necessitate
unproductive shuffle moves and thus lead crane optimization efforts to fail (Haralambides 2019). Further, the largest container vessels are no longer increasing in
length but in beam and height, which does not allow for higher crane intensity
(Martin et al. 2015). Longer port stays and intensified nautical constraints are
also observed to lead to ‘knock-on effects’ (Lane and Moret 2014) that ultimately
result in further off-schedule ULCV calls. Due to the high capacity and operational
requirements (e.g. berthing space and crane capacity), it is very difficult for terminals to ensure flexibility or even to make up for delays. Better coordination between
shipping companies and terminals is therefore vital to improve this situation (Lane
and Moret 2014).

3.4 Coping with Peaks Induced by ULCVs
Large call sizes in combination with increased berth productivity ultimately lead to
an intensified workload that is spread over a short period of time (Martin et al. 2015;
Lane and Moret 2014), furthermore referred to as ‘peaks’. As we have outlined in
the previous section, quayside operations directly link to other terminal subsystems,
such as the yard storage area and the landside interface (Čerin and Beškovnik 2020).
Since containers to be loaded have to be provided in due time at berth and
unloaded ones to be transported to the terminal yard, storage operations need to be
efficient and scaled accordingly in order not to constrain quayside operations (Lane
and Moret 2014). It can be observed that ULCV induced peaks correlate with higher
storage utilization in terminal yards (Merk et al. 2015). As storage capacity cannot
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be extended endlessly, terminal operators try to make better use of available storage
areas by reducing container dwell time through economic incentives for port users
e.g., by increasing storage costs or reducing free storage time (Čerin and Beškovnik
2020).
Peaks also affect the landside interfaces of terminals, as incoming and outgoing
containers need to be delivered and picked up in temporal relation to the port call.
In fact, observations indicate that there exists a relationship between call sizes
and increased hinterland traffic volume, especially on the road (Merk et al. 2015).
Depending on the individual circumstances, an extension of port-related hinterland
infrastructure may be necessary, as traffic volumes can exceed existing capacities
(Russell et al. 2020; Mongelluzzo 2020). Especially ports with a high modal share
of road transportation show increased gate congestion in relation to arrivals of
larger vessels (Ozbas et al. 2014). Some terminals try to alleviate this issue through
optimized gate processes such as the introduction of truck appointment systems that
are meant to ease traffic volumes and make use of off-peak times (Merk et al. 2015).
The uneven distribution of workloads within the different subsystems of the
terminal makes it difficult to provide the right amount of capacity while obtaining
own economic objectives. This not only applies for superstructure and other
equipment, but also to the available workforce. In this way, ULCV induced peaks
reverse the trend of regularized and plannable personnel deployment, which has
once been achieved through the standardized processes of modern terminals (Merk
et al. 2015). Furthermore, peak effects do not just touch the physical flow of cargo
but also impact administrative processes, data flows or custom procedures which
need to be dimensioned properly as well (Merk et al. 2015). It can be expected that
terminals with a high degree of automation have a better position to flexibly cope
with ULCV induced peak workloads (Rijsenbrij and Wieschemann 2020).

3.5 Remodelling Seaport Network Structures
In their quest to optimize operations for ULCVs, shipping companies will take
decisions that ultimately have great influence on port network structures (Sys et
al. 2008). Thanks to increased bargaining power due to the consolidation within the
shipping market, carriers persistently pursue to push berth productivity improvements in order to minimize non-productive port stay time. However, terminal
operators have a hard time meeting these demands. An additional challenge is
maritime access, which is either not given at all or only under certain constraints
that are likely to limit flexibility and increase costs (see 3.2).
In addition to the economic constraints associated with the realization of
economies of scale, the aforementioned aspects lead to the fact that shipping
companies are reducing the number of port calls on ULCV services to fewer hubs,
which leads to the emergence of hub-and-spoke networks (Haralambides 2019).
Within these networks, port choice for ULCVs will especially be based on maritime
accessibility, operational performance (Musso and Sciomachen 2020), connectivity
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but also on strategical considerations (Ducruet and Notteboom 2012. ULCV-ready
ports within important trade areas that serve almost identical hinterlands find
themselves in strong competition to stay one of the network hubs (Sys et al. 2008).
Within these network configurations, carriers will constantly need to trade off higher
slot utilization of their ultra large vessels against additional handling costs that occur
due to necessary transhipment. Hence, it can be suggested that ‘hub ports’ with
strong local hinterlands that can maintain a high share of import/export cargo will
have the best conditions to maintain a sustainably important role within liner service
networks (Ducruet and Notteboom 2012).
Experts suggest that maritime accessibility is likely to become an even more
important factor of port choice for ULCVs. As a consequence, non-urban ports
could take on an increasingly important role compared to ports in urban areas
that do not provide enough room for adaptations (Merk 2018). An example
provides the currently ongoing debate on Hapag-Lloyd’s recent announcement to
reallocate ULCV services from the urban port of Hamburg to the greenfield terminal
in Wilhelmshaven (WorldCargo News 2021a). Calls for stronger environmental
restrictions as well as the risk of casualties in vulnerable urban areas add to these
discussions.

4 Environmental Considerations of ULCVs
4.1 Ecologies of Scale
The impacts that the global shipping industry has on the environment are manifold.
To encounter negative consequences, international regulations have been set in place
that are often amended by national policies. In the following, an overview of the
major possible impacts, shipping has on the environment, will be given with the
affiliated regulations that are already in place.
Various studies have shown that certain components of anti-fouling paints are
highly toxic to the marine environment. As the hull of a ship is almost permanently
exposed to seawater, particles of the paint can enter the environment by abrasion
or by disintegration. Scientific investigations have proved that these particles
would poison marine life forms and enter the entire food chain. Therefore, certain
components were banned from the use in anti-fouling paints since 2008 (MEPC
1990; IMO 2001).
At the end of a ship’s lifetime, which means it is either damaged or further
operation does not pay off any longer for economic, ecologic or regulatory reasons,
it gets wrecked and any valuable parts are recycled. Over the ship’s lifecycle,
many potentially hazardous materials accumulate in a ship. These are, for example,
residues of fuel oils, lube oils, cargo, paints. MEPC released different resolutions as
guidelines to reduce environmental impacts of ship recycling (MEPC 2011a, 2012a,
b, d, e, 2015).
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The disposal of garbage at sea is another issue that endangers marine life and the
marine environment and is regulated by MARPOL Annex V (MEPC 1973), which
is updated at regular intervals. Ships above a certain size have to carry a garbage
management plan and have to comply with the standards for shipboard incinerators
(MEPC 2012c, 2014a, 2017).
Ships are also emitters of a considerable degree of noise. While there is regulation
in place to protect the crew and the passengers from shipboard noise, there currently
exists no regulation to protect the marine environment from ship noises (ILO 2006;
MSC 2012a, b). The issue of ship noise impacts on marine mammals was discussed
already in 2007, but currently only non-mandatory guidelines are in place (MEPC
2007, 2014b).
Another environmental issue are the exhaust emissions of ULCVs that are the
direct result of the fuel used in a ship’s internal combustion engine. Exhaust
emissions include greenhouse gases (GHG) and other components. Most notably
of these other components are nitrous oxides (NOx ), sulphur oxides (SOx ) and
particulate matter (PM) (Faber et al. 2020). The amount and the composition of the
exhaust emissions depend on the specific machinery and the fuel in use. On modern
day container vessels, different types of machinery are operated on different fuels.
Therefore, the operation of vessels leads to a wide range of different emissions that
are subject to various regulations that will be discussed detailed in Sect. 4.2.
None of these environmental impacts is unique to ULCVs and happens on any
vessel. However, as has been discussed in Sect. 2.1, ULCVs have been developed
in recent years with an increased nominal capacity while still maintaining the same
dimensions. That means, the environmental impacts, that have been been discussed
above are staying roughly the same for each vessel, while they can be attributed to
an increasing amount of containers. As a result the environmental impact per TEU
is decreasing. This effect could best be described as ‘ecologies of scale’ (Schlich
and Fleissner 2005).4

4.2 Regulating Emissions and Improving Energy Efficiency
These ‘ecologies of scale’ become especially apparent if the exhaust emissions of
ULCVs are compared. Besides carbon dioxide (CO2 ) a vessel’s combustion engines
also emit other GHGs that are measured in carbon dioxide equivalents (CO2 e).
In 2018 the combined CO2 e-emissions of shipping, which includes international
and domestic shipping as well as fishing, contributed to only 2.89% of the yearly
global anthropogenic emissions. The shipping sector is dedicated to reduce its

4

The term ‘ecologies of scale’ according to the author describes the effect that the ecological
impact of a production line decreases as the amount of produced items is increased, similar to the
term ‘economy of scale”. In the context of this article, the amount of items translates to a service
provided, i.e. the amount of containers transported.
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total CO2 -emissions by 50% until 2050 in relation to 2008 levels (Faber et al.
2020; MEPC 2018). Because of a growing global trade volume and consequently
a growing number of ships with a growing amount of cargo being underway, this
requires a reduction of CO2 e-emissions by 85% per individual ship (IMO n.d.).
To tackle this issue, the Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC) of
the IMO proposed various measures.5 One is the Energy Efficiency Design Index
(EEDI), which evaluates the energy efficiency of a vessel by defining a minimum
energy efficiency baseline that new built ships need to achieve and that is increased
every 5 years (MEPC 2011b, 2020), to ensure constant improvements of new built
vessels. While the EEDI only aims at improving the efficiency of new built ships,
MEPC adopted a similar index for the existing fleet, the Energy Efficiency Existing
Ship Index (EEXI) in 2021 to be applied after 2022 (IMO 2021). Both indices,
however, have been criticized to only make small contributions towards IMO’s
decarbonization goals (Trivyza et al. 2020; Rutherford et al. 2020; Psaraftis and
Kontovas 2021). EEDI and EEXI are accompanied by a so-called Ship Energy
Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP) and the Carbon Intensity Indicator (CII).
The SEEMP is an operational mechanism to push ship owners to optimize the
operational efficiency of a ship (MEPC 2011b), while the CII is an annual rating
of the CO2 -emissions of any singular vessel, which can be tied to incentives for a
shipping company to invest in cleaner technologies (IMO 2020a, c, 2021).
The emission of NOx , SOx and PM is regulated by MARPOL since 1973. While
these emissions do not have a global warming potential such as GHG, they come
with negative local effects on populated areas such as cities in proximity to ports
or navigation routes. Since the first of January 2020 (MEPC 2016) fuels have a
maximum permissible amount of SOx and PM of 0.5% (MEPC 2019). Especially
in ecologically sensitive regions, the so-called Emission Controlled Areas (ECA),
ships need to comply with even stricter requirements regarding machinery and fuel.
Vessels built after the first of January 2016 that are sailing in an ECA need to be
equipped with a Tier-III-engine (MEPC 2018, 1973) and the maximum permissible
amount of SOx and PM in the fuel is limited to 0.1% (MEPC 1973).
Due to these regulations, ULCV designs are constantly being improved with
respect to their fuel efficiency. While the regulations are relevant for any ship, they
also find application on ULCVs. However due to the ‘ecologies of scale’ ULCVs
provide ecological benefits over smaller vessels and are constantly improving. In
this section, an analysis of the energy efficiency changes of ULCVs over time is
conducted, to estimate the improvements that have been made. For every year the
fuel consumption of the largest ship by nominal capacity that has been delivered in
that respective year has been estimated according to the formulas of the IMO (Faber
et al. 2020). To calculate the fuel consumption, it was assumed that the vessels are
5

Also, the European Union is pushing the maritime sector to reduce the fuel consumption its
CO2 -emissions. In 2015 the EU adopted legislation to a program to monitor, report and verify
CO2 -emissions from the shipping sector that has been proposed in 2013. The aim of the EU is to
take regulations to a practical level and use the findings in the discussions with the IMO (European
Commission (2013, 2020)).
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Fig. 5 Development of Energy Efficiency of ULCVs. Own diagram based on CRSL (2021a)

operated at a uniform speed to compare them from a current point of view. Only
the fuel consumption of the main engine is part of the estimation. The calculation
does not account for any consumption from auxiliary engines or boilers, the amount
of reefers on board or the bow thruster. The estimated fuel efficiency has then been
divided by the amount of containers on board to create an indicator for the energy
efficiency of the vessel. For the calculation a uniform slot utilization of 85% is
assumed. The calculated energy efficiency is determined by a mass of fuel in kg that
is required to transport 1 TEU by a distance of 1 nm. This indicator is denominated
as kg/TEUmile.
The result of this estimation is depicted in Fig. 5. The diagram shows that
clear improvements with regard to energy efficiency of ULCVs were made over
time. In Sect. 2.2 it was mentioned that with the commissioning of the Maersk
E-class in 2006 a new chapter in ship size growth was opened. At the time of
its commissioning, the energy efficiency of the E-class was significantly improved
compared to the largest vessel that was commissioned 10 years earlier. Because the
estimation does not include other factors such as the operation of auxiliary engines,
boilers or the amount of reefer containers, the energy efficiency only depends on
the main engine and the operating speed as well as the slot utilization and reflects
the energy efficiency of the ship at sea. Because a uniform slot utilization has been
assumed, an increase or reduction would lead to a more or less uniform increase or
reduction of the energy efficiency among the vessels.
Figure 6 shows the improvements of energy efficiency in retrospective. To even
out fluctuations, the energy efficiency of the analysis has been grouped into tranches
of 5 years and their average energy efficiency was determined. Then the fuel
consumption of the latest tranche, which contains the ULCV from 2015 to 2019,
was compared to earlier tranches of ships. The figure shows that a ULCV from the
latest tranche uses about 45% less fuel per TEUmile than a vessel from the first
tranche, in which the Maersk C-class, which is not considered as a ULCV, was
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Fig. 6 Energy efficiency of a modern day ULCV compared to older vessels. Energy efficiency of
different tranches is shown. Own diagram based on CRSL (2021a)

commissioned. Compared to the third tranche, which includes the Maersk E-class
that coined the term ‘ULCV’, the last tranche still utilizes about 27% less fuel per
amount of transport work.
Generally, there have been improvements to the energy efficiency of ULCVs that
can be verified by an estimation of the energy efficiency. However, Fig. 5 also shows
that improvements of the energy efficiency in the recent years have been achieved
in rather small steps. Part of the reason is that the main engines are already highly
optimized and achieve very low specific fuel oil consumptions, which is the mass
of fuel that is required to produce a specific amount of energy. Due to this already
high optimization of marine engines, the room for further improvements is small
and operational measures such as weather routing or slow steaming become more
relevant, because they still provide a leverage to the fuel consumption of a vessel
(Faber et al. 2020). To further improve the fuel efficiency, operational measures or
technical solutions such as air lubrication or wind assistance could be utilized. In
the most recent ULCVs from 2020 and 2021 ship owners often implement dual
fuel engines, that do not only use oils as a fuel but also Liquefied Natural Gas
(LNG). While the operation of vessels with LNG results in lower CO2 -emissions,
which gives the vessel a good EEDI rating, LNG is mostly composed of methane, a
strong GHG, which can result in a harsh increase of CO2 e-emissions if leaked into
the environment. The amount of this so-called methane slip that is the result of an
incomplete combustion heavily depends on the engine that is installed. In the worst
case, the use of LNG in dual fuel engines does result in significantly lower CO2 emissions but in an increase of CO2 e-emissions. If the methane slip over the life
cycle of LNG can be reduced or prevented, this fuel could provide a new leverage
to further improve the efficiency of ULCVs (Pavlenko et al. 2020). While some
shipping companies build their ships with LNG dual fuel engines (CMA CGM n.d.),
others are using methanol (A.P. Moller - Maersk 2021) or even consider ammonia
as potential future fuels (Lloyd’s Register 2019), that could even be produced from
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renewable resources. In a recent study, the DNV GL considers several future fuels.
Among LNG, methanol and ammonia from renewable sources, hydrogen, that is
used in fuel cells, is part of the maritime future energy mix in some of the considered
scenarios (DNV GL 2020).

4.3 Dredging for the Future
Dredging in ports is primarily done to accommodate large vessels and to allow large
vessels to pass each other with a safe distance. ULCVs are one of the main reasons
for dredging that is performed in ports all around the world. The environmental
impacts that dredging has on the marine environment cannot be attributed solely
to ULCVs but rather to the cascading effects with larger vessels replacing smaller
units, as has been demonstrated in Sect. 2.2 (European Dredging Association n.d.).
In the context of ULCVs mostly two of these types of dredging are important.
As has been discussed in Sect. 2.1, ships have always been getting bigger with
ULCVs always being the peak of this evolution. While ports have often developed
historically according to the needs of the time which maybe the near future in
hindsight, in many cases they are not prepared for vessels the size of a modern
day ULCV. To accommodate these large vessels the infra- and superstructure of the
ports need to be modified as already discussed in Sect. 3.1. Modifications to the
infrastructure, such as the enlargement or deepening of channels, berths or basins
require dredging with the aim of creating or modifying infrastructure. This is called
‘capital dredging’. Due to different reasons, such as waves and tides, sediments
are transported with the water and accumulate in channels, berths or basins of a
port, where they can reduce the depth of a channel. To ensure that the port and the
adjoining waters remain navigable, the so-called maintenance dredging is carried
out at intervals, and the accumulated sediments are dredged (Ports Australia 2016;
European Dredging Association n.d.).
Dredging is often considered as an interference into existing ecosystems. While
it is obvious that dredging can be an issue to these ecosystems, the extent of the
impact of a dredging measure is difficult to evaluate and the public discussion
about it can lead to serious delays, especially when it evolves around capital
dredging. A prime example for such a delay is the lengthy discussion about the
dredging of the river Elbe in Hamburg (Germany), which started in 2002 and was
ended by the approval of the works in 2020 (Grabbe 2017; Groll 2020; Merk
et al. 2015). The effects of dredging on the marine environment are investigated
intensively by many researchers. Generally speaking, the environment is affected
in many different ways by dredging. During the dredging work itself, noise levels
increase significantly above normal levels, which could be harmful especially to
marine mammals (Todd et al. 2015). The process of dredging causes the so-called
turbidity plumes, an increased amount of sediments in the water that have shortterm effect on the quality of water (Ports Australia 2016). The turbidity plumes
can negatively impact the light penetration of the water, which has the potential
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to degrade ecologically important habitats close to the dredging operation that are
sensitive to any change of their environment. The extent of the effect on flora and
fauna depends on the specific sensitivity of the specie, with some being able to adapt
to changes and others not (Erftemeijer et al. 2012; Ports Australia 2016; Erftemeijer
and Lewis 2006). Sediments can accumulate different toxins and pollutants over
time. Dredging operations disturb these sediments and can release these toxins and
pollutants into the water and surrounding habitats (Johnston 1981; Todd et al. 2015).
Another impact is the change of the sediment structure due to dredging, which could
become unsuitable as a habitat for some species. Again, the extent of the effect is
varying on the predominant species of flora and fauna as well as the composition
of the sediment before the dredging. Dredging can also have a positive short-term
effect. Whirling up sediments can release nutrients into the water and increase the
supply of food available for different species in an area, leading to a temporary rise
of species abundance in the dredging area (Todd et al. 2015).
To ensure that the interference of marine dredging works on the environment
is kept at a minimum, an environmental risk assessment is a crucial part of the
planning stage. It shall be ensured that any unnecessary environmental impact is
avoided and that any remaining impacts are mitigated and offset. Any impact that
dredging has on water and sediment quality has to be evaluated. Additional aspects
such as impacts or potential losses of marine flora and fauna, cultural heritage,
fishing and shipping activities and any changes to current and water flows are to
be considered (Ports Australia 2016). Concluding, studies do show that dredging
negatively impacts marine life and the environment. It is indicated that the extent
of these effects depends on the specific species, with some being more sensitive
to disturbances than others (Erftemeijer and Lewis 2006; Erftemeijer et al. 2012;
Todd et al. 2015; Johnston 1981). It is hinted that dredging can even have shortterm positive impacts (Todd et al. 2015). In any case, negative effects outweigh the
positive effects and it can take up to 10 years after the dredging operation until the
area has fully recovered from the interference (Newell et al. 1998; Todd et al. 2015).

5 Conclusion
5.1 Various Effects of Ever Larger Ships
The discussion on seaport systems as well as on environmental considerations has
shown that cost benefits realized at sea may come with negative effects in other
external systems. Potential negative impacts on aquatic ecosystems and increasing
logistical, infrastructural and superstructural challenges in the entire transport
chain become more and more complex and extreme as the size and capacity
of ULCVs further increase. Economic advantages for liner shipping companies
through economies of scale therefore come at the expense of diseconomies of scale,
which must be shouldered, to a large extent, by the general public.
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ULCVs, meaning container ships that can no longer pass through the new locks
of the Panama Canal due to their dimensions, have assumed a dominant role within
the global container ship fleet since their introduction in 2006. While these vessels
initially possessed nominal capacities in the range of 15,000 to 16,000 TEU, no
ULCV with less than 19,000 TEU has been put into service since 2019. The current
order book for new containerships indicates that only ULCVs with more than 23,000
TEU will become operational in the coming years and that a large part of the
future growth in the total capacity of the global containership fleet will fall into
this segment.
With regard to seaport systems, it becomes obvious that the rise of ULCVs has
created a very demanding environment for port and terminal operators. While those
vessels are often mentioned in connection with significant cost advantages achieved
through ‘economies of scale’, it is argued that ports and terminals have rather
become ‘sweating ports’ that suffer from ‘diseconomies of scale’ under the influence
of large vessels (Haralambides 2019; Malchow 2017). On the one hand, this refers
to necessary infra- and superstructure adaptions that are connected with huge
investments, often subsidized by taxpayers’ money. On the other hand, shipping
companies as the terminals’ main customers set increased operational performance
requirements that can hardly be fulfilled at the moment and call for more and faster
equipment as well as more flexibility. In connection with lower call frequencies
and workload peaks as a result of increased call sizes, this environment is likely to
lower the profitability of terminal operations. However, it is not guaranteed that the
efforts to meet ULCV requirements will ultimately pay off by means of increased
throughput, as shipping companies are in the process of reshaping their service
structures that involve fewer ports of call within hub-and-spoke-networks.
It has become apparent that container ships come with various impacts on the
environment. While these impacts are not unique to ULCV, it was demonstrated
that these vessels provide an ecologic leverage over smaller units since they enable
an increasing nominal capacity, while maintaining comparable outer dimensions.
The ecological impact that a ULCV has can therefore be distributed among a higher
number of containers. On a per-box-base the ecological impact is decreasing with
the deployment of ULCV. This effect can best be described as ‘ecologies of scale’.
Hence, it could be demonstrated that the energy efficiency of ULCV has improved
drastically over the last decades: due to improved engine efficiency and improved
operational measures, a modern day ULCV is about 40% more energy efficient.
Since engines have been highly optimized, further potential for energy efficiency
gains from engine optimization is limited. Additional emission savings could be
contributed from operational measures and additional technical solutions such as
wind assistance or from future fuels. Even though it was shown that ULCVs do
offer ecologic benefits mainly from improved machinery and ‘ecologies of scale’,
dredging in port areas is mainly done to keep ports up with the increasing ship sizes.
While it is hinted that capital dredging indeed can have short-term benefits on the
marine environment, they are far outweighed by negative effects that often do have
a long-term effect.
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5.2 Economies and Diseconomies of Scale: The Discussion
Goes into the Next Round
Due to the strong increase in orders, especially for ULCV new buildings since the
fourth quarter of 2020, the future capacity growth of the world container fleet will be
mainly driven by this largest ship segment in the coming years. It has been shown
that the growth in size can in principle be continued and that the ULCV-class of
MGX-24 ships could be surpassed by ships with up to 30,000 TEU, which could be
significantly longer and wider than the largest ships in service today.
While consulting firms and economists have been grappling for some time with
the question of how much and under what conditions further growth in the size of
container ships can still lead to measurable economies of scale for liner shipping
companies, diseconomies of scale of ULCVs have so far been described mainly in
qualitative terms. Whereas negative ecological impacts, e.g. due to dredging, are
difficult to quantify monetarily due to their long-term nature, this does not apply to
ULCV-related modernization and maintenance costs of seaport network structures.
Especially in this area, further research is needed to better estimate monetary
consequences of ULCVs and possibly even larger units in the future. If, when and to
which magnitude gigantism in container shipping will be carried on depends largely
on whether the liner shipping companies will still be able to profit from economies
of scale with ever larger ships and to what extent external diseconomies of scale are
tolerated by the respective actors, such as the general public. Today, some voices
even call for a limitation of vessel sizes in order to prevent ports from becoming
unprofitable and public bodies from excessive spending in infrastructure that comes
without significant compensation by vessel operators (WorldCargo News 2021b;
Malchow 2017).
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Abstract The online grocery trade has received an additional boost from the Covid
pandemic. The delivery of such purchases places particular demands on last mile
logistics since consumers demand more and more individualized delivery options,
e.g., regarding the delivery arrival or the type of transport. At the same time, many
consumers are becoming more environmentally conscious, so there is a need to
examine further how this particular consumer behavior affects the sustainability of
deliveries. This paper develops and presents a simulation model, which considers
grocery delivery under different framework conditions. The examined scenarios
show that a change in consumer behavior directly impacts last mile logistics
systems, mainly by increasing the total number of orders and a slight reduction in
emissions through improved vehicle utilization. Nevertheless, the results show that
without sufficiently high utilization of delivery vehicles, shopping trips by private
car may cause fewer emissions.
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1 Introduction
Nowadays, more and more consumers are using e-commerce for their purchases,
which leads to increased delivery volumes, especially in urban areas. Thereby,
we observe that individual order frequencies trigger large numbers of individual
shipments of single orders with single packages. Consequently, the utilization of
transport means decreases (Pronello et al. 2017; Schnedlitz et al. 2013). From
a consumer’s point of view, there is also a rising desire for more individuality
in the delivery of online ordered goods (Witten and Schmidt 2019). Consumers
expect flexible deliveries as well as delivery services that are individually tailored
to their lifestyles. This refers particularly to timely delivery of ordered goods, direct
deliveries to the front door, and well-determined delivery dates (Wegner 2019).
At the same time, it is apparent that the probability of personal receipt and thus
successful delivery tends to decline.
Furthermore, consumers are becoming more environmentally aware and want to
purchase in an environmentally sustainable manner (Ternès et al. 2015). However,
this conflicts with increasing traffic volumes that are generated by e-commerce.
Thereby, the so-called last mile often turns out to be inefficient, costly, and
environmentally damaging (Gevaers et al. 2011). Especially urban delivery areas
are challenged by more traffic congestions, air and noise pollution, traffic accidents,
and greenhouse gas emissions. These new complex logistics structures put retailers
as well as logistics service providers under great cost pressure (Savelsbergh and
Van Woensel 2016). Accordingly, alternative concepts for the last mile need to be
developed for the future, which are both, sustainable as well as individual.
This paper examines different delivery options for online grocery retailing
that allow for individual adjustments of end users according to their preferences.
Therefore, we want to answer the following research question:
How do consumer choices in regards to delivery options of online purchased
groceries affect the sustainability of last mile logistics?
In order to answer the research question, different delivery scenarios are developed and evaluated with regard to their sustainable impact.
The remainder of the paper is as follows. After having presented the motivation of
this research and the research question, Sect. 2 shows theoretical notions on online
grocery retailing, last mile logistics and its delivery options, as well as last mile
related modeling is presented. Section 3 includes an explanation of the methodology
of simulation modeling anda description of the processes. This is followed by the
presentation and discussion of the identified results in Sect. 4. The paper ends in
Sect. 5 with a conclusion, limitations, and an outlook for further research.
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2 Theoretical Background
2.1 Online Grocery Retailing and Its Logistics Challenges
With an annual growth of around 60% between 2019 and 2020, the increase of
online grocery retailing was significantly higher than the entire retail sector in the
online business (HDE Online-Monitor 2021). Despite this significant growth rate,
the market share of online grocery retailing is still relatively low, as only two percent
of all grocery items are purchased online (HDE Online-Monitor 2021).
This is due to the many obstacles that make online grocery retailing more difficult
than stationary retailing. These include issues of missing quality checks of purchased products during the purchasing process or the challenges of delivering fresh
or frozen goods that trigger concerns among consumers (Deges and Speckmann
2020). In addition, the overall competition is considered to be extremely high
due to a very good local supply situation through stationary retailing, the habitual
structures of consumers, low margins and a high price sensitivity of consumers, who
are often not willing to pay additional delivery costs (Heinemann 2020).
The supply chains for groceries differ significantly when stationary retailing is
compared with online retailing. In conventional supply chains of stationary retailing,
goods are delivered from manufacturers to the central distribution centers of retailers, from where they are forwarded to the local stores. In online supply chains, these
process steps between manufacturer and end consumers can be reduced (Ehrler et
al. 2019). End users buy and receive their goods either directly from the producer,
similar to traditional market stalls, or from wholesalers or retail distribution centers
(Seidel et al. 2016). In stationary retailing, ultimate logistics operations such as
picking, packing, and delivery of individual orders are handled by consumers
themselves, whereas in online grocery retailing, these fulfillment operations are
transferred back to retailers and/or manufacturers (Yumurtacı Hüseyinoğlu et al.
2020; Kämäräinen and Punakivi 2002).
Furthermore, many logistics processes in the grocery retailing sector are subject
to special legal regulations and controls in the areas of food hygiene, temperature safety, data protection and product traceability (Dworak and Burdick 2002;
Vahrenkamp et al. 2012; Arnold et al. 2008). For example, legal requirements
stipulate that the end consumer must be guaranteed that groceries remain fresh
until the best-before date (Hagenmeyer 2006). This is particularly relevant for
fresh products such as meat and sausage products as well as fruit and vegetables
(Vahrenkamp et al. 2012). Consequently, an uninterrupted cold chain between
producers and consumers is essential.
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2.2 Modeling Last Mile Logistics and Its Delivery Options
2.2.1 Last Mile Definition and Delivery Options
The last mile is this part of a supply chain in which an order is delivered from
the last distribution center, collection point or local warehouse to its destination
(Umundum 2020). The final destination can be a private end user or a company
(Clausen et al. 2016). Various players, such as manufacturers, retailers, and logistics
service providers, are involved in managing the last mile. The player with the highest
bundling potential can manage the last mile most efficiently and cost-effectively;
today, this is most likely to be logistics service providers (Brabänder 2020).
The last mile offers a variety of delivery options, which differ significantly
in terms of sustainability impact and at the same time offer the possibility of
considering consumer-specific delivery choices. This includes the question of which
means of transport is used to cover the last mile. This can be done, for example,
by conventional vehicles with combustion engines or electrically powered vehicles
such as e-cars or e-bikes. Cargo bikes are also becoming increasingly important,
especially in hard-to-reach areas in city centers (Saenz et al. 2016). Furthermore,
there are many design options in terms of speed of delivery. Consumers demand
short delivery times in particular so that same-day or next-day delivery is becoming
increasingly popular in online retailing (Winkenbach and Janjevic 2018). These
requirements pose major problems for logistics service providers, as short delivery
times lead to rising costs, make route planning more complicated, reduce vehicle
utilization, and increase CO2 emissions per package (Witten and Schmidt 2019).
Also, different time slots for delivery can be offered to match individual consumer
preferences. The selection of a time of the day is intended to ensure that the
consumer is present at the time of delivery (Agatz et al. 2008). So far, the choice for
a specific delivery time is limited, and the times for delivery specified by logistic
service providers often collide with consumers’ work schedules (Grant et al. 2014).
Since successful first-time delivery has a strong influence on a sustainable delivery,
there is great potential for logistics service providers to adapt their delivery times to
the preferences of consumers.
Finally, different delivery locations can be adjusted to consumer preferences and
have significantly different effects on CO2 emissions during delivery. Consumers
clearly prefer home delivery, which is the most common delivery option. The
problem here, however, is that consumers often are often not present at the time
of delivery, which triggers further delivery attempts and additional trips. There
are concepts to avoid this problem and enable more sustainable delivery, such as
click-and-collect, which involve self-collection by the consumer from the store or a
packing station (Mangiaracina et al. 2019; Schnedlitz et al. 2013).
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2.2.2 Modeling the Last Mile
Modeling last mile logistics often focuses on finding better algorithms for scheduling and clocking delivery trips for a wide variety of scenarios. It is considered as a
special sort of a Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP), as last mile deliveries are usually
constrained by capacity limits imposed by the vehicles and given time windows.
Consequently, it is often referred to as a (Capacitated) Vehicle Routing Problem with
Time Windows (VRPTW). Thereby, the focus is often on the reduction of vehicles.
However, Ombuki et al. (2006) developed multi-objective genetic algorithms, where
the number of vehicles and the incurred costs is equally important.
Depending on the application, almost any number of constraints can be added
to the basic VRP model. For example, Shen et al. (2018) included the evolution
of CO2 emissions costs for a system with multiple depots and time windows
(MDOVRPTW). They showed that adapting the delivery strategy to emissions regulations (costs and quotas) decreases overall costs. Current research also investigates
the use of electric vehicles, where Caggiani et al. (2021) extend the VRPTW by
including aspects of staggered delivery and the need to (partially) charge vehicles
(2E-EVRPTW-PR). They conclude that despite these additional constraints, zeroemission strategies for the last mile can be worthwhile.
Also consumer accessibility impacts last mile transportation costs, which Özarık
et al. (2021) have investigated by incorporating information on whether consumers
are accessible into route planning and show that this can reduce overall costs.
Another important parameter that needs to be incorporated in a modeling
approach refers to the problem that the adaptation of logistics processes or conversion of a vehicle fleet to zero-emission drives generates costs that cannot easily
be passed on to consumers. Here, Hagen and Scheel-Kopeinig (2021) investigated
the acceptance and willingness-to-pay (WTP) of consumers based on a central last
mile micro depot (CMD). Their results show that many respondents are interested
in using such a last mile service, but only a small proportion is willing to pay more
for this additional service with potentially lower emissions.

3 Developing a Simulation Model for Individualized
Sustainable Last Mile Logistics
3.1 Modeling Individualized and Sustainable Last Mile
Logistics
Basically, individualization is used to achieve higher consumer loyalty by increasing
the individual benefits for the end user (Reichwald et al. 2009). In the manufacturing
industry, modularization, and postponement strategies already offer consumers
many opportunities for individualization (Kölmel et al. 2019; Shaik et al. 2015).
In contrast, the individualization of logistics in the last mile is hardly pronounced.
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In accordance with Gausmann (2009), we understand consumer individuality as
the end consumer’s ability to make an individual choice from several logistics
options. A choice is given if at least two different alternatives are offered to the
consumer. With regard to the delivery options of groceries ordered online, such
individualization can consist of the end user making a choice from various delivery
dates, delivery locations, means of transport or transport packaging.
In our understanding, sustainability in last mile logistics refers primarily to the
ecological dimension. Ecological sustainability is given when natural raw materials
are only used under consideration of their natural recovery (Reichert et al. 2018).
Against this background, we consider all raw materials and the emissions associated
with their consumptions that are used and generated during the entire last mile
transport process. This includes CO2 emissions during loading, transport, and
delivery of groceries ordered online. For example, we are investigating the extent
to which CO2 emissions change when different means of transport are used for
delivery.
Based on this, we developed a simulation model for the Bremen area to
investigate the impact of different logistics options for the delivery of online ordered
groceries and their interaction on the respective environmental impact. In contrast to
other approaches, the focus is not improving the routing and scheduling algorithm
but an investigation of how varying specific logistics options change the outcomes.
Therefore, the model investigates the impact of individual consumers’ selected
logistics options in terms of dependent KPIs, such as individual CO2 emissions. A
model with public average values for consumers’ shopping behavior from Germany
was parameterized as a reference marker in the first step. We then created a second
scenario using actual consumer preferences and shopping behavior from a survey.
By comparing these two scenarios, we investigate whether and to what extent
individual consumer preferences in the delivery of groceries ordered online have
an impact on CO2 emissions and other KPIs.

3.2 General Process Description
The simulation represents the following process: Consumers place orders in a
continuous process according to their characteristics, which may differ due to the
logistics options chosen. The orders received throughout the day are collected.
Every time one or more vehicles becomes idle, the simulation tries to schedule all of
today’s remaining orders and to add as many optional orders (e.g., orders that could
be delivered over the next five days). The applied routing tries to ensure that both
the consumers’ wishes can be fulfilled while obtaining a high vehicle utilization. In
this first step, two vehicles with different engine types are available; in the further
course, fleets with only one engine type are considered. In all cases, each route starts
and ends at the main depot. Figure 1 illustrates this process in a schematic way.
The simulation collects KPIs, such as the total weight, the number of consumers
or the distance driven per tour for each tour and individual order. The simulation
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Fig. 1 Process model from ordering to delivery

calculates the individual environmental impact of consumer-related emissions using
these KPIs. A detailed description of this approach is given in the following sections.

3.3 Simulation Model Description
Our simulation model was created with the AnyLogic software that uses Java as
the programming language and provides an internal OpenStreetMaps GIS Map for
routing and visualization. As the routing problem, a Capacitated VRP with Time
Windows (CVRPTW) was identified, the GraphHopper’s jsprit Libraries and a precalculated distance matrix were used to solve it. For each scenario in every variation,
five runs over a simulation time of 30 days were done.
The core elements of the simulation model include agents for consumers and
vehicles, in which the ordering and delivery behavior are described, and agents who
manage incoming orders and optimize the routes. All these elements are presented
below.

3.3.1 Consumers and Transport Matrix
The simulation model uses a consumer matrix consisting of 200 consumers randomly distributed in Bremen city. The corresponding distance matrix was calculated
a priori using street distances within a GIS map. The resulting transport network
uses the OpenStreetMap function in AnyLogic to drive along real roads and not just
weighted edges in an artificial network.
For our simulation, we include the following delivery options and their attributes:
Each consumer is assigned to one of the possible values for each attribute. The
distribution among the different values is based on consumer-specific preferences
from our primary and secondary data sources. These logistics options determine
different consumer-specific values that are essential for the simulation. For example,
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– Number of persons
– Order frequency
– Deposit
– Desired time slots
– Desired transport vehicle
– Desired period

(1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
(once a week, twice a week)
(yes, no)
(07–14 h, 14–20 h, 07–20 h)
(combustion, electric)
(same day, next day, within next five days)

the number of people, the order frequency, and the desire for storage (impersonal
delivery) determine each order’s weight and the respective time required for packing
and unloading. Traffic volumes differ throughout the day. Therefore, if a desired
time slot with higher traffic volume is chosen, deliveries take longer and fuel
consumption increases due to more stop-and-go sequences.

3.3.2 Vehicles
Our system consists of two delivery vehicles. Depending on the scenario, there are
two combustion vehicles, two electric or one each. These two types mainly differ in
consumption-related emissions and reactions to different traffic events. The specific
total consumption contotal, given in Eq. (1) is determined by the type of engine and
its related base consumption conbase as well as by a load weight factor conweight and
a traffic influencing factor contraffic that reflects, e.g., different speeds and frequent
stops depending on the time of day.


contotal = conbase · conweight + contraffic

(1)

Equation (1) considers that the proportion per individual load is higher with a
small total load and shrinks with the increasing total load. Thus, the respective
consumption (diesel or electricity) is calculated for each order and can be offset
against the respective specific emission values. Combustion vehicles tend to have
higher fuel consumption according to higher amounts of stop-and-go-frequencies,
resulting in a lower average speed (Olivera et al. 2015).

3.3.3 Routing
For the simulation, a dynamic planning problem has to be solved since new orders
can also arrive during a day, which in the most extreme case are intended to be
executed for the current day and should accordingly also be scheduled for the day
if possible. Therefore, the agent first generates a route for orders that need to be
completed on the same day. Afterward, the agent incrementally adds orders that
might be scheduled for today but also could be delivered the following days. This
process ensures a high vehicle utilization and tries to keep the number of orders on
consecutive days low. The agent selects these additional orders depending on their
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urgency, i.e., it first tries to add orders that would be due the next day, then the day
after and so on. The agent terminates the planning when the resulting route would
not cover all orders anymore and assigns the complete plan to the idle vehicles.

3.3.4 Calculating Consumer-Related Emissions
The distance, the respective speed, the general traffic situation, the transport weight
and the vehicle’s capacity utilization result in the corresponding consumption (in
this case, diesel or electricity) and therefore determine the total CO2 emissions. By
multiplication with the respective specific emission factor, a total value with the unit
kg CO2 eq. per tour can be determined.
To get a reasonable emission share for each order, neither the consumer-related
transport weight share nor the driven distance are suitable as sole calculation factors.
Since a fully-loaded vehicle has a higher consumption than an empty one, the
consumer’s position within the planned tour influences the resulting emissions. To
take into account that consumers have no active influence on their position, an
allocation method is chosen that puts the product of distance and delivery weight
per order in relation to the sum of all orders per tour shown in Eq. (2). Therefore,
values per consumer and the total sum are rather determined by the consumers’
choice of logistic options than by the tour-planning algorithm setting the sequence.
proporder =

distanceorder · delivery weightorder
distancetour · delivery weighttour

(2)

Using this method, orders with very little weight but long distances and orders
with significant weight but short distances get their fair share of the total. Having
calculated the individual proportion of the respected tour, the amount of emissions
for each consumer in the unit kg CO2 eq. can be determined by applying the formula
shown in Eq. (3):
emissionorder = proporder · emissiontotalTour

(3)

4 Results and Discussion
4.1 Experimental Design
As mentioned before, the focus lies on creating data on consumer-related choices
of logistics options. Therefore, in the different scenarios, varying choice sets are
adjusted, and the resulting data is analyzed.
Table 1 shows the consumer-related features, their corresponding option lists and
the assigned distributions. For the baseline scenario, literature values were used for
the two features number of person groceries are ordered for and order frequency
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Table 1 Features and distributions for the baseline and the empirical numbers scenario

Feature
Number of person
groceries are ordered for
Order frequency per
week
Deposit
Desired time slot
Desired transport
Desired period
a In
b In

Option list
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5)

Assigned distributions in %
Baseline
Scenario with
scenario
empirical numbers
(50, 31, 9, 7, 3)a (35, 40, 13, 6, 6)

(once, twice, daily)

(69, 27, 4)b

(42, 54, 4)

(yes, no)
(07–22 h, 08–14 h,
14–20 h)
(Diesel, electric)
(SameDay, NextDay,
within 5 days)

(20, 80)
(20, 20, 60)

(20, 80)
(20, 20, 60)

(50, 50)
(20, 50, 30)

(50, 50)
(20, 50, 30)

accordance with State Statistical Office Bremen (2016)
accordance with Kläver et al. (2020)

per week according to the sources given. A total of 260 participants took part in
our survey on grocery shopping behavior, from which the distributions shown for
the two features are derived. The remaining distributions are based on assumptions
made by the authors.
By comparing the results of our survey data with the data used for the baseline
scenario, three interesting aspects appear:
1. There is a shift in how many people are assigned to one grocery purchase.
2. The number of shopping trips per week differs significantly.
3. The vast majority of grocery shopping trips is done by car.
Whereas the data from the State Statistical Office Bremen say that almost 50% of
all orders are for one person, only 35% of the survey participants chose this answer.
The most noticeable part of this shift can be found in the shopping for two people,
from 31% in the baseline scenario to 40% in the empirical scenario. Only small
changes can be seen in the numbers for more than two people.
The second significant difference relates to the number of shopping trips per
week. Survey data from Kläver et al. (2020) state that almost 70% of all consumers
do grocery shopping once, or even less, a week. In our survey, this value drops to
only 42%, but at the same time, the number for doing grocery shopping twice a week
doubles to 54%. In both cases, daily shopping is only done by 4% of the participants.
Lastly, our survey shows that grocery purchases are made almost exclusively in
stationary stores and that about 70% of the survey participants use their car for
this purpose. Here, the question arises whether CO2 emissions can be reduced if
online orders are placed and delivered by a small number of vehicles instead of
many consumers do shopping trips by car.
Using the two different data sets, conclusions can be drawn about how the
changing consumer preferences affect the delivery system. However, at the same
time, in order to investigate developments when different vehicle fleets are available,
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simulations of these fleets were changed in a third step. While both vehicle types are
selected at 50% in the initial scenarios, 100% use of one vehicle type was simulated
for comparison purposes.

4.2 Experimental Results
In Table 2, the average results of five simulation run for each scenario are presented,
beginning with the mixed vehicle fleet, followed by the combustion drive only and
the electric drive only scenario. Finally, in Fig. 2, a comparison of all scenarios
based on the emissions per order is shown.
The results show that consumer preferences have a direct impact on the logistics
system. However, as illustrated in Fig. 2, within each vehicle distribution scenario,
the average emissions per order remain similar at around 4.3, 3, and 1.3 kg CO2 eq.
despite the change in consumer behavior, that leads to an apparent increase of
around 15% of orders for all vehicle distributions. Figure 2 also shows that the
average results on the emissions per order are always at the same level, but the
variances are clearly different. Since the combustion only fleets show greater

Table 2 Average results of five simulation runs for a mixed vehicle fleet, combustion vehicles
and electric vehicles only
KPI
Baseline scenario
Scenario with empirical numbers
Average results of five simulation runs for a mixed vehicle fleet
Emissions per order/kg CO2 eq.
3.09
3.05
Orders delivered
707.00
833.60
Tours done
99.60
99.00
Orders per tour
7.18
8.45
Delivery weight per tour/kg
101.56
157.62
Distance per order/km
14.31
14.34
Average results of five simulation runs for combustion vehicles only
Emissions per order/kg CO2 eq.
4.36
4.24
Orders delivered
762.60
856.20
Tours done
105.00
99.20
Orders per tour
7.35
8.69
Delivery weight per tour/kg
119.95
147.97
Distance per order/km
13.42
13.06
Average results of five simulation runs for electric vehicles only
Emissions per order/kg CO2 eq.
1.35
1.30
Orders delivered
705.20
833.20
Tours done
105.20
101.20
Orders per tour
6.76
8.29
Delivery weight per tour/kg
91.14
140.54
Distance per order/km
13.63
13.04
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Fig. 2 Visualization of emissions per order for different vehicle distribution

fluctuations and higher values, these vehicles mainly shape the results for the mixed
fleets.
Although more orders had to be delivered, the total amount of tours needed
shrinks at least by a small factor. This development is also accompanied by an
increase in delivery weight per tour. For both the mixed and the electric-only
fleet, rises of more than 50% can be seen. However, for all vehicle distributions,
it becomes obvious that there is a low utilization. Based on a maximum load
capacity of around 1000 kg, the utilization in all baseline scenarios is around 10%.
In comparison, in the empirical scenarios, it is still around almost 15%. Contrary to
the weight per tour, for distances per tour, only small changes can be seen.
Finally, for all vehicle distributions, more efficient tours reduce emissions per
order, which is achieved through the change in consumer behavior. Considering the
assumptions made for this simulation model, full electrical fleets cause the smallest
amount of emissions, but even a mixed fleet can significantly reduce environmental
impacts.
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4.3 Discussion on Results
The KPI weight per trip shows how consumer behavior impacts the environmental
compatibility of the transport of online ordered groceries. Having the possibility
to choose between several options, individualized deliveries are generated for
consumers, but the providers of last mile logistics depend on a critical amount
of consumers with similar selections made to generate environmentally friendly
delivery tours. Although the planning algorithm tries to bundle as many orders as
possible, our approach clearly shows the limits for optimizing a consolidation of the
orders made by 125 active consumers with two vehicles only.
Since a majority of the respondents in our survey stated that purchases are
made by car, it is worth estimating the emissions if all orders were picked up
from stationary retail outlets by car. According to Schewelsky et al. (2020), CO2
emissions per shopping trip in Germany amount to around 1.28 kg CO2 eq. In our
simulation, comparable values result when delivery is made in electric vehicles only
(1.35 kg CO2 eq. for the baseline scenario and 1.3 kg CO2 eq. for the scenario with
empirical numbers). This highlights the potential positive sustainability impacts of
using electric-powered vehicles to deliver groceries ordered online. In addition,
traffic would be relieved if only two delivery vehicles were in use compared to
everyone doing their grocery shopping by car. In contrast, the emissions in our
simulation are more than twice as high when delivered with combustion vehicles. In
this case, a shopping trip by car is less harmful to the environment than supplying
the urban area from a single location that is positioned for practical reasons in the
vicinity of the grocery store. In addition to the already mentioned low utilization
of the delivery vehicles, a look at the distances per order also shows why the
emission values are comparatively high. While in the simulation scenarios, distances
of around 14 km per order have to be driven, the figure for private car trips is only
around 5 km (Schewelsky et al. 2020). However, the results of our simulation do not
allow a generally valid statement about how the emissions from shipping groceries
ordered online behave compared to shopping trips by private car. Instead, it shows
the need to investigate under which circumstances a breakeven is achieved, taking
into account consumer behavior, fleet size, drive types, and possibly the number of
locations concerning delivery areas and traffic situations and their interaction.
The fact that vehicle utilization has a significant impact on the efficiency and
the outcomes of delivery routes is not new. However, this first simulation study
shows that the delivery options directly influence the whole last mile logistics
system. Therefore, to achieve a compromise between fulfilling consumers’ wishes
and planning and scheduling delivery routes with an environmental impact as little
as possible, there is a need for a dynamic planning process. According to Özarık
et al. (2021), who included data about the presence of consumers in their planning
and scheduling system, information about all orders with specific restrictions like
a particular time window or a delivery area could be considered. In that way, with
every new order coming in, there would be a continuous calculation of transport
utilization and costs. From this, different options can be derived and presented
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to the consumer, who then has the opportunity to decide whether to accept a
more environmentally friendly option or prefer to have their original delivery
requirements fully met.

5 Conclusions, Limitations, and Outlook
The purpose of this paper was to show how consumer choices in regards to delivery
options of online purchased groceries affect the sustainability of last mile logistics.
Therefore, we developed a simulation model and analyzed two different scenarios.
By adapting the baseline scenario to individual consumer preferences, the number
of orders is increased, but at the same time, the number of tours is reduced, resulting
in a slightly better utilization of vehicle capacity. Even if these improvements are
only marginal, the integration of consumer preferences for the delivery of groceries
ordered online can be expected to improve rather than worsen the sustainability
effects of deliveries. Our results also show that electrically powered vehicles have
a decisive influence on the sustainability of delivery. For example, the emissions in
the scenario with individual consumer preferences and the exclusive use of electric
vehicles are 1.3 kg CO2 eq, while this value is 4.24 kg CO2 eq for the exclusive use of
combustion vehicles. Our findings further indicate that vehicle utilization is low in
both scenarios. In the baseline scenario, vehicle utilization is around 10%, and in the
scenario with empirical data, it is around 15%. Since vehicle utilization is another
critical factor in assessing sustainability, there is still significant potential here to
make the delivery of groceries ordered online more environmentally friendly.
Even though the costs are a critical factor in the design of the last mile, we have
not yet addressed this aspect. This is because the focus of this study is on sustainable
and individualized delivery options, and costs, in the long run, will be integrated
into our approach as a result of a selected delivery option. For future research, it is,
therefore, necessary to assign a possible price to the individual delivery options.
Since the delivery options will differ depending on the selection of a delivery
option, a dynamic pricing model would be appropriate. As individual adjustments to
delivery lead to additional costs for logistics service providers or retailers, the extent
to which consumers are willing to contribute to the delivery costs incurred must
further be investigated (Witten and Schmidt 2019). We expect that the willingnessto-pay a surcharge for delivery will be higher if the chosen delivery options have a
positive impact on sustainability.
For this study, only three features for describing consumer behavior on last
mile logistics options were investigated. Nevertheless, it can be seen that there is
a direct link between chosen logistics options and responding emissions. Therefore,
in future work, sensitive analysis on all the other features needs to be done to
investigate the interaction of all features in different circumstances. In the long
term, the simulations presented can be integrated into the online ordering process
of groceries. After a consumer selects a delivery option for the groceries ordered
online, the consumer would get direct feedback on the sustainable impact of that
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delivery option. This allows consumers to reflect and evaluate their decision. If
desired, the consumer can then adjust his decision and tailor the last mile logistics
to the individual and sustainable preferences (Freitag and Kotzab 2020).
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Logistics Challenges Along the New Silk
Roads
Hans-Dietrich Haasis

, Jianhui Du

, and Xuejun Sun

Abstract In 2013, Chinese President Xi Jinping advised to establish the “Silk
Road Economic Belt” and the “21st Century Maritime Silk Road,” also referred
as the Belt and Road Initiative or the New Silk Roads Policy. The intention is to
promote international and regional trade as well as cooperation in and between Asia
and Europe. Consequently, international maritime and terrestrial freight transport
corridors are either established or strengthened and operated. The purpose of this
paper is to reflect the Belt and Road Initiative from the perspective of logistics.
The aim is to identify and formulate circumstances, expectations, opportunities,
and peculiarities of logistics along the New Silk Roads. For this purpose, four
corresponding challenges will be considered and outlined after an introduction to
the Belt and Road Initiative. The four logistics challenges concern the awareness of
new freight transport corridors and the assessment of possibilities for opening new
transport relations and new markets, the implementation of new and the adaptation
of existing supply chains to increase strategic logistics flexibility, the availability
and use of digital infrastructure and connectivity for improved communication and
coordination of logistical processes, and the willingness to consider regional and
cultural differences in the preparation and realization of supply chain decisions.

1 New Silk Roads Policy and Its Implications
In 2013, China proposed to establish the “Silk Road Economic Belt” and the
“21st Century Maritime Silk Road,” also referred to the long-term development
policy called Belt and Road Initiative, One Belt One Road, or New Silk Roads.
Chinese President Xi Jinping first explains his vision of revitalizing the ancient Silk
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Road to jointly build the Silk Road Economic Belt at Nazarbayev University on
September 7, 2013, as part of his state visit to Kazakhstan. One month later, on
October 3, 2013, during his state visit to Indonesia he announced the 21st Century
Maritime Silk Road. The Silk Road Economic Belt represents the land-based trade
corridors linking Asia and Europe by establishing roads, railways, and pipelines.
The 21st Century Maritime Silk Road indicates the maritime shipping passages
spanning across the South China Sea, the South Pacific Ocean, and the Indian
Ocean area. China’s intention is to promote regional trade and cooperation through
improving connectivity in Asia, Africa, and Europe. Chinese authorities encourage
domestic enterprises to go global and actively cooperate with other states. Trade
liberalization agreements are signed between China and countries influenced by the
Belt and Road Initiative to promote trade and investment environments. Additional
information is provided, for example, within (Lam et al. 2018; Lee et al. 2018;
National Development and Reform Commission 2015; Wan 2021; Ye 2020; Ye and
Haasis 2018).
In connection with infrastructure construction projects, large amounts of Chinese
investments are already realized and will be realized in the future. Examples
are, amongst others, the Port of Piraeus in Greece as well as the new Eurasian
railway link connecting China, Central Asia and Europe. The Chinese National
Development and Reform Commission, Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Ministry of
Commerce, already in March 2015 released the first statement “Vision and Actions
on Jointly Building Silk Road Economic Belt and 21st-Century Maritime Silk
Road,” which illustrates a grand blueprint as the strategic-level framework (National
Development and Reform Commission 2015). The statement presents five major
goals to enhance regional cooperation: policy coordination, facilities connectivity,
unimpeded trade, financial integration, and people-to-people bonds. In the same
year, Chinese government set up the Office of the Leading Group for Promoting
the Belt and Road Initiative.
Although there are threats related to the cooperation arrangements like financial
investment risks and political influence, the chances may outweigh according to the
economic strengths and technological weaknesses of the countries and companies
engaged in. At present, there are more than 50 countries signed cooperation
agreements with China, according to the Chinese “Belt and Road Portal” (https://
eng.yidaiyilu.gov.cn/, last accessed 2021/06/25).
The pattern of logistics networks and supply chains is likely to be reshaped,
and more countries and regions as well as their markets may become favorable
for international enterprises and motivate facilities relocation processes (Hammami
and Frein 2014; Khan and Haasis 2020; Rodrigue and Hesse 2006; Ye 2020; Ye
and Haasis 2018). Against this background, logistics challenges may occur, for
example, the revision of supply chain designs with respect to the availability of
freight transport corridors, the ensuring of strategic logistics flexibility considering
new logistics hubs and freight villages along the New Silk Roads, the accessibility
to digital processes and communication platforms reducing digital divide conflicts,
as well as the significance and appreciation of cultural influences on interregional
supply chain decisions.
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2 Freight Transport Corridors and Supply Chain Design
Efficient as well as well-developed freight transport corridors are important, both for
Europe and China as well as for the international networking of essential production
sites with procurement and sales markets (Hammami and Frein 2014; Lee et al.
2018; Rodrigue and Hesse 2006). Their design and expansion aim
• to ensure economic accessibility for supply chains,
• to increase the attractiveness and visibility of the regions along the transport
corridors,
• to increase the reliability, the cost-effectiveness, and the safety of freight
transportation, as well as
• to ensure a future-oriented sustainable development of economic regions.
If this succeeds, transport corridors are valuable enablers for transport and trade
facilitation, and thus for economic and social prosperity.
The demand for long-distance border-crossing freight transport is continuously
growing in the economic globalization era, which puts a lot of pressure on the
current global freight transportation system as well as on supply chains. Some transportation geographers also studied the transportation infrastructure and networks,
container terminals, gateways, ports cooperation and regionalization, transportation
network, etc., for example, see (Dovbischuk and Haasis 2011; Rodrigue 2012;
Rodrigue and Hesse 2006).
Against this background, the terrestrial railway connections and the maritime
transport relations to and from China play an essential role at the international level.
This is mainly true in relation to the Chinese Belt and Road Initiative (Lam et al.
2018; Lee et al. 2018; National Development and Reform Commission 2015; Ye
2020; Ye and Haasis 2018). Figure 1 outlines the infrastructure network focusing

Fig. 1 Belt and Road Initiative—The infrastructure network (Source: Mercator Institute for China
Studies, Berlin, 2018)
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on the Belt and Road Initiative. In addition, for Europe, the North-South axes as
well as the West-East axes play an important role, i.e., the connection between
Scandinavia and the Iberian Peninsula, the connection between the Baltic Sea and
the Black Sea as well as the connection between Rotterdam, Duisburg, Warsaw, and
Moscow. Focusing on Germany, the seaport hinterland connections are crucial for
the performance of the German economy.
Congestion in important ports and insufficient capacity of distribution channels
become bottlenecks for development and for the operation of supply chains. China’s
Belt and Road Initiative is an infrastructure-led development policy with large
amounts of investments flowing into transportation infrastructure projects. These
efforts are expected to expand the capacities of some critical ports and increase
the connectivity of specific countries and regions to the global transportation
system. Transportation infrastructure will affect firms’ strategies about their network
configuration and their supply chain design (Buer et al. 2019; Khan and Haasis
2020; Lee et al. 2018; Rodrigue and Hesse 2006; Ye 2020; Ye and Haasis 2018).
The port of Piraeus as a case under the frame of the Belt and Road Initiative is
a good example to illustrate how transportation infrastructure improvement affects
the importance of this node in the entire network (Ye and Haasis 2018).
Of course, also the China Railway Express, operated by the state-owned enterprise China Railway Corporation, enables international container freight transport
services between China and Europe. In the “Development Plan of China-Europe
Freight Train Construction (2016–20),” issued by the Leading Group Office on the
Construction of the Belt and Road (please see: https://eng.yidaiyilu.gov.cn/, last
accessed 2021/06/25), the background and the demand for railway freight transport
between China and European countries are analyzed. Moreover, the spatial structure
design of the railway transit corridors, hub nodes, and routes is analyzed and
published (Ye 2020).
There are three main railway passages: The western routes have three main
branches; one runs through Kazakhstan connecting to the Trans-Siberian Railway;
one crosses the border at Horgos Border port; one runs across Torugart pass and
connects to the planned China-Kyrgyzstan-Uzbekistan Railway. The central route
runs across Erlianhot land port and through Mongolia to connect to the TransSiberian Railway. The Eastern route goes across Manzhouli land port linking to
Trans-Siberian Railway. All these passages end in European destinations.
Recently, enterprises are increasingly interested in relocating facilities; network
redesign processes have become more frequent. Of course, enterprises are motivated
by varying reasons such as offshoring, expansion opportunities to new markets,
mergers and acquisitions, financial and tax advantages offered by countries (Hammami and Frein 2014).
In the context of the Belt and Road Initiative, the connectivity of selected
locations is improved through investments in transportation infrastructure. Thus,
national and regional governments should take advantage of these improvements
and offer a more favorable business environment to attract enterprises’ investments.
On the other side, enterprises may reconsider their current network configuration
and adapt their supply chain strategies to respond to the possible opportunities
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induced by the implementation of the Belt and Road Initiative (Ye 2020; Ye and
Haasis 2018).
For the design and operation of these freight transport connections, it is important
to consider the challenges of today and of the future, in particular the demands
on freight mobility, the availability of energy resources, the efforts to protect the
climate, the changes caused by the digital transformation of processes, and the need
to integrate transport systems. Particularly from the point of view of climate and
resources, rail transport and maritime transport play an important role (Tran et al.
2017). Finally, in view of the importance for the future freight transport system,
investments in the provision and use of information and knowledge along the
transport connections must also be considered (National Development and Reform
Commission 2015; Wan 2021).
This shows that when dealing with supply chains along international or intercontinental freight transport routes, it is not only necessary to contribute to spatial
planning and construction industry, but also to invest more than ever in the provision
and use of information as well as to invest in the development and the assessment
of innovative cooperation and business models.

3 Logistics Hubs, Freight Villages, and Strategic Logistics
Flexibility
Considering the availability of new freight transport corridors, the strategic flexibility of an enterprise related to the operation of supply chains may increase. According
to the supply chain design as well as the supply chain operation, these new options
for freight transportation give the chance and supports to better respond to changes
in the supply network access and the availability of logistics services along the longdistance transportation. The strategic logistics flexibility may be strengthened and
improved. However, this depends on information and the presence and the scope of
business activities in relation to logistics hubs and freight villages along the New
Silk Roads.
Freight villages are specific logistics hubs. According to the DGG—Deutsche
GVZ-Gesellschaft mbH (please see: gvz-org.de, last accessed 2021/06/25), they
are defined as “logistics centers, where the cargo from different transport modes
can be reloaded, compiled, and prepared for transportation. That place links and
brings together different transport modes like road and rail, transport companies,
supplementary transport services as well as industrial and trading companies. The
spatial proximity promotes coopetition and division of labor of the enterprises on
site. A major function of the freight villages is the management of politically
promoted combined transport and the shifting of cargo traffic from road to rail.
The cooperation of the companies on site makes it possible to realize high capacity
utilization.”
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More and more logistics hubs and freight villages like this can be found along
the maritime shipping routes and, of course, along the three main railway passages
between China and Europe, for example, the Horgos border port in Xinjiang, the
Erlianhot land port and the Manzhouli land port.
As a transportation interface and a business area for logistics-focused services,
freight villages are gaining wide acceptance in countries worldwide. Nowadays,
the style on how to operate and collaborate in freight villages is often pointed
out as a way for green logistics and sustainable freight transportation (Wu 2013;
Wu and Haasis 2018). On the other hand, they provide added value services,
such as inventory management, high-density warehousing, and packaging on behalf
of manufacturing, retailing, and wholesaling customers. In addition, a freight
village provides auxiliary facilities such as warehouses, groupage systems, customs,
maintenance workshops, banks, insurance offices. Maybe in the future, they also
provide decentralized additive manufacturing by using 3-dimensional printers (Barz
et al. 2016), for example, in connection with customization of products for the
customer.
Thus, freight villages are the foundation for intelligent and integrated freight
transport and supply chain management on a regional, a national, and an international scale.
Logistics hubs and freight villages must be distinguished from so-called Special
Economic Zones (Aggarwal 2011; Khan and Haasis 2020). To attract foreign direct
investment these zones can be found within or nearby logistics hubs. However,
the concept is focused on financial and tax policies. Whereas the aim of freight
villages is to improve freight transportation and to motivate collaboration between
coopetitive enterprises for a more efficient, green, and reliable supply chain.
On a regional scale, freight villages may be realized to organize regional and
urban freight transport to and from sales markets or cities. On a national scale,
freight villages support efficient, green, and reliable freight distribution between
national supplier and sales markets using electricity-based rail transportation.
And on an international scale, freight villages open the door to international
transportation networks and markets. Thus, there are advantages for all stakeholders
interested in transportation, for example, the customers, the workers, the regional
authorities, the railway operators, the logistics service providers, the suppliers and
the industrial companies by increasing their economic and social development and
welfare.
Challenges linked to logistics hubs and freight villages are related to reliable
connectivity, the organizational structure, the coopetitive business model, and the
use of knowledge management for the improvement of collaboration. Investing in
New Silk Roads also means to invest in capabilities, knowledge, and training.
Nowadays, the concept of logistics hubs and freight villages furthermore can be
explained by the new economic geography theory, where spatial and agglomeration
economies are the focal point. According to this theory, agglomeration is attributed
to increasing returns of scales based on knowledge spillovers, market demand and
cost of trade, as well as to infrastructure quality, the collaboration of enterprises and
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better technical and business environment (Aggarwal 2011; Dovbischuk and Haasis
2011).

4 Digital Silk Roads, Platform Ecosystems, and Digital
Divide
Since several years the topic of digitalization has been discussed worldwide in
connection with a better operation of processes as well as a shift of process control
either or both, to the objects and the international web. This applies mainly to
logistical processes (Freitag et al. 2020; Haasis et al. 2015; Jahn et al. 2020;
Kersten et al. 2020; Wan 2021). In this context, digital transformation is the process
of implementing digital technologies and supporting capabilities to create digital
business models. However, due to high transaction costs in combination with a
revision of business development and an implementation of change-management
actions, the progress in digitalization goes on step by step and is obviously different
between enterprises, regions, and states according to their related technological
and human capabilities. The implementation of a digital silk road may support to
overcome the dilemma of the digital divide.
Nevertheless, a rethinking of communication, coordination, and cooperation
between stakeholders along a supply chain is obvious. Mainly concerning information management between partners in supply chains, there are substantial
potentials for improving efficiencies. For example, efficiency improvements can be
obtained by a better coordination along the international supply chain, by a more
comprehensive and coopetitive regional cooperation, as well as by an innovative
shifting of logistics control mechanisms into the cloud. By far, the options of modern
information and communication technologies are not used sufficiently.
More and more decision-makers on a business level as well as on a political level
focus on the design and operation of digital web-based service platforms based on
the landlord philosophy. Public institutions may provide the digital infrastructure,
and data transfer interfaces should be standardized across enterprises. The digital
suprastructure could be developed and provided by private enterprises. Part of the
digital suprastructure could be applications for the use of on-demand services, the
use of logistics-oriented cyber-physical systems, the use of methods for data mining
and data analyzing as well as the use of other coopetitive decision logics.
Thus, research and development towards collaborative decision-making, based
on a coopetitive corporate policy, in ports, freight villages and in supply chains
should be pushed by research institutions in close cooperation with enterprises. The
same holds for the development of new data-driven control models for supply chain
management and logistics operations, as well as for new business models (Haasis et
al. 2015). In connection with business models, incentive schemes may be developed,
overcoming the political motivated regional competition and realizing a coopetitive
multi-plant cost calculation and a multi-plant profit allocation based on transfer
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payments. Of course, the incentive schemes must consider legal and operational
requirements. Regarding new business models, the allocation of processes to process
owners must be reconsidered. In the future, process owners of today may be
substituted by process owners of tomorrow.
As known, in general, seaports are competitors, both from a business as well
as from a regional political point of view. Of course, this is also true for terminal
operators, logistics service providers and forwarders. Nevertheless, considering
bottleneck situations, for example, stressed by port operations and by hinterland
transportation as well as focusing on investments for port development and infrastructure provision, it may be an option to cooperate from time to time. This
may lead to advantages like less waiting times in front of gates and terminals,
better usage of straddle carriers and container yard capacities, as well as more
time-efficient transshipment processes. Due to this, seaport communication and
cooperation reflect typical situations for coopetition. The economic success of this
coopetition may be enabled by an improved supply of digital information used for
better communication and coordination between partners in the maritime supply
chain as well as by a better allocation of scarce resources in line with collaborative
decision-making. Examples for digital service innovations based on collaborative
decision-making are yard and container lot management, ship announcement after
re-direction and terminal preparation, gate drive-through management as well as a
flexible and conditional supply chain management.
Maybe in the future a container ship decides autonomously about the best
terminal and berth for container transshipment, or a vessel moored at a quay controls
independently the terminal operations for its containers. Or a retailer will control
the transshipment of requested containers towards the hinterland transportation to
the demanding shop based on the specified demand of customer products. Or the
container itself self-controls some of his operations on the container yard. These
cloud-based applications in the future may be operated by using a digital web-based
service platform across locations, upgraded on the base of port community systems
and of terminal operating systems. The platform could have the characteristics of
an essential facility. The related process model could be developed further towards
a port-as-a-service-model. The port can be called a smart service port (Jahn et al.
2020).
Automation is already a real up-to-date development, for example, in selected
terminals in the seaports of Hamburg, Busan, and Dubai. Considering the Next
Generation Port 2030 in Singapore or the well-known TradeLens initiative of
Maersk and IBM based on a blockchain-enabled digital shipping platform, the
seaport 4.0 is approaching. Based on the philosophy of the well-known landlord
model, as already mentioned, the digital platform could be provided as standardized
public infrastructure, and the service applications could reflect the customerorientated private suprastructures. Algorithms and new data-driven applications
for berth allocation, container yard operations, storage management and crane
scheduling policies can be shifted towards cloud solutions. Of course, similar
considerations can be made for freight villages and, in general, for logistics hubs.
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Thus, in the future the services could be offered by new Internet enterprises
powered by data sources. The questions in the future are who will provide the
digital business models on demand, who has the data power and on how to
handle the digital divide between companies and regions. Therefore, related market
consequences for seaports, freight villages and supply chains must be observed,
analyzed, and challenged.
Finally, we must decide about the extent of external web-based control. This is a
thrilling and challenging topic that should be covered in the context of discussions
about the ethics of logistics.
The idea to achieve digital connectivity by integrating the concept of the internet
of things and e-commerce into the Belt and Road Initiative was already mentioned
in a White Paper prepared by the National Development and Reform Commission
in 2015. In addition, the cross-border laying of optical cables and the expansion
of communication networks were called for (National Development and Reform
Commission 2015).
This policy of Digital Silk Roads was underlined by Lu Wei, the Director of
the so-called Cyberspace Administration, in the China-EU Roundtable for Digital
Cooperation in 2015. He mentioned: “We can build a digital silk road, a silk road in
cyberspace” (Brown 2017).

5 Interregional Supply Chain Decisions and Cultural
Influences
The implementation and the operation of supply chains along the New Silk
Roads must deal with decision-makers and logistics service people with different
cultural backgrounds. This is of course very clear in the widely recognized and
accepted consideration of public holidays. However, these backgrounds may have
an influence on the art on how to decide and on how to operate efficient and reliable
logistics processes (Baumann et al. 2013; Fawcett et al. 2004; Ferraro and Briedy
2017; Hofstede et al. 2010; Smyrlis 2004). On the other hand, these backgrounds
may result in the transfer of ideas, experiences, and knowledge between the regions
and people along the New Silk Roads, as already happened in the past. Thus,
besides only focusing on the supply chains of freight and goods, it is enhancing and
worthwhile also to focus on the cultural chain of ideas and knowledge to increase
the understanding and appreciation of decision-makers and people communicating,
cooperating, and working together.
Maybe the focus on the people and their cultural differences, and by this on
the cultural chain, could support the improvement of the logistics performance of
companies and regions. Still, in some parts of Asia, contracts are just a general commitment to do business together and are less meaningful than personal relationships
between individuals. Or what you believe to be a standard performance contract with
a warehouse service provider containing a “circumstances change” clause, which
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essentially means the contract is not legally binding (Smyrlis 2004). According
to the Logistics Performance Index, a benchmarking tool published by the World
Bank (Arvis et al. 2018), there are still numerous challenges, but also opportunities,
along the New Silk Roads, influencing the logistics performance, which must be
handled by logistics people with different cultural backgrounds. The indicators
considered for calculating the Logistics Performance Index are related to customs,
infrastructure, service quality, timeliness, international shipping, and tracking and
tracing. The characteristics of these indicators depend on people’s decisions. By the
way, the latest edition of the Logistics Performance Index allows for comparisons
across 160 countries (Arvis et al. 2018): In 2018, Germany achieved rank 1, China
was on rank 27, Kazakhstan on rank 71, and the Russian Federation on rank 75.
Obviously, the problems to ensure time-efficient and reliable processes are
not only different languages, time zones, and measurement units, but behavior
patterns and context interpretations. In connection with implementing logistics
information systems and decision support tools, it is not uncommon, mainly in
developing countries, to hear something like the following: “We were used to
work without pressure and postponing some tasks for later because the system
was not synchronized. Everyone was working for themselves without pressure.
However, with this synchronized system, work must be always done instantaneously
so that operations can take place on time. As a result, we feel that we are
under pressure from the system and that we are no longer acting according to
our own free will, but that we are subject to the system.” This statement may
underline those cultural aspects must be considered as part of interregional supply
chain decisions to avoid misunderstanding and miscommunication. As well known,
miscommunication increases uncertainty and risk and thus costs and can lead to
wrong supply chain decisions.
This perspective clearly shows the importance of knowledge management within
a region, a company, as well as between companies working together (Wu 2013).
Human-centric knowledge management may help to identify cultural differences
and to discuss these differences within an intercultural team providing new solutions
for better cooperation and supply chain management. From this point of view,
corresponding fresh reference should be given to topics like business process
modeling, re-inventing of business models, business data analytics as well as the
use of artificial intelligence for decision support and negotiation-orientated decision
models (Baumann et al. 2013; Haasis et al. 2015).

6 Synopsis and Conclusions
Within this paper, logistics challenges are outlined related to the realization and
operation of modified as well as new maritime and terrestrial silk roads based
on the Belt and Road Initiative. Of course, besides the available infrastructure,
people’s decisions, services, business informatics, data analytics and innovation
mainly influence the success of logistics both on a regional level as well as on
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an international level. Knowing that world trade flows are interconnected and
changeable, logistics must nevertheless ensure distributed production and supply
in a dynamic environment.
The aspects discussed are based on literature reviews as well as on studies
accomplished at the Chair of Maritime Business and Logistics in Bremen in
cooperation with researchers from China. The challenges mentioned within four
chapters relate to the awareness of new freight transport corridors and the assessment of possibilities for opening new transport relations and new markets, the
implementation of new and the adaptation of existing supply chains to increase
strategic logistics flexibility, the availability and use of digital infrastructure and
connectivity for improved communication and coordination of logistical processes,
and the willingness to consider regional and cultural differences in the preparation
and realization of supply chain decisions.
Of course, transport corridors are valuable enablers for transport and trade
facilitation. However, decision-maker should be aware of the new corridors and
should be able to evaluate both the supply chain risk as well as the economic and
sustainable supply chain potential.
Strategic logistics flexibility may be increased by considering new logistics
hubs and freight villages. However, this depends on information as well as on the
presence and the scope of business activities in relation to logistics hubs and freight
villages along the New Silk Roads. Thus, logistics hubs and freight villages are the
foundation for intelligent and integrated freight transport as well as for supply chain
management on a regional, a national, and an international scale.
The access to digital processes, innovations, and communication platforms
is essential to increase the efficiency of logistics processes and supply chains.
However, this access varies from company to company and from country to country.
Moreover, the questions in the future are who will provide the digital business
models and who has the data power. The implementation of a digital silk road may
support to overcome at least the dilemma of the digital divide.
The operation of supply chains along the New Silk Roads takes into account
decision-makers and logistics service people with different cultural backgrounds.
Maybe a stronger focus on the people and their cultural differences, and by this on
the cultural chain, could support the improvement of the logistics performance of
companies and regions.
These remarks may motivate not only to invest in infrastructure, i.e., in ports,
railway connections and warehouses, but also to invest in knowledge, research,
education, training, communication, and understanding. By this, logistics actions
along the New Silk Roads may serve as enabler and promoter for sustainable welfare
as well as for a better international communication and peaceful cooperation from
the point of view of states, regions, enterprises, and people.
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Observations and Perceptions
on a Doctoral Research Seminar
in Engineering and Logistics
Dave A. Louis

and Ingrid Rügge

Abstract Logistics is a global challenge needing cooperation across disciplinary as
well as cultural diversity. International, interdisciplinary education has the potential
to provide meaningful experiences and cultural exchange for the individuals
involved, including students, faculty, and university professionals and can have a
positive impact on their lives and professionalism. We introduce the doctoral training program International Graduate School for Dynamics in Logistics (IGS) at the
University of Bremen and explores a German-American educational partnership on
the level of doctoral training. Utilizing scholarly personal narratives, the perceptions
of two university professionals were garnered. From the narratives, they discussed
the advantages and difficulties associated with cultural exchanges, the exposure to
many cultures, and engaging with differing educational systems converging within
one program. This qualitative study provides and glimpses into the complexity and
intentional nuances that should be addressed when developing and operationalizing
international, interdisciplinary education.

1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on an educational scientific examination of the phenomena
that internationalization adds to the already challenging claim of interdisciplinarity.
In the first part, the history, the concept, and thematic orientation of the interdisciplinary doctoral training group of the Bremen Research Cluster for Dynamics in
Logistics of the University of Bremen is presented. Subsequently, an international
cooperation with Texas Tech University in the United States and with mostly
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Ethiopian doctoral students is taken as an example, examined with a qualitative
approach.

2 Part 1: A Doctoral Training Program for Logistics
The University of Bremen is a very young university that started with alternative
study programs and exceptional curricular elements. The founding objectives have
been interdisciplinarity, orientation to the practice, and social accountability in
teaching and research from the beginning on. Over the years, these guiding
principles have been expanded by gender equality, ecological accountability, and
internationalization (Universität Bremen 2021). In 1995, several research groups
from four different departments of the University of Bremen agreed to build a
research cluster on logistics without making it a discipline in its own right. They
identified logistics as a multidisciplinary and international area of research, transfer,
and education.
Now, the established Bremen Research Cluster for Dynamics in Logistics
(LogDynamics) is a cooperative network of research groups from five faculties of the
University of Bremen: Production Engineering, Mathematics/Computer Science,
Physics/Electrical Engineering, Business Studies/Economics, and Law. Associated
partners are the BIBA—Bremer Institut für Produktion und Logistik GmbH, the
Institute of Shipping Economics and Logistics (ISL), and the Jacobs University
Bremen gGmbH. The fields of activity range from fundamental and applied research
to transferring results into practice.
When starting the implementation of the research cluster, the idea arose to
support young researchers in this interdisciplinary field in a structured manner. At
that time, there was already structured doctoral education in Germany, but very rare
in the engineering sciences. With a Master (or the old German degree “Diplom”)
German doctoral students usually are not treated as students anymore. They are
doctoral candidates: young, independent researchers, working for their living in
sciences and self-responsible for any further education. Doctorates of research
assistants were common practice, mostly in German and with a low proportion of
foreigners.
As LogDynamics recognized the need for systematization of doctoral training
and its internationalization, especially in logistics, it set up the International
Graduate School for Dynamics in Logistics (IGS) in 2014, doctoral students were
recruited. Funding for the IGS began with an initial funding by the state of Bremen,
which provided funds for infrastructure, structural supervision, and scholarships.
In the meantime, the doctoral scholarships come from the DAAD, from the home
countries of the international scientists, or from the Erasmus funding schemes of the
EU. The IGS has been a partner in three Erasmus Mundus mobility projects with
Asia (cLINK, FUSION, and gLINK) from 2012 to 2018. Furthermore, it hosted
twice in a row a PhD SummerCamp for Ethiopian doctoral students from Texas Tech
University, USA (TTU Summer Camp 2018). Since 2021, the IGS is one of two
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European partners in the Erasmus+ Capacity Building Project SSAPI with Asia.
Structural support of the IGS still continues to be funded locally.
The first structuring of the new doctoral training program was taken from
already successfully implemented ones in the social sciences, humanities, and
marine sciences at the University of Bremen. The IGS adapted it to the conditions
in engineering and to the interdisciplinary and international aims of the research
cluster. The resulting support system was recognized by all disciplines involved in
LogDynamics. The curriculum of the IGS is tested, evaluated, and continuously
improved to this day (Rügge and Himstedt 2015; Rügge and Scholz-Reiter 2011;
Scholz-Reiter and Rügge 2011).
The incoming scholarship holders pursuing their doctoral research at the IGS
benefit from disciplinary supervision, scientific mentoring as well as organizational
and social support. Beside the individual doctorate projects, the curriculum covers
subject-specific courses, interdisciplinary research colloquiums, dialogue forums
with the industry, excursions, international conferences, and individual coaching.
The IGS integrates visiting professors into the supervision of the theses and external
experts for specific training in the field of personnel development. The working
language is English. The objective is to foster excellence in higher education and
research by providing an optimal environment in the field of logistics research on
different levels.
The IGS meets the challenge of globalization in logistics through doctoral
research in the same areas LogDynamics is focusing on. The individual research
is centered on four topic areas:
• Business models, decision processes and economic analyses of dynamics in
logistics.
• Holistic interdisciplinary methods for modeling, analysis, and simulation of
dynamics in logistics.
• Adaptive and dynamic control methods in logistics.
• Synchronization of material, information, decision, and financial flows.
The implemented supporting measures are courses, training, and coaching, most
of them related to improving so-called soft skills, e.g., to gain more awareness
on the impact of cultural differences and languages in scientific as well as social
cooperation (Zhang et al. 2015). The IGS is combining scientific content with
personnel and personality development in all offered measures as a “hidden agenda”
(Rügge and Klempien-Hinrichs 2013).
In 15 years, 100 courses or organizational course units were conducted, in
which nearly 300 scientists participated; that equals 1550 participations in total.
The majority of the participants are doctoral candidates, i.e., scholarship holders of
the IGS or research assistants of LogDynamics. However, international guests from
several mobility programs, not all of them conducting a PhD, have also participated
in the courses of the IGS.
At this current juncture, 76 young researchers from twenty-four countries started
their doctorate with a scholarship at the University of Bremen within the framework
provided by the IGS. Fifty-three of them have been awarded a doctoral degree
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(IGS 2021). They are professionally supervised by LogDynamics professors in one
discipline and also submit their dissertation in that discipline. The majority of the
doctoral theses have been submitted to the three Engineering faculties Production
Engineering (21), Electrical Engineering/Physics (12), and Mathematics/Computer
Sciences (8) of LogDynamics; ten to Business Administration/Economics. As
diverse and individual as doctoral topics are, they have always had a strong
relation to logistical problems. Among others, a significant scientific contribution
was made to autonomous logistics as well as to the modeling and optimization
of different kinds of supply chains, to the modeling of uncertainties and trust, to
AI-based decision support, to protocols of mobile communication for Industry 4.0
applications, to sensors and sensor networks for food transports.
Through the measures of the IGS, however, there is a continuous moderated
interdisciplinarity during the average 4-year doctoral phase. In addition, the provided customized continuing education courses are accessible to all LogDynamics
scientists, regardless of their contracts. Researchers pursuing their doctorates
within a traditional assistance doctorate as well as postdocs, professors, and guest
researchers are addressed by the offered courses. The orientation and composition of
the courses is not left to chance but is also guided with regard to an interdisciplinary
and international mix.
Sixty-seven of the 100 courses offered by the IGS have been evaluated by the
participants. Quantitative evaluations as well as qualitative feedback were requested
using a standardized questionnaire. The aim of each evaluation is to improve the IGS
offering, so there were also queries. The evaluation was therefore not anonymous.
This had as a positive effect an above-average return of answers as well as detailed
answers and discussions of the organizer on HOW to adapt the course to the
current needs with participants and lecturers. On average, between 11 and 23 people
participated in a course in 12 years under consideration. The proportion of IGS
doctoral scholarship holders varied from 24% to 56% and averaged 37.5% overall.
The proportion of women in this period varied between 31% and 54%, for an
average of 43%. On a scale of 1 (excellent) to 6 (poor), 88% of the evaluated courses
received an average rating better than 2.5, meaning that only eight courses received
a lower rating. 41 were rated in the upper range of 1.
All offers of the IGS are not general, they always undergo a specific adaptation
that takes into account the realities of logistics, i.e., the related disciplines, the
international cooperation, and the composition of the participants. For this purpose,
the lecturers are also sensitized to these specifics in advance and during the
implementation of the courses, and the specifics are made explicit. The qualitative
study introduced in the second part of this paper emerged from this sensitization.

3 Part 2: Study on International, Interdisciplinary Education
International education, in its many forms and fashions, provides meaningful
experiences and leaves lifelong impressions to students who engage in it. Concurrently, educators who are engaged in this endeavor also find much meaning
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in developing programs and interacting with the students. This cooperative paper
explores the experiences of two educators involved in a doctoral summer program
on professional writing as a component of an international education experience of
engineers within a partnership between the United States, Ethiopia, and Germany.
Unique to this partnership were (a) the interdisciplinary nature of the endeavor, (b)
doctoral candidates from different disciplines from Ethiopia, (c) professors from
the United States, (d) an international, interdisciplinary doctoral training group
housed at a university in Germany, and (e) the summer course that coalesced the
international experience. This paper will explore the perceptions of the professor
from the College of Education at Texas Tech University (TTU) in the United States
and the managing director of the International Graduate School for Dynamics in
Logistics (IGS) in Germany.

3.1 International Educational Experiences
Gelpi (1985) espouses intercultural activities in higher education inevitably furnishes students and teachers with greater levels of confidence. He posits that
intercultural activities involving higher education institutions that focus on global
collaboration are beneficial to the students, the institutions, and the environments
they influence. With these similar notions as Gelpi as the undergirding notions,
the College of Engineering and the College of Education at TTU embarked upon
collaborating with Jimma University in Ethiopia to develop graduate degrees in
engineering and teach many of the courses therein. The impetus was not only
to create international collaborations but to enhance the educational landscape of
Ethiopia by the creation of science teachers and university professors through
graduates of the program. One significant component of the program was to
provide the Ethiopian students with an international experience outside of their
home country. It is through this component that the IGS and the BIBA became
an important and indispensable element. Between July 2017 and July 2018, 18
Ethiopian doctoral students traveled to Bremen, Germany, and engaged in academic
international experience for three months at the “TTU PhD SummerCamp.” BIBA
served as administrative host of the three months of international experiences of
Ethiopian doctoral candidates and their American professors; the IGS managed all
organizational issues and developed the program in Germany.
Another crucial component of the program was to develop the students’ skills
in professional and publication writing. These two components gave rise to the
interdisciplinary writing intensive course within the TTU PhD SummerCamp. This
“Research Seminar” with the title “Proposal Writing: Professional Presentations
and Publications” was implemented for two consecutive years. The faculty member
from the College of Education at TTU designed it; and the experiences and observations of the facilitators of the program encapsulated and exemplified intercultural
cooperation among different countries. Some parts of the curriculum of the course
have been by email before and after the presence phase. In the first year, the
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scientific managing director of the IGS joined some classes of the research seminar.
During and after the course, both educators discussed their experiences and started
comparing the American and German system of supporting doctoral candidates.
That was the moment to start the research and cooperation for this chapter. In the
second year, there were less Ethiopian doctoral candidates left for an international
experience as well as for participating in the Research Seminar. Therefore, the
educators considered opening the course to doctoral candidates from LogDynamics.
An adaption of the Research Seminar was necessary to meet both needs: the needs
of the Ethiopian doctoral candidates of the American system and the needs of those
who are going to finish their doctorates in the German system.

3.2 TTU PhD SummerCamp Research Seminar
The Research Seminar course was developed to engage students in activities
related to writing research proposals, presenting their research, and preparing their
research for publication at the doctoral level, which included dissertation proposal
preparation. Although the development of specific presentation and writing skills
stood at the core of the course, the faculty member of TTU lectured on issues
surrounding proposal structure, meaning, and purpose of the proposal, understanding a professional and scientific audience, preparing research for publication, and
preparing research for professional presentations. Imbedded in the course were
activities for the students to critically think about their role as a researcher and
develop strategies to enhance their presentation, mentoring of others, and pedagogy.
Over the 2-year span, the course was amended from a one-week course to a 2-week
course. The first year only Ethiopian students were enrolled; and the second-year
doctoral candidates from both Jimma University and the University of Bremen were
enrolled. The observations by the faculty developer and the IGS managing director
serve as the primary data source for this piece.

4 Qualitative Research Methods
Through scholarly personal narratives (SPN) (Nash 2004), the perceptions of the
two university professionals associated with a German-USA educational partnership
were explored relating to their experiences with the development and execution
of an academic program for Ethiopian and Bremen doctoral students. Gorichanaz
(2017) posited, “the collaborative, phenomenological approach to self-study [can]
to allow for deep personal reflection while also stimulating open conversation
among researchers and educators” (p. 4). An integral aspect of the design was
plural positionality (Louis et al. 2017) since the authors are the above-mentioned
university professionals and served as both (a) the participants, key informants,
who articulated their experiences, and (b) researchers, who analyzed the meaning
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of their experiences. The data from the written narratives served as the primary
data. Through the data analysis process, meanings of the experiences are developed
and explicated (Nash 2004; Patton 2014; Lincoln and Guba 1985).
The research questions (RQs) that guided this narrative inquiry were: What are
the perceptions of the two interacting educators about:
•
•
•
•

RQ1: the inception of the international partnership and the program?
RQ2: benefits and challenges of the international partnership and the program?
RQ3: the vision and aspiration of the international partnership and the program?
RQ4: the experiences of students who participated in the international partnership
and the program?
• RQ5: the multidimensional features of the international partnership and the
program?

4.1 Procedure and Analysis
An instrument consisting of six items/prompts was developed (Appendix A) for
the researchers, who were the university professionals, to reflect and compose
their narratives on their perceptions two university professionals associated with
a German-USA educational partnership. The prompts were framed from the RQs
focused on their experiences and observations as educators involved in a multidisciplinary/multidimensional international collaboration between two universities.
Before the instrument was distributed to the university professionals, it was vetted
by the primary researcher to an independent qualitative researcher to make certain
that the prompts were accurate and clearly addressed the fundamental nature of the
study. The university professionals were given four weeks to reflect on the prompts,
make notes and write sections, edit and re-edit, and construct their narrative with no
limits on expression or articulation.
The narratives were distributed to each researcher, who were the university professionals involved in the TTU PhD SummerCamp, for individualized independent
analysis for open coding. Subsequently, they met via Zoom to discuss their findings,
disaggregate the data, delve further into the meanings of the narratives, and clarify
the expressions. It provided opportunities for member-checking whereby clarity of
meaning and ensuring the accuracy of the information was the central activity. The
process of axial coding in the data analysis linked the common connections between
the participants’ responses showing shared observations and mutual perceptions
about the events, individuals, experiences within the program (Saldaña 2015). From
this exercise, themes emerged from the narratives. Additionally, the study ascribed
to Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) concept of trustworthiness. The self-analysis design
and analysis discussions provided opportunities to further explain and clarify their
meanings and experiences. This member-checking and reevaluation enabled the
researchers to extricate very detailed and pertinent meanings of experiences with
relation to their experiences and perceptions.
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4.2 Positionality
Positionality is vital when communicating individuals’ life experiences, insights,
observations, and expressions of realities (Bourke 2014). Holmes (2020) stated,
“The term positionality both describes an individual’s world view and the position
they adopt about a research task and its social and political context” (p. 1). Hence,
being cognizant of the researcher’s context is key to understanding their lens when
engaging in the process, data, analysis, and theme development. And for SPN their
roles as key informants call specifically for a comprehension of their backgrounds.
Dave is a tenured associate professor in higher education at a large public
research university in the United States. He has over twenty years of experience
in American higher education, holding positions ranging from director of student
success center to executive director of a large academic program to tenure-track
faculty. He has spent 8 years as a faculty member in the College of Education
at Texas Tech University and is currently embarking on his initial term as a
faculty member at the University of Houston. He is originally from Trinidad in the
Caribbean but has lived the majority of his life in the United States. He identifies as
an Afro-Indo-Trinidadian.
Ingrid is a managing director at a young, medium-sized public research university
in Germany. She worked in different positions: Firstly, eight years in technology
transfer at an interdisciplinary Research Center at the University of Bremen.
For 14 years, she has been working as coordinator of an international doctoral
training program of an interdisciplinary research cluster. She guided more than 50
doctoral candidates of logistics from 24 different countries successfully through
their doctorate procedures in five different disciplines at the University of Bremen.

5 Findings
By now, two major themes emerged from the analysis of the narratives: (1) Bunter
Blumenstrauß and (2) Academic Approach Convergence. The themes directly
address the two university professionals’ perspectives with a German-USA educational partnership. It reflected their insights, experiences, observations, interactions,
and involvement with the TTU PhD SummerCamp. Although qualitative work is not
generalizable, the findings can indeed shed light, provide perspective, and create
greater awareness when developing cross-national and international educational
programs.

5.1 Theme 1: Bunter Blumenstrauß
“Bunter Blumenstrauß” roughly translates into a “colorful bunch of flowers.”
Throughout the narratives, the wondrousness of the multiplicity of people, mixture
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of cultures, and differing educational systems converging in one place were
expressed. The TTU PhD SummerCamp possessed one academic goal, but concurrently embraced and utilized the differences within the cultures and systems to
benefit the students’ learning outcomes. Thus, it was a symphony and cacophony
of cultures wrapped under the banner of education. The beauty of the program, as
well as some of the struggles within the program, was rooted in the diversity of the
German, American, Ethiopian, and other cultures engaged in a common academic
journey.
Dave articulated that the multicultural components of the program were what
enriched the program and was one of the central aspects of the design. He stated,
part of the core aspiration was the exchange of ideas and culture internationally. The
program is one meant to expose all the students and faculty involved to different cultures,
ways of thinking, and different educational systems with the hope that the African students
will ultimately benefit from both the academic program and cultural exposure.

Within the design, Ingrid indicated that the Ethiopian students in particular had
to adjust to German culture because they immersed for an extended period of time.
Although the program was a magnificent opportunity for the students. She stated,
Most of the Ethiopian doctoral candidates had never been abroad nor in a Western country
before the TTU PhD SummerCamp in Germany. Their stay was limited to three months;
thus, they had to adapt to daily life very quickly. The project brought three cultures (and
languages) together . . .

However, what is important to note was her belief that three months may not have
been sufficient for students to adapt to the culture of both the host country and the
academic and social expectations. Ingrid indicated,
Gaining international experience takes time! Three months is not sufficient to break
someone out of her/his comfort zone, particularly not when [individuals start] in a
homogeneous [cultural] group. It takes much longer to generate (automatic) awareness for
intercultural, international, interdisciplinary and diverse encounters.

Dave, however, did have an instance in which he engaged with an Ethiopian
student outside of the classroom and observed the importance of the international
collaboration. Dave shared,
I believe that the students developed through both the academic courses and the cultural
exchange. I rode the train one evening with one of the students and the conversation we
had about what he learned from being Germany was amazing. Plus, he seemed comfortable
navigating life in Bremen. He was comfortable on the train and in the city and expressed
his enjoyment in living in an apartment in the city.

Through both narratives, it was clear that the TTU PhD SummerCamp offered
a great benefit to the students involved. However, within any bunch of flowers
thorns/Dornen exist. With the amalgam of cultures, there were instances when
there were some complications with respect to academic, societal, and cultural
expectations. Ingrid shared,
[It] was a challenge for the Ethiopians even if they received tremendous support from the
hosting institution. They stuck together most of the time and didn’t make any friends with
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Germans, neither the first group nor the three people of the second year. Integration was
impossible.

There were instances of language barriers, academic expectation parries, and
societal expectations barriers. Dave explained,
The two biggest challenges were language and academic expectations. Most of the class
instruction was conducted in English. The instructor’s native tongue was English (British)
and operates within an educational system that is also English (USA). The two main
coordinators of the program both spoke languages other than English (German and Kenyan),
the Ethiopian students spoke their native Ethiopian language, the German students spoke
German. Thus, there were times when explanation of ‘technical terms’ was necessary and
unexpected.

Although in the first year, the primary languages were rooted in the German,
American, and Ethiopian cultures, in the second year with the inclusion of the
Bremen doctoral students, there were people who were Chinese and Indonesian. So,
beyond the confluence of German, American, and Ethiopian academic structures
was the additional layer of multiple native languages of the students and the
exposure to multiple academic higher education systems. Overall, the Research
Seminar provided a platform and landscape for multiple cultures to be engaged
in an academic program for doctoral students and include three countries in the
development. Although the cultural exchange was extremely beneficial and was one
of the most admirable aspects of the TTU PhD SummerCamp, it did have elements
that resulted in some difficulty.

5.2 Theme 2: Academic Approach Convergence
It was clear that multiple academic systems would be converging during the
development and operationalization of the TTU PhD SummerCamp. The curriculum and degree outline for the Ethiopian doctoral students at Jimma University
were American and crafted as such. The students matriculated undergraduate and
master’s degrees in Ethiopia under the auspices and rubric outlined by the Ministry
of Education in Ethiopia. However, for organizational reasons, the TTU PhD
SummerCamp took place at the University of Bremen in Germany. In the second
year, with the addition of the students pursuing doctoral degrees in a German
system, the differences in academic approaches became more apparent. Thus, there
was an inherent convergence of academic paradigms that was expected. But this
challenge also allowed both university professionals to examine and learn about
other educational structures.
Ingrid aptly expressed that both she as a professional and the students would be
able to garner a glimpse into other educational systems. She shared,
There was the chance for a few doctoral candidates of the German system to benefit from a
regular course of the US system for doctoral candidates . . . [and] the managing director of
the IGS had the opportunity to look into the US education system for doctoral candidates.
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Concurrently, Dave was able to realize through both cycles of the program that,
The structure of the thesis or dissertation and academic publishing was foreign or strange to
many of the participants. Understanding the rationale and form of writing was complicated.
Many students viewed it as discipline specific differences but as I examine it further it was
more an educational system expectation that may not be common in Ethiopian or German
systems. Thus, the differences within the system were highlighted in the academic writing.

Additional to the differing academic structures was the overlap of closely related
yet independent disciplines represented in the classroom. Ingrid noticed,
Multi-disciplinarity was not intended specifically in the program. It was a coincidence that
already the first, culturally homogeneous group of participants of the Research Seminar
brought doctoral topics from different disciplines. As a result, each of them also had a
different scientific background. For the second course, it was clear that there would be
disciplinary diversity as well as participants from several different nationalities.

Thus, emanating from the analysis of the observations was the idea that although
international partnerships may have overt comprehension of cultural confluence,
they could be more intentional at the outset to explore the academic approach
differences between educational systems and models.
Both Dave and Ingrid observed and commented on the differing research
paradigms particularly between the American and German systems. The German
doctoral approach in Engineering was one that starts the research path mostly
with “field, project and experience”-based questions of the real world, whereas
the American model seemed steeped more in the theory surrounding research and
literature reviews before thoroughly noticing the real world’s evidence and starting
engaging in fieldwork. Both professionals agreed that the expected and delivered
outcomes (theses) were the same but the approaches in educating students are
different. And this difference became evident in the writing process, which was
at the central focus of the Research Seminar. Ingrid stated,
In Germany, there is no tradition to train how to write down one’s research idea. In the
German research tradition in engineering, writing about one’s research holds second place
behind ‘carrying out’ the research proper. In the US system (and therefore valid for the
Ethiopian doctoral candidates of this Research Seminar) it seems that students first need to
write their ideas down in a structured form and then the ideas will be evaluated whether they
are worth being followed through. Basically, both groups need the same course contents
about writing. The mindset in which these contents are approached makes it easier or harder
on students to profit from the course. In the second year group, the Ethiopians absorbed
more from Dave than the student from Bremen. The latter reflected Dave’s teachings and
ended up somewhat opposed since the Research Seminar seemed to be ‘just about pretty
words’.

Dave explained his observations,
The structure of the thesis or dissertation and academic publishing was foreign or strange
to many of the participants, especially those from the German system. Understanding the
rationale and form of writing was complicated. Many students viewed it as discipline
specific differences but as I examine it further it was more an educational system expectation
that may not be common in Ethiopian or German systems. Thus, the differences within the
system were highlighted in the academic writing . . . One way I addressed this was through
my pedagogy. My delivery always engaged the students in manners in which specific
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disciplines would express their research. Students had to find published articles to also
understand the writing style and flow of their area. Overall, it was not difficult to merge
disciplines. My experience is to teach writing across disciplines, so it was not difficult for
me, but students sometimes had difficulty making sense of certain aspects of the writing.
And some did not see the connection between their work and having to express it to an
unknown audience.

The Research Seminar for the TTU PhD SummerCamp in numerous ways
challenged the thinking and pushed the paradigmatic barriers of both the students
and educators. It caused some level of dissonance where individuals had to wrangle
and discover the academic space between “possessing knowledge” and “expression
of knowledge.” Students had to step outside of their comfort zones when addressing
how to express their research, and the university professionals had to find ways
to foster meaning-making between “knowledge” and “academic articulation.” This
becomes even more complex when culture, language, and multidisciplinarity are
part of the classroom ecology.

6 Conclusion
According to Quacquarelli Symonds [QS] (2019), international partnerships “have
contributed endlessly to academic and scientific progress” (para. 10) and benefit
the students and the institutions on several levels. Furthermore, these partnerships
cultivate research opportunities, cultural awareness, international experiences, curriculum development, and degrees formed in collaboration with partner institutions
(QS, 2019). The partnership between TTU and the University of Bremen with
the TTU PhD SummerCamp provided all of those elements to Ethiopian doctoral
students from Jimma University and German, Chinese, and Indonesian doctoral
researchers at the University of Bremen. This narrative study outlines two components that the program provided and sheds light on the complex nature of such a
partnership. The program provided both the students and the educators with the
opportunity to expand their horizons both culturally and academically. The IGS
organized living accommodation, cultural and professional tours, and social opportunities for the Ethiopian students to interact with members of the German university
and engineering community. Differences in cultural expectations and contrasting
cultural mores, norms, and folkways were some of the obstacles that individuals
in the program observed. Language barriers, contrasting academic structures, and
multidisciplinarity posed challenges particularly in terms of comprehension of what
was needed to be fully successful in the Research Seminar. However, despite
these drawbacks, the researchers, who were involved in both coordinating the
program and teaching the course, assert that the program overall was beneficial
to the students and the German and American universities. The authors posit that
engaging in long-term cultural discussion about academic expectations should be
a key component in the development and strategic planning of any international
partnership. Fostering a greater understanding of the academic structures of the
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countries’ university systems, the differences in academic approaches with respect
to attaining degrees, and delving into the philosophical underpinnings of the
partner universities’ curriculum are crucial to consider in program development.
Additionally, cultural competency should be a component of both students’ and
professionals’ preparation for the program. For the TTU PhD SummerCamp, the
professor for the United States spoke English fluently as his native language and
possessed a marginal grasp of German. The German coordinator spoke German
fluently as her native language and possessed a good grasp of English. Neither spoke
any Ethiopian language. The command of English of the Ethiopian students was
medium, none of them spoke any German language. Not feeling comfortable with a
(foreign) language may be a barrier. The unexpressed assumptions and implicit rules
hidden in the foreign system cause a much higher barrier. Therefore, universities
who are considering developing international partnerships should seriously consider
providing educational professional development of their faculty and staff with
respect to getting aware of the culture of their partner institutions. Furthermore,
educators of international students (on all levels of education) should receive the
opportunity to train their perception of culturally founded differences and to make
it explicit. Training and experiences are needed to develop these abilities before one
can share or teach them.

7 Outlook
This example of the German-USA international partnership between TTU and the
University of Bremen exemplifies the importance of intentional program design,
the crucial nature of identifying the distinctions between university systems, and
the acknowledgment of the continued benefit of opportunities for cultural exchange
across, between, and amongst nations of the world. The cooperation on educational
research of both of the educators involved in the study will be extended by a
Fulbright-funded research stay of Dave Louis at the IGS in 2022. Furthermore, the
IGS is sharing its experiences with the Asian partners of the Erasmus+ Capacity
Building project SSAPI as well as with the international partners gained by the
alumni of the IGS.
The interdisciplinary research focus of the next incoming doctoral candidates
of the IGS will be closely related to those of LogDynamics. The trend toward
individualization has taken hold of logistics. The rapid growth of e-commerce in
the current Corona pandemic has given this trend an additional boost. Increased
mobility and more packaging material are the results. On the other hand, the effects
of climate change are now evident, requiring logistics to reduce environmental
toxins and improve the robustness of logistics supply chains. This raises new
research questions whose treatment is of international interest and can only be
answered meaningfully in interdisciplinary cooperation. This applies in a similar
way to production, civil, or construction engineering. Therefore, the examination of
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factors of successful international interdisciplinary education and identifying best
practices will be continued and intensified.
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A.1 Narrative Prompts
A.1.1 Narrative Prompt 1: Inception of the Partnership
and the Program
As you think about the creation of the international partnership what were the main
motivating factors in your mind for the program to be created? Why was it important
for this partnership and program to be created? What was the core purpose of the
program to be established? Who was it supposed to benefit? After it was completed
(both year 1 and year 2) were the goals of the program achieved? Why would you
say they were or were not achieved? What were the most positive aspects of working
with interactional partners? What were the most negative aspects of working with
the international partners?

A.1.2 Narrative Prompt 2: Program Vision and Aspiration
What did you envision this program to be for your university/unit? What did you
aspire this program to be for the students involved? What were the outcomes
you had hoped for during its creation (for the students and the administrators
involved)? What did the partners express they wanted from the program? Was what
the administrators wanted different from what you wanted as an educator?

A.1.3 Narrative Prompt 3: Challenges
Were there challenges in the creation of the program? Describe any challenges you
had working with a university from another country? How were these challenges
overcome? Describe any challenges you had with students?
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A.1.4 Narrative Prompt 4: Student Experiences
How would you describe the overall experience of the students who participated in
the program? Describe what you believe were some of the most positive experiences
that the students had while participating in the program? Describe what you
believe were some of the most positive benefits that the students acquired while
participating in the program? Describe what you believe were some of the most
negative experiences that the students had while participating in the program?

A.1.5 Narrative Prompt 5: Multidimensional
How did the idea of multidimensional/multidisciplinary education influence the
development of the program? Were there challenges with the merging of the four
disciplines? How did you overcome or address the challenges associated with being
multidimensional? What did you have to explain or translate for your international
partner about the differences in educational expectations between the two countries?
Were there language barriers about educational terms? Describe these barriers?
Share how the barriers were overcome?

A.1.6 Narrative Prompt 6: Conclusion
Now that the program is completed, where are the most beneficial aspects of the
program? What was the most positive aspect of the program? What elements of the
program would you like to see replicated in other programs? What have you learned,
as an administrator, from being involved in this program? What have you learned,
as an educator, from being involved in this program?
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